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EUGENIUS AND HIS EASTERN COLLEAGUES. 

[See Plates I-IILJ 

In two former papers I have attempted to illustrate 
the course of the atfiffim-issues of Treveri from the 
accession of Valentinian I to the death of Maximus 
and the supersession of his V1RTV5 RO MANORVM 

(“ Throne " type) by Valentinian II's brief revival of 
Grati fin's VRBS ROMA (“Cuirass” type). The present 
notes are in direct continuation of the former. 

For some reason difficult to explain VRBS ROMA, 

while continuing to be struck at Lugdnnnm, was soon 
supplanted at Treveri1 by a new VIRTVS ROMAN- 

ORVM (" CuirassJ> type). Tbis persisted unchanged 
except in minute details throughout the remainder of 
Valentinian II's reign and thenceforward without 
break up to the date in the reign of his successor, 
Eugeniua, at which Treveri ceased altogether for a long 
interval to strike in the precious metals and perhaps 
also in bronze. The precise date of this cessation can 
only be inferred. The fact that Victor's siliqme from 
Treveri are rare in comparison with the numbers from 
the Italian mints, suggests that little or no silver was 
struck for him there after the departure of Maximus 
for Italy in 887. If we can argue a like stoppage for 
Eugenics on his leaving Gaul for Milan in the spring 

1 Von Koblitz {DU MSntaifltie Tirtti'i) instance* an Urba Soma 
of Ku genius from Tieveri m in the Dresden collection. But on 
applying for a cast I was told that the coin was not there. 

if ITU IBM, WIHOir.p VOL, « Ell 1X9 V. 
£ 
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of 393, we must admit a very intensive coinage of 

siliquae during the first six or seven months of his 

usurpation* The example of Maximus will, perhaps, 

have prepared us to expect thft. 

An inquiry into the siliqua-issues from Treveri might 

be appropriately ended with the end of those issues. 

But meanwhile our historical interest has been stimu¬ 

lated and will not be so easily satisfied. The action of 

Eugenius in advancing to Italy was certainly provoca¬ 

tive, and we shall wish to see in what spirit his issues 

from Mediolanum continued his issues from. TreverL 

I have therefore added a short account of his siliqua- 

coinage from that mint. 

The historical backffrotmd of the coinage. 

Our ancient authorities are meagre and discrepant. 

Zosimua states that after defeating Maximus in August 

388 Theodosius restored to Valenti nian II all his 

father's former empire, Incorporated the flower of the 

beaten army with his own, dispatched Yalentinian to 

manage the affairs of Italy, Gaul, and *C&11 that lay 

within the sphere of his vuloJh, and himself returned 

to Thessalonica. Here all seeing to happen in rapid 

success ion, but we know that Theodosius remained 

m Italy and conducted its government and that of his 

own eastern empire till the summer of 391, Socrates, 

a Church historian, and So^omenos, who copies him, 

imply that Yalentinian accompanied Theodosius in his 

triumph at Borne in 389. But this is a priori unlikely, 

as Theodosius would wish Yalentinian well out of 

sight and mind of his hereditary subjects whose 

affections were to be transferred to the young Honori us 

whom he took with him, A more decisive argument 
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for Valwtimatfg alienee is that the orator Pac&tus, 

who delivered a panegyric on this occasion, could not 

have ignored him, had he been present. On the other 

hand, the Codex Theodosianus gives positive evidence 

of YaJentinian's presence in Gaul at this very moment. 

W® must either with Mommsen follow Socrates and 

attempt to explain, away the evidence of the Codes, or, 

with Seeok* follow the positive evidence of the Codex 

and the negative evidence from Facatusand agree that 

Socrates is in, error* I think there can be little doubt 

that Seeck is right. 

We know virtually nothing of Valentin ian’s life in 

Gaul for the next three and a half years except the 

final dramatic scenes of his unsuccessful attempt to 

escape from the tyranny of Arboga&fces. He still 

regarded himself and was regarded by the Italians, 

as ruler of Italy, and it was the refusal of Arbogastes 

to allow him to go to the assistance of Milan, which 

seemed threatened by barbarians, that led directly to 

his suicide. 

No doubt Arbogastes had been acting under orders 

from Theodosius, but, no doubt also* those orders did 

not include Yalenbinian's death. However, trusting 

to an embassy composed of Gallic bishops to convince 

Theodosius of his imxocenoe, he meanwhile carried on 

the government of Gaul as his representative (Seeck, 

Gesch. des UnUrgangsder Ant Welty v. a 3 7). All might 

have gone well for Arbogastes had not the mind of 

Theodosius come at this moment under the influence 

of a strong anti-pagan reaction. Arbogastes, a pagan* 

saw his fall imminent* As a barbarian he could 

not make himself emperor, but as an able soldier 

and administrator he could still rule through a 
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puppet-emperor* and on August 25, more than three 

months after the death of Valenfcinianshe proclaimed as 

emperor Eugeni ns, a- Court official, nominally a Chris¬ 

tian, but known to be very tolerant of the paganism 

which still maintained itself in many high places. 

Zosimus, in making Valenti nian's death a murder to 

which Eugenius, already his destined successor, was a 

party, seems here abo to be following an “ official 

version" favourable to and fostered by the Theodosiau 

House which had risen on the mins of the House of 

Yalentinian* to which it owed its beginnings* 

Eugenius made at first every effort to reach a friendly 

understanding with Theodosius. He approached him 

through an embassy; took no step* to secure Italy, 

which* nominally restored to Valentinkn II on the 

death of Maximus, might justifiably have been claimed 

by his successor; and refused to re-establish the pagan 

worship at Borne, But Theodosius made no answering 

gesture. He neither recognized the consulship of Euge¬ 

ni ns nor consulted him an the elevation of hi? younger 

son Honorius to the rank of Augustus. The reply of 

Eugenius was the restoration of pagan observances at 

Rome and the occupation of Milan. Theodosius would 

be touched to the quick in his most cherished schemes, 

spiritual and temporal* for he was a " most ChristianPJ 

emperor and he had destined Italy for Honoring 

Still, as we have seen, Italy could hardly be made by 

Theodosius a pretext ibr war, and Eugenius, uniike 

Maximus, carefully refrained from any hostile move¬ 

ment beyond ils borders* thereby showing, as Seeck 

says, that he had not yet given up all hope of a peaceful 

settlement. It was a vain hope. Theodosius was 

only biding his time* and when ready, attacked and 
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defeated Eugenins at the battle of the Erigidus in 

September 394, 

General view of the coin-evidence 

Treveri and Mediolanum are, of course, not the only 

mints, nor the siliqua the only denomination, to which 

we might look tor evidence., but, outride these, little* 

I thmk, will be found bearing on the limited subject 

of these notea. 

The Dortmund hoard of 4-30 salidit and the Terimg 

mixed N and Ai hoard with 20 solidi, together contain 

for this period 19 of Treveri, 10 of Mediolanum, and 8 

of Lugddintm. From Treveri Valenti ni an II has 14 

solidi, Theodosius 3, Eugenius 2; from Mediolanum 

Valentinian II 5, Theodosius 2, Areading 1, Eugenins 2] 

from Lugdunum Valentinian II 6, Eugenins 2, While 

interesting as showing the relative importance of the 

gold-striking mints during this time the solidi, with 

their multiples and fractions, have made no contribution 

to my present inquiry beyond one reverse identity 

Unking Theodosius with Valentinian II at Treveri. 

Lugdunum struck also the siliqua VRB5 ROMA in 

f&irly large numbers. Records of five hoards give 

V&lentinian 41, Theodosius 10F Arcadius 11, Eu genius 

28, My own coins and casts give them respectively 

41, 9,9, 23p and link Theodosius with Valentinian II 

by three identities, A read ins with Valentinian II by 

one. I have found none linking the eastern emperors 

with Eugenins, although most of the coins of Arcadius 

have closer resemblance to Eugeni us than to Valenti- 

nian II in the treatment of the drapery of the left arm. 

In bronze all the three Gallic mints struck the i£4 

VICTORIA AVGGG in the names of all the emperors. 
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Thess coins are mostly in imperfect condition and 

little or no certain evidence Has been gained from 

them. Those of Ara&dius largely predominate, bnt tvs 

can only guess at the striker. Lngdunum and Arekte 

have throughout the unvarying division VICTOR— IA 

AVGGG and an unvarying form of mint-mar]?:, except 

for ojfi.chia letter. At Arelate Arcadius and Honorius 

seem always to have unbroken obverse legend; at Lug- 

d unu m Arcad ius generally un brok en.som e tim es brok enP 

Honorius always unbroken, except in. the very rare 

^ I - issue, noted only for him and Arcadius, and 

possibly post-Theodosian, 57o doubt—though we could 

Hardly prove it—both. Valentinian II and Eugeni us 

struck bronze, as they certainly struck silver, for Arca¬ 

dius. The much scarcer coins of Honorius with un¬ 

broken obverse legend must, I think, have been struck 

in his fathers lifetime, but whether by Eugeni us— 

which seems very unlikely—or in the few months 

after Eugenius' downfall I see at present no means of 

determining Certainly Eugeni ua struck no silver for 

him, Treveri with its twofold reverse division 

VICTOR—IA AVCCC and VICTOR!—s A AVGGG 

and its twofold mint-mark TR and TRP should be 

helpful when the evidence irom its comparatively rare 

M 4 has been carefully collated ■ As Arcadius appears 

here, in contrast to the other two Gallic mints, with 

the broken form of obverse legend throughout, we 

1 liugenius certainly struck this wii.li division VICTOR—!A 
AVGGG 4U<1 m.ui- TR? but a coin of bis in my iiOMesaion 
show* &1sq division V1CTORI—A AVGGG, The mm is 
illegible, but the coin must be of Travel 
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can base no inference of date on the fact that the very 

few coins of Honor ius from Treveii give him also this 

broken form. In Italy Eugenius struck his M 4 SPE5 

ROMANO RVM lt Victory advancing I.p+ at Aquileia, 

but I have seen no evidence that he struck it for 

Theodosius, A solitary coin seems to show that lie 

struck it also at Rome. The type, hub in silver? is 

given by Cohen (32) for Theodosias with Rome mint- 

mark , and a specimen is to be seen in the Vienna 

Cabinet. For real ly satisfactory ev id ence that E ugantus 

struck for his eastern co-regents we must look to the 

siliquae of Treveri and Mediolanum. 

Teevebi, 

The first issue of siUquae after the recovery of Gaul 

from Maximus was VRBS ROMA, which has been de¬ 

scribed and illustrated in Nam. Chron.s 1032, pp. 264- 

266, and PI, XX, 3-7. This is very rare and must soon 

have been superseded by VIRTV5 ROMANORVM, 

The type is the same for both, via. Rome seated 1. on 

cuirass holding Victory on globe and reversed spear 

(often shown without barbs in VRBS ROMA), I giv& 

their respective numbers as they occur in seven pub¬ 

lished hoards, adding in brackets those of my own 

coins and casts : VRBS ROMA Yalentinian II 3 {4)( 

Theodosius 4 (6)P Arcadius 6 (8)i VIRTYS ROMA- 

NGRVM Yalentinian II 75 (41), Theodosius IS3 (78)1 

A read ius 71 (69)? Eugenius 42 (59). The chief dis¬ 

crepancies between the numbers of my own specimens 

and those recorded in the hoards arise from the un¬ 

usually large proportion found for Yalentinian II 

and Theodosius in the Nh Mend ip hoard and are, 
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no donbfc, due to special circumstances of which we 

are ignorant, 
Eugenius carried on Valentini&n II's VSRTVS 

ROMANORVM without change in legend ov type, 

but, by observing small details of treatment in coins 

bearing their obverses, we can in most eases easily 

classify coins of Theodosius and Aroadius as t:Valen- 

tfiiianian3’ or “Eugeiiian " which, with its historical 

implications, is the purpose of these notes. 

Obverse Portraits. 

There was, of course, at this period, no attempt at 

a true or consistent representation of an emperor's 

features, though Eugenius' beard gives a somewhat 

superficial consistency to his portraiture* 

The very artificial classification of the portraiture by 

means of some small detail of the drapery will, I think, 

be most convenient. la the xiliquae Eugenios and 

Arcadius have usually, Theodosius rather rarely, Yalen- 

fcinian II never, a long pendant attached to the circular 

fibula which fastens the cloak on the right shoulder. 

With this arrangement goes great similarity of 

features, and we recognise the work of a single school 

of die-sinkers. Similarly with the two "short pen¬ 

dant11, varieties, which are each accompanied by 

a (generally) distinctive portrait or portraits: ef. the 

illustrations to VRB5 ROMA, nos* 4 and 5t mentioned 

above, and to the siliqu-ae of Maximus in Num. Ghran^ 

I93o. PI. XII3 where what I called his “regular'1 por¬ 

trait has a different arrangement of the pendant from 

that of the two other varieties of portrait which I as¬ 

cribed to him+ "We thus have: 
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I. Short pendant with the three jewels arranged “pyramid- 
**■, o.g, P3r I, l, which is clearly following the same 

model as VR BS RO MA no, 5. Lite that it also has reverse 
identity linking it to a portrait of class II, There is a strong 
“family resemblance” between tlte portraits of class If 
though they are certainly not all by the same hand, and a 
larger-featured version becomes common towards the end of 
Yalentiiiifin II s reign, 

II. Short pendant wilh the three jewels arranged a in- 
Yerled-pyramid’wiae ?* e.g. PL I. IQ, which has reverse 
identity with the class I coin of Valentinian II atid appears 
to follow the same model as VRBS ROMA no, 4. But as 
in the case of Maximus, the portraits of this class are more 
varied* They too tend Eo become laj'ger towards the end 
of Valentinian IBs reign. 

Showing very similar features but a very distinctive 
treatment of the drapery is a variety of II, which I call 
II var. The drapeiy in this ends abruptly at the neck 
without shgiving any Indication of the left arm. Contrast 
e,g, PL II, 7, 8. It must made the work of a limited period 
and is useful as determining the contemporaneousness of 
the reverse varieties with which it occurs. 

III. Long pendant with the three jewels arranged hori¬ 
zontally* e.g. Pi. I, II, II, B, The portraiture, especially of 
Theodosius and Eugenius, is very consistent. 

For Eugenius class I is represented by PL III. I, His 
beard is shaggy and his features roughly hewn. Class IIP 
e.g. PL III. 2, rather less rare, generally represents him 
with beard curving outwards to a fine point. Class III, by 
far the commonest for him, gives us the typical Eugeni us 
with incurved nose and closely trimmed beard, eg, PI. 
III. 3^7. 

A remarkable peculiarity occurring in both II var< 

and III is the spelling A RCA PI VS for ARC AD I VS. 

It is quite common, but seems to be fousid only with 

the one reverse variety B (c) in which Arc ad iris and 

Eugenius are linked by actual die-identities. 

Reverse varieties* 

Although the type is unvarying, its details vary, and 

vary so consistently that wFe must suppose this to be 
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deliberately contrived as a means of identifying the 

output of a given group of moneyed. The broadest 

basis of distinction between the coinage of Yalentmiam 

and of Eugenius is that in the former Home's dress is 

not brought up over the arm that holds the Victory, 

in tlic latter it is. The few coins which violate this 

rule may, perhaps* fairly be taken as on the border line 

between the two reigns, and as marking respectively 

the latest of Yalentinian and the earliest of Eugenilis, 

as the portraiture also suggests. The numbers of each 

class noted by me for the four emperors are as follows: 

+"Dress not over arm"; YaL II, 37; Theod, 47; AvcacL Of 
Eugexn 10, 

“Dress over arm"! Yah IL 4; ThetxL 25; A read. 67 ; 
Eagen< 49. 

Each of these main classes can. be subdivided accord¬ 

ing as: 

(a) Home hasr or ling not7 n V-shaped flap showing on her 
1, shoulder. Contrast e.g. PJ. I+ 1, 2, 

(b) The Victory on the globe has her dress indicated (1) 
simply by a short line (rarely two iines) behind, 
forming an acute angle with the line which represents 
her legs, egn PL I. 4. (There is a “broad arrow" 
variety of this with short line also in front, e.g, 
PL X. 13) j or (3} her dress is more elaborately 
represented by a kind of inverted flower-bell, e.g* 
PL I. 2. 

None of these distinguishing details is new* except 

perhaps the “flower-bell11 Victory. But when we find 

certain of them appearing consistently in combination 

to the exclusion of their alternatives, which in their 

turn appear consistently in other combinations, we 

must, I think* infer that the die-sinker is Ibllowing 

a prescribed model. 
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We shall find that almost all the Trever&n VIRTVS 

ROMANORVM siliqwte of our period, A.D. £88-393, 

will come tinder one or other of tli& four following 

reverse-varieties* The numbers which X possess {in 

coins or casts) of each emperor are appended : 

Mainly or exclusively d: Vdlentiwianian 3\ 

A* Dress not brought up over Romehs armP 

(3) ** Acute angle >7 Victory — Flap on L shoulder. 
VaJ. Il3 33 3 Theod* 37; Aread* 0 ; Eugen, 10, 

(1) “ Flower-bell!* Victory — No flap on 1- shoulder. 
VoL II, 4 3 Theod. 9 ; Arcad* Oj Eug.en-.0- 

Mainly or exclusively “ Eugenian \ 

B. Dress brought up over Romeos arm. 

(&} “Flower-bell" Victory — Flap on L shoulder. 
Vfil. IIT 1; Theod, 17 ; Aread. 23 j Ergen, 14. 

(c) " Acute angle” Victory — No flap on 1. shoulder, 
Yol. XT, 01 Theod. 8 ; Arcad. 45 ■ Eugeti. 30. 

In this variety alone the spear is always shown as 

a continuous line, Instead of as a series of dots, as in 

the three other varieties. 

The few coins which do not fit into the above sobeme 

are: 

(1) a definite group similar to A (a) but showing 

fi dress carried up over arm I'l 1 call this B (a), 

Val. II, 3 ; Theod* 5; Arcad. 1; Eugen, 3 (?5)* 

(2) two unconn e cted coins show in g i nd i vidual treat¬ 

ment of reverse. FI. II, 0 seems perhaps to stand 

to A (5) in a similar relation to that in which B («) 

stands to A (a). FI. 1.14 is of the A (a) variety, differ¬ 

ing only in the unique representation of the little 
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Victory whose body is marked by a distinct cross., 

A Christian artist seems here to be taking his part in 

tlie bitter religious conflict waged round the Altar of 

Victory in the Senate House during this period. 

We have seen that VRB5 ROMA was struck by 

Valentin ian II for both Theodosius and Arcadius. 

Tlie only reverse identity which I hare found to link 

two emperors in this scanty issue links him in fact 

with Arcadius* and in my experience the coins of 

Arcadius are the least rare. Yet in VIRTVS RO- 

MANORVM Arcadius is entirely absent from the 

“ Valentinianian " portion of the issue, coming into 

possible touch with Valentin ian only in those border¬ 

line issues B (a) and B (It) in which Valentinian is re¬ 

presented. by only one or two coins and is much out¬ 

numbered by Theodosius and Eugenius. Still more 

surprising than the absence of Arcadius from the 

Valentiaianiau *\ is his predominance in the ft Euge¬ 

ni an ” portion of the issue. Gratian at Treveri had 

certainly struck more of his VRBS ROMA (“ ThroneT> 

type) in his uncle's than in his own name, but at least 

Valeus was the senior Augustus, Here it is not the 

senior Augustus* Theodosius* who has most of the 

* Eagenian * coinage, but the boy-Augustas, Arcadius. 

Unless a more plausible explanation is forthcoming, 

why Eugenios should give such prominence to Arcadius* 

I am driven to the conclusion that in striking, as he 

certainly did* for Theodosius and Arcadius ho was 

merely continuing an issue which had been, begun by 

Arbogaatea during the interregnum. What better 

means of palliating his responsibility for ValentmianJ3 

suicide could Arbogastes have adopted than by empha¬ 

sising the opening it gave to Theodosius' own son? 
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must see whether the coinage when examined in 

detail gives any support to this suggestion. Both 

style and the absence of Honorius preclude the possi¬ 

bility of any part of it being posb-Eugeni.au. 

The coinage of Theodosius is more normal* Both 

emperors strike for him, but lie has more of the 

E‘ Valentinianiau'* varieties than Yalentmian himself, 

and I am inclined to think that some of these coins 

also date from the interregnum. It seems unlikely, 

indeed, that the mints remained quite inactive for the 

three months between May 15 and August *22t during 

which Arbogastes carried on the government. 

The whole coinage is linked together by a chain of 

obverse and reverse identities, many of which are 

illustrated on Pi, I-XII, and the evidence here col¬ 

lected, if not sufficing to unravel all the complexities 

of the issue, may at least be useful as a nucleus For 

further research. 

There will be a gain in clearness as well as a saving 

of space, if I indicate these identities by a kind of 

'■shorthand”. Obverses are classified as I, Arc., re¬ 

verses as A (a)t Atc* If an obverse identity Sinks two 

reverse varieties* I show this as, c.gh> Theodosius I B (£) 

= 1 B (e). placing first the side of the coin in which 

the identity consists. If an identical reverse links 

two or more emperors* the equation would appear as, 

eg,s Theodosius B (c) 11=*= Arcadius B (c) III = Eugeni us 

B (t) III* i.e. with identical reverse variety B (c) Theo¬ 

dosius has the class II, A readies and Eng emus both 

the class III portrait 
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"Valentinianian” reverse variety A (a). 

From the close resemblance of some of the portraits 
to those ofVRBS ROMA, A (a) would seem to show 
the earliest coins of the succeeding VIRTVS ROMA- 
NORVM issue. It went on throughout the reign of 
Valentinian and into the reign of Eugeni u$, The 
obverses seem always to be of classes T and II, in both 
of which there is a tendency towards a larger style of 
bust at the end of ValentinianTs reign. 

Of I Valentinian has 25, Theodosius 24 examples; 
of II Valentinian 8, Theodosios 13. Keverse identities 
noted are: 

(ft) Linking Valentinian and Theodosius, who both have 
the smaller and, as I think, earlier style of portrait 

Yah A {a) I = Theod. A (a) L 

Yah A (a) I = Theod. A (a) II [ PL 1.1,10; I. 3r 15]. 
The second aquation is in the “ broad-arrow *p type of 
Victory* 

(fr) Link Eng Valantinian and Theodosius, who both have 
the later styles of portrait. 

Val. A (a) I=sTheod. A (a) XI [PL I. 4,12]. Tins portrait 
of Theodosius is the commonest for him of the class XXT in 
which he outnumbers Vulentinian in A (a}, and is especially 
typical of his B coins^ a variety almost entirely post- 
Yalenlinian. It appears to me to be chiefly an in tar regnal 
portrait. B {&], it must be remembered > is commoner for 
Theodosius a tid Area dins than for Eugenius, and tlie main 
body of this variety would seem to come between the two 
reigns. 

(e) Linking A {a) with other reverse varieties. 

Theod. II A (ft) = IIA [l) [3?1. X. 16,17]. This portrait 
is of the larger and Liter type of the Valenti nianian portraits. 
The feat ures are unusually liko those of class X. 

Val. X A (ct) ^ I B [ft) fPl. I* 4t 6} The first of these 
has already been mentioned ns having reverse identity 
with Theodosius ; the second is doublestruck. 
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That A ffl) was continued for Theodosius after the 

death of Yalentiniau is suggested by the predomina¬ 

ting numbers of his typical portrait II, and proved by 

a coin with the portrait JI var. which is certainly 

post-Valenti man. Eugenius has four examples with 

portrait I, six with portrait IT. I have found no 

identity linking him with Theodosius, Areadins has 

no A (a). 

" Valentmianiatt™ reverse variety A (ft). 

Yalentiniau II has 2. Theodosius 8 examples with 

portrait I: Yaknliman 2, Theodosius 1, with portrait 

II. Some may have been struck for Theodosius after 

Valentinian's death, but the issue of this variety ended 

before the reign of Eugenius. Arcadius does not share 

in it It is marked by unusually careful elaboration 

of detail, and is accompanied by a bold portraiture of 

the “larger-featuredSb style which prevailed at the end of 

Valentinian's reign. The single identity I have found 

linking the two emperors is: YaL A (ft) II = Theod. 

A (ft) I [PL I. 2j 18]. Valentinian's portrait seems to 

be of the style which is seen so commonly for Theo¬ 

dosius in A (a) and B (ft). 

A (ft) is linked with A {&) in, an equation given 

above. For the close connexion of A (ft) with B (ft) 

I compare, in default of an identity, the A (ft) portrait 

of Yalentiniau [PL X. 8] with the B(6) portrait of 

Theodosiua [PL X+10]. I think we have here an argu¬ 

ment for the immediate continuation after Valen- 

tinian's death of the B (ft) issue, of which Valentiniaii 

has but one example, while Theodosius and especially 

Arcad his have so many* 
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Reverse variety B(a), 

With portrait I Vatentinian has 3, Theodosius 4, 

Area-dins 1, Eugenius 0, examples; with portrait II 

Theodosius has 1, Eugenius 2 certain, 1 doubtful. Of 

his other two, one is quite uncertain, the other inter¬ 

esting as an instance of his portrait III, which is very 

rare for Eugeni us in reverse varieties which begin 

with Valentiniau. I have already illustrated the 

connecting link between A («) and IB {a), and also an 

identity linking Valentinian (with the same portrait) 

and Theodosius in the A {a) reverse. The B {a) reverse 

gives also an identity : VaL B (a) I=Theod. B (a) I 

[PI. I, 5 double-struck, 20]. There is still another 

Theodosius showing this identical reverse, with similar 

portrait but less rugged features. It is, perhaps, note¬ 

worthy that the end of the dress brought over Home’s 

arm stands up almost to the height of her shoulder, as 

if the die-sinker were determined that his conscien¬ 

tiousness in carrying out a newly prescribed differentia 

should not be questioned, 

Theodosius' portrait II is of the style of PL r. 12, 

common for him. in A (a) and B (fc), Tho single exam¬ 

ple of Arcadtus is very important It is the only class I 

portrait that I have seen for him, and furnishes the 
useful identity; Arcad. I B (n)-IB (£i) [pj. II. lo, II], 

The portrait is precisely that which was employed for 

the senior emperors at the close of Vulen liman's reign, 

but from the absence of Arcadius throughout the mate 

portion of Valentinian’s issue I am inclined to place it 

just after Valentinian’s death. 

ncuCBM. cuttos., vor.. xvn, nun v. C 
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H JSug&man,F variety B[b). 

Tiis is one of the " borderline?J varieties. Prom its 

flower-boll" Victory it seems to be the direct de¬ 

scendant of A (b)* Compare, too, the A (6) portrait of 

Valentmian [Pi. I. e] with, the B (6) portrait of Theo¬ 

dosius [PL I. 10]- 

Tke single example for Valentinian II is enough 

to show that it began before hia death. It is most 

frequent for Theodosius, and especially Arcadius, bat 

is by no means rare for Eugenius. The numbers found 

for each emperor with the several portrait varieties 

are: 

I. Valenti Qian II 1; Theodosius 3; Ai cadi us 1; 
Eugeni us 4, 

II. Theodosius o; Aicodius 5; Eugenius 6. 

II tttr- Theodosius 2; AmdiuaO; Eugemus 2, 
III. Theodosius 7 ; Amend! us 17 ; Eu genius 2. 

The two reverse varieties B (a) and E (b) are closely 

connected by the portraiture. We may compare the 

portraits of Valentmian [PL L 7] in B[b) and Theo¬ 

dosius [Fir I. 20] in B (a), as well as the single class I 

portrait of Arcadius, which is identical for him in the 

two varieties [PL II. lo, 11]. 

These coins of Arcadia* clearly fall at about the very 

end of Valentmian*s reign, but whether just within, or,, 

as I have argued, just outside cannot be proved with 

certainty. However, his other twenty-two B (ft) coins 

clearly fall outside, and the question arises whether 

they were struck for him in the interregnum or later 

by Eugenius* 

I have noted wo identities in B (6J linking Arcadius 
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with either Theodosius or Eu genius, but two linking 

Theodosius with Eugenius, 

The identities found for Avcadius are s 

Aroadiua II B (6) = II B (c) [PL II. 12, I3J. 

ArMdius III B (6) = III B (c) [PL II- 14, is]. There 
is also another identity linking B (b) and B {<;). 

B (c) certainly started later than B (fr), but certainly 

went on side by side with iL B (c) is remarkable for 

showing in the majority of Arc&dius’ coins the spelling 

(or form of writing) ARCAPI VS for ARCADIVS, and it 

is with this spelling that Anadiu* occurs in six out of 

the seven instances in which he is brought into con¬ 

nexion with Eugenius by identities, six direct, ou& 

through Theodosius. This spelling is not found at all 

for Arcadius in B (b)r and we seem justified iu inferring 

that B (&) and the portion of B (c) which shows the 

correct spelling are pre-Eugen i an and possibly inter- 

regnaL 

' Identities linking Theodosius with Eugenius are: 

Theodosius 
(&) II ) = Eugenius B (6) II var. 

IB (b) II wf[FL 11*1; HI. 2]. 

The portrait II of Theodosius, which I possess only as 

a rubbing, is of the style of pi. I. 12 ; II. 2. 

Theodosius links B (6) with B (c) in Theodosius III 

B [b) = III B (e) [PI. II. 3; I. 11], The B(c) portrait 

shows a battered state of the die. In this instances 

then, B (b) is earlier than B (c)+ The portrait III of 

Theodosius is virtually unvarying. It is rather scarce 

for him, though by far the commonest for Areadius 

and Eugenius. I have not found him connected with 

Eugenius in this portrait, which seems used for him 

during the period winch preceded the spelling 

o 2 
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ARCAPIVS, and is therefore probably interregna]. His 

four identities with Eugeni us have either II or II vm\ 

My impression is that, when on the death of Valeu- 

tinian II B (ft) and presently B (c) began to be struck 

predominantly in the name of Arcadius, a new work¬ 

group designed a new portrait for him which was 

regarded as peculiarly his own, while the portraits of 

Theodosius continued to be produced by the work¬ 

groups I and II; but> as we have seen throughout the 

whole course of the coinage from Vslentmian I down¬ 

wards, the portraits of emperors were interchangeable. 

That is, a group accustomed to provide obverse dies for 

one emperor, would, when called upon to provide them 

ior another, still produce the same portrait or style of 

portrait. In this way I should explain the less usual 

portraits of both Theodosius and Arcadius. 

Identities of Eugenius linking B(&) with other 

reverse varieties are: Eugenius I B (b)=IA fa) (I have 

only a rubbing of the A coin) and Eugenius III B (&) = 

III B (c) [PL III. 3, 4j. The portrait III of Eugenius 

19 veiy rare for him in B (£/, very common in B (c). 

Here B (h) shows a less perfect state of the obverse die. 

“ Eugenian “ reverse variety £ (c). 

This seems to be definitely post-Valentinianian. 

Portrait I seems also not to be round with it The 
other portraits occur as follows; 

H. Theodosius 2 ? Arcadius 8; Eugenius 2. 
H ran Theodosius 3 ; ARC API VS 8; E«g*nillfl 0. 

HI. Theodosius 3, JARCAD1VS 8 1 . M 
* 1 ARCAPIVS 21 f ’ Eugemua 2$. 

With Bfc) the portrait II of Theodosius, e.g. pl 
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H, 4, follows a different model from that seen in his 

B(6) coins, e.g. Pi, II. 2. Portrait II of Arcadius 

follows the former model both in B (c) and B (6), link¬ 

ing them by the Identity given above [FI. II. 12,13]. 

Other identities, e.g. PL II. 14, 15, Jink them by his 

portrait III, I have suggested that these coins, which 

all show the normal form of his name, may be inter- 

regnal. The fact that Theodosius has so few of this 

variety compared with Arcadius, and that his portrait 

II is of the later model, seems to show that B {c) is at 

first pre-eminently <! Arcadian”. Afterwards, when 

ARC AD I VS had given, or was giving, way' to AR.CA- 

PJVS Eh genius appears and half of his total number 

are struck in this variety. 

There are many identities which help towards a 

relative dating of these portrait varieties. Unfortu¬ 

nately it is not often possible to argue with assurance 

from the state of the die. All those in which Arcadius 

occurs, with one exception, give him the form ARCA- 

PIVS. 

Theodosius B ARCAPIV5 B(c) III [PI. II. ie]. 

The Theodosius has obverse identity with the next 

Theodosius B(c) II ~ Eugenius B(c) III [Pi. 11. 4 ; , 

m. 5}, 

ARCAPIVS B(c) III = ARCAPIVS B (c) II tar. 

[pi. II. 17. 7]- The first of these has obverse identity 

in a worn state of the die with the Arcadius of PL 

TT 10, which shows the die in a newer state. We 

thus find portrait II ill use for Theodosius, while 

Arcadius and Eu genius both have HI, and we see that 

III was in use—in this group, at least—for Arcadius 

before II var. 
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Theodosius B (o) II ARCAPJVS B (c) III. Also 

with identical obverse of Theodosius, we have: 
Theodosius B(c) II var. = ARCAPIVS B (c) 111 = 

Eugeni us B(c) III [FL IX S, 9; III. 6]* 

Theodosius B(r) III=ARCADJVS B (cj II [FI. I* 11; 

IL a]. Here the Theodosius has obverse identity with 

the B (i) coin [FI. II. 3], which shows a less worn state 

of the die. As Theodosius has his portrait XIX, and 

Areadius his normal spelling, I am inclined to think 

these two coins a little earlier than those preceding. 

But the next equation shows that ARCADIVS is also 

found linked with coins of Eugenios: ARCADSVS 

B (c) II=Eu genius B {■c) III [PL II. la ; III- 4]- The 

coin of Eugenius is that with the- portrait linking B (6) 

and B (c}h As portrait III is very rare for Eugenios in 

B (1), it may here come early in his reign before Ills 

regular combination of III with B{c)t I and II with 

Rf&) had been established. His single identity with 

ARC AD tVS seems to suggest an early date. 

Lastly: 

ARCAP] VS B (c) II mt\ ^ ARCAPIVS B (c) III = 
Eugeni ns B (fl) III [FL II. 19, 20; III. Vj. 

We here rim into a nest of identities. The Areadius 

of PI. II. 30 has obverse identity with one other, the 

Eugenius of PL III. 7 has obverse identity with three 

others of my specimens. With this one obverse of 

Eugenius and these two of Areadius occur three reverse 

identities linking the two emperors. When states of 

dies can be distinguished, it is the coins of Eugenius 

that appear to be the later. But 1 have found no 

decisive evidence on this point In default of an ex¬ 

planation, why Eugenius should strike all these coins 

for Areadius, one might suggest that the early coins of 
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Eugenius may have been struck with, reverse dies pre¬ 

viously in use for Arcadius* But the percentage of 

identities is, I think, far too high to leave room for 

doubt that Eugenius struck largely at Treveri for the 

legitimate emperors. 

General conclusions. 

To sum up—the groups of workers who provide the 

obverse and reverse dies seem in each case to follow 

a pattern prescribed by authority, which would enable 

their respective outputs to be recognized. If we, too, 

can recognize these, we shall have a valuable clue to 

the intricacies of the VIKTVS ROMANIGRVM issue. 

During Valentinian IPs portion of the coinage 

there were two such groups I and II (II again being 

subdivided) responsible for the obverses; two, A (a), 

and later, A (&), responsible for the reverses. At the 

end of the reign B (a) starts as a variety of A (a), 

which still went on. A (6) was either discontinued 

within the reign, or, as seems to me more likely, still 

went on a little while for Theodosius. B (b) starts 

just within the reign, apparently as a variety of, or, 

perhaps in place of, A (i). They both, have the very 

distinctive " flower-bell ” Victory, E (ft)f seen for 

Valentinian II in a single coin, is the variety which 

more than any other marks a time when the coinage 

seems to be restricted to an output in the names- of 

Theodosius and, especially, Arc&dius. The portrait 

of Arcadlus [PL II. 10* 11] suggests the closest con¬ 

nexion with the Valentinianian coinage, but rather 

than regard it as an isolated example of Areadius in 

Yalentiman’s part of the issue, I am inclined to bring 

it into connexion with the main body of B^6) and to 
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see in it Yaleutiniaifs portrait [of PI. 1. 4] transferred 

at his death to his natural successor in the government 

of Gaul. However, a sew portrait III was soon 

evolved for Arcadius, and remains the most character* 

istio for him throughout the whole issue. It is rave 

for Theodosia whose coinage henceforth in general la 

comparatively rare. For Theodosius portraits I and, 

especially, II are most usual in B (b) and B (c)t and II ia 

not uncommon, though far less common than III, for 

Arcadius, It is noteworthy that B (b) besides occur¬ 

ring in greater numbers for Theodosius and, especially* 

Arcadius, offers no identities linking Arcadius with 

Eugenius. This suggests that Arcadius5 B (£} coin a 

fall within the interregnum. On the other hand, 

Theodosius is linked by two coins with Eugenius in 

this reverse variety, both with portrait II* which is 

a! so the regular portrait of Eugeni us in B (6). I think 

these coins were struck in his name by Eugeni us, 

while the coins of Theodosius- with portrait III prob¬ 

ably fail within the interregnum. 

B (c) seems to have been Initiated for Arcadius soon 

after Valentinian's death, It is very common for him* 

but rare for Theodosius. I have three identities link¬ 

ing B (t) and B (c) coins of Arcadius, one with portrait 

II, two with portrait. III. X oamiot at present say 

which portrait is the earlier in these instances, as 

both went on side by side. But it is Important to 

notice that in ah these three B {c) coins of Arcadius, 

the spelling of his name ia the correct ARCADE VS, 

which in this B (c) variety is much less usual than 

A RCA PI VS. It is almost exclusively with this latter 

spelling that he cornea Into touch with Eugenius, 

which ia again an argument in favour of a pre- 
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Eugenian dating of his B {b} coins, and that part of 

his B (c) coins which show the E< correct1* spelling 

of liis name. 

But the great majority of bis 11(c) coins have the 

lt B,J of his name written as “ P ”, It is so written on 

all these coins with portrait II mr. and must, I suppose, 

represent a new fashion in writing* At this point of 

the coinage Eugeni us appear?, but, from his compara¬ 

tive rareness with the II mr. portrait only, it would 

seem, when this portrait had been in use for some 

time. One identity links Area cl i us* portraits II mn 

and III In the B (c) reverse, both showing the spelling 

A RCA PI VS, so presumably both portraits were in use 

for him simultaneously. But after Eugenics1 acces¬ 

sion the die-sinkers responsible for portraits I and II 

(including the shortlived II I'ar.) seem to have worked 

mainly for him and to some extent for Theodosius in 

connexion with his B (b) reverses, while Arcadius (as 

ARC API VS) shares largely with Eugenius in his main 

issue which combines portrait III with the B(c) 

reverse. This combination, being by iar the most 

common for Eugenius, probably outlasted the others, 

and I think the evidence given above allows one to 

infer that Arcadius was associated to the end in the 

coinage of Eugenius at TreverL 

Mediolanum. 

Of the VIRTVS ROIMANGRVM ^liqucti struck by 

Eugenius between his arrival at Milan in the spring 

of 393 and his death in the autumn of 394, I have 

£4- with his own obverse, 14 with that of Theodosius* 

4 with that of Arcadius—mcstly in the ibrm of casts 

kindly supplied me from many museums. Needless 
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to saj% the coins of Arcadius must be carefully dis¬ 

tinguished from the later Issue with similar type and 

mint-mark struck by Honorius in his own and his elder 

brother's names. In the latter the little Victory's dress 

is represented as billowing out behind like a cloud. 

We have no com plications to baffle us hero. The 

issue is purely Eugenian and there Is no need to write 

“ Eugenian ", If part of it were Theodosian we should 

find coins either—if pre-Eugenian—of Valentinian II* 

or—if post- Eugenian —of Honor! ti$. Th e d i sfcri bution 

of coins between Theodosius and Arcadius 1$ here 

understandable. The identities of Eugenius are with 

Theodosius, though they will no doubt he found, but 

more rarely, with Arcadiua,who shares identities with 

his father in one of the Eugenian varieties, and has one 

specimen of each of two others. It is noticeable that 

Honorius, who was nowT Augustus, is ignored. 

Among these twenty-four coins of Eugenius no less 

than four varieties, i.e. varying combinations of the 

usual differentiae, are represented. In each the spear 

is formed by a series of dots. The general type is as 

described for Treverl and I will mention only the 

combinations of the differentiae, illustrating where 

possible, identities linking Theodosius with Eugenios, 

1. Dress not over arm—“flower^boll1' Victory—flap over 
1. shoulder. 

Eli genius 2; Theodosius 1; Arcadius 1. [PL III. S? 15 
(identity) r 14.] 

2* Dress not over arm-—-1* acute-angle 9\ Victory but with 
fuller indication of drossy no flap. 

Eugenius 2 ; Theodosius 2* [Fl. III+ 9, IS (identity).] 

3. Dress over arm—“acute-angle'* Victory—flap. 

Eugenios 13 * Theodosius 9; Arcadius 2. [PL HI. 10, 
17 (identity), 13.] 
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The two identities of Arcndius with his father are in 
this variety, I have two identities linking Theodosius 
with Bugeniua. 

4, Dress over arm—lf flower-bell ” Vjctory—hap, 

Eugeni us 8; Theodosius 1; Aveadius 1. I have as yet 
found no identity in this variety, which is well 
illustrated in, Mtinahandlung Basel Cat-, lot 2077 
(March 18, 1936). 

Mediolanum, even more emphatically than Treveri, 

bears witness to the advances made by Engenius to 

Theodosius in liis coinage. 

I have given the evidence as I read it of about 250 

tiiliquae of Treveri: and 42 of Mediolanum, I am 

diffident as to the correctness of my interpretations 

of it, and I have pointed out my difficulties. But the 

generosity of the editors In the matter of illustrations 

renders an independent judgement possible to any one 

interested. 
J. W. E. Pearce, 



THE COINAGE OF HENRY VI RESTORED: 

NOTES ON THE LONDON MINT* 

See Plates IT-V. 

Prom the point of view of numismatics the importance 

of Henry Vi's second reign lies not in itself but in the 

light it throws on the coinage of Edward IV* Although 

the work of Mr. Lawrence and others has shown the 

basic order of the initial marks on Edward's coins* 

a detailed classification has up to now been impossible.1 

This was due in the first place to lack of documents 

other than the coins themselves, and in the second 

place to the apparent illogicality of the system of 

differentiating marks which abound on coin* of this 

century. In so wide a period as the nineteen years 

from 1464 to 1483* It was impossible to decide which 

of the numerous differentiae on the coins were to 

be taken as moneyer^s marks and which as privy 

marks, that is to say, as three-monthly marks. No 

evidence existed by which individual initial marks 

could be precisely dated, There is* however, one 

period in these nineteen years the coins of which can 

be recognised with absolute certainty, that is the 

seven months of Henry’s restoration. All the coins 

bear Henry's name? though in almost every other 

respect they resemble the coins of Edward IV, There 

1 For the reign, in general ete r - L. A Lawrence* 1E&1, 
PP> 180-19V; J.71911 p pp, 151 ■ -158; V. A Wallen, 1910, 
pp 117-145; R. Oarlyon Britton, B.KJ., 1923-4, pp. 125-132, 
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can be no doubt that the same engravers and the 

same mint staff were responsible for the manufacture 

of both series, even though wo know that the senior 

officials of the mint were changed.2 At London and at 

Bristol we find the same reverse dies used by Edward 

and Henryk The corns of Henry VI restored should 

therefore provide a clue to the coins of Edward IV, 

In the first place it should be possible to determine 

exactly which coins of Edward were struck before 

and which after the restoration, and this would give 

one fixed date in the middle of the reign. Secondly, 

there is more hope of recovering the system tinder- 

lying the mint-marks in a seven-month period such as 

this, than in the wider and more chaotic field of 

Edward's reign. The conclusions drawn for the shorter 

period, if not directly applicable to the larger, should 

at least indicate the kind of system to be looked for 

there. The objects of this paper are therefore to prove, 

if it can be done, at what precise point the coinage of 

Edward IV was interrupted by the restoration of 

Henry VI, and to elucidate the intended meaning 

of the initial and other marks in the seven months of 

Henry's second reign. 

In October 1470, nearly ten years after Edward had 

come to the throne, Warwick the Kingmaker raised a 

rebellion and deposed the king+ Edward, taken un¬ 

awares, fled. Henry VI, who since his capture by 

Edward had been kept a prisoner in the Tower, was 

restored to the throne. He was old and physically 

1 Rndin£+ 3rd edition, *oL i, p* 27&; H. E^monda, J¥.£, 1026, 

pp, 101-104- 
s See Plate Y, 
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broken, and was now if ever incompetent to be a king. 

In April 3471, after seven months, Edward returned 

to England > collected an army and marched on London, 

Warwick was defeated at Barnet; Henry fell into 

Edward's hands and was promptly murdered, after 

which interlude Edward continued to reign for another 

ten years,4 During the seven months of the restoration, 

a fairly extensive coinage was issued not only at London, 

bat also at Bristol and York, consisting for the most 

part of angels and groats. 

It will be convenient at this point to give a list of 

the mint-marks used with the various denominations 

both before and after the restoration They are given 

in their chronological order, as far as that is known. 

JSarty AngtU* v&i$- 

Ruse Roso Rose 
Rose with Sun Roeg with Spin 
Sun Son 
Sun with Crown Sun with Crown 
Crown Crown Crown 

Crown with Sun 
\ Cross Fifceh^e 

Litter Awgtfs. 

Cross Fitdiee 

Short Crow Fitch ee Shod; Cross Fitch^e 
Anri alet Small Annulet 

Lar^e Annulet 
Annulet and Trefoil 

| Annulet anti Pellet Annulet and Pellet 
fK *4* etc. ^ + etc. 
Cinquefoil Cinquefoil 

1 

It will be seen from the initial marks that the three 

scarce early angels belong to the period of the ryals* 

* For the hi*tor^ of tht period see Walters, op. cat. pp. 117-1 IS. 
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The short cross fitches is the earliest mark on Edward's 

angels after the ryal had been replaced by the angel 

as the standard gold coin of the realm. 

It is at present the accepted opinion that the Edward 

angels with the short cross fitcU4e initial mark were 

struck before the restoration, because there must have 

been coins in existence to provide the model on which 

the angels of Henry were based/ It is thought that 

Henry's angels began to be struck too soon after his 

return to give time for a new type to be designed. 

This view is open to the gravest doubt, A study of the 

details of the short cross fitchee angels will show that 

they are precisely like the earliest angels with the 

annulet initial mark, and though they bear an extreme 

resemblance to some of the Henry coins* they are 

quite unlike others. I think it can be proved that 

ihose to which they bear resemblance come at the cud 

of the Henry series, and those from which they differ 

at the beginning. If so, the angels of Henry must be 

placed not after but beibre the short cross fitchee coins, 

and it was Henry, not Edward, who popularised the 

angel at the expense of the ryaL 

The earliest angels of Edward IV were issued in 

accordance with the indenture of 1465* which ordered 

the new gold for tbs already existing light silver 

coinage. They were intended to replace the denomina¬ 

tion of the noble, which had been worth 6a 8dri but 

with the increased value of gold had come to be worth 

£a\ M, These angels are, however, extremely rare. 

Only two types have survived* each known from few 

examples or a single specimen. The only two varieties 

4 Lawrence, 18&1, p. 1S5; I9U, |>- 155. 
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which are published agree in the large size of the flan,6 

the position of Sfc. Michael well within the inner circle, 

and the presence of rays at the mast-head on the 

reverse- Though the legends differ in detail, both 

agree in reading on the reverse two Gs in the word 

ORVflSffl and tire word RfJDSfflPTOR in full, spelt 

with a P. The short cross fitche* angels agree with 

these in no single detail* They are on a smaller flan, 

St. Michael is placed so that his right wing breaks 

the inner circle, and the™ are no sun's rays at the 

mast-head* The reverse reads QRVSfl and RQDfiTGR- 

There is no obvious reason why an acceptable type 

should have been altered almost before it had had a 

trial to one in which the figure of the angel fits un¬ 

comfortably within its frame, and in which the reverse 

legend contains two palpable spelling mistakes. 

On the other hand those angels of Henry which 

differ moat from the short cross fi tehee type do exhibit 

certain element more closely related to the earliest 

angels. Though the flan is smaller and the sun's 

rays are absent, the figure of St* Michael attempt® 

to fit within its smaller circle, and one coin of this 

type reads RQ DGSRTOR with an ffi. There are 

certainly radical changes, but they are just such 

changes as one would expect when a new coinage was 

ordered in a hurry fora new king* The great variety 

in the abbreviation of the legends is suck as normally 

occurs before a new type has settled down to one 

tradition. The dies for these particular angels seem 

to have been made from the same punches, where 

* A third variety in Lord Ellesmere's collection -will shortly be 
published by Mr, 0. K. Blunt in the U.2%r.J* 
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possible, as were used for the half-nobles of Edward IV* 

Notably the prow and the poop of the ship on the 

reverse were made from the same punches as on the 

previous ship, and it may be that the need for using 

these punches determined the smaller module of the 

coins * which are of the same width a$ the half-nobles 

of Edward* Such portions of the design as could not be 

produced by old punches were engraved by hand, the 

mo&t obvious instance being the body of the dragon. 

It was in such portions of the design therefore as this 

that variations were likely to occur, The dragon's 

body on the short cross fitehee coin3 is engraved in 

the same manner as on some of the annulet coins. It 

bears no resemblance to the dragon's body as drawn, 

on the earlier Henry angels, as it would, had it been 

the model irom which they were taken. 

Another argument for thinking that the angel in its 

regular form was introduced by Henry VI is to be 

found in the lettering. It is well known that the silver 

coins of Henry's restoration use an R scarcely distin¬ 

guishable from a B (B). It is also known that this letter 

was first introduced under Edward IV as early as the 

crown initial mark- On these coins it occurs on both 

gold and silver. On the gold coins of Henry's restora¬ 

tion, however, it occurs only on two known obverse 

dies and on no known reverse dies. These two obverse 

dies are precisely those which we have already de¬ 

scribed as least resembling the short cross fitchee coins. 

On the short cross fitchea angels the Rs are normal (Bj. 

It is inconceivable that one issue with the normal R 

should be sandwiched between two, each with this 

absurd and characteristic letter* If on the other hand 

the short cross fitcMc coins come after the Henry 
Y&Ii. IVU, EXxm Y. E 
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angels, then the lettering is only what one would 

expect, 

A similar argument can be drawn from the silver. 

It is stated by Brooke7 that it is impossible to dis¬ 

tinguish precisely the silver coins of Edward struck 

before and after the restoration, because each type 

throughout the reign is linked to its predecessor and 

to its successor by mules. I am unable to find con¬ 

firmation. of this statement. So far as I know, no 

mule has occurred between the long and the short 

cross fitchde. In this period two forms of the letter I 

are used: the earlier has a plain top and bottom (I)p 

the later has a serrated top and bottom (X). On the 

long cross fitchde coins both types are used, though the 

later serrated type occurs now for the first time. On 
the short cross fitch^e coins only the later type occurs. 

On the earlier coins of Henry's restoration both forms 

occur; on the later coins only the late form. The only 

possible point then at which the restoration coins can 

come is between the long and the short cross fitohden 

The evidence of the silver therefor© agrees precisely 

with that of the gold. 

Apart from the evidence of the coins them selves, there 

are historical reasons for thinking it likely that Henry 

would wish to introduce a new coin, of the value of 

6s. 8d- Henry's restoration was meant to be a return 

to the old order. In Henry's first reign the standard 

coin of the realm had been the noble of 8d. One 

of the more obvious changes of Edward had been the 

forced supersession of the 6s. 8d* pieces by 10s. pieces. 

One of the more obvious ways of returning to the old 

T tf* Q+ Brooke ; Jstnfflith Otiintt p. 151* 
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order was to replace the 10^- pieces by revived 6$f 8d. 

pieces. Henry was powerless to change back the 

value of gold, which had risen, since his first reign. 

The next best thing therefore to reissuing the old 

noble was to provide a new coin having the same 

currency value as a noble, though it would, of course, 

be a lighter coin. Edward had as a matter of fact 

provided the model for this in the angel, but in order 

to popularize his 10$. piecs ha had abstained from 

issuing it in quantity. As soon as Henry began to 

issue it in quantity, the innate conservatism of the 

nation was roused, and the coin was welcomed back. 

The 10s. piece was not restored till half a century 

later. 

It is then no longer necessary to put first in the 

series of Henry angels those which bear the closest 

resemblance to the short cross fitohee angels of Edward* 

In actual fact the order of the Henry angels can be 

proved from the die links almost without a gap+ For 

this purpose twenty-six different coins, involving 

eleven obverse and eighteen reverse dies have been 

studied. 

The order of the dies is given partly by the die 

combinations, and partly by the similarity of the dies.* 

Of the obverses, dies A and B are related by the use of 

the R which resembles a Hies C and I) are related 

by having no initial mark and the word FXtftJQGIO. 

Dies E and F are related by having the Restoration 

cross initial mark at the end of the legend. Dies Cr 

and H are related, partly because they are the only 

two known combined with the lys- marked reverse, 

B 2 
1 See Plate IV* 
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and partly because they are the only two obverses 

reading DO! which have no initial mart. Dies I, J, 

and K are related by reading hQRRIGV-* and having 

massed trefoils at the end of the legend. Of the 

reverses, dies a3 b, c, and d are related by having no 

bowsprit on the ship, and having the cross pafctee 

initial mark. Dies e, 1, gs and h are related by reading 

RflfDQT and having the Restoration cross initial mark 

Dies i* j, k, and 1 are related by having a Restoration 

cross at the end of the legend, and reading RQiDBTOR,^ 

Die m with the lys mint-mark stands alone* but is 

apparently more akin to the later than bo the earlier 

coins, The remaining reverse dies, u-r, are related by 

possessing no initial mark, and are grouped according 

to the spelling of the word d CruxJ. 

The combinations of mint-marks which occur are as 

follows:— 

No initial mark 

No initial mark 

Restoration cross 

No initial mark 

No initial mark 

Restoration cross 

Cross pattee 

Restoration cross 

Restoration cross 

Lys 

No initial mark; 

No initial mark 

To judge from the coins this must have been the 

order in which the marks were issued* Two groups 

however, call for special comment. The only reverse 

die with the lys mint-mark (m) is known combined 

with two obverses, dies 0 and H, Die H is known 

in no other combination, die G is known with only 

one other reverse (n) which itself Is known in no other 

combination. These two obverse and two reverse dies 
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appear therefore to stand in a group by themselves. 

They have also certain idiosyncrasies which distin¬ 

guish them from the other dies. Die G is the only 

known die with saltire stops. Die H combines the 

apparently early spelling FtflimiQ, with the ap¬ 

parently late spelling D0L Dio m has the otherwise 

unknown spelling QRVCT* and reads ItG* elsewhere 

only known on die a, Dio n is the only seemingly 

late die reading R0DCMRTQR in full, in which respect 

it resembles die m. It therefore seems probable that 

these two pairs of dies form a sub-group* which may 

or may not have been issued concurrently with one of 

the other groups. The suggestion that the lys marked 

coins were struck at York is not justifiable. Although 

we know gold to have been struck there, and although 

the lys was the initial mark of York during this period, 

the link of the lys marked coins with others bearing 

no specific mint sign makes it certain that the coins 

belong to London, One must still look for York angels 

with an 0 in the waves. The second group which 

calls for comment is that on which there is no initial 

mark. There are two angels of this description. One, 

(fin), has already been dealt with; the other, (Bo)* 

combines one of the two dies on which the R is like 

a B with an apparently late reverse. This particular 

obverse must from the lettering have been one of the 

first made* but it appears to have been used sparingly 

with the earliest reverses. The die is, however* shock¬ 

ingly drawn. The aageFs left wing offends against 

the laws even of an angel's structure, and the body of 

the dragon is strangely amorphous. It was probably the 

artist's first attempt at the composition, and was 

laid aside, to begin with* for purely aesthetic reasons. 
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Subsequently familiarity or economy bred contempt* 

and the die was used. 

Even supposing the marks have been put In the 

right order* it is by no means obvious what meaning 

these marks were intended to convey- It is normally 

held that the initial marks wero part of a system of 

privy marks put upon com* in order that they might 

be recognizable by their makers at intervals of three 

months at the trials of the pyx. For certain periods this 

is undoubtedly true i during the reign of Edward IV 

it is by no means so certain. The record has sur¬ 

vived of a trial of the pyx during this reign which 

on this assumption is inexplicable.3 In December 1475 

a trial was held to test the weight and purity of the 

coins which had been issued between the beginning of 

the second reign of Edward and the month of the 

trial* altogether a period of four years and seven 

months. Thirty-six bags of sample coins were taken, 

to be testedh and thirty-four actually were tested. If 

these bags were to represent three-monthly divisions, 

one would expect fourteen or fifteen bags. If they 

were to represent monthly output, one would expech 

allowing for the months in which money was not 

coined, forty-two bags. In fact, it is impossible to 

apportion the bags precisely to any duration of time* 

though the average must have been between one and 

two months. It is reasonable to suppose that all the 

coins within one bag bore the same privy mark. If 

that is so3 the period of the privy mark can hardly 

have been a strict affair of time-tables. 

Precisely the same conclusions appear to me to be 

a Bymondii ; 1&2G* ppr 107—110- 
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suggested by the die sequences of the Henry angels. 

The period of Henry's reign was from October 1470 to 

April 1471, a period of between six and seven months. 

Although the only indenture for the coinage of this 

period is dated March 7* that is towards the end of the 

reign, the coins must have been struck almost from the 

begin nmg. One won Id therefore expect two or possibly 

three privy marks. In actual fact, as we have seen, 

there are six combinations of Initial marks, of which 

the second is far the commonest. One may say 

that the only coins struck in the first three months 

were the few with the eross-patt^e mint-mark* and that 

the vast majority were coined in the second three 

monthSj that is in the early part of 1471, Though 

this is possible, it seems most improbable- The first 

three-monthly period must start from the beginning 

of the new reign. Especially is this so since we know 

that new responsible officers were appointed to the 

mint at the restoration-10 Or again, on the theory that 

it is the reverse die which dates a coin, the series 

might be divided into two three-monthly groups with 

a few stray early pieces- The cross pattee and the 

lys would not be taken as constituting full periods, 

the Restoration cross and the reverse without mint- 

mark would be the two successive terms. But it seems 

hai-d to leave the obverse initial mark completely out 

of account, and it is still harder or even impossible to 

find the necessary privy mark in any other feature of 

coins than the initial mark. 

The natural assumption from the coins themselves is 

that the initial marks have no definite time meaning, 

]0 See note 
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bub that changes took place gradually. No doubt 
records were kept of which die combinations were 
used at particular periods To judge from the die 

combinations, coins with the Restoration, cross and the 
cross pattee mint-marks ware being struck at more or 
less the same time. There are no obverse dies used 
only with cross pattee reverses; 

Wo have already seen that the sub-group of coins 
with the lys initial mark and no initial mark may 
have been struck contemporaneously with one of the 
other groups, probably the group with the Restoration 
cross on both sides. 

It is a notable fact that the dies were so designed as 
to be distinguishable at a- glance to any oue who knew 
what to look for, in general the spelling and stopping 

of the first and last words. No two obverse dies and 
only two reverse dies (J and K) have identical legends. 

This applies also to Edward IVS except in the case of 
one initial mark Since these differences from die 
to die were so unmistakable, there was no need for 
a general mark to distinguish the coins of a single 
money er or period. A record of the actual dies used 

would have been simpler and more accurate. My 
conclusions then me that the initial mark was to serve 
as no more than a general indication of the date of 
a particular die, and that the other varieties upon the 
dies cannot be reduced to a chronological system, but 
were put there merely to distinguish one die from 
another. Only in the rarest eases was it intended that 
dies should be indistinguishable. These conclusions 
apply solely to the gold coinage. 

To apply the same method to the silver coins as has 
been applied to the gold is impossible because the 
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number of marks and dies is so much larger. It is 

impossible to find amongst the surviving coins a pro¬ 

portionate number of die links. Such as there are, 

however, lead to definite conclusions. The groats of 

Henry YI have on the obverse one of two initial 

marks, the cross paltfo or the Restoration cross,11 On 

the reverse there occur four marks, the cross pattde, 

the Restoration cross, the short cross fitches, and the 

lys. There is sometimes difficulty in distinguishing 

the short cross fi tehee and the Restoration cross. 

The short cross fitchee has the lower arm of the cross 

definitely wedge-shaped, whereas the Restoration 

cross has all arms of the same uneven shape. What¬ 

ever is the meaning intended by the two marks, and 

whether their makers distinguished them or not, there 

is no doubt that they are different 

In addition to the two obverse initial marks there is 

a further subdivision of the obverses. On some coins 

of each initial mark the cusps of the treasure above 

the crown are decorated with trefoils; on others they 

are not. This difference is not due to chance since it is 

aceompani ed by concomitant variations. All coin s with 

the trefoils missing read frOftPJG''; most coins with tre¬ 

foils present read hSJftRIGV^ All coins with the cross 

pattee on the obverse, and no trefoils above the crown 

have saltire stops. The similar coins with the Restora¬ 

tion cross have mostly trefoil stops. Correspondingly, 

coins with the cross patt4e on the obverse and the 

trefoils above the crown have generally trefoil stops, 

while the similar coins with the Restoration cross have 

with only one exception saltire stops. This is dearer 

in a diagram than in words. 

11 See Plate V. 
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Cross SpeBintf. 
| 

Step, Spelling r £*qkp. Restoration 

Without 
trefoil 

hemua X fteimid 
heimia. X 

■ 

Without 
trefoil 

With 
trefoil 

hermra 
heimiav 
RQRRiaV X 

1 

hernia 
hSRRiaV 
heiiRiav 

X 

X 
With 
trefoil 

The system does not work out entirely consistently, 

but it is too regular to be merely casual, There is one 

anomalous die (o) on which only one trefoil above the 

crown is present. 

Each obverse initial mark is known combined with 

each reverse initial mark,, though each subdivision is 

not. This also will be more easily seen in diagram. 
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Lye X X 

Short-cross fitches X X X X 
Restoration cross X X X X 
Cross patt&s X X X X 

| 

Judging from the evidence of the gold, one would 

expect all coins with cross pat tee obverses to have 

occurred before all coins with the Restoration cross 

obverses, whatever the reverse m intern ark; but such 

die links as I have been able to find, show, I think 

conclusively, that coins with both obverse initial marks 
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were being issued simultaneously* In a number of 

instances (coins A 1 and Gl; D 11, F 11 and 111) the 

aame reverse die is known with different obverses, 

one having the Restoration cross and another having 

the cross pattfe. Normally such coins would be re¬ 

garded as mules, linking two successive marks. My 

point is that in this series such coins cannot be 

regarded as mules because the reverse dies in question 

can from the lettering be proved to be both the earliest 

and the latest of the reign. One of these reverses 

(Die 1) found with both obverses has the Jys mint* 

markj the other (Die II) has the cross pattee* All 

coins with the lys mark use the simple form of I (I), 

which has already been shown to be early. All coins 

with the cross pattfe mark use the serrated form of 

I (X), which has already been shown to be later* It is 

impossible that both these reverse mint-marks can be 

transitional between two successive obverse marks. 

The life of reverse dies is notoriously short* It is 

therefore difficult to avoid the conclusion that the 

obverse mint-marks were being issued simultaneously. 

Equally it is probable that coins both with and with¬ 

out trefoils above the crown were being issued simul¬ 

taneously. One reverse die, again Die 11, is known with 

two different obverses, on one of which the trefoils 

are present, and on the other of which they are absent. 

It is worth remarking that one obverse die (A) is 

known combined with all four reverse initial marks. 

But since the life of an obverse die is relatively long, 

this is by no means inconsistent with the view that 

the four reverse mint-marks are successive., This is 

supported by the wear and tear of the obverse die in 

question. 
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Tiie order of the reverse mint-mark? can to some 

extent be established. The lettering gives ns the lys 

as the first mark. On the short cross fi tehee both 

forms of J are used, and this mark must therefore come 

second in order. Only the late form of 1 is used with the 

Restoration cross and the cross pattee marks* We are 

therefore left to determine the order of these from 

other sources. This is probably given by the existence 

of a mule having on the obverse the short cross fitcli^e 

mark and the name of Edward, and on the reverse the 

Restoration cross, which is not properly a mark of 

Edward's at all. This actual reverse die (no. 29} is 

known on a coin of Henry VI, (I have to tlmnk 

Mr. Lawrence for this discovery.) It is therefore 

practically certain that the order of the last two marks 

is cross pattee followed by Restoration cross. Pre¬ 

sumably the reverses were used in the same order 

whatever the obverse mint-mark, though in each case 

the “true” coin may have come last. The order 

is therefore, lys, short cross fitehee, cross pat-tee. 

Restoration cross. 

These same two forms of I occur also on the obverses; 

but here it is impossible to base any argument on them, 

for we have already seen that the two classes were 

contemporary. The obverses on which the early form 

of 1 occurs are dies Ha Mp and St all of which have the 

Restoration cross initial mark These dies were pre^ 

sumably made earlier than the rest. 

Even if the reverse marks are successive, it is ob¬ 

viously impossible to fit them into a simple time 

sequence involving three-monthly periods* Four 

marks cannot be made to fit seven months. It is 

impossible to hold that the four marks were monthly 
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marks since four months is an insufficient period to 

account for the coinage which has survived. The 

natural explanation is that the reverse initial marks* 

though changed at intervals, were not changed at 

regular intervals. On the average each mark must 

have had an approximate duration of a month and 

a half, exactly the same conclusion as was reached for 

Edward's Trial of the Fyx+ We are stilh however, left 

with the two obverse initial marks, and their sub¬ 

divisions’, four classes in alb Neither the marks, nor 

their subdivisions, as we have seen* have a time sig¬ 

nificance, The only possible alternative is that they 

refer instead, to departments or workshops in the mint. 

Perhaps the two obverse marks with their two sub¬ 

divisions were intended to show in which of four 

departments at the mint the coin was made. Indi¬ 

vidual money era must have continued to mark their 

coins even after they had ceased to put their names on 

them, and such distinctions as these may well have 

been their marks. 

To sum upr my view is that on the silver the obverse 

initial mark says who made the coin, and the reverse 

initial mark says when he made it. 

If this reasoning be correct, it follows that there is 

no exact parallelism between the gold and the silver. 

Whereas the same three marks were employed during 

the same period on both metals, they had not an 

identical meaning on each. The cross patt^e on the 

angels was only used for a short time, and then only 

on the reverse- It was presumably intended to dis¬ 

tinguish the earlier from the later dies. On the 

obverse of the silver the same mark was intended to 

mean the workshop in the mint where the coin was 
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made. On the reverse it again referred to the time 

when the coin was made, but in this case it came in 

the middle and nob at the beginning of the series. 

The lys which meant the earliest coins on the silver 

came in the middle of the gold. This inconsistency 

is not so surprising considering the relative propor¬ 

tions of gold and silver which were coined. In the 

gold scries so few dies were used and such as were 

lasted so long that it was not a practical proposition 

to throw them all away at a given moment, and start 

afresh with new ones. In the silver, dies had so 

frequently to he replaced that this was more possible. 

So carefully are the marks planned and placed that 

I do not believe this incoherence due to some tem¬ 

porary disorganization of the mint. One need not be 

surprised if some such minor incongruity between 

gold and sliver wore found to exist also during a much 

wider period. And It is because this can more easily 

be proved in the limited area of Henry Ylhs restoration 

than in the wider field on either side, that I regard the 

study of this reign as an essential preliminary to 

a study of the coinage of Edward IV. 

The views expressed in this paper differ radically 

from the published views of Mr. L. A. Lawrence„ It 

is only fair to say that but for tire kindness of Mr* Law¬ 

rence in giving me the benefit of Jiis knowledge, his 

experience, his criticism, and his coins, this paper 

could never have been written * I wish to express my 

gratitude. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES. 

Plate IV. 

Henry VI Restored, Angels of the London Mint: 
Ob*, cfojj; Ap Br C, D, Fp Gp Hs I. 
JRev. dies: a* e, e, f, bP i? 1, m, np o, qr r. 

Plate V. 

Henry VI Restored, Grouts of the London Mint; 
dm: C (OL U)T D (01.1 b), N £01. lla)p T (CL lib}* 

Zfep. b!im: 1 (m.m. Lye},, 20 (m+m- Short Fitoh£e)p G (m.m. 
Cross Fattoe)* 7 a (m.m. Restoration Cross). 

Die Henry VIp London Groat (m.m. Restoration Cross) 
u&ing same rw. die as Edward IV Gioat (m.m, obii. Short Cross 
Fitches). Heniy VI Bristol Groat (m.in. cbv. Trefoil, tit*). 
Rose) using same jm die as Edward IV Groat (m.m. ofru. Rose). 

HaH Groats: Al, CSH 
Penny; B A 
Halfpenny. 
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HENRY VI HALF-ANGELS: LONDON MINT. 

Die Qbwrse dies* Mint-mark. 

A 

B 
1 C ' 

1 C : 

heRlOK-.DGI GR3L.R0 X.-.TCRGL J.-JR't 
.-.fieuKia^oi GRjfj Rex.vTtnGL i frijp 
vfiGRRrav.-.OI GftJt-'/.RQX.-.SWMJL 

: 

No no 

ij 

IT 

Die. Reverse dim Mint-vrtftrk* 

a o qrv.v .x-.acva-.spes v.vv.man:>*o hys 

b * O ■:/ ’ CTRVX. 3EV B.-.SP BS.-v.-.Riaji Cross Pattee 

0 *+ovyaftvx-jfve-spfla9 vniarc Restoration 
Cross 

Combinations of Dies. 

Hen, dies. 

a b c 

A 

Obt. dies. B 

C 

Be: R, C. Lockett. 
Cc: V, J. E. Ryau. 
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HENRY VI RESTORATION GROATS: LONDON MINT, 

i Die 

! 

Obverse dies. 

; § a ■, 

■Qj# El 
i| <5(5 

|8 1 i 

Glass I a. Obverse mi tit-mark: Cross PatE^e. 
1 I [ I I 

Two top cusps of treasure ■without ornaments. 
i. 
1 

A *&6ftRKP DI* GRMeX'JKJftGM* FRJMU x 

X
 

X
 

X
 

B *TLfmR[a' 1)1' GRJI*R9X*7EIiGIi * £ FR3Xr;a .. X X 

C *&enaRi<K di* GRiS',nex*imGM FRsmi .. * ■ - . . X 

i 

, 

Class lb. Obverse mint-mark: Cross PatfcGe, 

1 All cusps of tressure ’with ornaments. i 

! d ; *henRUK,Di GRj^aeMnGL^^FRiMia>:;.. 
1 1 1 

x x j x 

■ e ; *heRjRlOK.Di GRTT.\RQX.-.UliGL.-.S.FR3t KG■"■ |.. A 

F 
|_ 

'HlQRRla-'x 01 GB3t\R0X-3IRO]j-f * FRJfftO .. 
I 

r 

i"ix r 1 
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HENRY VI RESTORATION GROATS: LONDON MINT. 

! 
| 
i 

Die- M.m, Remrxa dies. 

F
o
rm

 o
f 

I 1 ' 
& 
V 

1 

B , 

i Lys 

Class X a. Used with obverse dies, having the 
cross patt£e mint-mark^ and two ornaments 
above the crown missing* 

* posvi/Davffi at/DivToa/a^ 5Rems/ i 01. II a 

2 S.C.F. + posvi/mvro n/DivTOR/e^ mavin/ i 1 

4POSvi/DGV5u?3s/DivTOft/a^ mavro/ t 
3 *p + posvi/Davsn*3s/mvTOR/aj roavro/; r 

4 RC. 4- pgs vi /ofi vro 4 rc/DivTOfi. / h ■- mavip/ i 

5 C.P. * pas vr/do vro»3f / divtor/a' raevm/ r 
6 * POSVI /DQVflME/OtVTOR/QJ iimvro/ , i 

7 S.C.F. 

1 Glass Xb+ Used with obverse dies, having the i 
cross patt4e mint-mark and all cusps deco- ■ 
rated with ornaments. 

+ P0SVVD9VW JS/DIVTOR/fl' SRSV5U/ 

! 

r 

1 

7a r. a •5- PGSV1/D6VSTMT/D1VT0R/G' ffiQVSQ/ i 

8 »■ 4 POSVI/DBVSK-lS/DVlTOR/a^ raovro/ r 
9 II * posvi/oavsft /divtor/a* raov.ro/ 1 1 
10 >1 * posvi/DGvrotK/DivTOR/a raovro/ r 

n C.P. * posvi/D&vra*2s/DivTGR/sj raavro/ i ! 01.11a 



HENRY VI RESTORATION GROATS: LONDON MINT 
-■ - 

Obverse dies. 

Class II a. Ob versa mint-mark:; Restoration 

Cross. Two top cusps of treasure without 

ornaments. 

■MtaHRICK-.Dl GRlK.RaX? KfiGL.-. L-.FR3yRG 
+fi0iuua^.Di.-.6R7tj.-.Rex.-. tuigikg FKstaa 

^hewRia^.Di GRjc^.-.aex/, rcuGjj'.G.-.FRumo 

'HieriRia^-.Di gru' rqx.-. heugl.-. * fr^rg.- 

4-hGimrav' di grjj rqjc stiigl-v. # aFrtcra■:• 
l +henRiav^Di GR3i^Rex..jrnGL.-. s.-.FRrooa 
M MSRRJaV' DI-GR?^ RGXtflttSlR** *FR3tttd 
n A-heiiRiav^ di GRK r;eX“7r.uG.fjj > FRuraa 

The following die has only the right-hand top 

ornament missing. 

*htmRiavj di gr^ K0X.-,3mgii.-.s frkrg o 

p 

Q 
R 

S 

T 

tf 

V 

w 

Y 

Class II b. Obverse mint-mark: Restoration Cross. 

All cusps of tressure with ornaments. 

♦IiartRKKDI GRTC' Rex*2TttGlW* 

4-hQRRiaV' DI GR7I'R0X^RGIj-5- 

■meRRiavj DI GRTC ROX'TCRGIM' 

frtL0RRiaVJ, DI GRTE-RH >MkIiGLy1 i1 

«heitaiavj DI GRTC-ReX'TCRGDG* 

^feertRiav-' di GRiwRax^itGL^ 

^eRRiav^ Di-GRJi-Rex-TmGL-^ 
■5-henRiav-- di grap Rex..7SRGL.-. 

+ha]mia*Di GR^airc pr-tcrgm 

FR7TRO- * r 

1 

x 
FRKttO r r X * i 

FRltna x i 

FRTEHa X 
1 

X \ 

FRJSJQa- X - - i 

FRjrna X .. 

frssiui ■ L X j 

■■FRKR ., 1 f r .. i 

FRJSftGi 
1 + ■ 

X 1 

1 

>■ s 
§£i ! 
S | 

X 

X 

X 

jR
e&

to
tv

f i
o

n
 



HENRY VI RESTORATION GROATS: LONDON MINT. 

Die. M.m. Heverse dies. 

V 

g 
1? 

1 

El 
-S 3 g 

i1 Lvs ** 

Class II a. Used with obverse dies having 
the Restoration cross mint-mark, md two 
ornaments above the crown missing. 

* pgsvi/dgvsr tc/divtqr/G' snevro/ I Cl. I a 
12 * PQSVl/DaVffl Jt/DIVTOH/Q'' fflGVjll/ 1 * ■ 

13 S. C.F + posvj/oavffi?K/on/TOR/e[j ®av®/ * 
14 a * PGSVI/D0VSR 2t/DIVTOR/0J maV® 1 

15 i R. a *posvi/DavjR*2r/DrvTOft/a^ maw/ I * » 
16 91 + POSVI/D8VKME/DlVT0R/a' 5R0V®/ X .. 
17 ■s- posvi/ oevffi.rc /DivTOR/a' s«ev® / X .. 

J8 
” 

+ POSVI/D0 Wi JP/ D l VT OR/ S' iRSVffi/ X ■p ■ 

11 C. P. * posvi /DaviUx3t/DivTOR/a-> rasvm/ X CL lb 

10 S. G. F.j 

Similar, but with only one trefoil mining on 
obverse die. 

+ posvi/divtor/S' msvra/ X 

20 

i 
S. C. F.j 

1 Class II b. Used with obverse dies having 
the Restoration cross mint-mark and alt 
cusps decorated with ornaments. 

+ POSVI/DaViR 3E/DIVTGR/0-' ®0V®/ I 

1 

20a J? *■ posvi/DavsR K/nivTOR/S' wav®/ I + . 

21 j> posvi/dov® 3e/divtor/6j ®av®/ X . . 
22 ip + POSVI/DevRKff/DIVTGR/0' RiaViR/ X . ■ 

23 + POSVI /DSVSR* 3S/DIVTOR/S'* ®0V®/ 
1 

- - 

24 R.O. * POSVr/DaViR^/DlVTOR/e^ ®av®/ X . . 

25 ti <5- pos vi / d a v iR t it / divtor /aj wavsn/ X p " 

23 ; j ■5* POSVI/DSVRf? ^/DlVTOR/e^ffiavRV X 

27 „ * posvi/oavff? ji/divtor/6'' snavffi/ X . * 1 

28 ft 4-posvi/DavsE je/divtor/Q" ®av&/ X Ed. IV 

29 * posvi/DGvfl2-TC/j)ivTOR/aj wav®/ I 1471 

30 „ 1 & posvi/do vm» tc/divtor/aj ®av®/ X 

81 | C. P. 
] 
* POSVI/JDSVSR* HE/DIVTOR/a-' ®ev®/ X 
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HENRY VI RESTORATION GROATS: 
Heverse dies. 

1 Claw la Gians lb 

* 

fc- 

ci 

od 

1 ^ 
Pft 

l=k 

cj o 
S3 

i | 

It* 
J 

I 2 2a 3 4 5 0 7 7a S 0 io I n 

Class I a. 

Crosii Puttee 

[A X X .. X X X 

J< 
X X . A ■. .. , f a , -p r1 

Lc i t 

K 
T 

Ctftss I b 

CrOSi Fatt^o 
r 

■ -- a -a ! < ■ a a X a ■ 

X 

Lf ■ # ' ' ■ - I- ¥ ** ■ fa -* X -- X X X 

f'G X 

M f ■ + fa i - + .. .. 

I ** *" -- -* -- ■■ - ** 1 * p X 

WilSS 11 £L 

Restoration 

Cross 

J 

K 
IL 

■ ■ 

fa B 

“ - 

fl T 

■ a a p 

a- ■ 

fa 9 ■■ 

1 fa 

- - | + + 

+ * fa fa - 

M fa fa ■■ a a- ■ a .- ■fa a a- ip .. fa ■ . * fa fa 
■ ii fl E 4! ■ 

Class IIa? 
I KosEorafc] on 0 

fa fa 

CrOSB 

T 

a a- 

1 

■ ¥ 

Q !■ .« « ■ 

R 
| 

Glass 11 h 
R^at oration 

Ohm 

S 

T 

■ fa ■* *■ *- ** - -■ ■■ * ■ * + •• 

■ fa 

vi vi?a 

U ¥. fa i- ■ ■■ fa ■. ■ ■ B a ■ . m. * m + 

fa fa 

fa + 

V, i a ** fa fa , T ■ fa ■fa a * i g g ■ . a -fa ■ fa fa + | 

w ■■ ■* ■ " .. . - fa fa a. . + ■ . _ . ( ■ a ■ 9 

X ' fa e -* * m 
‘*1 S t 

IT 
■■ I 

* 1 . -■ -- 

f a' K A' I) 7a: L. A. I*«ence, 
>1- >• DU: 

u P9: 
B 2iv: ft. C. Lockett. FlO: ft. a Lockett. 

SJ G li L. A. Lawrence, 
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MULTAN: THE HOUSE QE GOLD.1 

This contribution is concerned wit h a group of Indo- 

Sassanian coins stated by Sir Alexander Cunningham 

to have been struck by kings of Sind; they bear the 

effigy of a deity which Cunningham described as the 

sun-god of Multan, This attribution has held the field 

for forty years and haabeen widely accepted. I record 

some considerations which I submit show that the 

coins do not belong to Sind and that the deity is not 

the sun-god of Multan, 

lu the autumn of a.d. 71 lh the year of the Muham¬ 

madan conquest of Spain, the Arabs appeared before 

Dewal, a port of the Indus delta region, and by the 

year 713 the conquest of Sind was complete and 

Multan had fallen. The tide of invasion reached 

the extremities of the Islamic empire simultaneously, 

but while the contact of the Arabs with the culture of 

the west resulted in the brilliant kingdom of Cordova, 

the Arab administration of Sind with Multan as a 

northern outpost remained stagnant and it was a sub¬ 

sequent impetus by another race three centuries later 

aud from another direction which resulted in the 

Muslim conquest of India. The history of Sind called 

the Chachn&nm terms Multan s‘ a prop of the kingdom 

of Sind and Hmd”; it was always the capital of the 

south-west Punjab. The Eai dynasty of Sind, which 

1 A paper read at the International 2tumisiaaU& Congress 
London h 19SG. 
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is said to have reigned 137 years, was subverted by 

tbs Brahman Ohach whose accession is placed about 

the year 642, Ciach left a deputy in the capita] Alor 

and advanced with an arm}" towards Multan, When 

the fort of Multan was taltenF Ohach went to an idol 

temple which stood in a retired and solitary place, 

prostrated himself before the idol, offered sacrifices 

and then proceeded on his expedition. At this time 

(about A ,D, 644) the Chinese pilgrim Yuan Oh wan g 

came to the Mou-Jos&n-pu-lu country. Amongst the 

temples of other religious was the magnificent fane of 

the Sun-dcva; the image was of gold and the kings 

and nobles of all India made offerings to it. The name 

of the country has been restored as Mulasthnnapum and 

Identified with Multan, Mr. Watters says that this is 

an impossible restoration.* The name literally means 

the city of the foundation place and signifies the city 

of the Supreme Spirit, usually Siva, When Multan 

was captured by the Arabs, their leader Muhammad 

ibn Kasim went to the temple where he found an idol 

made of gold with two eyes of red rabies m its head. 

The keeper of the idol said, u 0 just commander, this 

is only an idol which has been made by Jaswln, the 

king of Multan, who has buried his treasure hero31. 

The treasure was contained in forty large copper jars; 

this great hoard together with jewels, pearly and 

other plunder was sent off in boats to Dewah The 

quantity of gold seems to vary with the translation. 

Major H. G. Raverty In his Mihrdn of Sind reckons 

that by the lowest computation the treasure amounted 

to the enormous weight of 26,400 lb, of gold. The 

* On ¥uttti CAuttflft by T, Walters, 1904-1905, II, >254. 
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hoarding of tom pi & treasure in a vault or receptacle 

underneath the idol was not peculiar to Multan, 

but the circumstances attending the discovery by 

Muhammad ibn Kasim of this particular deposit and 

its immensity were such that Multan was called by 

the early Arab historians and geographersts the Farkk- 

i-Btiit-uz-Zokab, the Temple of the House or Vault of 

GoldJ\ The references are conveniently summarized 

by Major Xiaverty, JrAj3+B*d 1S92: pp. 180 £ The best- 

known accounts that of the celebrated al-Blrum who, 

writing about A.m 10S8h records that there was a 

famous sun temple at Multan styled Aditya; in an¬ 

other place he gives some old names of Multan, As 

with most other assertions about ancient Multan, the 

exact significance of these names is disputed, but they 

are capable of interpretation as referring to the sun. 

It will be noted that of all these authorities only the 

Chinese pilgrim and ahBiriinl call the idol a sun-god. 

The magnificent income of the House of Gold con¬ 

sisted of offerings made to a famous idol. A well- 

known group of coins bears on the reverse side a deity 

which ie also found on an exceptional issue in gold and 

silver of the Sassaniau king Khusru. Farvez (Khnsru II) 

who reigned from A.n* 590 to 628. The pieces have 

attracted the attention of the great experts in turn — 

James Prinsep, H. H+ Wilson, Edward Thom&s, Alex¬ 

ander Cunningham, Edouard Drouin, They have 

agreed to disagree about the legends ; there are formid¬ 

able difficulties* It is only in the last few years that 

real progress has been made in the decipherment of 

inscriptions in so-called corrupt Greek characters j this 

achievement is due to Professors Hersfsld and Junker. 

3 Memoir of the ArchacolDptctU Survey of JndtOf iw. 3S3Ku$hano 
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The essay entitled s< Later In do-Scythians* Ephtha- 

litea, or White Hunsah (Nnm, Ckron1SU4) embodies 

the mature experience of Sir Alexander Cunningham. 

He states that the famous temple at Multan was 

a temple of the sun-god, that it was built by the 

Ephthalite or Huna chief Toramana, and that the 

image of this sun “god appears on a group of coins 

belonging to rulers whom Cunningham calls actual 

kings of Multan and identifies with members of the 

Hai dynasty of Sind. The relation of the coins with 

Khiusru II brings them within the period of the Bai 

dynasty; One thing only is related about these kings 

in addition to their names. The king of Seistan in¬ 

vaded Sind and slew SAT Sahiras. This statement 

provides a contact with the Sassanians and is used by 

Cunningham (Cunn^ p. 271). I think that the weight 

of evidence is in favour of the idol of Multan being 

a sun-god. The statement that the temple at Multan 

was built by Toramana is pure surmise. Not only 

must the uncertain name Jaswin or Jabwln of the 

Chachuama bo Javula, the tribal designation of the 

Hunas, the Ephthalite invaders of India, but the parti¬ 

cular Javula has to be Toramana. There is no other 

evidence. It seems unlikely on the face of it that 

a vagabond horde erected this temple. Sun worship 

was rare in India* but did exist before the arrival of 

influence from Iran, A Hindu ruler of the Solar 

Eace could have built a temple to the sun-god; prob¬ 

ably this particular fane existed long before the arrival 

of the Ephthalites. The identification of local Sind 

Sassoman Cvtns, by Emfc Herzfeld, Calcutta^ 1930 ; DU ffltphthfr 
iiti&chen Mttnzinschti/twi, by Dr, Heinrich F. J. Junker* Bed in „ 
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rulers belonging to the Rai dynasty with the great 

Buna leaders Toramana and Miliirakula is sheer fancy 

{Cunnp> 273). Cunningham was on firmer ground 

when lie asserted that the Rai kings were White 

Huns (p. 275)* not only were those rulers of Sind 

known by the title of Zambil, but the earlier years 

of the dynasty synchronized with Hie period of 

Huna supremacy in North-west India. Y&k'ubi, Tabari, 

and Mas'ndl repeatedly allude to “the celebrated 

Rutbll ” who is variously designated as king of Kabul, 

of Sind, and of Sijistan (Seistan), Ibn Khallikan 

speaks of rt a Turkish tribe in the territory of Sijistan 

governed by a king named Retbll. Ya*]mb bin Leis 

slew their king and throe princes, all bearing the title 

of RetbiJ.’* There was the Zant-bel, Ran-pal or Ratan- 

pal dynasty of Kabul and Zabul, also the Kabul Shah, 

Ran-pal or Ratan-pah the Zantbil of the Arabs.1 The 

title of Zambil with its variants is applied like 3bShi 

and Ti gin to foreigners from the north-west who invaded 

India in the early centuries of the Christian Bra. The 

word Zambil seems to be derived from Zabula (Indian 

form Javulab the ethnic designation of the Ephbhalites 

in the Indian borderlands. Zabulistan or Z&bul* the 

Ghazni highlands on the Upper Helmand, was an 

Ephthalite province \ in it we read the tribal name of 

the Huna invaders of India. The epithet ZamblL was also 

applied to the conquerors of the Ephthalites, the Turks, 

Now wo com e to the coins them selves. Sir A] e xander 

Cunningham l( ventured to suggest the identification 

of the rayed bust with the sun-god of Multan because 

the same bust appears on the coins of Shahi Tigin, 

4 The Arab script ie peculiarly liable to be mfcreiul and blun¬ 
dered by copyists. 
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and Yasu Deva., the actual tings of Multan”—Ounn.t 
p. 291, Mr, P+ D. J. Paruck carried the matter to its 
logical conclusion when he wrote of wthe gold and 
silver coins of Rhusru II struck at Militant This 
view of the case, based on Cunningham, is further 
elaborated with useful references.* The coin of Shabi 
Tigin* preferably (as read hy Drouin) Yuhi with the 
Turkish title Tiglu* is the celebrated trilingual piece 
illustrated at Cttnn.i PL X, 9. There are fifty-five 
specimens in the British Museum. Cunningham read 
the Pahlavi reverse legend to right as Takan Kkor&B&n 
Malha, <Ltho king of Tab an and Khorksanlp, and took 
it as the equivalent of "the king of India and Persia " 
of the Nfigarl marginal obverse inscription since Taken 
was the name of the Punjab. The bust on the reverse 
Is described as a male head to front, with rayed flames 
ascending to a point, the sun-god of Multan [fig. 1]+ 

The coin of Yasu Deva is Gunn., PJ. X: 10; there 
are eight specimens in the British Museum. Cunning¬ 
ham read the obverse marginal legend in Pahlavi to 
left as Wahwian Multan MaUca,rC king of Bah man and 
Multan " -f Ea liman was taken as referring to Bahma- 
nabad, an old capital of Sind. The Pahlavi legends 
on the reverse were interpreted as Thfewi Zaiilastan,, 

ct Punjab* ZabulistanJ!, and SapardalakJi&han* “Rajpu- 

tana,s [fig, 3]. 
A third coin is in the British Museum and appears 

to be still unique; it is Cunn,, PL X, 1L The portrait 
resembles that of Vahi in style, but there is the curious 
little figure In the right field. To the left of the head 
h a Kushan Greek legend and to the right a Pahlavi 

5 ffartnian Goin$2 bj F, IX J. FatuckP Boinbap, lfJ34P pp-125* 269 h 
VtridJBIff, CEH0Ji\h Toll, TCW, UREA V. ^ 
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inscription. The reverse bears a long marginal Kushan 

Greek legend. On each side of the deity is a Palilavi 

inscription. The word oil tho right is dearly the 

equivalent of Zabuliatan; that to the left was read by 

C nmiingh tun as SaparlaksJum, “ Raj put ana" [fig, 3]. 

The boundaries of the Rai kings of Sind are defined 

fairly accurately in the Ghacknama. Their dominion 

extended on the south to Dewal and the sea, on the west 

to Makra-n, on the east to the boundary of Kashmir, 

and on the north to certain mountains. At this period 

the Kashmir power extended down to tho Salt Range. 

The seats of tho four governors are given; Bah man aba d 

(in Lower Sind), Siwistan (Sekwan), Iskandah (prob¬ 

ably Uchli), and Multan, They show that the Sind of 

our period was much the same as modern Sind with 
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the addition of Multan. This local dynasty cannot be 

identified with kings of Kabulis tan and Khoraatln. 

The vast extension of the Ttai power to the wests {Cwrau, 

p. 273) is incorrect. The word read as Kirmsm should 

be KuramaUj the region of the Kurram Valley; this 

mistake has led to much misunderstanding. 

Another work on Ephthaiite coins claimed to have 

been struck at this period in Sind is Spechfc’s Du 

DScldffrement d&s mmnaies eindo-ephthalUex (Journal 
^1 sknique, 19 01 , pp. 4 87 £), Sp edit says that the alphabet 

is allied to those of Aramaic origin, calls the characters 

Sindo-Ephthalitts and reads from right to left the 

names and titles of pre-Muslim rulers given in the 

ChaehniLma. The legends actually read from left to 

right in Kushan Greek characters, and the coins in 

question were struck by Zabuli kings of BalkhJ Kabul, 

and Kabul. The matter is ably discussed by Junker 

(op, cifc* ppn 12 f.). But I had always distrusted the con¬ 

clusions of Speehfc and Cunningham, because 1 was con¬ 

vinced from my own experience in India that the coins 

in question were not found in Multan and Sind, and 

had nothing to do with these parte** The find spots 

* The numismatic remains of pre-Muslim Sind are very meagre, 
Henry Ccuscns in hii excellent and comprehensive work on The. 
Antiquities of Sind (Calcutta, lOS&J, writes ffA few coins of earlier 
dates than the Arab invasion havo been found in Sind." Six 
Indo-Sassanian gold coins were discovered m the Larkhnm district 
about the year IMS [illustrated on p+ 6), but appear to be without 
legend. Coins of an Epbth elite type are not mentioned; there 3s 
no Indo^assanian piece in Couscna1 plate of Stud coins. Edward 
Thomas had already remarked on the very limited number of 
Hindu (pre-Muslim) coins found on the site of Bnhmnnabud among 
the multitudes of medieval pieces; even the former u seem to 
be carnal contributions from other provinces of no very marked 
uniformity or striking age'\ 

F 2 
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are usually on the ISLW. Frontier, and ill Afghanistan; 

the nearest place to Multan is MamkyalaJ Gunning- 

ham himself writes of the Vnhi coins: “Two specimens 

were obtained by Ventura in the Manikyala Stupa. 

Dr. Lord got forty to the north of the Caucasus. I have 

received some twenty or thirty from Kabul, and I am 

aware that a few have been found in Sindh and 

Eacoh." Three out of Cunningham's four specimens 

ofVasu Beva came from the Masson Collection, and 

Masson got his coins in Afghanistan, To m31 mind 

the evidence of the find spots is conclusive. I agree 

with Edward Thomas that the triple legends point to 

a borderland where various languages met and inter¬ 

changed methods of writing ; Thomas suggested the 

locality of Barnian, which eeems likely.. 

A recent description of the Vuhi coin is that by 

Dr„ Vincent Smith,® He cannot read the word Tmk5n, 

but the title "king of Khorasun>p is certain. The 

reading and meaning of the Bmhml (NagarlJ legend 

still remain obscure because the characters are imper¬ 

fectly formed and vary much in different specimens. 

This was precisely the verdict of Edward Thomas, who 

wrote: “The truth is the Sanskrit characters are so 

imperfectly formed and vary so materially in different 

specimens that this in itself creates a tendency to dis¬ 

trust any decipherment however carefully collated/*15 
The die sinker was so poorly acquainted with the 

Indian alphabet that the legend has not been road 

with certainty after a century's efforts. On some Vasu 

Leva coins the Indian legend is written from light 

T Ariana Antiqna} by EL H. Wilson, London, 1841, pr 400* 
* Indian Mv&um Com Catalogue x vol. i, p, 284, 
9 of the Nvtfctl Asiatic Society 1S50j p. 348, 
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to left. These facts point to an origin outside India 
proper. 

Sir Alexander Cunningham described the deity on 

these coins as ‘f male head to front, with rayed flames 

ascendiug to a point15* The deity had to be male in 

order to be a sumgod. Edward Thomas noted that 

the face is unadorned by either beard or moustache* 

“ but still in the majority of instances looks anything 

but feminine " The fact remains that the artist has 

carefully included moustache or beard in the king's 

portrait, and as deliberately omitted them from that 

of the deity. The contrast between, the two busts- is 

beat studied on the piece of Yasn Deva. There is 

a significant difference In the arrangement of the 

embroidery. The features of the deity are not those 

of a beardless boy. One head is male and the other 

female j the deity is a goddess. 

The only place-names which can be read with cer- 

tainty on the three coins are Khorasuu and Zabulistan. 

The reading mltan mlJca on the Yasu Deva piece is 

also certain* It is curious that of his four specimens 

Cunningham chose to illustrate that from which these 

all-important words had been obliterated.10 If the 

meaning were <f king of Multan ”, the words would be 

mdtan matka* I have the great authority of Professor 

Ernst Herzield for stating that mltan means first of 

all mardfift ; mardan shah is a well-known name or 

title.11 The deity is an Iranian goddess. Professor 

10 ThEs wae noticed by Professor Junker (op. eit.t pH 11). 
11 For the cranes ion in Iranian of l vith tr2 sec 

E. Herafeld’e pp. 177 f See alec Amflub* Berithte a ns 
d&tt KQnigL Kun&gamiaitimg*tol Berlin* Dec. 1512, p, 46. I nra, 
much Indebted to Proftseaor Herafelri for the kind permission to 
publish hh communication. 
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Herzfeld'a opinion is as follows. The subject of the 

investiture of the king by different deities is found on 

Sossani&n sculptures. For example, Ardashlr II re¬ 

ceives the crown from Hormizd and Mithra, Khusru II 

from Hormizd and Anahit, and Eahram III from 

Anahit alone. FJandin and Cost© in the work. Voyage 

en Perse * have figured the four sides of the capital of 

a Sassanian column,11 On faces B and Y> are geo- 

metrical and floral designs: on face A is a haloed 

goddess crowning a king on face C. The king is 

Klrnsru II, and the goddess may well be that of our 

coins. This deity is connected with the east and 

Professor Hersfeld sees in her a possible analogue 

with Ardokhsho of the Kushan coins; Ardokhsho 

means df genius of the G.kus1p. 

The piece of Vasu Deva is an imitation of the 

drachm of Ehusru II, jParuck, op, eitpi. XXI, 4G3: 

the gold coins of Khnsru II are figured at 455* 456, 

and 457+ The issue is exceptional, and the pieces are 

extremely rare ; unfortunately there is no mint mono¬ 

gram. Only four drachms of this type are known: 

one of year 2G (British Museum, Walker, Nuni. Citron^ 

1935, pp. 242 f.t PL X VIII 3; two of year 30 (British 

Museum, ibid., PL XVIII. 23 and American Numismatic 

Society); and one of year 37 (Vienna). For the biblio¬ 

graphy of these coins see "Walker, ibid., note 3. The 

drachm of Vasu Deva has the same Fuklavi legend 

to left of the portrait as that of Khusru, so should bear 

the name of the king to the right* The letters seem 

to be sf vmu tif7 probably the equivalent of i^rl Vasu 

11 Flandiu & Co4te,Pb^* m Pem, Fads, 1351, volume of Plates, 
PL 27 bit. 
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Dsvfi as suggested by Cunningham and others.13 The 

representations of the kings on the remaining two 

coins are true portraits; belonging to the time of 

KLusru II, they are probably Turks, The Ephthalites 

had been overthrown by a coalition of Khustu I and 

the Turkish l'tk&kan; Chavannes shows that this victory 

took place between the years 563 and 567. The Western 

Turks for nearly a century succeeded to the Central 

Asian dominions of the Ephthalites, and for a time 

extended their supremacy to the Kabul valley. The 

limits of Khorusfin are discussed in Paikulit vol i, p. 37.14 

The term designates th© eastern quarter of Iran, north 

of the Hindu Kush; in later Sassanian times there was 

an extension south towards Makrftn. Vain must have 

reigned both north and south of the Hindu Kush; the 

other two kings at least had control of Zabulistan. 

Cunningham’s 8tijpardalaks]ian is read by Professor 

Junker as Du war, Busnan,10 The unique coin differs 

from the other two because it does not bear au Indian 

legend; on the other hand, there is a long inscription 

in Kushan Greek characters, Professor Herzfeld has 

traced the itse of this script continuously through the 

Rushan o-Sassaniati period to the time of Shahpur II. 

Professor Junker has read Balkh aud other mint names 

m these characters on White Hun coins. The piece, 

Gunn., PI. X, 11, must be about the latest coin which 

JS For Professor Junker's interesting discussion of the legends, 
see op. cit-, pp. 10,11. Professor HcrzfeM bos drturn attention to 
the significance of the position of the coin portrait on Parthian 
end Sossanian money. 

1J Fa'ihvli by Ernst Hcrzfeld. Berlin, 1924. 
“ Sn pardal aksb mi=Si viil ik or Bajputana. west of the AravaDi 

Mountains (Iitd. Ani. 1932, p. 99], 
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bears legends in this script The Kush an Greek in¬ 

scription on the VnM coin is Sri shalvo. 

To conclude, these hybrid coins were struck by 

kings with Sassaniau affinities, not in the Punjab and 

Siudj but in Zabulistan and other debatable lands 

between Iran and India. The pieces exhibit an Iranian 

deity taken from certain issues of the Sassanian king 

Khnsru II j this is probably a token of suzerainty. 

Recently a new type has been found ; nothing can be 

said about the inscriptions as the piece is in poor con¬ 

dition, and the obverse legend is off the flan. The 

metal is copper, size 0*55 inches, weight 7 2 grains. 

The coin belonged to the author, and is now in the 

British Museum. 
R. R Whitehead. 



IV. 

GOLD MEDALLIONS OF LYSIMACHUS AND 

KINDRED FORGERIES. 

[See Pj>a.te VI.] 

Among the gold medallions in almost all the larger 

collections we find distaters and tetr&staters of Lysi- 

machus of Thrace. There are* however, a number of 

other show-pieces of very similar weight, usually four 

stators, the connexion of which with one another and 

with those of Lysimachus X shall show in this article. 

Per the most part they have already been recognised 

as forgeries, but I have still been able to find some 

among genuine coins. As was the custom iu the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, these imitations 

were also made in silver and bronze, but much less 

carefully, so that they were long ago condemned as 

forgeries. 

In the following article I shall first of all give a 

catalogue of the pieces known to me. It is, however, 

by no means a complete list. This is neither necessary 

nor worth the trouble. Unfortunately information is 

very often difficult or even impossible to obtain. 

Particularly regrettable is the almost universal lack 

of information about provenance. The second part 

will deal with the originals and the method of pro¬ 

duction. The third section will give all that I have 

discovered about the origin of this series. It will ha 

a new contribution to the history of coin-forgery for 

which very little has really been done so far, 

IHMilH, CllRftttir YOL, 1YIT, EIRE HE V G 
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L CATALOGUE, 

1. The LysiwiacMs type. 

Obv. Horned head of Lysimiohua to r. 

Itev* BAEIAEHE AYZIMAXOY Athene Niheph mm seated 
to 1.1 iei tile field o» 1. beside her a trophy1 * * and 
on the margin P; in the exergue, a orescent j, 
[PL VI. L] 

In Gqli>. 

(a) In Tublic Collections, 

1-5, Vienna, 354 g., 35 0 g.p 344 g„ 17-5 g., 174 g> 

HoSd 1-4 were published in the Gaf&logus Musei 

but were not yet in the Gimelmm? Eckhel 

added 2 and 5 in manuscript They obviously come 

from monasteries abolished by the Emperor Joseph II 

(1780-1790). No. 2 may be the piece mentioned by 

Han thaler4 5 6 from the Li J ienfel d Abbey in Lower Aua fcri a. 

No. 3 was in the Theupoli collection to it Arnetk 

has added the note “ spurious M. 

6. Belgrade, Weifert collection," &4-95 g. 
7-& Berlin, S5-0S g.P S&4 g< 
9. St. Florian Abbey (Upper Austria), 13 1£ g. 

The piece comes from the collection of Apostolo 

Zeno. On the ticket is written Merzbacher 471, but 

1 This symbol has been mriously described (cf. M tiller, Die 
Mftnten de& thr&kiscIiMi Kutiif/rs Lf/nifU achu.% CcpenbagftB, 1S53, 
p. 163), The trophy on the silver coins from Baluchistan attri¬ 
buted by Rapson to Antiocbus I of Syria is very similar (Aru»r. 
Chivn.f 1304, pp. 311 IF., FI. xvn). 

5 ByJwef JSekhet* Viannm 1770. 
5 Cimeiii Caw, Be&, Aitstr., 1755. 
* Exet'citaiiones focilts de nttm^ vettrunz3 Vienna, 175tiH 
n Musei Theupoli antiqttOr numttmaUi, Venice, 173$. 
6 Sip, Ge&rg If^erf, voa G-, Elmer, Vienna, 1329 (in typescript)* 
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I do not know which auction i* meant (information 
supplied by Prof Nikolussi), 

10. Florence Mus. Arched.,7 17 7 ft, 
lli Glasgow, 34g. 

_As Sir Ge0l’S6 Macdonald kindly informed me, this 
piece with two silver forgeries belonged to the Hunter 

collection—i.e. was known before 1782. The Hunter 

cabinet incorporated the de France collection which 

came from Vienna and also contained forgeries.8 

}^' Gotha* 3 tetiostaters, Rathgober, nos. &*-7.a 
lo. Gotha: distater, llathgeber, no. 8. 

A tetrastater is mentioned in Liebe1# and the same 
one in Gessn^r,11 

16. Leipzig: tetraatater mentioned in Wjujhteiv11 
l/. Loudon, 34j7 g. 
IS. Munich: tetrastater,1* 
19-21. Paris: 3 tetrastatero. 
22. Paris: weight not given. 

Nos. 19-21 are mentioned by Mionn&t, j, 437-438, 

2—4, who remarks: “ Ces trois mddaillonsd'or sent faux.1’ 

No. 22 is from the Rothschild collection, no. 941 

(information supplied me by H, Babelon). There is 

Gori in ygL H of the Antigua tutminmfitu Mitsui P'2or&ittni} 
P; *Sj probably refers to this piece, although his description 
differs i light ty- 

* CL my notes OH SL Urbainbs forgeries, 2fuiw. Chwtu, 1A33, 
p. 33, note IS, 

g Nujnitin. Zeitun&i ed. Leitzimnn, 1838, p. 37* 
111 Gotha 2srumari&7 Amsterdam, 1730+ 
11 JHumtemttip return Mattd&niaer 173Gh PI, VI. 37, 

Ai’diaethgi* Numatia, Leipzig, 1740t p. 67. 
13 Frans Ignas Streber, Fortietzung d. Q&chichte des fc$I. barer. 

MftnzkabiiieUa in Munchen, Denkschr, dr k. Akad*mfc d* Wiss., 
Munich, 1815t p. 51 note. 
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one among the sulphur casts d uw4 collection 

d'&fiipreinies eft souffre, Paris, An, viii, no. 443), 

2Sr Zurich: disbifcor, in Gessner, op. citt PI, VIL I. 

(b) Known from literature. 

24, Albaiut” tetrasbiter, 
S5-2S, IPJGnisery; tetastaters.1* 
27+ D’Ennciy: d'L&tateu 
28. Marshal cTEatr4w:ia tefcmt&tei\ 
20-31. Sdiu-echiil d?Esti^sL 3 disinters, 
82, Havetkamp : " tetvnstater. 

On nor 32 Haverkamp notes (op. cit, p. 70): “Oak 

houde ik .t.de elfde sohon kcmsfcig gemakfc (on in alle 

melaalen met eenen en den sdfden, stempel gemmit) 

vor keenc echfce sfcukken der Oudheid*" 

38. Pembroke;11 tebnstatei-. 
84* Pern broke: di stater. 
35. Wiczay ;hu totsusEitter, 
SO- Wicsay i d istliter. 

On no. 35 is noted KS Suspect”-; on no, 3G s< Item 

susp* iiovi eommatis ”, Similarly, Seating in Mus. 

ffedervar. 4, lp 86: q<nnmi fabricae reo©ntis3\ 

All these gold pieces are made from the same pair of 

dies. They are characterized by a scratch on the neck 

of Lysimachus which appears on all specimens. Muller, 

pF G, note 23f thinks there are six different dies known, 

u Antique Nwiri&smia est NuseO Alejttndri S.Jl.E. Cant. Albania 
Rome, imr Pi. L 2. 
™ Catalogue ties MSdaUIm^ Fama 1^33, nos. 42-44- 
11 IiL Lictuj, op- cit.t p. 7, itcuntfaucos, A align. t, iii, 1S1^ 

[1724}. . 
1T Aig*umit Historii Haag, 1737. ii. PI. XXXYL 1L 
a® Kwnhmata Antigua, London, 1746, Pi. II. G40 and 2G5h 
■* Muwi H&itnxirii tium&s deacdpuit Wicsay, Vienna 1314* 

no, 2525 and 2526. 
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but; he has been misled by the varying descriptions in 

the literature* The pieces are also often disfigured By 

double-striking, Tlie orescent in the exergue in parti¬ 

cular is frequently taken for a letter or ivy-leaf, and 

sometimes it does not appear at all. 

The same pieces are also found in silver and bronze, 

There are silver in Vienna! Gotkah Glasgow, and 

Copenhagen, and no doubt elsewhere, This i$ also 

true of the bron^Oj of which there are two specimens 

in Vienna, and* as Hflsdhe shows* they were at one 

time in many collections. Haverkamp says (op. cit* 

p. 7G)? that they wore struck from the same dies in aU 

metals. 

2- Tfte Ctos Type.*1 

(a) with Kims. 

Ohv. inHNAlOZ KGiftN Head ofWapiwr [?LVL 2t] 

Rev. N [ K t AE Head of Nik™ * 

0 vly rw Bpols^e. 

1 IGIlDSl csst ^ 
s! Golfcz, iii, p, 27S, PI. XXI. 1. He reads IPHM AN OS.2* 

fb) With LgsimackuS rwtrsg. 

Ubv. As no. 2 (a) above, 
ifev, As 1 above. [Pl+ VT, 3+] 

fD Lexicon unfverUdB *i&i nutnarkiej ii, 2 (1736J,, IijfiimfiGliiie., 
p. 1930, Qr 73-30, 

-1 rl'o this group perhaps nl^o belongs the gold piece ’which 
Haverkamp, op. cii.t F). XXYI. 7P describes as genuine from the 
Gdtz to!lection (ibid.t iiip FJ. XXXV1L Bh p. Ill3, as well as in 
GefeTier, Pl< VI13)+ The so-called head of Zeus h perhaps that of 
^sclepioa with whom he is often confused; the inscription ia 
Inching! however; ef. Milller, Joe- tf#A, note 27, 

^ Den mmnuiria tffin'guu Opera7 Antwerp* 1703. 
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In Gold. 

1. Vienna, 35-5 g. 
2. Munich: tefci"flst!xter.M 

Thera are two casts in silver in Vienna. The silver 

piece appears to be first mentioned ill Maffei,24 from 

whom Frohlieh^ takes it. Easoke mentions a piece 

from BentmcVs collection in the Supply iiP 194.^ So 

far no specimen seems to have been found in bronze. 

(o) With seated Bemeter* 
OJw* As 2(a). 

Rev. Dimeter seated on rista mystic#, with ear of com and 
sceptie. [EL VI > 4.] 

This piece is known only in gold in one specimen 

from the collection of Count Danesckiold* and has the 

remarkable weight of 23-24 g< It is now in Copen¬ 

hagen* as H. Niels Brei ten stein kindly telle me. 

Haverkamp probably refers to this piece, qp. cwh, 

PI. XXX VL I2t but by a slip the obverse of no. 11 is 

repeated. 

3, Type of Julia TitL 

(a) With the portrait of Juliar 

Qbv. IVLIA tMP T AVC‘f= AVGVSTA Busty. 

jffetr. ShC. Yesta seated 1. In exergue VESTA. [PL VI* 5.] 

In Vienna there is a specimen, so far unique* in gold 

(S3-ID g.) cast from a medallion by Gavino in browse, 

which in turn waa copied from the dupondius. The 

Flotage Ignfti Strebcr, 7gfwidi ezwfr Gexch, dee k$. bahr. 
Denksekm derk. Akud, dh Wi^a,, Htiniuk* ISOS* 321* 

uete I. 
u Yeivw fflustnrtOt Yeronft, 1732^ ii\t 23B- 
66 Notitfa fitment. Nam, AitL, Vienna., 1758, p. 150, PI. X. 1. 
H WMoflfos antiques ^miifterdaiii, 1787, II, 1096. 
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gold piece was, as Eckhei tells us (DM,, vi, 15J3), put 

by him in the Boyal collection '* hand ita pridem“. 

A silver specimen seems to be recognizable in the piece 

reproduced in. G-essner,ST PI. LXIIL 14, a similar one 

in Pelerin,*8 Pi, VIr. 9. 

(b) With thi head of Asclepios. 

Ohv. As 2 (a). 

As 8(a), [FI. VI. 0.] 

Of this piece also I so far know only one specimen, 

that in Vienna, already mentioned by Frohlich* he cit.? 

who says he has seen it in the trade and thought it 

genuine* But Eckhel turned it out of the collection as 

falser There is also a cast in silver in Vienna which, 

according to Eckhelj3* was in the Neumann collection. 

Neumann, who died in 1816, bequeathed his collection 

to the Vienna cabinet 

(c) With PIETASi 

Qbv+ PIET AS ; bu&t of Li via r. 

Itev. As 3(h). [PL VI. 7-] 

Ik Gold. 
1. Vienna, 84V gr 
2. Vienna, 84-9 g.t but coarser ohv, <lie- 
8. Berlin, -So-045 g+ 
4. Copenhagen, SB-14 g~f from the Dan each? old collection, 
5-1Q. Mnniclij C specimens, According to Streber, all 

tetmatuters. 
11. Christ Church, 84r85 Oxford.*1 
12-13. PariSd Two specimens of which I do not have 

the weights. 

ST NttmifinatCt &nfiqita futpnvitm'um SomaN^mr, Zurjfcbp 
w NtlttfUW dt diWratf jJidadUs, Faria, 176-5,. I. 
* Nuwi Veteyvs Auecdo(it Vienna, 177&, i, p. G3. 
SD Doctnnur \j, 1^2. 
51 Information kindly applied by Mrr C« H* V. Sofckei-laud. 
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From literature we should also mention the specimen 

from the Pfau collection in Gossner, xsxi* 1, which is 

obviously that in Berlin; also Pembroke, i, PL 

XXXVII. 2, and Einkh*1 no. 101. Eckhel notes 

(D.Nn vi,p-15L)p “Horum couuplures in museis nostria 

vidi" In Vienna there is also a cast in silver and 

a bronze piece and it may be assumed that there are 

others elsewhere. 

II. THE METHOD OF PRODUCTION, 

As will be evident from the above Catalogue, there 

are throe main types which have served as models* 

For the Lysimachus type 1 (a) and (b), the model 

was a silver tetradrachm of Lysimaohus siteh as is de¬ 

scribed in Muller under no, 201 and attributed to an 

uncertain mint in Thrace. Rnthgeber (foe, cit) had 

already called attention to a similar piece in Paris 

among Mi on net's sulphur casts, no, (h p. 44-). In 

other collections a]so the coin is found, e.g. Haverkump* 

op. citt PI. XXXV, 6h from the Kcaliger collection. I 

refer to the ohv> as A and the rev: as B. 

For the type of Cos, type 2 (a)-(c), the model was 

the hr on se piece of Niki as, tyrant of Cos in the second 

half of the first century n.c> reproduced, a.g. in B.M. C+ 

Caviar PI+ XXXII. 13. Ib is a common coin and is 

found with a number of magistrates' names; but the 

name ITHNAtOI is not found among these. The 

forger probably had a. poorly preserved specimen with 

the name EIPHMAEOZ like Waddington, no^ 27osL 

The I had disappeared and the P was indistinct, $o that 

w NKwopfiylaciitm Riiiekfarntm, Lelpiig., 17 CGj. no. 10L 
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an ignorant person could easily read I rH N A fO T. Later 

we actually find it read JTHMANOZ, Perhaps the 

interpretation of Asclepios as god of “Hygiene” faoili- 

tated this misunderstanding. Obv. 0, rev. D. 

The third type (3a-c), that of Julia Titi, is taken 

from the dupondius of this princess, e.g, B.M C. Rem. 
Emp., i, Pl, 53, 8, In Vienna there are two “Paduans” 

of this coin from the same die, obv. E, rev. F. In 

addition to these three main types, the following coins 

were used as models. For the Pietss the rev. of the 

dupondius of Drusus Caesar, B.M.C. Rom. Enzp.> i, 

PJ. 24, 7. We shall refer to this as G. For the re¬ 

markable piece 2(c) from Copenhagen with seated 

Demeter, the model was probably the tetradrachm of 

Paros, B.M.C. Crete, PL XXVI, 10, with Demeter 

Thesmoptions, But the forgery is very crude. This 

reverse I oall H. If, as I have suggested in the note 

on 2, the pieces with 2eus Aetophoros had as obv. also 

the Asclepios bead, this reverse which is taken from the 

earliest tetradrachm of Lysimachus copying Alexander 

would belong to here (I). 

These models have yielded, as a result of combina¬ 

tions of dies, the following pieces, 1 = AB, 3 (a) = CD, 

2 (b) ^ CB, 3 (c) as OH, (2 note = I), S (a) = EF, 

3(b) = CF, 3 (c) = GF. 

The question of the technique of manufacture is also 

important. The silver and bronze seem to be oast, with 

the exception of the Paduans. It is different with the 

gold pieces : some seem to be east, some struck; nor 

did tlie answers to my questions—when received—all 

agree. It should further he pointed out that many 

pieces are double-struck. In the case of St, Urbain’s 

forgeries, I have already called attention to the same 
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feature in these page^-33 Hill34 has shown the use of 

a process in the Renaissance period which consisted 

of making a mould from a die, which was then used 

for casting* The piece itself—the process wag mainly 

used for thick pieces—was then cast and afterwards 

struck with the same die. This is the simplest way to 

explain the double-striking. 

III. THE ORIGIN OF THE FORGERIES. 

The oldest reference that I know to these for¬ 

geries is to the bronze copy of the Lysimachus tefcra- 

drachm by Gavino in Constantins Land us, in liis 

Explications—which he dedicates to Bernardvrs Beor- 

gontius, Governor of PiaceuEft—p. 22 s under the heading 

Lyssmachi Numisma: “Apud Joannem Cavinium, 

Patavinum, aurifieem celeberrimum, mimisma aenenm 

vidimus, in quo Lysimachi Regis Thracis fEieies corni- 

gera eflficta extabat, ex a] tera parte. I q al ter a v er o parte 

orat mtdler armata, sedens in elypea, enm vicfcoriola 

in maim, his verbis graeeis BAXIAEQE AYEIMAXOY^ 

quod numisma eo libentius vidimus, proptorca quod 

rarnm inventu eat, nec multiuu cirotivaferbiir, ostende- 

bat, nutem, nobis idem Joannes Gavinius, aurifex no- 

bilisamns^ et summits Auiiquarius, quaedem praeclara 

a Hum- Cfcjfln*, 10^3, £03 E 
w Ngrfftfs of the Ben atssana, 0* Fot-lI , 19^0P p. 57. K^'pl i n " refers 

to the same process in hi* article if truss " in Sell rotter’s ITOrfriftirch 
dey Hilnzkttnde [Berlin, 1930). 3Ey colleague, Dr. Fr. Dworscliak, 
in his hook (with ftloegesr) Biv pv&s# Mtirtwefonn itnfey Ef'zhpyx$$ 
Sigmund wn Ffniri, Vienna, 1936r pp^ S2 Jf., hag culled attention to 
the use of this process f&r the earliest Austrian modal*, The medals 
of Emperor Tdasimilian I also frequently show a similar double- 
aEvikiug. 
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opsiis Bui monuments. *. /* I quote from the edition by 

Baldwin Vander, Leiden, 1005. In the original edition 

of 1550h which I have not seen, there are no illustration*, 

as is evident from the dedication: "nec ilia (sell, 

miscellanea mimismatum) imaginibns sui* ostentata a 

me nunc expectable: quod scio a plemque f&ctitatum. 

Non enim id nos efficere valuimns, licet omui eura 

studuerimus: turn inopia angustiaque temper is; turn 

peril:! artificis delineatorisqua carentia; turn avaritia- 

Hbrftriorum3 et quorundam nimia quadam scrupulosi¬ 

ty quorum erant nummi. ,. ,IP Vander ha* added 

illustration* to the edition of 1695, but nothing can 

be deduced from, them about the original types; it is 

tb erefore n o wo nd er that the Lyaimachus coi n ill ustrated 

is of a type different from what we expect- 

It may therefore, with good reason, be assumed that 

the model first copied for our Lysimachus type was 

one of Oa vino's pieces: this is all the more likely as 

there are specimens of type 3 alsOj the Julia Titi, noted 

in the Vienna cabinet a* Paduans. 

On Giovanni Oavino we have a comprehensive work, 

Medals by Giovanno Cavino, by Eh H. Lawrence, New 

York, 1883. In the introduction, he tells us that Cavino 

lived in Padua about 15G0-15F0 and that he was cele¬ 

brated for his copies of Roman bronze coins, which he 

prepared quite honestly as Renaissance medal*. His 

dies passed to hia son, who continued to use them- 

In the seventeenth century Th. Lecomte purchased 

from the Lazzaro famiLy in Padua 122 Cavino dies, and 

in 1570 presented them to the Abbey of Sth Genavifeve- 

But neither this die nor that of the Julia Titi is found 

among these dies, which were published by Olaude 

Molinet in 1672 and of which impressions in white 
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metal are possessed by every large collection. Nor is 

there any trace of them In Ferrer's lists in the Biblio¬ 

graphy in his Diet. of Medallist^ s.vv nor in Bern hart 

in liis list of the Munich pieces,^ but we know from 

these lists that other Greek coins were imitated. 

Including some in silver* So far as I can ascertain* the 

gold medallion of Lysimudms first appears in Biebe* 

Ler in 1730. But by 1737 Haverkamp says that there 

are many such pieces about in all three metals and 

that they come from modem dies. About the same 

time we begin to find them in many books and collec¬ 

tions as is evident from the above Catalogue. But no 

one seems to have paid any attention to Havexkamp's 

assertion. Fokhei still considers them genuine. It is 

not tili'Wiczay {1W03) and Mionnet (lbOG) that they 

are again rejected as false. But to this day they are 

still to be found among genuine coins. 

The oldest reference that I have been able to find to 

the gold medallions of Li via is by J. Weidner in his 

pamphlet Pietas in nunmis, Jena, 1(594. He knows the 

piece from the collection of the Augsburg syndic us 

Thom an h, which he left to his son. The son was 

a patron of Weidners, 

As regards the origin of these gold medallions, the 

note in Apostolo Zeno311 In his letter to Annibale degli 

Abbati Olivieri in Pesaro, written on April 2, I733t 

regarding his reading of Gori’s book which I sad just 

appeared on the coins in the museum in Florence, is 

instructive; <lNou posso dissimdarvi la sorpresa die 

mi ha cagionatoj 11 vedere in questa dasse quel me da- 

gli one d 1 Li via esal tato per rariss i mo e singolare. Sopra 

14 Bl&tlrfUr IfUnzfitunde! 1012, 5054. 
a* Letter* di Apostolo %&tot Venice* 17y2: III, 420, Letter 270* 
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di esso vi diro il mio sentimento, Sappiate adtmque, 

eta quel medaglione cotantc esaltato, e lavoro moderno, 

c che va per le mani di molfci. Io ale ho vednti altri 

simili piu di ventin non aolamente in Italia, ma in {Jar- 

mania ancora, dove sono stati batfcuti nella Carte bet¬ 

tor ah di Monaco gii 60 o 70 anni in circa* dove pure si & 

fatto ilconio di molt! medaglioni in orodeHo stesso peso, 

odi poco disignalij di vari Imperatori, come di August^ 

di Yespasiano, di Pertiutice* da me veduti, ma non mai 

acquistati3 perdhb moderni/1 

On tka same gold piece of Li via P. M. Paciaudi 

next observe* in h.h Animadversiones pkilologae (Rome, 

1757* p. 156); "Sod a viii doctissimi (i.e. Gorij 

judieio desciscere nos jubet ApostoII Zeni hanun rorum 

in pauch perltlssiim testimonium! qui Germaniam 

peragrans, cimellum hoc tantarum luudum dum sacculo 

superiors flat urn detox it Vindelici Principle jnssu, qui 

varia kuius generis missiJia aurea ad exeinplum anti* 

quorum aereorum numismatnm efiiota interdum largie- 

bafcur" 

Eckhel deals with these gold medalJions in vol. vi 

of the .Dock JYutfi. (1796) and quotes the above passage 

from Apostolo Zeno's letter. In this connexion he 

mentions the similar forgery of Julia Titi with Vesta 

(3 a) which he had only recently put in the collection 

with great glee hi order to prove that these wore 

forgeries: also the two types with IPHNAfOZ (3b, Eb). 

Streber mentions in the first part of his Gesekichh dex 

Jtl'iinzkahinettes in Miinchen (1808-1609), p. 380; f‘Ha 

nun yiele der nicht-rOmiscken Stadto* Ydlket und 

Kdnige.besonders in den iltteren Zeiten* gar uickt Oder 

sehr wenig in Gold ausgeprftgfc batten; da dies bei 

den Rbmern zeir Zeit der Republik derselbe Fall war, so 
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entstandra in den neu auzulegenden Goldsammlungen 

groase LUeken, die man mit wahren Antiken nielli 

anssufiillen wtisste. Aber die soklauen KSpfe, welche 

ku jeder Zoit und an alien Orton aus den Subwacklxeiton 

der Grossen und Reiekftn Vorteil zu aiehen wiaseu, 

fanden ancU kisr Mittal, den S&mmlergeiBfc derselbon 

au befriedigen, sioh aber fur Ibre Milhe reiohJicli 

bez&Men zu lessen. Sie fbrmten sick von einer cchten 

Miinse in Silber oder Era ein Model], gossen das ver- 

langte Metall darein und so war die gesuebte Gold¬ 

man;^ fertighzwar niebt antik, aber nack einer wakren 

Antike und bei dein damaligen Stand der numismati- 

schen Wissenscbaft Idcht ftir antik an nekmen, Oder 

sie verfertigten selbst eigene Stempel, die manohmal 

so gluckiich und dem Geprage eehter Mlinsen so aim- 

lick ausseken. dass ntir ein B&hr geubtes Auge den 

feinen Bet-rug entdeeken kann, ihre Kunsterzeugnisse 

aber in. Mstbetiscker Hiusicht nocli jetafc bewuudern 

muss, Beide Verlkbinngsarfcen sekeinen auck hier in 

Miincken angewandt warden su sein^im die beliebtsn 

Reihen gross und zahlreich zu machen. So besitzen 

wir, utn nur ein Beispiel anzufiihren, von einer Gold- 

miinze der era ten Grdase auf die Kaiser in Li via, 

(August's Gemahlin) 6 Exemplars, jedes zu 10 Duka- 

tenh woven die Hauptseite ein weibliches verschleiertes 

Gesicbt vorstellt, init der Untersckrift: PSETA5; auf 

der Rlickseite sitzfc die Gftttin, in dor Reobtou das 

Palladum, in der Linken die Hasta, darunter 

VESTA, 5. C.” [“As many of the non-Roman towns, 

people^ and kings, especially in th-e older period, 

did not strike gold or struck very little, as it was the 

same with the Romans in the time of the Republic, 

there wero great gaps in the collections being made 
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which could not be filled with genuine ancient 

coins. But the cunning vogues who at all times and 

in all places are able to reap advantage -from the weak- 

nesses of the great and rich, here found a way to 

satisfy the collector’s ambition and to be amply 

paid for their trouble ; they made a mould from 

a genuine silver or bronze coin* made a cast in the 

desired metal from it, and there was the desired 

gold piece ready, not ancient, it is true, but made 

from a genuine ancient coin and in the then state of 

numismatic knowledge easily taken tor ancient^ or 

they made their own dies which were sometimes so 

successful and looked so like genuine coins that only 

a very skilled eye is able to discover the deceit* but 

from the aesthetic point of view has to admire their 

artistic skill* Both methods of manufacture seem to 

have been used here in Munich to make the popular 

series large and numerous. Thus, to take an example, 

we have six speci mens of a gold coin of the largest 

size of the empress Livia, each of ten ducats, of which 

the obverse has a veiled female head with the inscrip¬ 

tion PI ETAS, On the reverse is seated the goddess* 

holding the palladium in her right hand and a haaia 

in her left, with VESTA S C below,"] Pic then quotes 

the letter of Apostolo Zeno and concludes: '■ Nooh blu¬ 

ish nicht im Stands, mifc Gewissheit best! mm en zu 

kilnnen, wer zu soldi eiuer falschen Massregel die Idee 

gegeben oder die Hand geboten babe, Aber dass es um 

diese Zeit geschehen sei, dlinkt mir hdebst wahr- 

scheinlieh^’ [*CI am not yet in a position to say with 

certainty who first had the idea for this deceitful 

scheme or gave it support. But that it took place 

at this time seems to me most probable,"] In the 
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note he quotes a passage from F&tufs Introduttio ad 
hhkwiam numismattim (1G$3}, in which it is said 

that the Elector Maximilian of Bavaria (10S3-1651) 

had over 1,400 Roman gold coins, including many 

forgeries, and that his enthusiasm was abused to 

foist upon him forgeries, which a Jesuit was alleged 

to have made- In au earlier note he mentions the 

gold medallion with head of Asolepios and reverse of 

Lysimaohus* also in the Munich cabinet. In part 2 

of his G&sdtichts (IS 15) he mentions in the note to 

p. 51 that there were in the collection about 24* gold 

pieces of Ly&imaeltus from modern dies, including 

a medallion of four staters. 

In the Numismaii&ch& Zcitmig, ed. by J. Leitzmann, 

1838-1830* G-. Rathgeber described the Thracian coins 

of the Grand Ducal Cabinet in G-otka. There he writes 

(vip no, 5h col, 3d) of the silver tetradrachms of Lyai- 

machus with P and orescent, and adds: “ Probably as 

early m the sixteenth century a forger made from 

this coin an enormous number of false pieces, gold and 

silver, which seem to have found their way into all the 

important collections.” 

Priediander has already pointed out that all the 

Lysimachus pieces are from the one die* and he 

divides them into two groups, dictators and tetra- 
statersL31 

Of the dupondiua of Julia Titi there are* as already 

observed, two strikes by Cavino in the Vienna cabinet 

and a cast in bronze (in addition to the gold medal¬ 

lion). 

51 Mi Vei-zskhiis ffi'iochtedtfii fulscltcn Muujeeh, etc., Berlin, 
is©, p, 20. 
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If we now sum up all our information wo come to 

the following conclusion. In Padua Oavino made 

a piece of Lysimachns, copying the tetradrachm, and 

also one from the dupondius of Julia Tifci* It is surely 

not too hazardous to assume there was also a similar 

Paduan of Nikias of Co$> from which we have the east 

in bronze in Vienna. For ns Regling observes in 

Schr otter's Worterbucfi f&r Miin^Jcttndet tinder li Padua- 

ner*f, the oasts are more common than the struck 

pieces. About the middle of the seventeenth century 

Cavmo's dies were purchased by the Lazzara family. 

A large number (122) eventually came to Paris; it is 

not known what became of the others. Some, however, 

seem also to have gone to Munich, at least the Lysi- 

rnachus, the Nikias, and the Julia Titi, perhaps also 

the Drusus with Pi etas. They inspired some unknown 

individual in Munich„ probably one of the many gold¬ 

smiths there, to use these dies to strike gold medallions. 

He was encouraged to do this by the great enthusiasm 

for collecting at this time everywhere, and particularly 

by the keenness of the Elector Maximilian and the 

desire to supply missing types. As Streber says, as 

a result of the war's there was little opportunity for 

collecting under Maximilian’s successors. We may 

therefore, taking into account the passage in Patin, 

put the beginning of these forgeries before 1651. The 

natural and better pieces of Lysimachns at first aroused 

no suspicion, but Apostolo then recognised the mules 

of Livia as forgeries. At tho beginning of the eigh¬ 

teenth century we find these gold medallions in many 

collections, but the voice of Haverkamp, who had 

declared those of Lyaimachus false also, was unheeded. 

It is not till the beginning of the nineteenth century 
ynuiau. cm ROM , vo-r*. itJt, stuHS V. K 
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that we find these forgeries generally recognized as 

such, but here and there they are still to be found 

among the genuine coins. 

Prof, H, Gaebler has written three interesting 

articles M on ancient and modern forgeriesi and shown 

that even the well-known note "from an old collection '* 

is no guarantee. There are still many such pieces in our 

trays. Only when we have succeeded in identifying 

series of forgeries and their makers shall we have 

more certainty. Ever since the Renaissance and the 

pleasure that it aroused in ancient coins we have had 

imitations, for here once again the Devil was on the 

spot when the work of creation, was barely finished. 

Kabl Pink. 

!| FUlschttufftn mttkt&onfKher MQiwtn, Bitter- <1 ptftuss. Afcitd. 
d. Wia., i, 19S1; iih 1935 ; iii, 1936. 



V. 

COINS OF OLBIA. 

[Plate VII.J 

JTuw sections of the Greek collection in the British 

Museum have received such, numerous additions of re^ 

cent years as that which includes the Tauric Chersonese 

and Sarmatia. The present numbers as compared with 

those of tlie Catalogue cf '17truce, <$•£., published in 

1877, are as follows, the numbers in the Catalogue 

being placed in brackets: Cbersonesus 188 (ii); 

Nymph aeum 2 (none); Panfcioftpaeum 115 (52); Theo¬ 

dosia 3 (none); Olbia* cast, 47 (Sj; struck, S65 (20) ; 

Tyra 55 (2). 
This great increase, which is, of course* chiefly in 

bronze coins, is due to the acquisition of the Mavra- 

gordato Collection in 1903, the Doguel Collection in 

1929, and many coins from the collections of Berthier 

de la Garde and of the Grand Duke Alexander 

Uihailovitch, purchased at different times during the 

past few years. The most important pieces have 

naturally been already published in the periodic 

articles on recent acquisitions, but a great many 

interesting coins remain, and a selection of tha silver 

of Olbia is presented in this article* Certain of the 

coins are the actual specimens illustrated in the Berlin 

Corpus* but as no text was ever published to accompany 

1 fmbcof-Bhuacrp DU tnrtikm M&iiznt Nwdt/nechtinland&i i? 
Tiif, This te&tion was entrusted to the Grand Duke, who 
appears to taave uied hi* own eoUoction largely for illustration, 

s 2 
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the platea they are described here. Coins from, the 

Mavrogord&to and Dognel Collections are noted as 

suoli, the rest are from the Grand l>uke*s Collection. 

1. Qfe& Head of DomeUv h7 wearing necklace, with flowing 
hair bound with corn-wreath from which two eais 
stand upright above tJi& forehead- 

Rev. Sca-eagle, with head turned! ImicIc, standing on 
dolphin h; beneath OA BIO; on v. traces of mono¬ 
gram p perhaps >E. 

Al f £4-0 mm-. 160-4 gr- (9-75 grm.). Ilalhmg, 0 i 
xi:2&, lot 373S, [PLVXL] 

3. Obv. Similar. 
Rev. Similar, but below, on L and r., 

Ai *- 24-0 mm.j. 12fr7 gr, [S SI grm+b ^aville, iv 
(1023), lot 497. Bui achov3 T. Vt-1352 [PLVXT.J 

3. Qbi'. Similar* 

Rev, Dolphin 1.; beneath, GABIQ; truce of circular 
incuse. 

jR f 15 0 oim,p 46 9 gr. (3■04 firm-}. Doguel Coll, 
As Burachkov, T. IV. 47. (FI. VILj 

4. Similar. Rev. Above, OABIO; beneath, AHMH 

Al f 10 0 mm.f 54-3 gr (3 53 grm.}. [FI. VII+J 

5. Similar, but-re;?, above, OABIO; beneath, ^ON 

M f 17-0 rnm-t 50-9 gr. (3-30 grm.}. 

IS os. 1-3 are of the lata fourth century. Their 

weights already show a modification of the original 

Aaginetic standard in use in 01 hi a as in the other 

cities of the Black Sea. Although the stater (no+ 1) 

has suffered somewhat from wear, its weight appears to 

be reduced to that of the contemporary staters of 

2 The reference* to Buracbtov are to the plates of his Catalogue 
fin Ra&tiftn) of come of the Greek colonies of South Eussia* 
published at Odessa in 1884. 
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Cliersonesas, while the subdivisions tire thirds rather 

than quarters. Staters and thirds of similar weight 

form the coinage of the much later Scythian king 

iiiittfiistruck at 01 bia in the £r$fc century a c 

The weight of no. 2 is hard to account for, and it may 

belong to a later period. Buradikov's example was 

a stater of full weight scaling 185-0 gr.} and the present 

coin, though short of this by nearly a third, is probably 

intended for the same denomination. It is of very 

base metal, and may have lost in cleaning. 

G, Qbv. Bearded head, horned ?, facing. 

Iteo. Dolphin 1.; above, OABIO; beneath, KPI. 

f 18-0 mm., 524 gr. (340 gnu.). (PL vilj 

This third-stater must belong to the fourth century, 

lhc same magistrate s name is found on a similar' coin, 

also bearing a facing head, but of inferior style and 

of a different deity, Demeter {Corpus, Taf. X. 10 

and Burachov, T. III. 21). Here the details of head 

and ear are unfortunately indistinct, and the hom on 

the tempts is not quite certain. If the head is horned 

it must be that oi the river Horysthenes who appears 

with the same brutal features, though in profile, so 

commonly on the bronze coinage. Otherwise it might 

be a local fertility god perhaps assimilated to Silenus 

or Dionysus, such as Rostovtzeff has identified on the 

coins of Pantiespaeum.3 

7. Obv* Tarreted lisad (Demeter?) rH 

Rev. Archer shooting L ; inscription off flan* 

Al f 27-S gi\ (1-80 grin.) as Corpus, Titf< 
X. 4. 

7 a. SioiilarH Rev* on I1( O A, 

Al f 10-0 m,( 12 0 gr. (0j78 grm.). 

3 Itninfont and Greeks, p. SO; usually described ftg F^n or fatyr. 
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A sixth- and twelfth-stator round about £00 ilc. 

In view of the reverse type and of tits Hot-infrequent 

representations of Artemis with the turreted crown at 

OhersonesuSp the head might at first sight be regarded 

as that of Artemis. It must, however, be Demefcer's, 

as Es shown by bronze coins of the same types (Ctorjftrt, 

Taf. X> 1-3) on which a wreath of corn-ears is added to 

the turreted crown. In both cases we probably have to 

do with the native Mother-Goddess, who was identified 

here with Demeter, there with Artemis,and elsewhere 

with Aphrodite, and was regarded, as the turreted 

crown suggest^ es the patron and protectress of the 

state.4 

S. Obv. Head of Demeter? r+, with long hair; no wreath 
visible ; in enn bow-case 7 

Rev, Eagle i\, with open wings and head turned bach, 
standing cm d olphl or.; be ueath, * A BI #; 
above, IL 

Al f 16-5 mm., 5B-S gr. (B-G3 grin A Corpus 
Taf. X. 11. [PL VII. j 

9- Ofry. Similar, same cm. 

Rw+ Dolphin r.j above, H ; beneath, 

At f 16'Omm., 684 gr. (441 grim). [PL VIA] 

10. Similar, some cm. 

R&&. Similar; above, AOH; beneath, *ABU. 

M f 17-0 mm., 59 2 gi, (3 S4 grim). [PI. VILJ 

With these later coins the really base silver issues, 

of which something must be said below, begin in 

earnest* It loots at first sight as if the difference in 

type between nos. 8 and 9, struck by the toe magi¬ 

strate* was intended to mark the difference in denomi¬ 

nation between the third find the half. This may be 

* ftostovtaeff, ibid., pp. 72-7S, See, 
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sOj but the intermediate weight of no. 1G, which, by 

type, should equally be a half, suggests a doubt which 

can only be resolved by the collection of more material. 

The name A6^ . * . occurs on a bronze coin of similar 

period (Burachov, T, IV, no. 59)* 

11- 0&i% Head of Hermes 1. in flat petasug with button; 
(Totted circle. 

Eeu Winged caduceu&j on r., OABIO ; on ]+J IA&N 

(is) At f 22-5 mm,, 53j6 gr* (347 gi-m.), Havre- 
gordato GolL. [PL YII+] 

(6] A\ f 22j5 morn, ^84 giv (8-12 grm.), Haville, 
IV (1922), lot 501. 

These two coins are from the same obverse, but appar¬ 

ently different reverse dieSi The types are new in silver 

though they appear on rave bronze coln^ perhaps con¬ 

temporary (Corpus, Taf X. 32-33). Ho, II (a) is over- 

struck, and traces of an inscription, AEAllA ara visible 

on the left by the top of the eaduceus, obscuring the 1 of 

the legend on left. Ho. 11 (b) is double-struck* so that a 

second profile appears on the obversef while the cadtieeus 

appears to have three loops, and the last two letters of 

the legend are blurred. This puzzling inscription is 

probably to be resolved into two magistrates' names 

as often at Qlbia (no, 16 below is a dear example), 

perhaps and N . ..\ the obvious division into 

la and gives no possible second name. 

12. Obv* Head of young Heracles L in liom&ltin j dotted 
circle j In cm. head of Athena r. 

lieu. Two cornstalks* with ears, twined in a wreath ; 
on r, upwards, OABIO ; on 1. upwards, EA[NI]H 

At i 20-5 mm. T112-7 gr+ (7-30 grm,}* Kavillo IY 
(m%)t lot 500^Carpus, Taf* X* 22. [PI. VII.] 
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ISh O&tJ. The same die. 
Similar, but on r, OABIO downwards; on L up- 

wards, T3IM. 
Ai f SI-5 mm., 101*9 gr. [frGO grin,) as E uracil ov, 

T. IV, no, 44. [PL VII, rev.] 

14, Qbv< Similar head und cm. 
litv. Ax* on L and bow in case \gorgtus) on v,; on r. 

and 1. OABIO and [E]AN[lj. As Burachov, 
T. IV 36r which completed the legend- 

ip] M f 10-0 mm,, 43-5 gr, (S-S2 gim). Mavro- 
goidato Coll. [PL VHJ 

GO M f 1Y5 mm-, 60-0 gr. (3-70 grin.) = 
Taf. X. 23. 

(c) At f 13 0 mm,, 60-6 gr. (3-38 gim.). 

15. The same die and cm. 

2fet?+ Similar, but on 3, downwards, OA ; on r. upwards, 
<^IEV. 

Al f 18-C mm., 55-6 gr. [3-60 grm.) as Burachov, 
T, IV. 38. [PI TO, tea] 

16- Similar, with same cm. 

Rev* Similar, bat on 1, upwards, OABIO; on r. 0? 
and f?. 

J& f )G G mm*, 37 8 gr. (245 gnu,). 

The wreath with the two corn-ears is, of course, the 

same as that with which Demeter binds her hair on 

nos. 1-4; flie smaller coins, as is shown by the style 

and one common magistrate's name, belong to tho 

same issue, and in spite of the irregular weight must 

be reckoned aa halves. Less certain is the denomina¬ 

tion of the following coin : 

17, Obv< Similar head of Heracles r.; same cm. 

Rev, Larger corn-wreath, within which 

Ai f 20 0 mm., 72*0 gr. (1-72 gran). Dognel 
Cell. 
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This may be intended to be the same dwiomination 

as the other coins with the wreath (nos, 12-13) but it 

looks more like a half of the red need staters, such as 

no. 1. The reverse inscription, {placed this time within 

the wreath) is unfortunately indistinct. The upper 

line appears, as is natural, to contain the ethnic, though 

the second letter is obliterated and the last is doubtful 

and might possibly be another B. The lower line at 

first sight suggests a date, but as this would be without 

parallel in the series it is most likely a collocation of 

magistrates^ initials. Three separate initials occur 

commonly on the coins of the next series, and on one 

(no, 18) we find four, among which are AlVt as here. 

The same initials also occur on a bronze coin (Corpus, 

Taf. IX. 25). 

18. O&u. Head of Heracles r.} beardless, an lion-skint; two 
cm&, radiate head r., and Athena head r, 

^ ft 
Club ]. ; above, OABIO; bencztth, ^ ^ 

Ai f 23-0 mm., 123-4 gr. (8 00 grin ), Xaville, IV 
(1922), let 409. As Eu radio v, p. 49, no. G3. 
FL V1L] 

19, Similar. Gbv* Same cmm. Ifeu. jj fa 

M f 22 0 mm,, 112 5 gr, (7-29 grim). Mnvro 
gol d do Co]h 

20+ Similar. cm., Athena hand r, JEer. A ,X. 
1 E 

As Burnchov, T- IV, 39. fa) 22 0 mm , 145-3 gr. 
[9-42 grind Mavrogordato Oolh [FI* VII.] 

(£?) 21-d mm., 107'5 gi\ (G-97 gnu.). 

21, Qbv+ Head of Apo3lo rn laureate; dotted circle ; cm. 
Athena head r. 

Jtefl. Lyre (citfmra); above, OABSO ; on L and i\, A 

AX f 17-5 mm,, 501 gr- (3-S3 grin.). As Burachov, 
T. V. 82^83, [PI* VII.] 
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22, The same dies- 0&u* Same cm, Jlee. A5 3ms been 
lidded below. 

Ai f 17'0 flini., 53-0 gr, (B-4B grin.). [PL VII, 
fflS.] 

S3. Similar. OVv- Etomecin. JTey. 

Ai f 18<0 mm., 4G-7 gr. (303 grin.), Dognel 
Coll. [PI. VII.] 

n A 
£4. Similar. G&o. Better style; »o em. J2cu V . 

O 

Cp. Burachovj T. V, SI. (a) Ai f 17 5 mm.t 
51-8 gr. (33G grin.]. NftvlU*, IV [11)23), lot 508 
= Corpus, T. X. 25, 

(b) M f 17-0 inm^ 56*0 gil*(U-66 gnu.). [PI* VII,] 

(c) At f 17-5 mm., 61-1 gr. (8-81 grm.). All from 
same »5ul but different dies* 

r a 
25. Similar- No cm. M y ^ 

As Bura&hov, T, V, 79-80* 

(a) Al f 170 mm., 7£-8 gr* [4-91, grmj< Havro- 
gordato Coll. [PL VHr rev.] 

(fc) Al f IS O moi , 464) gr, (2-98 gnn.). [PL VII. 
ofe.] From the same oliy. but different rcy. dies. 

26. Head of Artemis r. laureate, the hair ki to tied 
behind; bow and quiver at shoulder. 

Rev- Strung bow lying above quiver r,; above, OAB!; 

below, 
YAH 

G 

As JBuracliov, T. V. 86. 

(ft) At f IB-5 mm,* 23-5 gr. (1-52 grm.). Na villa, 
IV (1922), lot 504, [PL VE] 

(&) 13-0 inm., 20-2 gr. {1-31 grin.). Mavrogovdato 
Coll, 

4 The bottom of the A is off the flan but there to no cross-bar, 
and comparison with No. 19 makes A as against A moat likely. 
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That the three classes of coins just described are 

three denominations of the same issue appeal's from 

the annexed table of magistrates, which, combines all 

name3 contained in Burachov, the Corpus, and the 

British Museum. 

Heracles haul head. Artemis head. 

DAY 
>E 

(Bur.) n a 
Y>E (B M.) — 

HYA 
0 (Corp>) n y 

A O (Bur.) 
YAH (B.M ) 

G 

n ts?} 
A (B.M.) n a 

2 
(B.M.) — 

<A A 
A (Bur.) 

,<A A 

* (B.M.) __. 

X
 yj 

<£ 

(B.M.) 

1<R A 

X A 
(Bur.) 

n? 
Put {Cwp- Bur.) — — 

'BA EIFH (B.M.) c BAEI PI (B.M.) *E«PI (B.M.) 

The letters of tire legend on no. 24 have been read to¬ 

gether’ so as to yield a single magistrate's name UvBa..,, 

but comparison with the other coins of the series shows 

that wo have to deal with at least two names, and, 

unless HYA and YAH are both blunders for HAY, with 

throe. Nos. 24 and 26 are so close in style that they 

must surely come irom the same hand,and the style of 

certain coins of Chersonesus is so similar1 as to warrant 

the suggestion that they, too, are the work of this 

n Bronze: on the o&p. of the sumlleet denomination the bow 
Find quiver are absent. 

T e.g, in the Berlin Catalogue [Beschrzibangt i*pF IS* no. 3*^ 
0 e.g. fbid.T PI. I. 6, 
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engraver* Though no trace of silver appeal's on the 

surface of any of the three denominations with the in¬ 

scription B& Eiprf, it is hard to resist the conclusion 

that they also represent the samp nominal values as 

the base silver coins recorded with them. 

The progressive debasement of the currency visible 

in nos. 8-26 is a striking commentary on the decline 

of the city in the second century u.c,, to which the 

iJliteracy of the legends also hears witness, and which 

was due to changes in the movement of trade following 

on the conquests of Alexander, and to increasing 

pressure from Scythian and other tribes, culminating 

in the sack of the city early in the first century n,c.fl 

The weights of these base pieces arc very irregular, 

but they seem to fall into three groups, more or less 

corresponding with the staters, thirds, and sixths of 

earlier issues. They arc struck on flans which show 

not the rounded edge of the usual silver coinage, but 

the bevelled edge common to the true bronze coinage 

of the period. They arc indeed sometimes indis¬ 

tinguishable from bronze coins in appearance, and it 

may he questioned whether all coins of certain types 

(e,g, those with Heracles and club} should not be 

regarded as of the same denomination and nominal 

value whatever their metallic content. The base silver 

coinage of Carthage in the late third century bc. 

affords an exact parallel both in the bevelled fabric 

and in the degradation to an alloy indistinguishable 

from bronze. In any case, the base silver pieces can¬ 

not have been more than tokens passing at an official 

rate, the real basis of the currency being the gold 

* See Minns, Scyrttiajzs and Gr&eks, ppH 4GG seqq. 
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staters of Alexander and Lysimachus, mostly post¬ 

humous, so common in the Black Sea area at this period . 

In fact, we have a further development of the currency 

regulation which a famous inscription shows us to 

have been in force at Olbia a& early as the fourth 

century .t0 
E. S, Q. Robinson. 

lD Mums op. ell., pL 459 3 nod pp. 4&0-4S1 for the use of go]d. 



VI. 

PELINNA: AN EARLY THESSALIAN MINT. 

I (atilarffert two diam.) 

The following previously unpublished Greek silver 

coins lately appeared in the Athenian market: 

1. Qbft. Bull's head and neck left, the head tinned to front* 
Above the hull's left hornP bearded head of a man 
left ■ his left arm hangs across the bull's neck. 

Rev. PE-A'IN Head of bridled horse left, all in inenso 
square. 

0jS4 g. (Aeginetic obol). Fig. 1. 

2. Obu> Indistinct object (cicada or Jly with two wings, 
eyes, &c. ?). 

Rev. P-E-AI Head of bridled horse right, all in incuse 
square, 

0'4S gL (Aeginctie hemiobol}* Fig, 2. 
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There has Jong been an obol similar to no, 1 In 

the British Museum (Fig. 1 a). F. Hermann in his 

recent article on the silver coins of Larissa also 

mentions an early obol of that town with a similar 

obverse but with A-A and a horse's head to right on 

the reverse.1 Another obol of tbe same town shows 

only the bull's head without the man,2 An obol 

similar to the latter was assigned to Scotussa by 

E. Babelon because of two indistinct letters on the 

reveres,5 but F. Hermann did not agree,4 A fourth 

coin (Fig. 3), much akin to the three others, but with 

obverse most like that of our coin, was published by 

Imhoof'B1 umeivfi Xh i s is probably the ohoi mentioned 

but not illustrated by E. Hermann, Zeitschr, f+ Num,, 

xxxiii (1022), p. 33, under Cramiou. Iinhoof-B] inner 

describes and shows quite clearly in hi a drawing of the 

obverse of this coin the bent arm of a man hanging 

over the bull's neck. In his description of the same 

unique obol of Crannon E. Babelon omits this detail, 

though he uses as his illustration in the text of the 

TraitS a poor reproduction of Im hoofs drawing.6 

Our obols, after more than, sixty years* now prove 

that Imhoof-BIumer was right: on their obverse is 

represented, in a similar abbreviated form, the Thes- 

1 Zeit&ch r.fr Hum., sxxv [1925), PL I, 25. 
* mu xuriil (1020), PL I. 2 s xsxv [1925), PI. L 20 ; B-M L\ 

TTim&Ffo PI* IV. 7; Macdonald, Hunter Collt i, p. 451, 1; 
E. Babelon, Tm/ic, ii, PL XL1IL 7 ; and other*. 

* RP Babelonj ioc. cit.t PL XLIII. 20, Texts p. 1031, no. 1440. 
4 Zettechr.AVmj., xodii (1922), p. note 2. Similar oboh 

are found of Pharcadon ami Florae : Head, U[*K-t 305 amL :ib? ; 
E. Babelon, ZV#iYe^ ir, nos. 556 and 60^, 

E Ibid.f i (1S74), p, 07, PL III, no, IV, 
* ataflft ii-1. Teste p. 1022, no. 1426. 
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sali&n Tavp&Ka0d^na^ and, lucidly, they are sc well 

preserved as to show also the bull-fighter1 s head, which 

was broken away on Imhoof^s oboh 

But although our coin shows some relation to the 

above-mentioned obols of Larissa and Scotussa (?) and 

an even nearer one to Itnhoof’s piece of Crannon* it 

cannot be assigned to either of these towns because 

of the letters IN (or Nl ?) and A on the reverse. Careful 

cleanings however* brought to light a third stroke 

of the letter in ike lsfb upper corner of the incuse 

square, which proved it to be a r\ and, at its right, a 

hardly visible E, So the legend reads PEAIN* which 

undoubtedly indicates Pelinna^a town situated east of 

Trices near the meeting^) ace of the Lethaios and 

Peueios rivers * 

The hcmiobol* bought from a citizen of Larissa* has 

nearly the same reverse type, but with the horse's 

head, turned to the right and without the last letter N 

of the inscription, for which there was no space on the 

very small die. Its obverse, on the other hand, shows 

quite a new and hitherto unknown Thessalian com-type* 

I must confess that I cannot find a satisfying explana¬ 

tion for it, so my interpretation of this coarse but quite 

definite design as a fly or some other insect must remain 

a suggestion only ; others may point out a better one.* 

Incidentally, m obverse typo of a fly might have a 

connexion with the hole's head of the reverse; such 

1 Sec Pauly-1Wissowa's It. E,¥ 1&34 (Ziehen), where all informa¬ 
tion about these bull-fights is collected, 

a On the topography, surviving walls, and history of the town 
6te P. SULhlin, Baa heltetii&cJw Tlussalie?ad ppL 11G-I21, 

1 Mr, EP S. & Robinson kindly wrote me that the object looks 
iL perhaps like ho me part of the body, an ear or something of the 
kind* or possibly a pair of leaves and fruitIp, 
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relations between obverse and reverse occur often in 

ancient coinages, as is well known. In our case one 

may remember the cicada above the horse on the 

obverse of some of the earliest coins of Larissa30 and 

may well think of the plague of these insects in 

Greece during the hot period of the year. The clearly 

legible inscription TEA I at all events makes certain 

our attribution to Pelinna, 

Of this little town we so far knew only coins dating 

from the end of the fifth or the fourth century e.c, 

Gardner, Head, and Babel on have described them.11 

Consequently F. Hermann* like most of his predeces¬ 

sors, attributed the early drachms with PE12 to the 

Perrhaebi11 of whom we also have contemporary obols 

of the bull's head—horse's head types reading- PE PA 

{B.M.G. The^alytFL VIII. 11). Our new pieces with the 

clearly readable legend PEA IN make this attribution 

doubtlul again. They show that Pelinna also belonged 

to the Thessalian coin-league from the very beginning 

of its existence, using its ordinary federal coin types, 

and that consequently those drachms with PE may be 

assigned to Pelinna equally well as to the Perrhaebi. 

It is very probable that the striking of these types 

went on up till the second half and perhaps the end 

of the fifth century b.c,, when the new coin-types of 

3* Drachms oir Persic standard, Cf. F. Herman nh Eett&cltr, /. 
Nu»}.3 xxxy (istifch h no. 13 3 BJIC. 1-2 (FI. IV. 4-5), 

« BJAG. Thm&Jff, p, d& (firat period 450-400 E.c,!); Hint. 
jtTifur., p. 303 (first period 400-344 fi.c.!); und IVaiii, iy, pp. 290 
seqq,{"Fin du 5ieme sieclc”). 

11 Twiti, Pi. CCXClJ, 19 and CCXCIIL 2; much, Cat XITI 
(Rho\woponhd)r PL XVIII, 18-SV; and others. The h&lf-cboh 
Tmitd, FI, GUXCIII. 3, h not mentioned by Hermann, toe. cf*. 

'* Zzit&hwf* Jficttkj, xxxiii (1022), p. 34, and p, note 1- 

I HITUEEU, -CETPasr., VO^ XYU, EHtiTEa T. 
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the town appeared.1* If F. Hermanns- dating of the 

similar obols of Larissa to the beginning of the coinage 

of the league is right,15 our new pieces also must be 

dated between 473 and 465 j&.c* ; and to this time their 

late archaic style seems to belong. 

Thus these two little coins show us Pel inn a as 

another little-known Thessalian mint, which belonged 

to a northern Greek city-league at the very time that 

its name is mentioned in Pindar's son gs.1(3 

1 hava to thank the coin cabinet of Berlin for casts 

of Imhoof's ohol of Crannon and Mr. E, S,G. llobinson 

of the British Museum for pointing out the second 

obol of Pelinna, to me. 

W* SchwabACttBK. 

u Cf, for instance the style of the dsudim with PEj Zeitseh*\ f, 

Num^ xxiiii (1933)p Pi. 1.7, dated by F. Hermann in hie set&nti 
period. 

3i Ztitschr.f. Nuw-p aKSiiit (1922)p p, 5GP SLnd xxxv (1^35), p. 35f 
Gmpp* III A and B (FI. T, 30 and 35), 

lfl Pytli. k„ 4. 
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A LITE A OF EKTELLA. 

(Eni.'ii'gtd dum.) 

Qbyr Female head with ear-ring and necklace to right; hair 
bound up with baud, border of dots. 

Rev. Afd> above a man-headed bull standing to right, border 
of dote. 

Wi 0j72 g. = 11 gr, Turin, K, Medngliere. 

liiHooi’-BjcuftrE^ first called attention to this piece 

when he published it from his collection of casts1 in an 

article " 2ur MunakuB.de Grossgriechenlands, Siziliens, 

KretaSj &c/J1£ He attributed it without being positive 

to Neeton, or, if the reverse inscription was to be read 

from right to left, to EntelJa, Neither Head* who used 

this article of Imhoof1‘s in the second edition of the J27s- 

toria i nor Holm, Ge&chichte Siziliens, vol. iii - nor Hill, 

Coins of Sicily, mentions this piece- In an article,1 not 

easily accessible, my knowledge of which I owe to the 

kindness of the author, S. Miron© has recently dealt 

1 For the loan oE rmhooLBliiroer*8 cast I have to express my 
heartiest than ks to Dr. Kngeli of the Sbadtbibliotbeli in Winterthur. 

1 Wiener Rum. Ziititihr. (1SSG), acviii, p. 260, PL YiJ. 8, 
* “Una Litre di Nteao", Misteifonen HuittisM p U (Naples^ 1221), 

no, 5. 
T 2 
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with it Ho attributes the com to the town of Naxos, 

giving at some length his reasons, which we shall deal 

with later. 

Everything, weight, style, types, and form of letters, 

of this coin point to Sicily* The obvious thing then 

would be to attribute it to Nefiton, since no other town 

hi Sicily begins with Ns-,* The town of Nee ton is 

first mentioned under the year 309/8 e.c, (Died- xx. 

32. 1* in the better manuscripts* instead of Awrfaov? 

we have Neartvvv? and instead of A*Qrrtpi}v N^arC^rju 

of Beloch, Gr, Gesck.t (1904) III L 109, note 1), when it 

was taken along with Camarina from the Syracusans 

during the siege of Curtilage hy Agathocles, but shortly 

afterwards captured by Xenodikos of Agrigentum and 

enrolled! in the Agrigentine League, Later, in 263/i 

we find it among the towns which, after the peace 

between Home and Hiero II of Syracuse, were left to 

the latter (Diod. 23. G). Under Roman rule it increased 

in importance* and during the Nor man period in Sicily 

it was a considerable town under the name of Note. 

The name varies between N^rov fPtoL iiL 4. 13), 

Niatrcv (Diod. 23* 6), and Niaroy (Diod. xx. 32. 1). 

Mirone deduces from the fact that Nedton is not 

mentioned in connexion with events in the interior 

of Sicily in the fifth century that the town, in view of 

its insignificancy could not have- struck coins at this 

time. We have other Sicilian towns issuing coins 

in the fifth centxiry which find even less mention in 

* Neiii, tlie birth]*!nee of Wit* Sikel king Enketms, is only 
mentioned as euch in Diod. xi. SS. 6. TIlc passage in corrupt; 
ef, Fbeeman and Liapua, ii, pp. 524 ft'., and V. Csesa^rftndi, Metmu\ 

Hetw^ Af&uiinon (i/mrt) pati'ia di Dutextc, Animate* 1335. Ercn 
if the place did exist, it need not be considered here on account 
of its insignificancy. 
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classical literature, e.g. Hip ana {once mentioned by 

Polybius, L 24, under 25S/7 B.a), Longanon (Died- 

24. 7)* Galariap Nacone* Pifrees, Stiella (these four 

only known from Steph. Bysi. s.v.; the coins of Stiella 

have been dealt with by Mirone in Z, / N. xxxvlii 

(1928), p, 29j* There Is then nothing in theory against 

attributing our coin, to Nee ton, But the objection 

might be raised that the ancient Ne&ton did not stand 

on a river, which the man-headed bull must personify. 

We shall later see that the types of our litra better fit 

EntelJa, 

The main argument brought by Mirone against the 

attribution to Neeton is another reading of the legend. 

He denies the existence of a second letter which lie 

says lie has ascertained after a careful examination of 

the coin. As an explanation of Imhoof-Blumer’s read¬ 

ing he says that the latter had only examined the coin, 

in a calco in gesso di cattiva esecuzione h* and there¬ 

fore could not observe minute details. Imhoofs plaster 

east on which his reading was based and wrhich is 

reproduced at the head of this article is an excellent 

and very clear one ; it is impossible to miss anything 

on it, or read too much into it,“ Unfortunately Mirone 

does net tell ns clearly whether he does not find any 

letter at all above the bull's head or whether be 

would read another letter instead of the ys After 

a most minute examination we can see nothing except 

ivhatXmlioof-Bliimer read, namely, an the ]eft stroke 

L It Lon^anon really uleattcftl with Lungon, tlxe castle of Catana 
mentioned by Died. 24. 7? A nior* probable assumption would 
be that it is a town not known to m on the Sicilian Longanos. 

fl I have made several attempts to be allowed- to soe Iba original 
in Turin, but in vuin. 1 have therefore bad to be content with 
the cast. 
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of’which rest? oil the neck of the bull, white the lowest 

right stroke Jies above his head and the upper right 

stroke touches the border of dots (the middle right 

stroke is somewhat narrower). 

As a result of this erroneous reading, or rather omis¬ 

sion to read, Mirons considers it plausible to attribute 

the coin to Naxos, a proposal wo can now at once reject* 

quite apart from the fact that neither style nor type 

connect it with this mint. Mirons thinks, it is true, 

that the head on the obverse represents Aphrodite, 

whose sanctuary in Naxos is mentioned by a number 

of writers-T according to our sources^ this aanctuety 

was a Sikel3 one and had probably nothing to do with 

the Greek city. 

There remains as a last possibility Entella, as Imhoof 

had already suggested. If we examine the types of 

the coins of EntelU, we see that our piece fits in very 

well with them. Before its capture by the Campanians 

in 404/3 b.o. this town struck litrae with, a sacri¬ 

ficing female figure on the obverse and ou the reverse 

a man-headed bull as oil our coin. Some have retro* 

grade inscription Sicily, p. 60, 1, A3TV13), on 

others (quoted by Imhoof, loc* ait) the N only i% 

reversed,. Irregularities in the inscription are there¬ 

fore frequent. The female head on our coin would 

then be that of the same female deity as is represented 

at full length on other coins; she is probably the 

eponymous heroine Entella who is said by tradition 

to have been the wife of Aigestcs, the founder of the 

f App. Emphr Y. 109 r App. iW. X, l7£h Sokol. Luc. Ana- 
chassis, 32. (Epiohwm, ft:, I0S, Lor. Non. pr 118 (s.v. germe},) 

* U. origin 43 Ly Fhocnieian, as J. licfard showed iM6Ian$eu 
tm'aij pn 5), 
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town.0 Aigestes himself was the son of the river-god 

Grim isos and a daughter of the Trojan Phoinedamos, 

The Orimisos? on which Entella lay,10 on the basis of 

this legend, is therefore to be identified with the 

modern Belioe Sinistro ; the man^headed bull of oxxt 

coin is then to be taken as Crimisos, 

Stylistically also the bull type on our coins is 

closely related to the litrae of Entail a. The head 

recalls many other East Sicilian issues, especially the 

didrachms of Segesta and Panorama: from the style 

it was struck before 450, probably about 460 b.c. 

Herbert A. Cahn. 

* BiL It,* sit. 204 i Tzetz. ad Ly-cophr. (Einkel}, 953, 904. 
10 Thl silo of tb« andent Eulalia la still known as Rocca 

ddBnte)]a (ct the map in HoImh Sis. II), 
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TEE VOTA-L EG EX DS ON THE ROMAN 

COINAGE. 

There are two well-known groups of jE 4 rota-coins, 

one western, the earlier and heavier, struck for Gratiam, 

Yalentiuian JJ* and Theedosing, the other, eastern, 

struck for the same three emperors and Arcadius. As 

at Siscia coins of the first group bearing the vota- 

numbers XV^XX, X-XXa and V-Xare connected by 

distinctive mint-marks, it is an obvious inference that 

they were contemporaneous and that the numbers 

were appropriate at the moment of striking to Gratiau, 

Y&lentinian II, and Theodosius respectively. This 

parallelism at Siscia leads Dr. F* May red or, the author 

of a paper in the Numimiatiscke ZcU&chrljl on Vata- 
legends in the time of Theodosius'" bo assert that all 

coins of this group from whatever mint striking them 

are similarly complementary to each other, and must 

therefore be dated to a time strictly limited by the 

appropriateness of the respective sota- numbers to the 

three emperors. Having laid down this law, he applies 

it to the later, eastern group and finds that it will fit 

only if the first five years of a reign, marked by the 

roft*-numbers V-X^are compressed in the coinage into 

four, the commemoration of the next five years' vows 

X-XX starting with tine beginning of the fifth year 

and going on—this time for the fnll five years—until 

succeeded by XV-XX at the beginning of the tenth 

year. We find in this eastern group three vota-legends, 
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XX-XXX predominatingly for Gratiaa, X-XX pre¬ 

dominatingly for Yalenfciman IT, and still more so for 

Theodosius, and V predominatingly for Arcadius, but 

all four emperors share in a greater or less degree in 

each of their colleagues' reverses, which are thus shown 

to he in concurrent use at a time dated to the seven 

months between the accession of Aread ins only January 

383 and the death of Bratian on 25 August 3 S3. As 

on Dr. Mayreder's hypothesis they form a self-contained 

group, none can bo earlier than January 383* when 

A read i us eamo to the throne* and none later than the 

day on which X-XX would no longer be appropriate 

to Yalentinifim II, viz. 22 November 384 on Mayreder's 

interpretation of the vota-numbers. Whether or no 

wo admit this strict limitation of date, we seem bound 

to accept the fact that Theodosius either struck no 

vota-coins specially appropriate to himself, which is 

unthinkable, or else* as is clearly indicated, that he 

struck for himself within hia first quinquennium a 

number appropriate* as m the case of Valenti niau. II* 

to the second quinquennium. We must, I think, admit 

the certainty that Theodosius struck for himself X-XX 

at least a year before his first quinqu&tnmm was com¬ 

pleted, and the possibility that this took place at the 

first celebration of the Quhiquemalia at the beginning 

of the final year. Yet there is other evidence, which, so 

far as I can see, backs up the evidence from Julian's 

coinage and proves satisfactorily that V-Xj in Theo¬ 

dosius' day also* was retained until the final celebration 

of the Quinquemudia at the completion of the fifth year. 

There is a long series of fS Concordia-type” solidi 

from Constantinople* covering the whole of the crucial 

year 333* in which Mayreder asserts that Theodosius 
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could 310 longer stride vota-coins for himself with V-X. 

"The evidence from 80 coins struck in this year is as 

follows [A = any Greek officina letter A^IJ: 

A, Between 19 January 383 and of Gmtiatfe 

death on 20 August 

CONCORDhA AVGCCG A (there me four Augusta). 

1. Without votu. 
Gmt 6. YaL II 7. Theod 1. Arcnd. 13, 

2. With wt& 
Theod. S. Arcad. 5. 

Theodosius is paying the first instalment of his 

vows; Arcadius is taking his own. 

B. Betiaeen newts of Grattan's death and IS January 
384. 

CGNCORDI-A AVCGG A {there are now only three 
legitimate Augusts). 

1. Without vote* 
Val. II 0. Arcad, 17. 

± With vota V-X. 
Tlieodr 16, 

Whose are the vota ? Are they of Theodosius, who 

alone has them and who is paying the final instalment 

of Ins vows, or of Arcadius, who has none and is now 

concerned neither with the taking nor the payment 

of vows ? 

In all these eighty solidi the throne on which the 

personified Constantinople is seated is ornamented 

with lions'1 heads. Subsequent issues of this type have 

a plain throne. Theodosius there appears with vota X - 

XV and MVLT for the hitherto all-prevailing MVL> 

This 16 plain throne ” variety of the type is not found 
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for Gr rati an nor with the “four August!Ik legend and 

is clearly later* When, some years ago, I published 

my lists of the Valent inian I-Honorius coinage I gave 

a “plain throne Yr coin of Valentiniau II as reacting 

CONCORD1-A AVGCCG without qfficina letter. 

This has mislead Mayreder into equating the lions' 

heads ^ and " plain throne ” varieties on the score of 

the four August! apparently indicated. This coin gave 

me some uneasiness from the first, but it was not until I 

began seriously to study the coinage that I realized that 

it would be a “ monstrosity *’♦ Now, out of the other 

five coins of Valentinian II which I have noted of this 

"plain throne” issue, four have the qfficina letter £, 

the sixty-one corresponding coins of Theodosius and 

Arcadius have every offiema letter A to 3 except €, 

Can there be any doubt that the letter I read as a 

fourth G is really an imperfect G ? Instead of being 

a " monstrosity,p the coin would now fall into line 

with some seventy others* 

Such is the evidence—for whatever it is worth— 

from Theodosius' own coinage, I myself take it as 

proving as conclusively as coins can prove anything 

that Theodosius still struck V~X throughout the fifth 

y ear of hi s r e i gn. The iss ue immed iataly after G-rati an's 

death gives the vota to him alone and i§ indeed the 

only one in which his wfa-legend is not shared by 

Arcadius, 

My innocent belief that the five-year periods of 

the tariff-legends corresponded to five-year periods of 

time was first based—as I thought, securely—on the 

evidence of Julian's coinage. I now learn from Dr, 

Mayreder that I was mistaken. Julian, he says, inter¬ 

changed, as Augustus, his own V-X legend with the 
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XXX-XXXX legend of Constantins, w]io was than in 

his thirty-sixth year of rule* As the latter legend was 

hopelessly out of date, May red er concludes that the 

system of voia-reokoning, normal for the coinage of 

Valentinian I and bis successors, had not yet been 

regularized and that therefore Julian cannot furnish 

us with useful evidence, Does this give us a fair 

picture of the Cons tan tius- Julian coinage? Julian, who 

reigned eight years, has his V-X and X^XX legends. 

There is nothing wrong with these except that the 

V-X is continued for five years—a year longer than 

Dr. Mayreder approves. Constantins, who reigned 

thirty-seven years, has a regular series of vota-legends 

ending with XXXV- XXXX and XXXX alone. His 

siliquae, however, ae^m to eud with XXX-XXXX, his 

ttffrt XXXV-XXXX being represented in A\ by a (?) 

unique avg&iUus in Sir Arthur Evans's collection. 

This suggests to me, not that siliquae continued to be 

struck with the out-of-date legend XXX-XXXX while 

solkli were struck with appropriate tiota-legend, but 

that Constantins issued such a vast quantity of siliqme 
in 3o3-3o4 as to render further issues unnecessary for 

some time. Their issue on a large scale was resumed 

by Julian as Augustus and with the tufa-numbers 

V-X. The two or three hybrids by which Dr, Mayreder 

seeks to discredit this overwhelming evidence in 

my opi n i on i] o m ore concl usive instan ces o f th e co nvoli¬ 

tional exchange of vofa between colleagues than is the 

solidttx of lovian with the vota XXX-XXXX reverse of 

Constantins. It seems proved by their coinage, then, that 

both Julian and Theodosius continue to strike their 

itfto-mmibers V-X to the eud of their first qttmquen- 

mum. 
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It is equally certain, I think, that in the M 4 

eastern group Theodosius adopted for himseJf the vota- 

legend X-XX well in advance of fcha completion of his 

first quinquennium. Whatever the explanation of this, 

it will not be that given by Dr, M&yreder, viz. that in 

the time of Theodosius the change to the higher vota- 

numbers necessarily took place at the beginning of the 

fifth year. We shall not be able to use it to determine 

the upper limit of the whole group, which, according 

to Mayreder, started on ID January 383, because only 

then would X-XX he appropriate to Theodosius, I 

suggest another explanation. 

Por decennial voia there was, Dio tells us,an unbroken, 

tradition reaching back from his own date in the third 

century to Augustus, Was there any such pedigree 

for the quinquennial? If wo look through the vota- 

coiuage of the second and third centuries in “Mattingly 

and Sydenham” tlie decennial alone meet us, but 

almost from the first with a significant emphasis at a 

point about half-way through the deeennm?nt which 

takes definite form later in the QVINOYEMnaleS 

POSTVMI AVC combined with VOT X of Postumus. 

In the fourth century the quinquennial gradually sup¬ 

plant the decennial vows- on the coinage, though the 

latter were still, I think, theoretically the unit and 

still found expression in the common veto-legends with 

X-XX, xx-xxx, eta, in whiuh the quinquennial 

division is ignored,1 The Qmnquennalmt then, which 

originated merely as a convenient break—a sort of 

di mi-CarcmeJ<—in the tedious wait for the festivities 

* There nre no "fives11 oi> vota-coins of the first Tefcrarohj, hut 
the panegyrists of the period make oUmnon to the Qninquetmntia 
His firmly established in jjrnetice. 
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of ihA Decenntdia ended by ranking in importance with 

the Decennalia itself. The particular Quinquennalm 

commemorated would be appropriately numbered on 

the coinage* while coins without this special reference 

could express ail emperor's standing by the more 

general reference to his dtcemrium. In this way I 

should explain such coins as the siliqua with vota 

XX-XXX of Yalena who died in his fifteenth year 

and the X-XX iE4 of Theodosius in the eastern 

group under discussion. In neither is an intervening 

" five,p recognized. 

If the evidence given above in the coinage of 

Julian and Theodosius is accepted at its face value as 

showing that a quinquennium counted on the coinage 

as a full Jive and not as four years, it is clear that Dr. 

Hayreders explanation of these two last-mentioned 

coins cannot stand. But in a coin of Postumus which 

combines VOT XX with TR P X we have, indeed, an 

instance of new vows being commemorated within, and 

not at the expiration of, the tenth tribunate. Otherwise 

the evidence, when forthcoming, regularly connects 

them with the eleventh tribunate. It will be con¬ 

veniently found in ''Mattingly and Sydenhams\ 

We ore straying now from the fourth into the 

second and third centuries, but religious conservatism 

was strong with the Romans, and the question is 

numismatically important enough to warrant our 

calling in any evidence of earlier usage which may 

throw light upon the later. The only dated fota-coin 

of Septimius Severus has VOT SVSC DEC TR P X. 

Bearing in mind that Antoninus Pius when commemo¬ 

rating his second and third Decennalia particularizes 

them as e.g. .Soluta dec II or Suscepia dec III) I fee] no 
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doubt in my own mind that Severn* h alluding to 

his first decennial vows which are still suscepta in Ids 

tenth, as much as were those of Marcus Aurelius in his 

fifth tribunate as Augustus, The vows, payment of 

which was begun at the beginning and ended at the 

end of the last year of the decanmum, were, 1 suppose, 

repeated annually until fully paid. A vow can have 

only two stages in its life; it is susceptum until it is 

soluium, and if the payment ia to be made in two 

instalments, the debt i& not cancelled by the payment 

of the first instalment. Hence I cannot appreciate the 

force of D*\ MayretUr's a priori argument in favour of 

his dating—vis, that “pmUfsstum voia are hardly ever 

popular "3, and that the new vows were inscribed after 

payment of the first instalment of the old. 

Some eminent authorities dissent from my views on 

the coin of Severusp holding, I suppose, that it is 

unnatural to describe vota as still suscepta nine years 

after they were originally taken. The following 

passage of an unknown orator (Paneg. Lai. V. 13. 2) is 

evidence on the same point for the year 311 but, like 

the coin of Severus, will be variously interpreted. The 

speaker is addressing Constantine at the completion of 

his first Quinquennalia- Constantine has just favoured 

the Aeduans by remitting arrears of the old, and 

lightening the burden of future * taxes. 

Remarking how one short year stands as a boundary- 

lin& between the long anxieties of the past and the 

security of the immeasurable future, the speaker 

proceedsLi Quinquennalia tua nobis, eiiam perfsefa, 

edebranda sunt Ilia enim, quin to incipiente su$cepta> 

omnibus populis iure communia; nohi$ hate propria, 

quae plena sunt” 1 take the contrast to be between 

i. 
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stages of the same quinquennalian voia- A mere year 

ago when they were an$ceptat the anticipation of 

happiness to attend their fulfil meat could be enjoyed 

by the whole empire, but the realisation of that 

happiness is the special good fortune of the Aeduh 

The emphasis laid on the blessed change wrought by 

a single year seems lost if wo take the contrast to be: 

" Wo Aedoans are the gainers by your QttinquennaUa, 

but your D&cennaU#it vowed a year before these Qahi- 

quennalia were completed, may still hold some good in 

store for the rest of the world/* 

The evidence of the $ u Goncordia-tyip®71 series 

$ecms to me to be in itself sufficient ground for 

rejecting Du Mayreder's assertion that X-XX (or XV) 

must replace V-X on the rctfa-coinage at the end of 

four years- 

He was led to this conclusion by the evident homo¬ 

geneity of the whole eastern group in which four 

emperors and three vote-legends occur, each emperor 

sharing in greater or Jess degree in each of the legends. 

But thoughh no doubt, after the accession of Arcadius 

all these coins were being struck together, I cannot 

share Dr. Mayreder’s certainty that they all originated 

together and that Theodosius waited for the accession 

of Arcudius to strike an A54 denomination which 

Gratiau had initiated some years before. We know 

that for a time after Theodosius' accession G ration's 

types were struck in the east as well ae ill the west, 

via. his M2 R CPA RATIO RE1PVB, dE3 (distributed 

over the three emperors) VJRTVS ROMAN OR VMP 

VRB5 ROMA, CONCORDIA AVCGC "Constanti¬ 

nople seated with hand on knee”, A3 4 VOT XV 

MVLT XX, VOT X MVLT XX, VOT V MVLT X, 
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When Theodosius (?I&tein 380 after the meeting at 

Sirmium) started to strike his own distinctive eastern 

types, viz. M2 GLORIA ROMANORVM (Emperor on 

ship) and i£3 CONCORDIA AVGGG (threevarieties), 

did he deliberately reserve an M 4 till he could fit it in 

with the accession of Arcadius ? We seem either com- 

palled by Dr* Mayreder’s canon to assume this or we 

must date the whole transition from western to 

eastern types to .the accession of Arcadius. But 

Arcadius appears only at the very end of the prolific 

CONCORDIA AVGGG issue. 

The assertion that in each zE4 v&ta-group all the 

coins are sbruck in accordance, with a single uniform 

scheme whereby each emperor is represented with his 

appropriate wfa-numbers, the whole group being 

rigidly confined to a period within which all the vota- 

mimbers remain severally appropriate, is based on the 

Siscian mint-marks in the western group. Un¬ 

doubted ly, X think, the identical mint-marks indicate 

that the ■yota-coins of the three emperors are contem¬ 

poraneous—at Slscia* As in the eastern group the 

four emperors each have coins also with the I’ofcc-legeftds 

of each of his colleagues, this interchange is asserted 

by Dr. May red er to be an essential feature of the 

scheme under which both groups were issued. 

Let us now see what evidence the western group 

as a whole offers in support of Dr. Mayieder s conten¬ 

tion (l) that the emperors are represented simul¬ 

taneously in sets of three, and (2) that each emperor 

is represented with the yofri-numbers of each of his 

colleagues- 

We must distinguish two periods in the M coinage 

of 379-383: a period before,, and a period after, the 
& KridCEH. chro:*., STLTj SEktifi Y- 
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separation of the eastern from the western coinage, 

the eastern shotting entirely new types (or varieties), 

the western partly carrying on the same, partly 

striking new, types (or varieties)* It is with the new 

and purely western variety of th® M& CONCORDIA 

AVGCG that the Sisoian M4i vota-series is connected 

by the identity of mint-mark with that which binds 

the votersoins of the three emperors together as con¬ 

temporaneous. Here Gratian1 s vota are unshared by 

either of his colleagues, Yalentinian Il a by Theodosius 

alone, Theodosius' by both Gratian and Valentinian. 

Besides 8isc-ia* Aquileia alone has an attested example 

of X-XX and that is dated comparatively late by the 

divided obverse legend of Yalentiniau XIS who shares 

the reverse with Theodosius* Not one single example 

of X-XX has been recorded for Gratian in this earlier 

western group. XV-XX and V-X both appear* and 

struck with the obverses of all three emperors, at 

Treveri (with the post-separation mint-mark 5MTR)* 

Rome* and Aquileia (with the earlier obverse of Valen¬ 

tinian II; his later divided obverse is not found with 

XV-XX but with X-XX and V-X). Lugdunum, Arelate, 

and Thessakmica strike only XV-XX, and for Gratian 

alone. The mint-marks of Lugdunum and Arelate 

being unvarying throughout this period, I do not 

venture to date their vota-issues; Lugdunum has no 

other iE which can certainly be dated before the 

separation; Arelate struck both pro-and post-separation 

issues. The XV-XX of Thessalonica, however, seems 

by its minkmark TES to go with the pre-separation 

types with that mint-mark* and not with those having 

5MTE5, which is later, and, for all I yet know, may 

be entirely post-separation. Treveri has also an earlier 
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issue than the one mentioned above, It shows the pre¬ 

separation mint-mark TRP and its only known speci¬ 

men is a V-X of Valentiruan II IV N* 

I cannot see in all this that there is strong evidence 

of a single uniform scheme. To me the evidence seems 

to point the other way. 

To Dr. Mayreder*s third and lost conclusion* vis. 

that the western group with the earlier vuia of Gratiau 

came before the eastern group with hie later votctf I give 

my fullest adherence. In fact, I myself stated this 

quite clearly on p. 106 of my book on the coinage of 

this period. But unfortunately on p. 3, writing on tbs 

custom of exchange of t?o (a-numbers j I used the words 

"another issue at the same time”. The heavier issue 

surviving into the reign of Maximus did indeed 

overlap the lighter issue which began in Gratian's 

lifetime, but, of course, they did not originate together 

Perhaps Dr. Mayreder is justified in overlooking my 

p. 106 and correcting a rather loose expression on p, 8, 

but he is certainly carrying his passion for correction 

too far when he quotes from Grens record of the 

Yiminaemm hoard Siscian mint-marks* which on all 

analogy belong to Gratian's own coinageY in order to 

prove that the transference of Siscia and Thessalonica 

to Theodosius took place during Gratiau's lifetime, and 

not* as I, here following Alfoldi, had argued, at his 

death* 
J * "VV. E, Feabce. 



IX, 

THE GREEK COINS PROM EXETER 

RECONSIDERED. 

I?j 1907 Sir George Macdonald and tho late Professor 

Haverfield contributed to the Numismatic Chronicle 

(4th Series, voL vii, pp. 145-5 E) a paper on “The 

Greek Coins at Exeter'3 in which they discussed and 

condemned the discoveries of Greek and Graeco- 

Roman Imperial coins alleged to have been made 

during the nineteenth century at Exeter. Not un¬ 

naturally the verdict of these two scholars, each an 

archaeologist as well as a numismatist, has been given 

widespread acceptance : even in the cautious pages of 

Pauly-Wiaeowa's JReal-Ehw$d&ptidi& (vol, xviii, 1D14, 

col* 2056) a note on I sea Dumncnlorum concludes with 

the dogmatic statement that "Greek coins found thore 

in large quantities at the beginning of the nineteenth 

century owe their origin not to the Roman period but 

to modern tricksters '** 

This conclusion does account for certain difficulties 

which might otherwise seem at first sight insuperable. 

Yet the occurrence of further discoveries of a similar 

nature during the thirty years subsequent to 1907, 

makes it desirable now not only to assess the new 

evidence, but also to point out one or two apparent 

weaknesses in the original condemnation. 

The discoveries which the writers of 1907 had in 

mind comprised some 250 coins of a heterogeneous 

nature found on more than six different sites and 

occasions between 1810 and 188S* and published by 
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Shortfc in 18411 2; also a single find of nine coins which 

occurred in 187S.E The evidence which has accumu¬ 

lated since 1907 is as follows: 

1868, Tetradrachm of Trajiinu& Deciim Alexandria. 
Found und er the H alf-Moo at Hotel. At pre&en t 
in fcheExatar Museum—hitherto unpublished. 

193L Alexandrian bronze of Claudius; small bronze 
coin of Valia in Lucania (800-266 b.c.); ditto 
of Paesfcum in Lucaiua (2nd cent- b.c.} ; and 
an uncertain coin,, probably also of Paeatum+ 
Found by the Exeter Excavation Committee 
amoug the ruins of a Roman structure in 
8 my then Street- Unstratified.3 

1933. P'otin tetradrnchm of Diocletian. Alexandria. 
Found on Stepcote Hill. At present in the 
Exeter Mita-eum—hitherto unpublished. 

?1934, Potjn teiradraehm of Sumerian. Alexandria. 
Found in digging a sowar. At present in the 
writer’s possession. 

It need only be added that the 1931 discovery was 

made under proper archaeological supervision, whilst 

the other specimens were brought to the Museum by 

finders who were quite unaware of the nature of the 

coins and had nothing to gain from falsification. 

These recent discoveries seem to justify a re¬ 

examination of the grounds on which the earlier ones 

were condemned. The discovery of 1878 was certainly 

made in convincing circumstance* and recorded by 

a- perfectly competent authority- Yet the writers of 

1907 rejected it merely because of its unusual nature. 

The main strength, however, of the 1907 argument 

lay in the supposed nature of the large deposit of Greek 

and Graeco-Roman coins found under High Street in 

1 Sbortt, Stjten Antiqun I&emia (1341). pp. 9S—101* 

2 Thm\mctiom of the Devon xh SEt*. 
3 Proceedings of the Devon A rchoeoi osteal S^pto^tion Society 

i, ias. 
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1810. A parcel of 150 coins, said to he from this find, 

was in the Exeter Museum, and was re-examined in 

IDO? by the writers of the paper* Amongst a miscel¬ 

laneous collection of genuine ancient coins were a few 

medieval specimens and—worst of all—two modem 

forgeries of Greek coins* Heedless to say* this latter 

fact seemed to clinch the matter. 

Yet Professor Haverfield and Sir George Macdonald 

do not appear to have inquired into the vicissitudes of 

these 150 coins during the century between their dis¬ 

covery and their re-examination. Had they done so, 

they would surely have hesitated before placing coik 

fidence in the testimony of a few exceptional specimens. 

For the High Street coins passed first into the hands 

of Alexander Jenkins, a noted local historian; then 

into those of his son who, in the words of Shorfct,4 

“takes great delight in numismatic researches, and 

has a noble collection " ; and finally, descended to one 

William Horton, a local worthy whose collection 

numbered over 20G0, and who presented it to the 

Exeter Museum, Circumstances could hardly have 

been more favourable for the intrusion of alien coins 

into an authentic find ; and, like the coin of Ajcadius 

from near Heddon-on-the-Wall which Mr. G, E. Stevens 

las recently examined,6 the dubious items among the 

genuine Greek coins from Exeter cannot justly be 

used as conclusive evidence in the determination of 

important issues. It is noth perhaps, without signi¬ 

ficance that whereas Shortt in 1841 described about 

120 coins as from the High Street deposit, the number 

had increased to 150 by 190?, 

* Shortt, op. cU.} SOi 
fl Journal of Homan Szuditt, sxvi (ISSS ^ p. 7£. 
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The main object of this present paper is to suggest 

tliat Greek and Graeco-Roman coins have been found 

at Exeter in impeccable circumstances, rather than 

to put forward any hypothesis to account for the 

phenomenon, Nevertheless a plausible theory, such 

as that outlined below by Dr. Milne, will obviously 

do much to strengthen the case. It should be pointed 

out first of all that to accept as authentic the Exeter 

Greek coins does not necessarily entail trespassing on. 

the dangerous ground of pre-Roman archaeology. 

Scanty as the evidence is> it suggests than even the 

earliest Greek coins could have been deposited in 

Roman times; such deposit, although uncommon, is 

certainly not unparalleled.0 

Furthermore, Dr. Milne's remarks render void one 

of the most potent of the arguments of 1807. If, 

as he suggests, Alexandrian to trad racinus and other 

“foreign” coins reached Roman Exeter through the 

medium of sailors* and owe their deposit to their 

complete valueles&ncss, it need not be argued that: 

<sItis inconceivable that Greek coins reached Exeter 

in connexion with Cornish tin, and never wandered 

outside its walls to the actual tin district," 

Finally, three points may perhaps be mentioned. 

First, Exeter as cantonal capital of the Dumnonii and 

one of the finest ports of the south-west might well be 

the commercial centre of the tin trade. Second, it is 

interesting to note that the two largest deposits of Greek 

coins, those of 1 BIO and 1323, were both found in the 

area of the Roman city where the Forum might very 

* Cf. a recent find at Cobhftm, Surrey Sitn^ Jrchamlofftcai 

CoUecfititsliv (193GJ, 130. 
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likely be situated.7 Third, as an example of Alexandrian 

coins reaching Britain in the course of trade, may be 

quoted the hoard of 46 specimens found in a pot in 

Fetter Lane, London, in 1908.s 

The writer is indebted to Lt.-Col. L. A, D, Montague 

and Dr. Ohurohill-Blackie for information given, and 

especially to Mr. C. H. V, Sutherland and Dr. J* G. 

Milne for reading through his manuscript and making 

valuable suggestions. 
R* Gh Gooduheld. 

The evidence collected by Mr. Goodchild seems to 

justify his claim that the case of the Greek coins from 

Exeter requires reconsideration. The assemblage of 

coins at the Museum which was submitted to Professor 

Haveriield and Sir George Macdonald as the find of 

1810 did not, as tiiay noted, agree with Captain Shortt's 

lists, and some of those which they described correspond 

to coins stated by him to have been found elsewhere 

or at other times than in the Broad gate excavations 

of 181tL The most important of these stragglers* for 

the purposes of the argument, are the two u modern 

forgeries”; one of these is a type recorded by him, 

from near Cheltenham, the other from Truro0: the 

mediaeval coins also do not appear in Skortt’s 1810 

list. It is true that his lists are rather confused, and 

7 The results of recent research into the town-p3an of Roman 
Exeter will be published m a forthcoming issue of the Proceedings 

B* A. .R J$r 
s Num. Chimiri 4Lh Series, xi (1D11J, pp_ 357-S. [Of. also the 

hoard from Guernsey described in this volume pp. 1 $5-188), 
* It is poasibfe that the " modern forgeries* seen by Eaverfiuld 

and Macdonald were casta made for Jenkins or Norton of the coin& 
actually found at Cheltenham and Truro. 
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several of his attributions wrong—the latter a fault 

for which he can hardly be blamed * if the Exeter 

coins were in the same condition as the majority of 

the Greek coins found in this country—but they 

seem to give a trustworthy account of what he saw 

and what he could read, and on this evidence we 

may conclude that, if the collection was "salted”, 

the intrusion of alien coins took place at the Museum, 

or at any rate after his description of the finds was 

written. Unfortunately, no further "appeal to the 

coins themselves** can now be made, as the Museum 

authorities are unable to find them. 

If we accept Shortfs lists as the basis for discussion 

the most noteworthy point is the composition of the 

three largest finds recorded : the occurrences of single 

coins do not matter much, as stray specimens from all 

parts of the Greek world, and especially from the 

Western Mediterranean, turn up in unquestionably 

Roman strata quite frequently in Southern and Central 

England3 and occasionally in the Horth. The find in 

Broadgate in 1810 contained about 110 Greek coins 

and about 1,000 Roman s of the Greek 9 were Ptolemaic, 

55 Alexandrian, and 35 Syrian, the rest various with 

11 Byzantine, The Southgate find of 1833 bad L, G, 3, 

and 2 of the same classes, likewise mixed with Roman; 

and the Baltimore find of 1838 had 3S 4? 10, and 3. It is 

important to notice that these finds were not only 

made at different times and in different localities, 

the last at a spot three miles out of Exeter, but were 

in different hands tv hen seen by Shortt: the 1810 find 

seems to be the only one which reached the Museum. 

The exceptional feature in the Exeter record ia the 

proportion of Syrian issues: in all other respects 
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analogies can be found elsewhere in England. Since 

1912 a list lias been kept at the British Museum of 

finds of Greek coins made in this country which. have 

been seen or verified by the authorities, and this now 

includes about 200 entries, for the most part isolated 

specimens, and often from places remote from the 

main Roman trade centres. About two-thirds of the 

coins identified are Ptolemaic or Alexandrian, the rest 

from various parts of the Greek world, with some 

preponderance of Sicilian; but there are only six 

Syrian, Byzantine coins have not been recorded, but 

they too turn up sporadically in England south of the 

Humber. 

The circumstances under which these classes of coins 

came here probably differed* The Ptolemaic copper 

may have been brought in course of trade, not as 

money, but as metal: in the west at any rate it would 

have no currency, and anywhere outside Egypt its 

value as metal would be greater than its value in 

specie- The big copper pieces of the early Ptolemies 

arc found at many ports of the Mediterranean, and 

sometimes inland: there seems a high degree of prob¬ 

ability that they were exported from Egypt as metal, 

as Egyptian bronze coins were exported in the last 

century. Their occurrence in Britain is analogous to 

that of the Roman Republican bronze coins which arc 

found sporadically: these would have no currency 

value in Britain before the Roman conquest, but would 

be appreciated as metal 

The Alexandrian coins, on the other hand, are not 

likely to have come over in course of trade. Most of 

the examples recorded are of the latter part of the third 

century when the metal value of the Alexandrian 
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tetradraehm was negligible, and it had no currency 

outside Egypt-: in the Levant such coins might have 

been exchanged at a discount by merchants, but it is 

most unlikely that any one in Britain would have 

negotiated; them- They were in fact absolutely worth¬ 

less : they did not even look like coins, to people 

accustomed to the Bom an issues: so when they drifted 

over here, and their owners realized that nothing 

could be done with them, they were simply thrown 

away. Several isolated examples of these tetradraehma 

have been shown to me as found at spots remote from 

any known Soman habitation or road, A like fate 
befalls a good deal of foreign coin to-day. if we may 

judge from the casual finds that are made, especially 

in country districts. To some extent the same con¬ 

siderations would apply to other Greek coins, parti¬ 

cularly the Syrian issues; but at any rate under the 

Empire coins with the bead of an Emperor which 

were of a format similar to the Bo man would have 

a chance of passing, and this may explain why the 

Alexandrian r?jectu outnumber all others in the lists. 

Also it is worth notice that in a few instances—the 

find recently published from Cobham is one—Greek 

autonomous coins were associated with fourth-century 

Homan: this suggests that there may have been in 

Britain a state of currency similar to that which 

existed at the same period in Egypt, Egyptian hoards 

of the fourth and fifth centuries frequently contain 

a few old coins of foreign origin, which indicates that 

u shortage of official currency caused any piece of 

metal to be taken as a coin : as the fifth century went 

on, the stringency grew and led to the production of 

an extensive local coinage, corresponding to the bar- 
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bardus copies which circulated in the same century in 

England. Captain Shortt may have had personal 

experience in his youth of the effects of a similar 

dereliction of dnty on the part of the Govern men tt 

and was certainly justified in suggesting this as one 

explanation of the finds of Greek coins in Exeter, 

As regards the Byzantine coins, there is nothing 

exceptional in the Exeter record. It would be natural 

that some amount of Byzantine money should have 

come over with the early Christian missions after the 

Saxon conquest, as well as with casual visitors and 

seamen. Byzantine gold coins are usually found in 

the vicinity of mission station sh hut bronze is more 

widdy scattered, presumably as being of no value. 

The conditions under which the earlier finds at 

Exeter were made have not been recorded with suffi¬ 

cient detail to be of much service; but it is unlikely 

that any of the larger groups could bo described as 

a hoard. The discoveries in 1310 were connected with 

excavations for a sewer, which went to a depth of 

twenty feet, and Sbortt speaks as if coins were found 

at the lowest level: the 1823 find was made in the 

course of taking down a house, which is not likely to 

have involved so deep a trench: and it would seem 

that the coins were distributed over a considerable 

area and at different levels. In this case, the area was 

probably either a rubbish-tip a used for many years, or 

a market-place with large drainage-pits under it: if 

it were possible for a shaft to be sunk there under 

careful supervision, it might result in providing 

material for the solution of this problem. The occur¬ 

rence of similar deposits outside the city at Foltimore, 

in what may be assumed to have been an agricultural 
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district, supports the ** rubbish *’ theory: the use of 

city refuse a$ manure on farms was probably known 

to the Romans, and may well have been practised at 

Exeter* In any csse7 it seems most probable that 

the deposit of Greek, Roman, Byzantine, and other 

coins at Exeter has been formed by casual losses and 

deliberate rejections over a long period of time. 

Under those circumstances, it is easy to realize how it 

came to pass that there was a larger accumulation of 

Greek coins at Exeter in the Roman period than any¬ 

where e] se in Britain, so far as is known * E set er woul d 

be one of the first ports of call for vessels coming from 

the Mediterranean, and sailors landing there might 

have miscellaneous coins from various countries in their 

purses* which they would try to pass off in the market: 

a junk-shop in almost any English port will produce 

such a gathering to-day. The chief conclusion that 

can be extracted from them is that Exeter was a very 

busy port for centuries: they have no direct business 

connexion with the tin trade, nor do they throw much 

light on the routes followed by the shipping that 

resorted to Exeter: the most that can be said is that 

there must have been a considerable through traffic 

with the Mediterranean, and that many of the ships 

that came had been in the Levant™ It is quite likely 

30 The elfeftreat case of J( through traffic IJ kin connexion with 
the 1878 find, which included six coins of Tumi and one of Niko- 
polis in Moesia, Such a. group -suggests that the former holder 
had been on shore in the neighbourliood of Tomi and had not had 
an opportunity of spending hie spare cash till he gut to Exeter. 
Incidentally this find provides strong evidence against the 
"haltingp* theory: no collector in England would he likely to 
have six coins of Tomi to spare for a practical joke Another 
reason for transportation can be found in tho occurrence of Imperial 
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that they called to take in cargoes of tin; but they 

world not pay for the tin in Greek coin. 

It may he added that some of the Greek coins may 

have come as amulets; this would be most likely m 

the cases of coins with a representation of Alexander 

or some popular hero or local deity. Thera is coil' 

temporary evidence for the practice, and it has been 

traced both in Britain and elsewhere; not only genuine 

coins, but cast copies, were so used. If the coins ware 

pierced, this explanation would almost certainly apply; 

but the records of the Exeter finds do not supply 

details of this kind. 

J, G. Milne. 

bronae coma of the Peloponnesus in Syria, which 31. Henri Seyrig 
disarmed in Syria, xvii (1936), 174-6. These arc all of the issues 
under Septiiuiun Sever us and Caracalla, and M. Seyrig makes the 
veiy probable suggestion that they were brought over by the 
"Spartan” battalions raised by CmciUla for the Parthian war. 
They would certainly get no commercial recognition in Syria, and 
no one would have brought them in the ordinary course of trade. 
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A HOARD OF ALEXANDRINE COINS FROM 
GUERNSEY. 

Some time before 1890 a hoard consisting of base 
rt tetradrachms *’ of Alexandria of the late third century a<d, 
was unearthed at Jerbourg in Guernsey, and X am Indebted 
to Sir Havilland de Sausmarez, the present owner, for per¬ 
mission to record it here. Individual Alexandrine coins, as 
the records kept in the Bri tish Museum for the past t wenty-five 
years can show,1 * am found from time to time in this country 
under circumstances which leave no doubt that they travelled 
hither in ancient times, but the discovery of a hoard is 
something much more remarkable. The only other such 
hoard known hitherto is one now in the British Museum, 
which was unearthed in Fetter Lane in the Cfty of London,1* 
This is more miscellaneous than the present hoard, differing 
both in content [copper as well as billon) and in range 
{Kero-CarInns)* The Jerbourg hoard, on the other band, is 
remarkably homogeneous and covers a period of fifteen years 
only—the 3 a test date being that of the year in which the local 
Alexandrine coinage ceased. We can only speculate on the 
purpose which lay behind so long a journey. Gan it be that 
in such outlying districts of the Empire a coin was a coin? 
whatever its image and superscription,3 4 and tended to circu¬ 
late as such; and that when, after 295, demonetisation 
presumably deprived the local coinage of Alexandria of any 
value, traders brought such coins as these with the deliberate 
intention of discreetly slipping them into circulation 7 That 
such attempts wore prevalent in the fourth century appears 
from the Codex Thoodosmuns / and the fact that they may 
not havo been as successful us their authors wished, and 
left no decided marls: on the contemporary currency of this 

1 Collected up to 1930 by Hill (AW Ckron,9 im, p. 335). 
* AW 1911, p. 357. 
s Cp. the numerous imitations (not forgeries) of Roman Imperial 

coins found in Britain. 
4 Codes. The od^ ix. 23.1. I owe the reference to MrH Mattingly. 
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country, affords no argument that they were not undertaken. 
Tha number of coins contained 5n fcho Jerbourg hoard were 
as follows; 

Probue . . 4 Diocletian , , , 34 
Cams . . 8 Maxim ian , . . 19 
Caiinus . . 4 Uncertain * * . 1 
Ku me Han ■ . 3 C8 

A list is Appended : 

Frobw$, 

Obu, AKMAVPnPOBQCCee (Milne, p. 108, At)5 

1. Ecu. Eagle 1. L ^ (Milne, no, 4010)5 2 ex, 

2. Ktv. Eagle t. L H (no, 4658). 

S' 
3. Ecu- Athena seated I. L [no, 4017), 

Cams, 

01m AKMA KA POCCCB ^ 11], A*}. 

4. Eaglet, with -wreath and palm L A (no, 4072) 
S ex, 

Carlnus. 

Obijl AKHAKA PINOCK (p. Ill, A)h 

or AKMAKA PTNOCC6B {p. Ill, B). 

6. Oto. A. Eeu. Tyelie L ii (no, 4067]. 

G. Obp. A. i2eu* Engle between yexilla 15 (no, 467<J), 

7. 0U. B. Em. E]pie 1. L B (no, 4701] 2 ex. 

3 References to J. G. Milne, A&hwGl&in Museum; Cat. of Alex¬ 
andrian Coins. The condition of the coins in their unclean state 
is such that it was not worth while to gOi into tbe minute dif-* 
fe rences i n the ftltangament of the bust and wreath. Tb e references 
<cno. 4010-% fee. are to reverse types only and do not imply that 
the obverse of the coin is the same in all details, though oF course, 
it usual ]y is. 
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Numencm. 

Ohv. AKMAN0VM6PIANOCCGB (p. Ill, B,). 

8. Rev. Athena seated 1. L B (no. 4&9S). 

9. Rev. Eagle between vcxilJn LB (no. 4711J, 

10. JSe». Nika r. €TOVC V {no. 4739). 

Diocletian, 

Obv. AKTOVAAilOKAKKANOCCee (p, 118, A,); 

or AKrOVAAfOKAHTlANOCC€B (p. 113, As); 

or AIOKAHTIAHOCCC8 (P.118pB1)t 
or AIOKAHT] ANOCCEB (p, US, B.,). 

11. 0%, Aj. Rev. Elpia 1. [A (no. 4750) 2 ex. 

12. Obv. A|. Rev. Eu&ebeial. [i (no, 4762). 

13. Ohv. As. Rev. Zeus standing I, I® ? on 1, star (cp. 
no. 4762).® 

14. Ohv. A... Rev, Dikfiiosyne 1. L B (no, 4770). 

15. Ohv. Aj. ifeu. Eirene 1. L B (no. 4774} 3 ex. 

1G, Ohv. A,. Rev. Eagle 1. L 6 (no. 4787). 

17. Obv. A*. Rev. Kike i\ ETOVC T (no. 4815) 2 me, 

IS. Ohv. Aj. Rev. Tj’clia 1 [r (no, 4821). 

10. Obv. A4. Tydie 1, l£ (no. 4821) 2 ex. 

20. Ohv, A4. Rev, Eagle I. STOVC T (no. 4825) 2 ex. 

21. Ohv. Aj. Rev. Athena 1. IS (no. 4851) 2 ox. 

22. Obv, Aj. Rev, Eagle between vex ilia LA (no. 4891). 

23. Q&ti. As. Rev. Euaebeio 1. L £ (do. 4896) 6 ex. 

24. Obv. Aj. Rev. Alexandria 1. L € (no. 4015). 

26. Ohv. Aj, Rev. Elpis 1. L (no. 4037) 2 ex. 

26. Obv. Bj. Rev. Zeus seated I. [no. 4968) 2 ex. 

27, Obs. Bj. Res. Athena seated 1, L ^ H (no, 5037), 

* Only the upright of the 8 is plain, bat the obverse legend 
yules out [ (=10) i this Tfttiety with star is Dattnrij Numi Avgp. 

Afc&.t no. 5775. 
KUiutiir. enrco^., v&l. svir, hykizz t, Tj 
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28. Obv, Ba. Rev. Eirene I. L * (no, 5131], 

29. Gfrr. Br Jteu. El pis 1- L !A [no- 5158), 

BO- £?&v, R>. Item. Elpis J* LI B {iso. 5204). 

XLaximiim* 

Qbv. AKMAOVAMAUMlANOCCeB [p. 113, AJ; 

or AKMOVAMAUMIANOCCCB (pfc118, A*); 

or M AllMl ANDCC£B (p. 113, Bj); 

or MAH Ml ANOCdee (p. 113, Ba). 

81. 05 p, A^. Rev, Eireae L L ^ (no. 4777). 

83r O&u, At> Jtey, Elpial. L B (sto, 4814)4 ex. 

88. Ofru. Aa, Ecu. Elpis 1. L B (no. 48X4) 3 ux. 

34, 06p. Aj. Rev. Engle I. L ^ star (no, 4848}. 

35, Ofru. Av Homonoia L L p (no. 4855), 

30. Obv. Av Ihv. Homondal, L p on L star (no, 

4855). 

37. Obv- Ay Rev. Nike r, ^ f (no, XSSI}- 

38. 0&u. Ay Rev. Alexandria 1. L A (no, 4004} 
2 ex. 

39. Ob v. Rev. Eagle L L A star (no. 4-92l)h 

40. Obv, Av Rev, Dikdosyne J, Iff (no. 4922). 

41. Obv. Bv JJffu. Eagle 1. L H (no, BOSS). 

43. Obv. Bj. Rev. Elpis L L 1 (no. 5162). 

43. Otu. Bj. Rev. Nike r, L JA {no. 5221). 

Uncert&bi Emperor, 

44. Ohv. Imperial Jiead, Rev, Obliterated, Lide third* 
eentury billon tetradrnchm of Alexandria. 20-0 mm. 

S. S« G. Eobinsok', 
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THE ROMAN COINS FROM EXETER 

The following li&t is an attempt at a collective study of 
the Roman coins found on tile site of the Roman town 
of I$c& Bumtioniorum, Every deep excavation within the 
city walls brings to light numerous Roman coins, and 
during the middle part of the nineteenth century when 
sewers, water- and gas-pipes were being laid, finds were 
particularly prolific. 

After a fairly exhaustive search of bibliographical sources, 
921 recorded specimens have come to the writer's notice. 
It is possible that there are numerous items recorded only 
in contemporary newspaper files, but it can be claimed that 
this list comprises not only the majority of recorded finda, 
but a good representative selection which can he relied on 
as giving the normal proportions. 

There is not room for a full bibliographical list, but the 
following table shows the kinds of sources used : 

17G0-18S1 

1S32-1S41 

1S42-1&&2 
IS6S-18S4 

1SGS-1935 

1931-1933 

27 coins recorded haphazard in local 
histories, &c. 

5SI coins recorded in two antiquarian 
books by Captain Shorlt. 

18 coins from various sources. 
1G2 coins recorded by D*Urban, formerly 

Curator of the Exeter Museum* 
Ill coins, most of which arc now preserved 

in the Exeter Museum. 
22 coins found in the excavations of the 

Devon Archaeological Exploration 
Society. 

It will be obvious from this table that the recording of 
coins lias depended hugely upon the energies of certain 
individuals during certain years, and that the figure 921 
represents a mere fraction of the total number found between 
I7G0 and 1935, 

From the coin-list various omissions have been made, 
including amongst others such items as Graeco-Roman 
coins from autonomous mints, considerable quantities of 
which have turned up in Exeter; eoins “probably” found 
In Exeter have also been excluded together with eoins 
from lioards- 

The resulting list, shown below, is interesting and In 
many ways suggestive, although the dangers which threaten 

T Q 
Jj « 
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the veracity of a composite list of this sort must he borne 
in mind; such dangers include the tendency of recording: 
antiquarians to ignore the smaller and less attractive sped- 
mens. 

Owing to the vagueness with which these coins have 
frequently been recorded, it has been impossible to classify 
them accoidi ng to metals a nd denomi nations. Pu rtl terinoreg 
only in the coses of early and late emperors have the coins 
per emperor been shown separately; the emperors (and 
their families) between Marcus Aurelius and M&gnen tius 
have been divided into eight groups, based chronologically 
on the list of emperors in the Appendix of Professor 
CoHiugwocd's Archa&aloffit of jEomzaji Urilttm- A small 
amount of overlapping cannot bo avoided. 

Emperom Number 
of Coins. 

Republican and pre-dmidinn 
Claudius * 
Nero -. 
Vespasian and Titus * 
Doraitisn * 
Nerva and Trajan . 
Hadrian 
Antoninus Pius. 
Marcus Aurelius—Commodus . 
Septimius Sevoma —MaoiiniLS . 
ElagjLbalus and Seveins Alexander 
Maxim in Thrax—Yolusknus 
Valerianus-—Macrianus r 
Yictorinus—Numeriamis f 
Diocletian—Lieinius . 
Constantine I—Magnet tins 
Julian and Jovian . 
Yalentinian I 
YaJens . 
Grattan., 
Yalentinian II. 
Magnus Maximus . 
Later (none adequately recorded, see below} 

12 
70 
68 
63 
20 
48 
21 
m 
22 
10 

9 
II 
3f> 
77 
67 

2&0 
6 

29 
23 
27 

1 
1 

Total 921 

This list speaks largely for itself, but two things may 
perhaps be pointed out. (I) The proportions of coins of 
Claudius and Nero are unusually high at Exeter. It is 
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-difficult to believe that the civilian town was intensively 
occupied as early as A.a>. 50-60, especially since It is doubtful 
whether there was a prc-Roman settlement on the site. 
A possible, if not probable, explanation is that Exeter was 
the site of a military outpost at the south-western end of 
Ostorius Scapula's Fosse-frontier, prior to its civilian life. 
(KB.— One must make allowance for a fair proportion, of 
Eomano-Britich imitations among the “Claudmn” coins; 
even so the numbers are remarkable,) 

(2) The coin series ends much the same as that of 
Wroxeter, or any other fairly remote site. It should bo 
noted thafcH although the above list ends with Valenti man II, 
four coins of A read i us are said to have been found among 
the largo dejicsits discovered in 1810 and 1823 ; there is no 
substantial reason to doubt the discovery, but, since the 
details are generally vague, both these finds have been 
excluded from the listH 

It Is to he hoped that the results obtained from the 
Exeter list may encourage the compilation of lists for such 
towns ae Dorchester and Winchester. It is true that one 
cannot leavn so much from the coins found over a long 
period of ycai1® and poorly recorded, as from those from 
a properly excavated open site. Nevertheless, the results 
thus obtainable might enable certain generalizations to be 
made. 

R. &. GooDCirELO. 

NEW PAPYRI OF NUMISMATIC INTEREST- 

Thu papyri continue to add to our literacy material for 
the history of money in the Late Roman age, although we 
must admit that the new evidence is rather fragmentary. 
As a matter of fact the year 1986 has given us two texts, 
and if it had been possible to date them they would, I think, 
have proved of very great value for numismatists. 

The first one, PT Brem- 83,1 is a fragment of some accounts 
evidently belonging to public finance. As usual in tlio 
fourth century a.ix we find taxes assessed In raw metal, 
gold and silver, of. Cod. Tlieod+ xiL 7k 1; xiii- 2+ I; xi. 21. 
1-3, P. Oxy. 1524, 1658, 2106, R Thead 38, P. Lips, 62, 
SB. 6086. Of the four column-headings preserved the first 

1 Wilcfceu, Ur, DU Bi &w&r Papyri, Abh. pnttfo Ak> Tfm.h 1936, 
phiL-biat Kl. 2. 
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two contain income entries in gold and Cf a&emon ”T i.e. 
silver cfn for instance P. Oxy* 12SS, 1524, lG58„a The 
value of metal Is determined by weight-units. Columns, iii 
and iv with the expenditure are of even greater interest. 
Col Limn iii has three entries, the first of which comprises 
1 lb. 8 oa, of gold, and the last has $7 lb. 2 oz. sc»\ of 
silver. The second amount of expenditure was 111 solid i+ 
But as oil the calculating is done by weight-units* those 
solid! are reckoned Jit 1 lb. 5 oz. £0 scr- This is very 
curious, because 111 normal solid! of 4 ser* ought to weigh 
1 lb, f? Q7. 12 scr. The average weight of these 111 solidi 
is consequently no more than 3’&f> Gcr- Further in column 
iv \ye have two examples of the payment of only one solidua. 
The solidus is in both cases equal to 3 ^ \ sci\, i+e„ 
£ ££ = 3-92 scr. Lastly, lines S-4 contain a payment of 
10 si = l oz. 15 scr.t each solidus consequently weighing 
8j9 scr. 

The custom of accounting coined money by weight 
la by no means new to us, We have found it before in 
P. Oxy, 1658 (ad. 806], SB GOSG (fourth century]. This 
form of calculating underweight is, however, new- As 
a matter of fact nmny solid!, considered as of full value in 
our collections have a slight deficiency of about the same 
amount as in oar papyrus.* It.must be considered as very 

2 One wonders whether (l aaewon v in the fourth century really 
had the significance of N uncoinedJl. A payment of 87 lb- of 
uDcoined silver would have been rather inconvenient for the 
receiver. Possibly papyri will show that '“a&emon11 or as in 
P. Brem. “astmon fcatharou *\ meant all pure silver in contrast to 
billon and white-copper. As a matter of fact the meaning 
^silverJ* for (l asemon** is not known before the fourth century 
{Preisigke, 'tVftFte^nch, cf. Johnson, A. C,f Am. Jettrn, o/ Arah,f 
1£>34P ps 51). It is not improbable therefore that “ asemonTJ got 
this meaning in Lho time of debaa-ed coinage in the third century 
when there was no pure silver except the uncoined, although the 
billon coinage was still culled ls argyrion ,J. It is not easy to 
understand why the Egyptians, after the restoration of silver 
co!nages should have made such a rigid difference between coined 
and uncoined pure silver. Certainly in the case of gold they did 
noth And thus I should not be surprised to see 11 aeemcninclude 
the pure silver coinage of Diocletian and the following rulers too. 

4 The average weight of the solid! examined by Luchin, v, 
Ebengreuth, Zter Denar derLtx Salim t Sitzb, Wien, phiL-hist, Kb 
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probable, indeed, that we have here the origin of the well- 
known custom of reckoning- vcpdcrpAr^ x ttaph tttpdria. y in 
the fifth and sixth centuries-* 

Another fragment from the fourth century published in 
the Harris Papyri, P. Harr. 97, is also of some interest.* 
It contains some official accounts, mostly payments to 
craftsmen, &c. The lines IS and 16 are, however, of greater 
interest for numismatists. They contain the following 
annotations: 

]. IS uTr(cp) rifjLL^?) ^ucrov (rftXavr^) (*!hpdpui) ^ 

I 16 Ttfriij) ehnj^oif (riaAnzi-T^J «« (fti^apia) \jf 

Unfortunately the quantities of purchased gold and silver 
are not stated in these lines. Their direct value is very 
limited therefore. They are interesting, however, because 
they illustrate money-changing in Egypt . The quantity of 
silver that is bought ia extraordinarily small in comparison 
to the gold. But we must not forget all the same, that in 
P. Bremh 33, col. iiit the silver expenditure is, more valuable 
than the corresponding gold entries. The main reason for 
making numismatists aware of this little text is, however* 
the fact that we find texts containing indications about 
metal value growing ever more numerous. Evidently the 
occasions for calculating the value of certain entries in 
another metal than the original were verynnumerous in the 
fourth century* It wuuld be very strange indeed if we did 
not in the end get a dated text that would solve tile 
controversies among numismatists on this matter. 

GrUNtfAK MlCKWETfc, 

THE AUTONOMOUS SHEKELS OF TYKE. 

Mu. E. T. If swell has kindly called my attention to an 
error in my recent article in the Quarterly of the Department 
of Antiquities in Palestine,5 in which I dealt with the find 
of Jewish shekels at Jerusalem. There (p. 82) I said that 
the autonomous shekel-series of Tyre came to an end in 

163, m$2 p. 63 ff. was -M2 gr. - 3-89 str* The bulk of the solidus 
weights Uea between 3-87 and 3l94 rct* 

* See Kubitscbek, N.& 1933, pp. 16-22, on this point. 
3 Powell* J. E., 7Vie RtwM Hams Papyri, K.Z, 1932* pp. 16-22, 

Cambridge, 1936. 
* vi, pp. 73 ffi 
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a.t>p 65/6, having been issued during a period of 151 years* 
The date should he 69/70, ami the number of years 195- 
My statement was based on tlio heading given to the series 
in the B.M* Catalogue of Phoenicia (p. 233}. which v,Tas 
inexcusably Inaccurate, seeing tliat there is in that same 
Catalogue (p. 253,. no. 245] a half-shekel of the year 195 = 
a.Dr 09/70. The whole shekels may have stopped somewhat 
earlier, but not so early as I stated, since MrT NeweJl has, 
lift informs me, one of year 134 [from Rouvier's collection, 
hut unpublished). 

The issue, as Mr. Newell observes, waa probably stopped 
by the Romans in 69/70. My slip does not aftoct the con¬ 
clusions which I have drawn from the find, as to which it 
is a pleasure to be able to record MrH Newel l’s opinion that 
It finally settles the question of the date of the Jewish 
shekels. The coins are to him obviously part of one board ; 
and as to the Nablus find, such coins as be has seen winch 
probably cams from it are entirely different in appearance 
and date from the Tyrian shekels, and could not possibly 
have been found with tlicnL 

G£oauE Hiix. 

NOTES ON TWO HOARDS OF ROMAN COINS FROM 

CARRAWEURGH, NORTHUMBERLAND* 

In his “ Romano-British Notes” which appeared in the 
NwntjfHtpfrc Chronicle^ 1933, pp* SI ffr, Dr. J. Giafton Mil no 
deattj, inter alia, with ceil run coins in the Chesters Museum 
which had been found in the Roman fort of ProcoJilia 
(Gflirawburgh) on Hadrian's Wall. The coins in question 
formed part of the Clayton collection, and were preserved 
in an old wrapping of paper inscribed “From Procoliiia, 
82 bas-Boman coins found July 1372, only one of Dioclosian 
to be made out” It is to be noted that the coins ate not 
described as a hoard, although Dr* Milne deals with them 
as such; and the writer has always had doubts on this 
point, -consideline it much more probable that the coins 
were actually the miscellaneous pieces found during Home 
casual excavation. He has advanced this opinion on more 
than one occasion when there seemed to be some tendency 
to use tills *' hoard1' as evidence for the contemporary 
circulation of “barbarous radiates31 and official coins of the 
late fourth century, and also in correspondence with 
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Mr+ 0. II, V, Sutherland; and as the question hn& seemed 
to be worthy of further inquiry, these few notes have been 
prepared. 

By the kindness of Oapt. A. M. Keith, of the Chesters, 
the coins have been re-examined, and from their state it is 
almost certain that 82 of them, viz. those of Claudias II 
and Victorious, the barbarous pieces, and the blank, do 
represent the whole or part of a hoard ; there is no reason 
to suppose that they were anything but part of one deposit, 
and must have been found In close association with each other. 
But it is otherwise with the corns of Diocletian, Tacitus, 
Valenti nian, and Valens, which make up Dr. Milne’s total 
of 87. Although the original wrapper states that only the 
Diocletianic coin can be made out, the antonimanus of 
Tacitus is equally legible, or more so; and whereas the 
first-mentioned: 82 "radiates" exhibit throughout a similar 
patina tit the word may be applied to pieces in so shabby 
a state]h the others are clearly different* The coin of Tacitus 
is bluish and those of Yalentiiiian and Valeras a dark brown, 
and all are strongly in contrast with the corroded brassiness 
of the " radiates,p. With all deference to Dr, Millie's 
opinion, the writer suggests that the actual hoard only 
comprises the 82 which must certainly have been found 
together, and that the other coins may have been found at 
the same time but did not form part of the same deposit* 
Excepting, indeed, for the coin of Diocletian, there is no 
evidence that the other coins were found either at the same 
time or in the same part of the fort; it is quite Jikely that 
they were afterwards added to the packet by a different 
hand and perhaps after a considerable lapse of time. 

About the date mentioned (1872] considerable digging 
was being carried out on those parts of Hadrians Wall 
which stood on the Clayton estates. The excavations were 
generally conducted on what may be termed a " treasure- 
hunting” basis, that is, greater importance was given to 
the finds than to the stratification thereof; and there was 
algo, it has been said, a certain amount of digging within 
forts and mile-castles for the purpose of recovering good 
worked stone for building. Probably this batch of coins 
was the fruit of such efforts, for the writer has not been 
able to trace that Mr. John Clayton reported their discovery 
at any of the meetings of the Society of Antiqnaides of 
Kewca&tle'upan-Tyne, of which lie was so active a member. 

Another and earlier hoard from the same fort does not 
appear to have been published except, long after its dtscoveryt 
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111 the of the same Society,1 and as the description 
given there contains a larger proportion of errors than the 
state of the coins warranty the writer gives below a corrected 
list which he prepared soon after the coins were presented 
to the Society in 19SG.3 The original account of the find 
wns as follows: 

a'Mr. R. Blair (one of the secretaries) reported that ill 
June lS75j while Sir, Tnilford (who during lv course of 
many years has made most of the discoveries In the 
camps, eiCr, on the line of the Roman Wall, belonging 
to the late Mr* John Clayton and his successors) was 
digging in the centre of the Roman camp of Procolttfa he 
unearthed a hoard of 06 £?£Mrii ranging in date from 
M. Antony to Geto, the younger son of Septimins Severn^ 
The coins were discovered under a large whin boulder. 
They were all attached one to the other by oxidation, 
evidence that they had been carefully hidden. One may 
fairly assume that their condition shows them to have 
been collected at one period as the oldest are the most 
worn* whilst those of Severn s and his family are in 
comparatively fine cob d it ion * * , 

Than follows a list of the coinah which, after being corrected* 
may bo summarised thus; 

Jl. Antony . <5) Cohen S2? and four others il¬ 
legible. 

Otho . (a Illegible* 
Vitsliius „ . . at Illegible. 
Vespasian l») Mattingly & Sydenham no. 10* 

107* and one illegible. 
Antoninus Pius (1) M. & S. 202. 
Faustina II . . (2) M. & S. 49o both. 
Coin mod us . . (S) M. & S. 20S* 218, 222* 227* 

and 202, 
Clodhis Albinos (1) C. 9. 
Severus , * . (23) G 35* 67. 205* 210* 212* 39Qt 

410, 417, 423 (two)* 
471, 476 (two), 504, 517, 
56-6, 592 (two)* 606 (two), 
641, and 741. 

1 Prm*&iu$z af tJi $ Society of Antiquaries of Je-aaon ■ Tww. 
2$ew Series, vo], x, 1D 02, pp. 1G1-IG4. 

i Fourth Scries* voL Sc* no, 11 p p. 041. 
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.ii*fT\ 

Julia Domna C. 27, 123, 156 (two), 193 
(two), 24G? and one un¬ 
certain. 

0- 34, 413 (two), 424 (two), 
and 672. 

G. 10 (two), and £5 (three). 
CL 157,159,170, £06, and £19. 

Gilbert Askew. 

Caiaoallsi 

Mautilla 
Geta . 

A TETKADRACHM OF ANTIOCH US EF1PHANES 
REISSUED BY AKTIOCHU8 VI. 

Obv. Head of Antiochiis IV i-., diad-; fillet bolder 

j?cl>. On VlT BAFfAEAI; on ANTIOXOY EHI^A 
NOVI; in ex., 21= P, bp; Zeus seated I. on throne 
holding In r. Victory, who ia in the act of crowning 
him with a wreath; ill 1. hand, sceptre. 

Tetrad rachm, 257-5 gr. ; 10-69 grin- 
Babelon, Hois dc Sgric, p. 123, no. 986. {Fig. 2.) 
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The date IZP (1G7 £,e* 5= 145 B.C.) places the issue of this 
coin in the first year of Antioehus Yl. The portrait, how¬ 
ever, is not that of Antioch ns VI, who was only seven years 
old at the time of his accession {fig. 8), but is quite un¬ 
mistakably that of Epiphanss [fig. 1)* Also the rev. type 
h characteristic of tlic coin ago of that monarch. 

Although Babelou, inItois th Syn^ describes this varietyt 
he does not appear to notice anything remarkable in either 
tlie portraiture or the type. 

That we have hero a ^Restored” issue of Epiphanes 
admits of little question, and as to ite raison d'etre I offer 
the following suggestion, 

Antiochus Yl waa the son of Alexander Balas a man of 
obscure origin, who usurped the crown of Syria in IZ'2 b,c*, 
protending to be a son of Antiochus Epipbnnes. In the 
prosecution of his claim ha was greatly helped by a certain 
Henvcleides who had been Treasurer to the Into Epiph.mos* 
Bala died in 14G u.c. and in the following year, the youthful 
Antiochus Yl wrns brought forward by Tryidaoi^ as a rival 
to Demetrius II, who had already assumed the Syrian 
crown, as successor to Bala. Under tile patronage of 
Tryphou Antiocluis VI scoured the government of the 
greater part of Syria., but was murdered by him in 143 ft.c* 

The tetrad rachms of Antiocluis Yl are always dated* but 
none bearing his portrait appear to bnvu been struck in the 
year 145. It would seem, therefore, that the young king at 
the very beginning of his reign adopted the- policy of issuing 
tetradracbms with the portrait and types of Antiochus 
Ep ip] lanes in order to si mss bis fictitious claim to the 
Seleucid throne. 

The monogram ^ cannot be explained certainly; but 
it is distinctly plausible to see in it an allusion to ITerucIeidas 
who was mainly instrumental in bringing about the success 
of the usurper Bid a. An allusion of this kind finds a ready 
parallel on coins of Antiochus VI3 struck between 144 and 
142 where we constantly find Hie name of Tryphon 
[abbreviated] [fig. £). 

JG. A. Stdenha&l 
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Die halbm GenfenionaUs mil Yoia-Lcgendc?i zur Zrit dcs 

Theodosius By Dn, Fiirnmncu HAYiiBDrft. JftmizS- 
matische 2cit$chriflt 1936, pu. 52-60. 

In this attempt to date the two grots pa, Western anti 
Eastern, of the il Theod osian" JE4 wote-ccbis the author 
bases his vesuits upon his discovery that in the time of 
Theodosius the change from lower to higher tVtffl-mi rubers 
took pi ace at the first celebration of the current vowsf he, 
a full year before their completion, Thus a VQT V 
MVLT X coin of Theodosius must be dated within the 
four years between 19 January 370 and IS January 383 ; 
a VOT X MVLT XX coin, on the other hand, within 
the five years between 19 January 383 and IS January 3SS; 
and so on. The proof of this depends upon the validity of 
the author's second discovery, viz* that all coins of each 
group form a unity, being complementary parts of an issue 
in which each of the three emperors is represented with 
the no*^numbers applicable to hhn at the time of striking, 
the date of the whole issue falling within the limits imposed 
by the new rule given above, A corollary (not claimed 
altogether as a discovery* but merely as an improvement) 
is added, viz. that each empcror*s ^te-Iegend is struck also 
m combination with the obverse of each of his two oolleagues- 
A third discovery is that the heavier Western Issue, which 
includes Gratian*s lower fCte-figures, is earlier than the 
lighter Eastern issue, which includes higher tote-figures 
for him. 

This third conclusion may be readily accepted, though 
the early JE 4 twlo-coine of Maxi mu# show that the heavier 
standard was still maintained in the West for some time 
after the introduction of the lighter standard in the East 
The first two conclusions are arrived at only by straining 
the evidence available to the author to a point which It will 
not bear- The occurrence side by side at Siscia of coins of 
Gmtian, Yalentinmn II, and Theodosius with their respective 
vota XV-XX* X-XX, and V-X, shown by the distinctive 
mint-marks to he contemporaneous, is no proof that the 
coins found for Gratkn alone at Lugdunnm, A relate, and 
Thessalouicn are part of the same uniform scheme. Tim 
M coinage of these mints is not rare like that of Treverij 
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and complementary coins of the two other emperors would 
surely have been found if they had been struck- Has 
Dr. Hayreder made any attempt to date these J34 rofo-coins 
by inference to companion issues or has he rather (lumped 
them all indiscriminately and uncritically within Eho arbitrary 
limits necessitated by his new dating of the tioffl-kg-en-ds? 
At Siam their issue took place after the separation between 
tire Western and Eastern coinage, as also the issues at 
Aquileia with the broken obverse legend of Yalentmian II 
and at Trevevi with mint-mark 5MTR- But those at Thes- 
salonica with mint-mark TES? Jit Treveii with mint-mark 
TRP\ and at Aquileia with Valentin inn IDs unbroken legend 
and IVN must be dated differently. The first two of these, 
at least, seem closely conn acted with an earlier stage of 
GratiAn’s coinage. Again, the conchmity observable at Siseia 
and assumed by the author for the whole of this first group is 
conspicuously ztbsejit in all the Gallic mints, from which there 
is not a single attested example of X-XX (the one quoted 
b}T Dr. Uayreder seams non-existent). This number X-XX, 
by tile way, is extremely rare from any mint except. Siscia. 
At Sisda itself Grntfands tef^-legend is unshared by his 
colleagues, and ho himself si Lares only in the V-X legendp 
and, apparently, for only a portion of the issue. 

Yet it is on the evidence of uniformity here that the 
author postulates it also for the Eastern issue-—a mn 
Sfrjiiifur in any qn&o. And only by postulating tins uni¬ 
formity for the Eastern issue is the conclusion reached 
that the five-year period of the coin-legend corresponds 
to a four-year period in time at the beginning of a reign. 

ButP after all, has not Theodosius himself revealed his 
own usage of the mfu-legends quite dearly ? The crucial year 
January to January 3^4 is covered from begin thug to end 
by his AT “Concordia " type of sdidi struck at Constantinople* 
At the beginning of the year, when Theodosius was paying 
the first instalment; of his vows, and Arcaduis was taking 
his own vows as a new Augustus, the coinage includes coins 
with VOT V MVL X for both Theodosius and—more 
rarely—Arcs thus. At the end of the year, after GratiaiTs 
death, the issue is stib going on without the slightest change 
except in tho reduction of the number of ihe Augusti men¬ 
tioned in the reverse legend- Theodosius is paying the 
final instalment of Ids first quinquennial vota. He alone is 
now concerned with and .his coins alone record them— 
VOT V MVL X. 

The difficulties of explaining the early VOT X 
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MVLT XX of Theodosius and the riffgua VOT XX 
MVLT XXX CON CM of Valens* who did not complete 
Ilia fifteenth year of mk, will have to be solved, it seems 
to me, in some other way than (hat laid down by Dr. May- 
re dor, A dismiss ion of these and a fuller presentation of the 
evidence summarized here will be found onpp* 113 ff. This 
in its turn invites criticism, 

J- W* E. PsarCB+ 

Nofc SiilJe Monete dcU'Attgztm Adia Licinia Eudoxia, By 
Oscar U^rito-Ban&a, Estmtto dalla Ihvista Jffimis- 
matica c Bcionsz Affinu 

The two Endoxias, the elder, wife of A vending and the 
younger, her grand-daughter, daughter of Theodosius II 
and wife of Valentiufan lllh are not by any means always 
obviously, distin gtiisl iable m their coinage, Cohen gives 
two types only to the youngs both from Western mints, 
where the nee of the fuller name renders confusion im¬ 
possible, To these Laffr&nchi has lately added six in his 
article Jtfwovo durco di JJcinta Eudoxia e il corpus numjsniatico 
dl quest# Avgusta {Eassegna Nummnatkaj Anno xxviiitK 8). 
Our former Bellow, Col. Ulridi-Bansa, here reclaims yat 
another for her—the sffiqua given by Sabatier (11) to the 
elder Eudoxln with alw. AEL EVDOXIA A VC and rev. 

“ in wreath rp R V. Considerations of mint-mark, style, 
and the extension of the issue to include Placid la and 
Yalentinian III make the new attribution certain, 

Laffranehfs no. 7, an ** unpublished ” fliltfluajimilar to the 
above but with rev. “Crons in wreath1" CONS* should, 
Col. Ulrich-Bansasays, have mint-mark CON, as he shows 
by an illustration of the coin in his own collection from 
which LaiTrancliTs description is presumed to have been 
taken. By a happy coincidence, as I am writing this, 
Dr. Mayieder of Vienna informs me of a coin lie has just 
acquired which in every respect agrees with Laffrauehidhs 
description.. Evidently both, mint-marks are found, 

Thfl author vigorously defends the empress from, the 
charge of opening the gates of Korns to the Vandals to save 
herself from an insulting marriage with Fetronius Maximus, 
the murderer of her worthless husband, Valentinian III. 
Gen&eric, after sucking the city* carried her and her two 
daughters over to Africa, where for seven years they were 
held in captivity. When at last in 4(32 Deo effected her 
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deliverance a period of deepest shame to the Koman work! 
was ended. 

The author makes a brilliant suggestion. The uncouth 
little coin of Leo (Sab, FI. VII, G) described as “ Emperor, 
diademed, standing facing, holding sceptre and cross on 
globe" realty, as the head-dress shows, represents not an 
emperor, but an empress. The mystic letters b \E^ in the 
field stand for u Basilissa Eudcxia". Tlia evidence of the 
Dalmatian and other hoards allows us to date this issue 
approximately to the time of the restoration. 

The humble ./E4 thus acquires a metallic significance cf 
great historical interest. 

J. W. Eh Pearce. 



X. 

NOTES ON THE GXFOED COLLECTIONS, 

m IONIA. 

[See Plate VEIL] 

This instalment of no fees omits Colophon, with w.hich 

I hope to deal separately; PrI&ne, as all the necessary 

information has been published by Heglmg (in his 

lists of specimens, for *Milneda read i: Oxford”}; 

Smyrna, which I have previously discussed; and the 

silver of Tecs, which required special treatment. Minor 

’varieties of published types have not been noted: but 

a few coins published by Wise have been republished, 

partly with the view of drawing attention to Wise's 

work. Publications in sale catalogues have been ig¬ 

nored, but a note has been made in cases where a coin 

comes from a well-known sate; coins from old collec¬ 

tions also have their origin indicated.. Notes have 

been reduced, except that, under Clazomenae, some 

suggestions as to dating have been given. 

Clazomekae. 

1* Head of Athene r., wearing close-fitting created 
helmet with floral ornament. 

Eaai’s bond r.: below, KA 

JE f> 11 mm., 1-31 g. 

This 1T ttl e co I n d i hers i n deta fl s from B. M. C. t IomaT 
PI. VI. 6 and Babelon, Tr.t PL CLVL 10: it looks 
somewhat earlier than either, and might be dated to 
before 400: the reverse field is slightly sunk. 

it aLilslSsi, CIJllOH., YOU If Up V 
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2. Head of Athene ht wearing close-fitting created 
helmet -with palmette. decoration* 
Bain's heEid r,: ab< ^ AHMEAI 

JE j, 12 mm.p 1-20 g. 

This coin seems to be slightly later than 1. 

$. Head of Athene r., wearing crested helmet adorned 
with griffin ear-ring, find necklace. 

Bam "s head r«: ab, ^j_ 0 j E 0 £ AH T G Z 

JE 12 mm., 146 g. 

This belongs to the series _E.il/, C.> Jpumk* 35-7, 
Babelon: Tr^ 2029, which may he dated 370-350. 

4 Head of Athene to front, slightly i\ h wearing triple- 
crested helmet and necklace. [Cmlc. 

Bam WJilkidg r.: ah. on 1. J- boar's 

head r. 

JE ^ 17 mmhJ 4<05 g< 

The countermark on the obverse is nearly always 
found on sped mens of this series with the facing 
head and walking ram which have a symbol but no 
magistrate's name on the reverse—e.g. B.ALC^ Ioniaf 

The series probably began about 350. 

5. Head of Athene i\, wearing ores Led Corinthian helmet. 

Forepart of winged boar r. : ab. "*■ K A A 

f, 11 mm.j 0-S0 gr 
This is probably the type of E. F+ Weber sale 

275&J but the legend is not mentioned in the side 
catalogue, 

0. Head of At hone rhJ wreari ri g crested Cori nth ian lie ] met< 

Bam recumbent r.: ab. on 1. i- f- x* 4^ 

M f (a) 17-5 mm^ 3-84 g> j (5) 17 nun., 4-00 g, 
([a) GL J* Cheater) 

This is the type of E. F. Weber sale 2757. It is 
difficult to say whether the series to which this coin 
belongs Imiat 81-6) or that of 4 should be 
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regained as the earlier In date: they may have been 
concurrent issues. The two specimens are from the 
same obv&rae die, hut different reverses. 

7. Head of Athene r,, wearing crested Corinthian helmet 
adorned with griffin, ear-ring, and necklace, 

p 1*11 KAAIOME - r Kam recumbent iv ab. on L } i. f. r, 

serpent erect r. 

JR f (ft) I7’5 nuiih, 5j34 g. ; (5) 17 mm., 4+71 g. 
({a) &. J. Chester-) 

The style of this coin suggests a slightly later date 
than that of the preceding type: possibly about 820. 
Both specimens are from the same dies. 

3. Head of Apollo r.d laur.* hair long. 

Forepart of ram r.: ab,b K A A, bel, ■pjq* 

iE ft 1® mm.* 2-05 g. 
This coin is earlier in style than those of similar 

types with a symbol or magistrate's name, such as 
RM.a, Ionia, 47, Kabelon, Tr,h 2024, Imhoof, KL 1L, 
23. It may be about 300. 

9+ Head of Apollo i\f laur+T hair long. 

Rum walking r.: ab., KAA 

& f| 12 mm,, 218 g. (G. J. Chester) 

10. Types as 9 : legend KAA 

JZ fh 11 mm.h 1-14 g. (G, J. Chester) 

11. Types as 9, 

JR f, 10 mm., 0 22 g. 

12. Head of Apollo r.f laur., hair in stiff curls, 

Bam walking r.: ab.r KAAt in ex. F'4 

M f, 10 mm., 0j75 g. 

The four specimens 9-12 have the same types, but 
differ considerably in d ate : 9 is certainly the earliesth 
perhaps about 280: 10 and 11 may be about 250: 
12 may be Just before 200. H. Weber 5704 is very 
similar to 12, but has no monogram. 

IX 2 
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13, Youthful male head r*3 diademed* drapery round 
neck: b, d. 
^KAAZGM 36 ^NI/IN Earn recumbent r+1 head 
I*: b, 4, 

JE j, 15 5 mm*! 3-5G g- 

This is similar to H, Weber §700, except that it 
bus no induce us in /rout of the bead on the obverse* 

&pf* Scitfritf* 
U, CAVAC6C6 DOYHPOCn€P Head r.* laur. 

CCTPNIKO 1AA6KAA Cult atahio standing to fi-ont* 
wearing high crown with veil* long chiton with 
diplois, and peplos* bands hanging down by aides 
bolding ends of peplos: at her feet, at either side, 
lion seated out war d&, looking back, 

M 10 mm*, S«50 g- (New College) 

]§+ tAVTKMA >VANTnN6/N0C Bust i\* Jiumf back 
view'. 
CtnKTPAAY^ ^HPAKA6IA0V: if* KA AJSO 
M€ j NI fiN Cult-statue as on 14 

JE t, as mm., 12-00 g. [PL VIIL L j (Baye) 
This coin was published by Wise in 1750^ hut life 

account has been overlooked. 

JEfhestjS, 

]. Bee upwards, with curved wings: L f- [E] ft>: b* d. 

Square incuse with rough surface, quartered by cross- 
lmnds: oil one band, ZKY0H£ 

Al f, 14 nun., 2^2 g+ 
A half-drachma of this series with the same magi¬ 

strate's name has been noted* but cannot now be 
traced. 

2, Bee upircrds, with straight wings: i.f E <t>: b. d. 

Square incuse with rough surface* quartered by cross- 
bands : od one band, TIMHEIAN 

Al jr 11 mm>3 1>58 g. 
The half-drachma corresponding to the drachma 

BJfXt, Imia7 80- 
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3* Cista mystLca, with serpent issuing 1, from under 
half-open lid : in wreath of ivy* 

BoW'easej ornamented with a piastre, between two 
coiled serpents ei’ect dicing: i. f, J. EtfsE and, ab,, 
TK : between serpents* heads, bust of Helios to front, 
rad,; on r*T long torch f 

f, 28 iumv 11-88 g. (Oll&gan sale) 

4, Types as 0: on rev*, date IK, between serpents* 
heads pi] os with star oven 

JR f, 28 mm,t 12-19 g. 

5. Types as 8 : on revM ab. ^{CSJEPTYMEGT.F. PRO- 
COS, boh ^TAYPEAZ: i. f. L [E]*E andtab-, OH; 
between serpents* heads, two axes f with blades 
inwards : to r.p long torch f and, abr> serpent staff f. 

M | 27-5 mm., lO-Ol g. (Godwyn) 

Compare Inv. Wnddiugton G9S0, where the name 
of the proconsul is not complete* 

©. Bee upwards; L f. E <> 

Stag kneeling 1., head r*: above, asUagaloa ^ i. f. I. 
| AIONYI 

JE f, 13 mm,, 1 97 g. (G. J. Cheater) 

7* Types ns G: on rev*, i* f« 1. \ 0EMISTATOP[ 

JE t» mm<t 2-55 £■ 

S, Types ns G: on rav-, h f. L | NjlKOAAZ 

J£ f, In ram., 2-55 g+ 

9. Tynans G; on rev., i. f. L 4TJMH£IAN[ 

M t? ^ mm*, 8-15 g- 

10* Typos as 6; on rev.t i. f. L 4 AYKflN 

M f, 10 mm., 0*87 g+ 

11. Typos as G: on rev*j i. f. 1. | JflNOE 

Jij 10 mm*, 0-70 g. 
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12. Head of Ararnoe i>, veiled 

Fort part of stag kneeling: v., head I. ; above, astragali: 
i. f, by neck AP Z|, on r* J, [A]P|ZTArO[ 

M 12 mm>, 1-94 g* 

The larger denomination of this issue with the 
same magistrate's name is Imhoof, 94. 

15. Bee upwards: i. f. E d> i K d. 

Htng kneeling L, head r. : above, quivers: j+ f. I. 
j EYXftPOX 

jE fi 14 mnLj 1-93 g* 

14. Bee upwards; i. f, E in wreath of laurel* 

Stag feeding r,: above, quiver : in ex- NJKAN- 
APOX 

M f? 17 mm-, 3-98 g. 

15^ Bee upwards: i. f. E 4>: in wreath of JanfeL 

Stag standing i\, head L: aboVe> quiver : ir f. r. 
| IHNflN 

M fP 13 mm., 1*83 g. 

16. Types as 15 ; on reY., i. fr r. ^ ONHXiMOX (cut over 
- - riE -*--?) 

JE f* IS nirta, 2-34 g. 

17. Types as 15: on rev.j a. f. r. J, EKAMANAPf 

.M f+ 12-5 mm.R 1’Sd g. 

15. Bee upwards: i. f. E <t>: in wreath of laurel. 

Head of stag i%: i. f. I- quiver v. j f AJOjNY- 
XI0[SJ 

JE f, 9 5 liini.p 0-S6 g. 

19, Bee upwards: L f. E : in wreath of laurel. 

Stag standing r.: m background, pal na^ tree: in ex., 
noziAnui 

oz 

JE f («) IS mm., 4-00 g. (fr) 10-5 mm.t 3S5 g. 

((&) Eaye) 
Both specimens are from the same dies. 
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20. Bust of Arl etuis r., draped, wearing stephane, bow 
and quiver at shoulder: b. d. 

Forepart of stag running r.t head L : L f. L torch f, 

by neck E above below ^ 

M f, 2-:h5 mtn.j 1G<99 g. (Kaye) 

21 r Bust of Artemis r., wearing Stephans and necklace, 
bow and quiver at shoulder* 

Bee upwards: L f. E 4> 

JR t; *0-B m, 6^82 g. 
This is oveistruck on a coin the obverse type of 

which appears to have been a male head. 

22. Bee upwards; I. f, E 4>: in wreath of laurel. 

Stag standingivj head 1.: in background, long torch f: 
L f, L, above. w> .*■> below (a) n? (fr) IT: in ex., 
(«) [MEJN AN A, (&)[M]ENAN 

JE ^ (a) IS min., 2-70 g, (6) 13 mnn, S-25 g. 
{£«) Kiiye) 

Tlie upper monogram does not agree with that 
given in Mir 3, vi. 121/287, 

Augustus. 

23. Head r+} bare- 

Cult-statue of Artemis to front, with high crown, 
fillets hanging from her hands: i- f- Ap Xt EP 
EYE | AE K A AE | E OE | EY tip [ n N 

A3 f, 16 mm., 372 g. 

24. Hoad of Augustus, laur. and bust of LEvia, draped, 
jugate r. 
Stag standing r. : ah, t quiver-*: L & A PTE Ml AO) 
POE | E 4>E | «NEIT HE 

M f, 20 mm,t 741 g. 

25- Types as 24; on rev., i. t AJlOAAn NICE | E<b E 

AS f, 20 inuin, 7-20 g< 

2G. Types as 24 : on rev., i. L [FP]AMM AT EYE [ API ETE 
£1N j E <t>E [ t EPn N 

JE f, 20 mm., 5-65 g. 
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Tiberius 

27* Head r., laur. 

CAPXtEPEQC -s-A A ^E^ANiPOY (inner) 
-^A C 5EAC Cult-stntiiG of Artemis to fronts with 
high crown, fillet* hanging from hands: L f. E 4* 

M f, IS mm., 4-S3 g* (Now College) 

2gL Types os £7: name in inner line on rev, CTA C 

JE f, 17 mm+t 3-00 g. (New College) 

Nero, 

S9, }NEPX1N &AITAP Headr.,laur. 

^AOYEOAA QANGYfTATn Tetraafcyletemple,viewed 
at angle, disk in pediment a criterion over ; L f, E 0P 
in ex- NEflKOPXlN 

JG f, 26- mm,, 1Q12 g„ (Raye) 

Wiset p. GO, PI. XIIT. 2- There is no trace of the 
name AIXMOK AH on the reverse- as iu the otherwise 
similar coin Mioiuiet, iih 98/353, 

Rerva. 

SO- t[ ] 5NEPBAtCEBAtTQC Head r,s kuv, 

CAPTEMfC 5£<££0FA CnIt-sEatue of Artemis to 
front,, with high drown, fillets hanging from hands. 

M ft ^G m™-| 9-60 gn 

Antoninus Pius, 

31. q^tKA1 5ANTX1N<:!N - Head i\, laur. 

CAIC 5NE£1K (eid £4{CJQN Cult-stattie of Artemis 
to front, with high crown, fillets hanging from hands. 

-33 19 mm., S’78 g. 

32. 3ANTONEIN [OC] tKAICAP Head r., laur. 

C£0€Cf 5X1N Tyche standing L, crowned with 
modius, wearing long chiton and peplos, holding in 
x> rodder* in L cornucopia** 

JE h £5 mm.* $-25 g. 
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Gomtoiodus. 

33. tAVKASK 1QMOAQC Head laur* 

Artemis standing r,, wearing sis or t chiton, drawing 
arrow from quiver and holding bow, in car drawn 

by two stags galloping r.: i. f. ^, in ex. \£IN 

JE I, 18 mm., 4*27 g* 

Sept Scvcr-m. 

34. tAVT-K-A C€ XEOVHPOC Head r., laur, 

(a) t£0£CI WN B (ex,) (&) «*€Cin 

3NEJNE 0 (ex.) KOPQN Cult statue of Artemis to 
front, with high crownt fillets hanging from hands: 
on r. star, on I. crescent: below, two naked children, 
r. and L, facing* kneeling and playing with astragaloi+ 

JE | (a) 23 mm.p 5^92 g. (ft) 22 mm.* 6^01 g. 
{iO Raye 

This is probably the type described by Mionnet, 
S. vi. 154/4SQ, from Mus* Band.: Wi§e% description, 
p. 72, of (6) is more correct* 

35- tCeOYHPOC inciOCAVr Head r.f laur. 
t&KClflNB eOKOPnN Tyche standing I., 
crowned with niodius, wearing long chiton and 
peplos, holding in r. rudder, in 1. cornucopia*. 

jE 22 Him., 4-Si g. 

3G. Types ns 3o s obv. log. CAVTK AICE XCOYHPOC 

JE j, 20-5 mni.j, G30 g* 

87, Types as 85: obv. log. tAVTKAtC€ X€QYHPQC, 
rev. t€*eCinNB ^M€OKOPnM 

JE 23 min., 7-00 g. 

The three hist described differ from Mi+ iii. 106/339 
in haying B in the neoculace title. 

JuUa Domna, 
33. tCCBACTHEQY ^ASAAOMNA Bust r.x draped. 

t€ck€Cin N ICNEOKG (Inside) Leio 
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running r., looking hack, wearing long chiton with 
diploisj holding on each arm one of her children, 

JE Jr, 31 mim, ISIS g+ 

Cfrmcaflk 

tANTft 3N6INOC Bust i1,, Iamvt brick view. 

££<&£ XfHN Artemis standing to front* head i\f 
wearing short chiton* drawing arrow from quiver 
with r., holding bow in L: in backgroundF tree. 

M J* I7>5 mm*, 2-93 g* 

Biadutnmim. 

40, tOJIEAAlAA0_ 7VMENIANOCftAt Eust r,* bare¬ 
headed* back view. 

I (ex.) XIN Boar, transfixed by spear, run¬ 
ning r. 

JE \7 IS mni.r S'lO g. 

iBlantibahis. 

41, tANTflN ^CIKOCAVf Bust r., lour.* back view. 

7GHN Cult-statue of Artemis standing to 
front, with high crown, fillets hanging from hands. 

JE j, IS mm.* 2-55 g* 

42, CAN TUN }£INOCAVr Bust r, kur., back view, 

A v tain is standing r., wearing short chiton, drawing 
arrow from quiver and holding bow* in chariot 

€ 
drawn by two stags galloping r.: i. f. bel. tpCC 

!X1N 
JE i? 1G’5 mm*, 2-11 g. 

43+ CAVTKMAVPAN >TnN£fNOC Bust r., Jam,* back 
view. 

Two agonistic crowns, with pat ins in them* standing 
side by side oil table, with staff f between: I. f+ ab. 
Aj, bel- €4>£CI£IN j iNCXl | KOPXIN ; on edge of table* 
OjKQVfvieNjKA 

JE ^SOmm^lS-eSg- fPl. VIII* (tfmirae) 

Published by Wise, p, tf5, PL XIII. IS, who 
missed the inscription on the table. 
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44* CAN TUN € 3JNOCAVP Bust r+J lnurv back view, 

C£4>£ XIHN DIatyle shrine; within, cult-statue of 
Artemis to front, with high crown, fillets hanging 
from hands. 

-53 17 mm., 2-54 g. 

.Ptftda. 

45. tKOPNHAlA XAVAACEBACTH Bust r., draped. 

06<3?ECI.ftN A N FftK OPXlhf Kike ad vancing L* weal¬ 
ing long chiton, holding in r. wrpnth over cult-statue 
of Artemis standing to front, with high crown, fillets 
hanging from hands, 

jE 28-5 mm.! 0-72 g* (New College) 

The rending of the reverse legend in Mi+ jii. 113/384, 
which is otherwise similar, ia given as —FNEflKG- 
PHN 

Stt-trus Alexander* 
46- OAAE^A NAPOCAVf Bust r., Inur., back view. 

CE4>E XlftN Cult-statue of Artemis to front, with 
high crown, fillets banging from hands : i+ f., ah., on 
r, crescent, on 1, star. 

JE J., 16-5 mm., 2»08 g. 

47. CM-AYRC€V 3H-AACEAN APOC Bust r., kur<p 
back view, 

CEtfc )CCIfiN Artemis r., wearing short chiton and 
pep] os, seizing with bo Hi hands horns of stag falling 
r,# and placing 1. knee on its back. 

JE h 22 mm., 4-S3 g* 

48- Q-M-AVP AA€ZANAPGC-K< Bust r<p bareheaded, 
hack view. 

C€^ea n }N AN EH (ex.) KOP-ClN Tetraetyle 
temple-front : within, cult-statue of Artemis to front, 
with high crown, fillets hanging from hands, star 
on 1, descent, on i\ 

7E 21 mm,, 5-4.9 g. 
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4ft triOVOV IMAZJMErNQC Bust rN Inin-.* back view, 
(a) tE-^EClONr■ IN EOKOPQ {ins.) N ' (b) tEtfE- 
ClflNT* 5NE GKQPUN Artfinis striding to fronts 
bend r*f wearing long chiton, quiver at shoulder, 
holding in both hands Jong torch transversely* 

JE J, (a) 22 mm., 5jl0 g, [&) 22 G mm*, 5-01 g. 

Both coins are from the same obverse die. 

Gordian III. 

50, OAVT K-M-ANTa rOPAlANOt Bust r., loqp.p 
weaving cuirass and clonk. 

t£0€C!nn r N KOKOPXINANAPOKA {ins.) >OC 
Androklos talking r,f chlamya over J. should or,, 
holding in v* patera, in 1. spear over shoulder: at his 
feet, boaL' running r.: to 1., tree. 

JE |a 31 mm., 12-26 g* 

6L QA VT-K-M-ANT-fOPAIANOC Bust jvp laui.p back 
view. 
CrOPAlANOVAlK MIG CVNH^CinN Dikaio* 
syne standing ]+t crowned with modins, wearing long 
chi Lon and poplos, holding in r. scales, in 1. COrnu- 
COpiae. 

JE ;p 30 mms> 9 37 g. [PL VIII* 4.] (Rays) 

Published by Wise, p. 66, 

52. CAVT K M ANT }fM"OPAiANOC Bust r., W.t 
wearing cuirass and cloak, 

^OM Q NOIA (e^) E^eCiaN^AA | E^ANAPenN 
Two liver-gods seated facing, Kavatros (?) r., holding 
in r. reed, on 1. status of Artemis to frontf and Nilus 
l.T holding on r. stntuo of Isis to front, in 1. cornu- 
Copiae : both with drapery aver legs* 

M 67-5 min*, 22-03 g, [Fl* VIII. 3,] 

GalUmus, 

5S, QAVTKEAKAiflOCrAAHNOC Bust r.p lnur„ back 
view, 

QE4>£Clfll/lAWOK0P Cult-Statue of Artemis to 

front* with high crown, fillets hanging from hands. 
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S 175 mm,r 2W g- 

Tho letters BA in the blundered obverse legend 
are cut over AJ, apparently, 

54. OAVTKJIOAIKITAAAIHNfOC Bustr.Jaui.,wearing 
cuirass and clonk. 

CEGEOHNr ^NEflKOPHN Artemis standing to 
front, It end r„ wen ring short chiton, quiver at 
shoulder, raising r. hand to head, holding how in 1.: 
behind, on i\, tree; at her feet 3.,. stag standing !., 
head iv 

Ail l, 26 mtn.7 7-57 g. 

Salonina, 

55. CCAAfl }N£fNA Bust 1., wearing etephnne, draped, 

DC £ C in N-f Bee upwards, 

M 19-5 mm., 2>SS g, 

5Gh CCAAa XPVC ^OfONHC Bu$t IV, wearing BtephftMp 
draped [O omk.F eagle r., head 1.] 

tOAVHn IA *riY0lA (ex) EQECIflN Prize-crown 
on four-legged table. 

JE |3 £5-5 mm., G 66 g. 

Valerian jr. 

57, tKGPOVAA XPIANGC Bust i,t four*, back view- 
CEtfrEQ O “3N TYXH Tyche sta ding L3 crowned 
with inodiusr wearing long chiton and peplos, holding 
on r. cult-statue of Artemis io [runt, in 1. cornucopias 

JE lf 20-5 mm,, 3-99 g. 

This may ba the typo of Mi. S. vi. SSS: compare 
Hunter Gat. ii. 340. 96+ 

$aloninii$, 

5S. CCAAfl NOVA > ACPI ANON Bust r.t Iuur.f back 
view. 

l >0 NTVXH Tyche standing L. crowned 
with mud ins, wearing long chiton and p&plosT holding 
on r. cult-statue of Artemis to front, in 1 cornucopiae, 

JE SI nini j 4-89 g. 
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BlOT^AE. 

1. Head of HerakJes r., beardless, wealing lion's skin* 

(L to r.) fEPY and, above, owl r.; dub f: fEY©Y- 
NOYZ: bow in case f 

yll t? 1® mm., 3 46 g. 

2h Head of Herafeles beardless wearing lion's skin: 
b. d. 

(L to r.) fEPY e tripod f: club f: fAZIYNOYE: 
bow in ease f e h* d, 

Ai IS imm, 3'75 g- (O'Hagan sale) 

8. Head of Hera kies r., beardless, wearing IionTg skin. 

(1. tor.) fEPY: club fs t^HTPGAftP[QZ]: bow in 
ease f 

M 13 mm,f 1-60 g, 

4. Types as 3: on rev., name PANT A! NETGZ 

jE I, 13 5 mm,, 1-SS g. 

54 Types as 3: on rev,, name 4*IA1TH£ 

M (a) f, 13 mm,, ljS5 g, (i) |t 13 mm., 2-19 g> 
((h) BaLIJol Coll) 

6. Types as 31 but on rev. order bow in case f ; name D ; 
AlONYZlOZ 

Al j, 12 mm.p VQ& g. 

7. Types as 3; on rev,, name 0TTAA02 

IS im, 185 g. 

5. Head of Her aides r. t beardless, wearing lion's skin. 

(1 to r.) Bow in ease f ; if ATIOAAQ AOTOZ : club f : 
|EPY 

M 13'5 mm-, l-M g. 

9. Head of Herakles r., beardless, wearing lionds skin. 

(L to r.) fEPY : club f : f1J bow in osise f 

f, 10 mm., 0*80 g. 
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10- Types as 9 : on rev,p name POAYXAPHE 

JR (a) 11 mm., 0-95 g, (b) fa 11 mm„ 0-77 g. 
[(h) a J, Chester) 

11. Head of Hc-rakles r.? beardless, wearing lion's skin. 

(I. to r.) Bow in case f t fMHTPOA^POS : club f: 
tEpy: ttst 

vE f, 11-5 mm., 1-17 g. (Ch J. Chester) 

12. Head of Hemklcs three-quarters iv, boardless, wearing 
lion^s skin. 

(1. to r.) fEPY: club Al : fHAYZ AhN AS t bow in 
ease f 

JS f, 15 mm., 2-4S g. 

13. Head of Heckles r.p beardless, wearing lion's skin. 

(1. to v.) fEPY N: club f: fXAPMKSi bow in 
case f 

JR (d) 17 mm., S IS g. {b)£, 17 sun,, £-73 g, 
(c) ^ 16-5 mm.j 2-SS g. ((*) G+ J. Chester) 

On the obverse of (e)p Q cmkh, six-pointed star* 

14. Head of Hernkks r,, beardless, wernring lion’s skin, 
[O tmk.f six-pointed star.] 

{L to r.) Race-torch f : club fPYGHX: bow in 
ease f : |EPY [Q cmk., six-pointed star.] 

M f, 17 mm.p 4-04 g. 

15. Head of Horakleo r„, beardless, wearing lion's skin* 

(I. to r.) Aegis: club ^^N/UOY 0£: 1>ow in 

case f: |EPY 

M f (a) 15-5 miu+, S<69 g. (b) 17 mm,3 S 3G g. 

On the obverse of [a), Q cmk.T six-pointed star. 

16h Bow in case f 

(L to i,] fEPY: clnbf : fPAYlANNAX: ? flower. 

JR .I.p. 13 mm.} 134 g. 

17* Hoiid of Helios to fronts radiate* 

EP Y | AflOAAn [ N 0 * A NH[X ] 

JR fa 11 mm., 1^24 g* 
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18* Types na 17 : on rev., EPY [ AAMA | AM^ 

JR 1L5 mm., 1’34 g. 

19- Types fia 17: on rev,, EPY | ASONY j E[G£ 

jE fp 12 mm., lj21 g. 

20, Types ns 17; on rev., EPY j MHTPO | AHPQI 

JR f, 11 mm.) 1-17 g. 

2L Types as 17: on rev,, £P Y j flPftTQ | l"£NHI 

JR f, 10 mm., 0-98 g. 

§2. Club f : line b. 

EPY | rND,TO[I] 

M f, 8 mm,, 0-82 g. 

23. Types as 32, but on obv. b> d,; on rev, EPY j AHMH j 
TRIG I 

-33 f3 9 mm,t V10 g* 

24* Types ns 23: on rev., EPY j AI ON Y 

M f1, 10-5 mm-, 0’0S g, 

25- Types as 22: on rev., EPY | Al0<t>AN | TO l! 

M jf 9 min,, 0-07 g, 

26* Types as 2S: on iw,r EPY | EKATH | NYMO[I] 

JR —, 9-5 mm., 095 gT 

27. Types as 22: on rov., MM j TPAE | EPY 

J3 fT 10-5 min., 067 gfc 

28. Types as 33: on rev*, EPY j flA ] PIZ 

JR f, 10 min., 0-80 g* 

20. Types as 23: on rev., EPY | <|)YP | £X1N 

JR f, 0 mm., 0-92 g, 

30. Head of Ilemkles r., beard less, wearing Iion*s skim 

(1, to r.) fEPYJ club t: tnYe^mNTOZ; to'v in 

case | 

JR |, 19 mm., 5-02 g. 
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31- Head of Athene r., wearing crested Corinthian 
helmet: b. d, 

0EPEH^|EKATOi[il]JPOY 

f, 18 mm. f 1 95 g. 

32, Bow in case f 

Club f 

JE 13 mm,., S'G7 gh 

as. 0 €PACV 1NKAHT0C Bust r., dipped. 

t-C-CKA ^ov-epvep (jasideJ wn. }N Tycho 
standing Lp crowned with modius, wearing long 
chiton and peplos, resting r. on rudder, holding 
cornucopias in 1. 

JE l, 23 min.,, 5 37 g. (Godwyn) 

The strategos may be ^Ewanno^ strategos for the 
second time under Philip: the obverse type is of 
Gordian III—Philip date. But there is no trace 
of -TAI- on the coin. Compare also Mi. iiL 182/539* 

Lee Ecus. 

1, Head of Athene h, wearing crestless Corinthian 
helmet. 
Owl standing i\, head to front: h f. r, prow and, 
ab., AEJ. /IHNOAOTOZ 

M f, 1G mmri TDS g. (Kaville sale e) 

2. Head of Athene to front, wearing triple-crested 
hid] met. 

Owl standing r., head to front; r. jAEf 1. /THPHZ 

JE 13«5 mm. p 1-53 g. 

3- Head of A [ he ne v., wearing crested Cori [i fcb fan hel met. 

Bi’OW r.: i. f+ ab, AE, li^el. AAKIMAX[QZJ 

JE 1G mtn.j 34o gT 

4. Bust of Athene to front, slightly l.f wearing triple- 
crested helmet and chiton : b. d. 

Dionysos standing L, wearing short chiton, holding 
bant haras in r., lasting h on thyrsOS; i. f- 1. ^AE, 
r. |ANTIfENH[£ 1 

M f, 19 mm., 5-73 g. 
sritrUEgU' emiQ¥.F vol, xtxi, axmx# T- K 
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1. Horseman, wearing helmet, cuirass, and chlamys, on 
Imw prancing r., holding spear couched in r,, below 
horse, E : b, d. 

Humped bull buying L : nb.. MArNHTnN, in ex. 
AIGNYZIOZ , „ , 
AHMHTPlOj Y]3 around p Maeander pattern, 

Al fp 15 mtfl.j 2^74 g. (NaviUe sale i) 

2, Horseman ns on 1: b. d. 

Humped bull butting I. : itk, MAP, in ex, 

around, Marauder pattern. 

-SS f> 12 mm.j 1-55 g. 

3. Types ns 2F but no borders: on ravH| ab+J MATN. in 
ex. [0JPAZYMHAHZ 

JE 14 mm*, 2-11 g, (Gr. J. Chester) 

4. Types as Si onrev.pftb,, KAEH[ } in ex.. M ArNH7ft[N] 

JE fp 13-& mm7 2-12 gr 

5, Bust of Artemis iv, crowned with stephane, wearing 
chiton, quiver at shoulder. 

Horseman os onl: nk, MAT Nf# bel. KPA TimOZ 

f, 20 mm,, G62 g. 

Head of Athena r.> wearing crested Athenian helmet 
adorned with gritfin (?). 

tMAPM ~\HT£tN Horseman as on 1 
EYKAHfZ j j n A 

KPATING[Z]* *' ^ * 

JE |j 20 mrn.1 E'SG g. 

bel. 

7. Types as 6: oil rev*, i f. 1. X 

JE | (ct) £2 miiLf 1 L-21 g. [&) 20 mm.? g, 
(c) 20 men., fM&B g. ((c) Eaye) 

The letter behind the horse on the reverse does 
not appear to have been noted in previous publications 
of the type of 6 and 7k 
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S. 3EOYAH CMATNH Female bust r-f veiled and 
draped. 
CEniTPAMKA XHITVNX Female figuw standing 
to front, crowned with modi us, wearing long chiton 
and poplos1 r. hand on hip3 cornucopias in L 

JE j* 2d mm. , 4-Bo g* [PL VIXL 5.] 
The magistrate of this coin is dated* on the evidence 

oflmhoof, tfr. J?/rj 648/81G, to Die reign of Antoninus 
Fins. 

9. CIEPA XVNKAHTOC Youthful mala bust r+* wear¬ 
ing chlamys* 
CCEKOVNAO >VMAT NHTftN Man stopping r.* 
wearing short chiton and cothurni* holding torch 
horizontally in each hand, on protv r. 

A3 h 2S<5 mm.* 809 g. [Pi. nil fl.] 
Secund us was grammateus under OaracaUa—cf. 

B. M. Q't Ionia, 59 and CQ+ 

Julia Domna, 
10. CfOVAJ A AO >MN AC€B Bust draped. 

CM AT NH Aphrodite standing L* crowned 
with stephane, wearing long chiton and peplna* 
holding out pomegranate in r>, nursing winged Eros 
on 1. arm. 

JE ^* 22 5 mm-, 6 92 g. [PL VIII. 7.] (Kaye) 
Published by Wise, p. 72, PL XIV. 21. For dis¬ 

cussion of the i ev. type, sec Imhoof, KL il/.3 81/34: 
in that instance, however, the child is not winged. 

11. CEGVAO JMNACC Bust i%* dmped. 

CMATN 5HTQN Nike advancing L* wearing long 
chiton, holding in r. wreath, in 1. palm. 

JE 1, 13-5 mm., 840 g. 

12, CAY K-fl-Ce- >F£TAC Bust r>* lanr.3 shoulders bare. 

CM ATN Cult-statue of Artemis to front* 
wearing high crown, fillets hanging from hands; on 
either side of head, Kike flying inwards: at feet, 
geese r. and L 

■ JE 18-5 mm, 841 g+ 
n 2 
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jOSag&lMlus* 

X8. QAVT-K-MANTnN€JNOC£VC Butt r., Ian*., back 
view. 

QMArNHTANCOZnN Wreath, within which eagle 
standing r., head Jwings open, 

80 mnjlt S’85 g. 

Julia Muc$a. 

QfOVAlAM AJCACEB Bust r., wearing slephane 
dnaped. 

QEniVAAOVrPAMArMHT^N Aphrodite standing 
l.F crowned with stephane, wearing long chiton and 
peplos? holding out pomegranate m r., miming nude 
Eros <m L arm. 

M 31'6 mm., 12-70 g+ 

Scverus Alexander* 

15. QAVTKMAVPC€YAA€ZANAPOC Bust rr, hm* 
back view, 

(a)tMArN IHT^IN (&) tMAr )IMHTAN Dionysos 
standing L, wearing himntion over 1. shoulder and 
round lege, holding in r. patera over panther standing 

looking backF resting 1. on thyraos. 

M (u) 22 min.p 4 GS g> {&) 22 mm., 4-S2 g, 

i/wJfa fltfa, 

1G> CJOYA! A )MAMAIACEE Bust r., draped, wearing 
stephane. 

Q€nirPAYAOYMArNHTXlKN€nKOP (inside) t--- 
APT^ ^jYIIAOC Apollo stand Eng r., rnd+f wearing 
long robe, holding in r. plectrum, in L ]yre+ 
[O tmk. q] 

-® SO mm-! SjS7 g. (Rnye) 

Published by Wise, p, GG. 

17. tAYTKriOYH >MAEIM€JNOC Bust r„ kur., back 
view. 
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C€ r1! PAYPTY r^XlKOY >MArNHTD. Kj]_^ fld_ 

vanning r.p wearing long chiton, holding in w wreath, 
in L palm. 

JR J., 81 mm., S-3i g. 

Maximus* 

18. triOVH >M AH I MOCK Bu&t*.p W.p hack view. 

CM A TN T -QN Crescent upwards: within it, 
two stars vertically: above, two horizontally: at 
sides, one on r,, one on 1. 

M f, 22 mi^f 4 76 g> 

MeTEOFOUS. 

8? varus Alexander. 

1. CM‘AVP-A KACHANAPGC Bust r Jau t.p back view. 

CMHTPO >nOA€UaN Tyche slanding LT crowned 
with modi as, weaving long chiton and pep] os, resting 
r. on ladder, holding cornucopia* in 1. 

JE 17 mni.j 2^30 g. 

Gordianus III 
2h QAYT K M ANT FOPAIANOC Bust r., lamv, back 

view* 

CCfSCFMlOYHP ^AKAAMHTPOnO ^ACIT-fi (ins,) 
CN Kybele seated 1- on high-backed throne, wearing 
turreEcd crown, long chiton, and poplosp holding 
patera ill r+ hand, resting L elbow on tympanum: 
by throne, lion seated r. 

IE |T 31 mmv? S09 g. (C* Warren) 

3. CAYTK M AN ^T-TOPAf ANOC Bust i\t laurv back 
view, 

tCHCTPAYpA >IOreNOYCWTP ^ono (inside) 
>A£ITON Kybole as on 2, hut Ron seated h at her 
feet- 

JR 2Q'5 mm,j 0-18 g. 

A CrOP >AI ANOC Bust r. p lztur.T Lack view, 

CMHTPO ino (ex.) ^AElTnN Kiver-god recum- 
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bent J-, himation over legs, holding reed in resting 
I. elbow on urn. 

yE ]., 17 mni,? 2-27 g* 

5, tAVTKTO XAlANOC Bust r,f hui\, back view. 

CMHTPQfl }OA£l Eiv^god osou 4, 

i£ h IG’O mniHJ 2*S4 g. 

Otactfta Setcra. 
(5. CMAP'-flTA- XEYHPA- Bust r., draped, wearing 

atephnue. 

te^CTP-AVP-ee XlNOCMlTPOnC (inside) £A£I 
3 TUN Kybele ns on 2, but lion by throne seated L* 
Eeconrl 3ion at her feet seated 1., looking back, 

M 28 mm<* 0-42 g. 

Philip If, 
?H tMI'OY ^lAlflflQC Bust r., luuw, back view. 

CMHTPO ^nOA£)TXlN Tyche standing 3., crowned 
with modiusp wearing long chiton and peplos, resting 
w on rudder, holding cornucopia* in ]. 

JE |? 21 mm., M7 g, 

8- As 7 {same die)+ 

CMHTPOrlD (ex.)-^-ACITflN Eiver-god recumbent 
],, iiimat:on over legs* holding leed ill r.? lasting h 
elbow on urn. 

^ fn 21 imii.h 4-82 gT 

FdlcHdfl, 

9. CAVTK-nOfl-AlKl 0 3VAASPJAWOC Bustr,f bur,, 
wearing cuirass and cloak. 

QCnCT.OVA^£]&tlA-nP¥C WTPO (ox.)nOAflTn 
N 

Emperor standing r., wearing cuirass^ resting ]. on 
spear, with r, grasping r. of goddess standing 3.,, 
w earing long chiton and peplos, holding in I. sceptre 
transversely. 

M |p '5 nun., 7’95 g. 

For reverse type compare Ionia, 38, of 
Gallicnm 
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GtdUeniiS. 

10, QAVTKnOAiKirAAAIHNOC Bust r., Jam., back 
■view. 

tE i^CPAAflPfi >NElA NOV («s0 I^HTOnOAl ,, 
THN 

tween columns) *TJTEP Tetrastyle temple with arch 
between central columnst within winch warrior 
advancing l.p wearing helmet and cuirass* resting v- 
on spear* L on shield* 

A3 jp 255 mm., S-I9 g. [PL VLC1. 8.] 

Miletus, 

I* Head of Apollo L, laur*, hair long and loose. 

Lion standing L, head turned back : L f. rv star of 
six rays* 1. r+i: in ex. [0]EOrNHTG2 

Ai IS mm., 1-64 g. 

2. Head of Apollo 3.: kui1*, hair in tiro long curls* 

Lion standing 1., head turned back; i. f, i\f orno^ 
mooted star: in ex- QEOflPOn[OZj 

iR fp 11 mm,* L70 g. 

There is no trace of the monogram ph on the coin. 

S- Head of Apollo h* kur,* hair long and loose. 

Lion standing L, head turned back : I. f. r. star of 
eight raySi L pH andh beL, E : in ex. AEONTI^KO 

At fp SI mnn, &-SG g. (NaviHe sale vii) 

This is a variant of Mi. S. vi. 206/1194, which has 
T In place of E. 

4. Types as 3 t on rev., to L* beL, pL in ex. [EJTPA- 
TQKA[HE] 

Al f, 16 mm., 2-24 g- 

Compare ML iii. 165/748, with variant monogram. 

5* Head of Apollo r.* kui"., hair long and loose* 

Lion standing i\, head turned backs i. f. L star of 
eight rays,'r. rH and, bek, &: in ex* riAlflKIOS! 

Al 19 nun., 4-97 g. (Naville sale viL) 
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G< Types as 5: on rev., i\t beL, % in e*. AlOTENHS 

jfR f, 16 mm., 2 45 g. (Naviile sale v) 

7. Lion standing l+f head turned back: to r., abrT Hi 

Ornamented star: around, between rays* AEON 
TE 0 S 

AH Id mm., 241 g. 

S. Head of Apollo n, laun, hair long and loose. 

Lion standing r.T head tamed back- ab., to Lt star of 
eight rays: in 630 AYKGZ 

M 1Sj5 imn., 4-86 g+ 

9. Head of Apollo to front, slightly L, Inuiv 

Lion standing r., head turned back: ab.r to I, two 
stars of eight rays : L f. i\ Mr in es, APTEM-QN 

M /, IS mm., 8-57 g+ 

10- Types as 9 : sum., i. f. r. A, in es. [A]I0 A£1P0[£] 

AH \p 17 mm., *bS8 g. 

11* Types as 9: on rev., m ex,, EVANAPlAHfZj 

JE fp 10 mnn, 3-91 g* 

12, Types as 9: on rev., in ex.t [Zfi]Z|flATPOZ 

JE f, IS nun., 445 g. 

1$. Types ns 0d but one star only on rev<: L f< r* Hi and, 
bel* JsX, in ex. [AlJONYZl KAHZ 

JG 16 mm,f 5>00 g. 

14. Head of Apollo rM bttir+f huh1 in curls: b. d. 

Lion standing r.3 bead turned hack; ah., to l.t star: 
i- f. iv Hi and, beli* fAHt in es* fATPOKAH: in 
laurel-wreath, 

JE f, IS mm , 3-9B g. (Kayo) 

Published by Wise, pT 9, FI. V. 10. 

Jdp Types as 14: on rev.* i. £ i\ Hi ftud, beJL t: in ex* 
[ijnnoAoxo[zj 

JE t, 19-5 mm,, 5 83 s. 
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1C. SEattia of Apollo standing r. h nude, holding on r. 
stag, in L boiv £ b f, r. fy - h. d. 

Lion con chad i\, head turned back: ab., to Lp star of 
eight rays: L f, r. in ax. EYAHMOE 

f, 22 mm*, 4-7C g. 

iTtik’a .Domna. 

17h C10YA1AA ^OM-- Bast r.T draped* |~0 cnik„ 
head of ?]* 

CMlAHCJANEni DMGNANAPOY Statue of Apollo 
standing to front, nude, bolding on iv stag, in L bow. 

JE 27 mm., 7-30 g, 

Julkt Ma&sa* 
lSh £IG VAl A’ >MAKACCB Bust r,p draped, wearing 

stephan e. 

C€niAPXAVPAEAE ^ANOVMlAHOftN Tychestand¬ 
ing L, crowned with mod ins, wearing long chiton 
and peploB, resting r. on rudder, bolding comncopi&e 
in L 

JE |p £8 mm.f 11 86 g. 

Afcjwtirfcr, 

19, O[AA]EZANAPOCKAIC Bust r.,, bareheaded, hack 
view. 

C.MIAH XlQN Statue of Apollo standing to front, 
bolding on r. stag, in 1. bow* 

JE f, 18 ninu, 8-15 g* 

Phocaea. 

1. Bust of Hermes v.w wearing petasos mid chlamys* 

Forepart of griffin r,p wings curled : L f. ft fl, below 
A\QA£1?[QZ) 

iE 1G mm,, -L04 g. 

2. Head of Athene r<f wearing crested Corinthian 
helmet. 

Head of griffin r>, between piloi surmounted by stars: 
LeL, TIMO0EOZ 

M f {«) 13 5 miu., LS7 g. (h) 11-5 mm,, 2’0o g. 
((h) G< J. Chester) 
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3h Bust of city-goddess r., weaving tuixeted crown and 
draped* 

(ex.) 4?X1K AtXI N Griffin walking r. 

JE 1S-S5 mo., a'SI g. 

Tecs, 

1* Griffin seated r.f L forepnw raised. 

Kantharog* above which bunch of grapes: L f ab, 
->[T]H Ul[N], Id. [A]©HNO dXlPOZ 

<® 17 mmFJ 4-2& g. 

2+ Types ns 1; on nev,* [T]H IflfN], AlOf ENHX 

jE |, 10 mm,, 5-27 g. (How College) 

3. Types as 1, but no bunch of grapes on roy.; j. ft 
THlXlNp META KAHS 

JE 11 IS mm.? tb09 g. 

4. Types as 1 : on rev., THI X1N, ITY0E XIN 

jE |j 16^5 mm,, 3-41 g- 

5h Typos ns 1, but no bunch of grapes on rev,: 1 f. 
THEt [TJEAEY TEA! 

JE J. f 11-5 miiLp 1^26 gr 

6, Griffin seated r,, ]. forepaw raised. 

Bunch of grapes; L ft ab* , bel+ A® RN A3 OX 

iE IS mm,, 2-10 g. 

Tfj i 
7. Types as 6: on rev., ^ AeHNOADPOS 

& , 12 mm., 1-66 g, 

5. Types ns G: on rev,, ^ , AMYNTHZ 

-23 12 inm.f l'SS g. 

D. Types A3 6; on rev., ^ H!N, AHM €AC 

M Jft. 11 jnm., 1-14 g. 
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10, Head of city-goddess r+, wealing turrebed crown, hair 
rolled. 

THf fllsf Bundi of grapes* 

| (ft) 15 man, 2^75 g* (&) 15 mmBJ 2^55 gfc 

11- Grilfin running r. 

Lyre of four strings: to r. JTHIflN 

jE f (a) 21 mm., 6^58 g. (&) 20 mmn 8’40 

12. Types rxs 11, but Ivre of three strings; on rev 
iv (THlhNjL J,KAAAI KAHS 

jE f, IS man, 6 58 g. (Hew College) 

Probably Mi. iii. 200/1480 is of this magistrate* 

IS. Griffin seated i\t L forepaw raised. 
TK! 

Lyre of three strings: i. fr ab. bel.-CAMYN 

JE 14 mm+J 8 45 g, 

14. Types as 13: on rev*, -^THIHN, ^ AN AEl A AH£ 

_/E 13 nixn,, 2 39 g. 

15. Types as IS: on rev. -*THinN, CANAP[0] ^NlKOY 

JE f+14 mm*, 1-96 g 

10* Types as 13+ but lyivj of four strings: on rev.* 
[THlflN], CEKATfl ^NYMQI 

JR 12 5 mm., 2 S2 g. 

17. Types as 13; on rev., ^ONHEIMOZ 

JR 13 mm., 2^20 g* 

18, Griffin seated r,5 I. forepaw raised. 

in wreath of ivy; below, THlflN 

JE 17 mm., 3-81 g. 

The monogram on the coin of these types, B.jl/lCt, 
Ionia, 44j is printed upside down in the Catalogue, 
judged by specimens with the same monogram at 
Oxford, 
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19. Griffin seated r., 1, forepaw raised: otxistiinipcd with 
Head of Dionysos r,( crowned with ivy. 

Wreath of ivy [in which 2,™]: overstamped with 

T H 
Bunch flf grapes, Ground which I 

£1 N 

jE I and tr 1ft mm., 5-88 g. (G. J. Cheater) 

SO- Grilfin running r, 

^MHTPOAXIPOZ Wreath of ivy, in which ™J 

iE 12-5 imn., I-3&g. 

21. Typos as 20: on rev., CCTHClXOPOC 

fi HL5 nmi,, 2-24 g. (Qodivyn) 

22, Forepart of grilfiu v. 

Wraflth of ivy, in wliicl) lyre: ab. -t-THiflN be] 
->0NHSJM[0Sj 

M 11-5 mm., 1-20 g. 

£&. Bunch of grapes: b. d, 

Dionysos standing ],, wearing himntion, holding 
knntlmros inr.,resting 3, on thyrsos: i. f. i\ f THJH N ■ 
b. d. 

M f, lo o mm., 35o g. 

24. }TEhJC Bust of Dionysos r,t with crown of three 
turrets, wearing chiton, thyrsos beliind shoulder. 
}CTPBEP£ CKOVNAOV Boarded man standing to 
front, head i\, wearing crested helmet, resting v. oil 
spear, holding sheathed sword in 1.: at his feet i\, 
?prow. 

i, 26 mm.f 1E-1S g. [PL VIII. 0.] 
Deign of M. Aurelius: compare Imhoof, Rtv. 

Suisse, xiii. 230/10. 

25, }T£flC Bust of Dionysos r, as on 24. 

tefllCTPAKANe >1 KH^OPOV (inside) ET HfflN 
Dionysos standing 1,, wearing himation over 1. 
shoulder and round legs, liolding kantharos in r,, 
resting 1. on thyraes: at liis feet, ? panther. 

-fE f, 24 mm., Jv9(J g. 
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Yulman. 

£G. QA K HO AIK OVAA£P| {in& J^ANOC Bust*, lmir,# 
back view. 

tCTP KAHA 3NKPAT0VC (m) tTHI Tyche 
standing 1, crowned with niodius, wearing long 
eh i ton and peplos, resting r. on rudder, holding 
cornucopias in 1. 

iK 27 mm., 6*29 g. 

27+ tKOPNCA 3AnN£4NAC Bust r., draped, wearing 
stephan e. 

teniCTPA KA H 3£l KHtt>OPOV [ins.) CT HIDN 
Dionysos standing L, wearing hi malign over L 
shoulder and round legs, holding kantlmros in r., 
resting!. on tliyrsos: nt his feet, panther 1. 

./IS |3 24’5 mm., 5^31 g. 

YaUrian jr, 
23-. QnOAlKOVAAGPIANOC Bust n, bareheaded> laok 

view. 

tTHlfl >N Pan standing to front, head r.j holding 
in r. pednm over r, shoulder* 

jB 23 mm., Sj7S g. 
J* G* Milne. 
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COINS FROM THE EXCAVATIONS AT 

AL-MINA (1986), 

[Sjse Plate IS,] 

The coins described in, this article were unearthed 

in the course of the excavations undertaken during 

the summer of 1936 by Sir Leonard Woolley ou a site 

which he is disposed to identify with Posidimn,1 and 

I am indebted to him for the opportunity of recording 

them hare. 

Apart from the three silver hoards the greater part 

naturally consisted of bronze coins, and was found in 

the uppermost level, which, owing to reoecupation and 

disturbance in medieval times, was not sharply divided 

from the second level dated by the excavators c. 375- 

300 H-a Owing presumably to the nature of the soil 

almost all the bronze coins were heavily corroded. The 

virtual absence of coins of the third and following 

seven centuries contrasted with the abundance 

of those of the preceding century, fully hears out the ex¬ 

cavator's view that the site was abandoned about 3Q0b.c+ 

for a long period. The numismatic evidence also points, 

to reoocupation in Byzantine and later medieval times; 

in. fact the latter period is again comparatively rich, and 

its coins, including a hoard of the Princes of Antioch, 

have been dealt with separately by Mr. Derek Allen 

1 For a general account of tlie escftvrtfcfone tee Aniiqv&rits 

Journal, 1037,, pi>. 1 eeqq. The Roman and Byzantine coins have 
beefl identified by Mr. Mattingly, tlie Medieval hy Mr. Derek 
Allenr and the Oriental by Mr, Walker. 
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elsewhere (see pT 200), The picture presented of the 

currency of the Greek emporium is an interesting one. 

Just as a t Arad us, th a nearest 1 arge city* wh ere the mint 

opens not long before 400 B.c., so here coined money 

does not appear to have been used until late in the fifth 

century. T tie earliest coin s form d were Alh enian tetra- 

drachms struck not earlier than 450T and even these 

occurred in early fourth-century hoards. Before the 

Macedonian period tetradrachms of this series clearly 

formed the staple for larger transactions; they were 

imitated torn fide, perhaps in the local mint,2 and mala 
fide by counterfeiters who produced plated pieces. On 

the other hand, staters of the cities of Phoenicia, Cilicia, 

and Cyprus arc conspicuous by their absence, that of 

staters of Arad us being specially remarkable. For 

minor transactions the picture is completely reversed. 

The lowest Athenian denomination to be found was a 

drachm, and small change is provided by the silver okob 

and other fractious of Arad us and Sidon, which occur in 

the hoards side by side with tetradrachms of Athenian 

types. Bronze coins from these two cities and from 

Cyprus are also common and a certain number have 

drifted in from the islands and Ionia. In the Mace¬ 

donian period Al-Mina* so long as it lasted, must have 

been a busy pork In fact the majority of the bronze 

coins belong to this time and bear the name and types 

of Alexander the Great, So far as tins mints are known* 

the coins mostly come,, as before* from Cyprus (Sal am is, 

&c.), Phoenicia (Aradus* <kcr)^ and Cilicia (Tarsus), As 

provenance is perhaps the most important single factor 

in the identification of the mints of Alexander s bronze 

* See the fuller discussion of these issues after the description 
of the hoards. 
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coinage, it is hoped that the full details given below 

may help towards tins end * e.g* the numerous series 

with the symbol of a bunch of1 grapes should belong in 

the neighbourhood. In this connexion it may be 

significant that the types of the coins of Posidium 

known3 are ohthonic, with a reference to fertility and 

to the vine in particular; and it is with Fosidiuin that 

Sir Leonard Woolley would identify the site. 

Two other quasi-numism&tic objects should perhaps 

be mentioned here. On© is the half of a small gold 

pellet which has been cut in two. It bears no mark 

of any kind, weighs 379 gr. {2-45 grm.) and measures 

10-0 x6 a mm. The other object, is of some interest. 

It is a little coin-like roundel of lead (14-0 x 12-5 mm.) 

with one side blank and on the other a facing head of 

Athena in triple-crested helmet, fee,, exactly as on the 

well-known coins of Syracuse of the end of the fifth 

century,4 though of course without the encircling 

dolphins. What purpose it served is doubtful. 

The Hoards. 

Three hoards of silver coins were unearthed in the 

course of the excavations, all in level three, so that 

limiting dates of c. 420-375 n,c. are implied for their 

deposition. With the lower date the composition of all 

three hoards accords well enough. 

The first hoard was contained in a small silver vase 

now in the British Museum and consisted of fifty-four 

coins, almost all minute pieces of Aradus, Its actual 

composition was:— 

* See Appendix: Coins of Fttddhim. 
* Cf. tlie hem Uraclim in the Lloyd Collection {SyUtign JTirui- 

Graft , ii7 no. IS98J which ia practically the same size. 
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A radus. 

Obol. 2J*3f*£tp noh 45 (Bearded head (Dagon?): Galley), 
1 specimen. 

Eighth ? B<]1LC.? nos. 7G-S [Bearded bead: Tortoise), 
48 spec- 

Sixteentli, Hoimer, Num. de la2*]u*nmct no, 57. (Saute 
types), 2 spec, 

Sidon- 

Slxteanth-Shekel. BrMrC-f nos. 36 seqq. (Galley: King 
slaying Yion\ 2 spec. 

Thirty-second’Shekel. Obv. Galley; letter (it any) off 
flam Jtev* King shooting r. 

Kouvier, ibkl, no+ 1095 bis. 

The head on the smallest coins of Arad us is usually 

considered to be the wreathed head of the sea-god 

which appears on the larger pieces. The scale, however, 

is so small that it is difficult to be certain, and on many 

of the specimens in the present hoard the projections 

from the crown of the he^d suggest not so much the 

leaves of a wreath as the spikes of the Jcidaris of the 

Great King as they are seen on darics and sigh {B. jlf.Gt 

Arabia, &c,s PL XXIV-Vjk The King is, of course a 

common type at Sidon, near byT The weights are 

surprisingly accurate; the two which have been classi¬ 

fied as sixteenths scale 0*05 and 0-04 grammes respec¬ 

tively i of the eighths single coins weigh as much as 

0-11 and 0-10 grammes, 10 weigh 0-09, 19 weigh 0-08> 

14 weigh 0 07 grammes. 

The other two hoards were similar to each other in 

composition. One was buried in a clay jug and con¬ 

tained 35 coins made up a£ follows:— 

Aradus+ 
Obols, BtM+O.i nos. 45 seqqr (Bearded head (Dagon ?): 

Galley), 7 spec. 

BUM]JUr CUfiOtt.r VOL; miF 1EAEEB V. O 
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Tetrndraehms. Svoronos, Tresor dc$ Mmnaics drAih&nt$t 
PL 12-17* (Athena head : owl), IS spec- 

The obola of Aradus call for no comment except as 

showing that the hoard cannot have been deposited 

before the first quarter of the fourth century. The 

tetradrachms are of considerable interest. They show 

wide variations of style though the weights are uni¬ 

form,6 There is one of neat style with a small head 

[PL IX. I], say about 450 n,c.: four of later but still 

fairly careful style [Pi. IXH 3-3]a say about 4:25 e,c. j 

one cruder and later again, but still perhaps a prod act 

of the Athenian mint [PL IX, 4], say after the Syracusan 

expedition; and twelve of such crudeness that it i? 

difficult to regard all, and impossible to regard some 

[e.g* PL IX. 5-.fi], as genuine Athenian coins. The treat¬ 

ment of the eyes and lips is particularly noticeably 

while on the reverse the crescent appears sometimes to 

be misunderstood and is once (no- 8) omitted entirely. 

The same features are to be ob versed. though to a less 

degree, in the “OwlsSJ of the oilier hoard, in ■which 

connexion they must be discussed later. 

This second hoard comprised a gold nechlacej a silver 

bracelet, and 43 coins mads up as follows 

Uncertain. 

Oln\ Trident with four prongs. Jiev. Square incuse with 
filling pattern resembling n wreatli. 

M Q-0 mm., 13-0 grs, (1*21 gr-m >], [PL IX 13-] 

G The weights of the coins in tliis and the following hoard are 
not here given* as a heavy coaiiug of chloride necessitated severe 
cleaning. Though affecting their relation to the weights of other 
coins, this did notj of course, appreciably affect their relation to 
each other. Casts of all the coins and record of their weights 
after cleaning are preserved in the Museum, 
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Gbv. Heud of Zeus L, laureate, Hev+ Head of Heracles 
L ill lion-skin t 

M 10 0 mm t 13-5 gr. (0S7 grm.), [PI. IX, 14.] 

Obolp _Z?._ZJ/1 <7,P nos, 45aeqq+ (Bearded head (Dftgon?): 
Galley). 6 spec+ 

Sidon, 

Sixteenth, JB+M+C*t nos. 86 aeqq, (Galley: King slaying 
lion). 0 spec. 

Athens and imitationa. 

Tetrad rachms, Syoioiiqs, pp. cJf. (Athena head : owl). 
[PL IX. 9-IS.] 26 spec. 

Thera is in the British Museum a diobol similar to 

the obol with the trident from the H. We her Coll, 

(Forretj Cat No, 4501), with a different reverse pattern * 

and also an oboL The reverse pattern recalls those of 

the South-west coast of Asia Minor and the mint should 

perhaps be sought in that district or among the adjacent 

islands about 500 n.c. The coin is very little 'worn, 

and its presence in the -hoard is remarkable. The 

reverse type of the second coin is not quite certain but 

in any case, it belongs to a class of coins issued some¬ 

where in Cilicia in the first quarter of the fourth 

century (B3LC- Lyoaoma^ &c.s p. 239). The Museum 

possesses a specimen with these types, acquired since 

the catalogue. Among the ** Owls11 the proportion of 

tetradrachms of normal style is higher than in the 

preceding hoard. Dividing them into the same four 

classes as before, wo find three in the first class with 

the neat style and smallish head; nine in the second 

[PL IX- 9); five in the third; si?t in the fourth 

[PL IX. 10-12] ■ and throe plated coins, one of them 

resembling the earliest class in style* the other two 
o 2 
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resembling the last class. It is very possible that ono 

or two of the coins placed in the second and third 

classes are really non-Athenian and should have been 

placed in the four tin The difficulty is to know where 

to d raw the 1 me. S vorou os, to j ii d gc by th e tit! es to the 

plates of his 2Hw cited above (all we have to go by), 

regarded most coins of our fourth class as being genuine 

Athenian issues, and includes several such on his 

Plate 17, He does not know, however, or does not 

Include, examples with the blundered or omitted 

crescent on the reverseh and, apart from this feature, 

such coins are inseparable from the others. It may be 

suggested that the whole picture which he presents of 

Athenian coinage in the late fifth and fourth centuries 

has been distorted by the admission among genuine 

Attic coins of the imitations of them win oh are fre¬ 

quently found in Syria and in Egypt5 and which are 

only to be distinguished from their prototypes by their 

more or less divergent style. As these imitations are 

by no means uncommon, their inclusion has compelled 

him, in order to make room for them in the legitimate 

Athenian senes, to extend the issue of archaizing fifth- 

century tetrad rack m& down to the time of Philip of 

Macedonh when, on his arrangement, it passes into the 

later issue which among other differences shows the eye 

no longer in profile.* But there is a definite break in 

style between these two issues, and the obvious occasion 

for such a break would be the suspension of the normal 

operations of the Athenian mint for some years owing 

* In this connexion it is highly significant that, the mound from 
which the Ben ha (Tel EI-Athiih] heard came, also produced a die 
with the name and types of Athens (Joum+ Jntt 1305, p> HO). 

1 See hiaPlatfca 19 (Iowcy half) and SO- 
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to the Peloponnesian War and its after-effects. Opera¬ 

tions were resumed in 394/3 d,c. which would accord¬ 

ingly be the natural date for the beginning of the 

silver tetm drachms which show the later eye. This 

is Head's view (Hist. N‘mnr9 pr S73)., and it is confirmed 

by the hoard evidence. Coins of later sty)a occur 

already in a Sicilian hoard of the early fourth century 

in conjunction with Sicilian tetradrachm* of the fine 

period,4 while they are so numerous iu Egyptian hoards 

(also of the fourth century, and most, if not all, buried 

before Alexander's conquest) that they require a longer 

period in which to have established themselves than 

the couple of decades left them as a maximum under 

Svoronos's arrangement. In this connexion it may be 

noted that the gold staters struck by the rebel Tachos 

and by Lampe&cu**1 iu ^gypt in 361 r,c> which closely 

imitate Athenian types, already show the profile ey®* 

The occasion for the beginning of this imitative 

coinage should be looked for in the suspension, referred 

to above, of the regular supply of Attic coin during and 

after the Peloponnesian War. Some of it may actual Iy 

have been made in the emporium whose site is Al-Mina, 

Once launched, such a coinage need not necessarily 

cease, though the urgent need which has brought it 

about may have passed. 

In contrast with the pot hoard most tetrad rachius 

in the second hoard have been tested for their metal, 

or counter marked: sometimes both. Of the 56,11 have 

chisel-outs; 3 have chisel-cuts and chop-marks; 1 a 

chisel-cut and the countermark a (ycd); 1 a chop and 

a circular borehole; 1 a similar chop and borehole 

* The Contest hoard (ifattzie deffU Scarft 13S3, p* 29$). 
•* A. Baldwin! Lamp&akQBi AXN , I924hp.24, no. 18, andpp. 14-16. 
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and the countermark £; 2 the same countermark 

by itself; and 1 the countermark a 0 and How 

necessary such precautions were is shown by the 

piesence of tinee plated tetrad racliins whose base cores 

have been revealed by chisel-cuts. Most interesting 

in this connexion, as showing how trivial a reward 

could satisfy the counterfeiter, is the fact that one of 

the obols of Sidon is also plated. Why the depositor 

should have thought such pieces worthy of inclusion 

in his hoard is not clear, unless in the hope of passing 

them off again some day, 

OtheT Coins. 

The list following comprises all other coins found 

during the excavations:— 

Grebe Sieves. 
Athens. 

Obv. Head of A them; Hcv. Owl, Tetmdraclim* 
(1) & 4-oOj [2) t. 425 j 2 spec. Similar (plated); 4 spec. 
Similar, Drachm [plated). 

Macedonian Kingdom. 

Alexander the Great: Qb& Head of Heraale*; Ret\ Zeus 
Allied h Tetmdntchm (Myrimulroe), Newel), A. Jm2Ft 
1^10, ]>r 32n IKP. 20. Drachms fAmplrfpolia), as Newell 
petmnkur&N. ixp no. 1550; (Fdb), ns Newell, 

1 691. ObcJ, uncertain mint-marks- 

Philip 111; A rrh(daws; simliar types. Drnclimt ua certain 
mint-murks j 2 spec. 

Aradim. 

O&y. Head of Itelkart r,; Jfosy, Galley; Tetrobol; J3.M.CL 
no. 27. Similarj obol; J^.3T.Oi, no. 45 seqq. j 4 spec* 

Similar boigholes as well as the last countermark occur more 
tbftn ouee on CT owls ” from the Memphis hoard in the British 
Mnfieum [HU], Nam. Chrmi,, 1D17, pr 0), 
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iSidon, 

Qbp* Galley; Rev. Kmg slaying hon ; sixteenth ; 2J.If.G. 
no, Bfr; 4 spec. 

Macedon* 
Gheiek Bronze. 

Philip II; Oiu, Diademed head r. ; Rev- Horseman v. 
<MAinriOY; nunbmark oncer tain ; lS4>mm.; 5 spec* 

Alexander the Great: Ghv. Head of Heracles r, ; lieu. 
Eagle i\ AAEEANAPOY ; mint-mark uncertain; 
16 0 mm.; 1 spec, 

Obv. Similar; Rev* AAEEAN APOY downwards, between 
gorytua on J+* and dub on,r.lfl; size 18-0-20-G mm* 
On 1-. grapes and A ; 10 spec. (fT \l ) u. On r. 
grapes and O ; 3 spec, (f*), On r* grapes (and let¬ 
ter?) ; 10 spec, (f* f1^-1 uncertain JJw Mint-mark un~ 
certain ; 1 spec. {^)* 

Similar; Rev. AAEEANAPGY upwards. Mint-mark 
uncertain * 1 spec, (\). 

Similar; Rev. AAEEANAPOY downwards* between dub 
on L and goiytus on r. On L, ; 2 spec, un¬ 
certain1); By blue (Adramelekj* On 1., branch; I spec* 
(t)- On L, corn-ear; 1 spec. (f)* Mint-mark uncer¬ 
tain; o spec, {f* \% uncertain J)* 

Similar; Ilev. ESA£J AEH!£. On L, torch; 1 spec. (f)* 

Obv. Similar; Rev, B A between bow and quiver on J.T 
and dub on r. Mint-mark uncertain ; 1 spec. {^). 

Similar; Rev. AAEEAN APOY downwards, on 1. BA£E- 
AEfllL On t.j ^ ; 2 spec. 4*); Av&dus. 

Similar; Rev* Without BAEIAEOZ, On r* fi?; 3 spec, 
(f1 Is); Byblus(Adramelek). On I* star; onv, £ A; 
3 spec. uncertain ■) ; SaJamis, On r. wreath ; 
1 spec. (—*). Oil a?. In front, caducous ; Rev. on 1. E1; 

10 On this, and on tie suuilur types which follow, the orientation 
of the revenue liaa been determined by the position of the club 
winch is considered as standing vertically, head downward 

11 The arrows &how the die-poaiLion and the numb era following 

them the number of specimen^ exhifoitiag each position. 
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on iv caducous and 0 ; 3 spec, (f*); Tarsus- In 
front, iftduwv; Rev, on L, star; on v-> caducous; other 
marks uncertain; 9 spec, (/■' ja ; Tarsus, Ob$. In 
front, caducous ; ITfu* on r,s coducaug ; other marks mv- 
certain ; 11 epecu (fJ |J fL uncertain !J; Tarsus, Without 
mint-mark ; 1 spec. {/). Uncertain mint-mark (if 
any); 28 spec. (f* \* p <—3 —>3 uncertain2). 

Similar; Hev< AAEZANAPOY upwards Without 
mint-mark ; S spec. (fs l1 -*-*)■ Oncerhun mint-mark 
(if any); 8 spec. (f] 

Similar; Rev, AAEZANAPOY upwards,betweenelubon 
L, and how a-nd quiver on l\ Uncertain mint-mark ; 
1 epee* (Jr). 

Similar; Jhm AAEZANAPOY doAratrards* Uncertain 
mint-mark; 1 spec. (j). 

Similar in general, but details of legend and types 
uncertain ; 26 spec. 

Small denomination* Obv. Head of Heracles; I?cr. 
AAEZANAP0Y down wards, between club on J+? and 
gorvtus on i\ 7-f)-lG’0 min- On 1. A P ; 7 spec. 
(-V fl}r Mint-mark uncertain; U spec* (fa—>2 *r-1 
uncertain J)* 

Similar; Rev. AAE£ AN APGY down wards, between bow 
and quiver on 3.h and elub on r. On lv, P?; 3 spec, 
(f !'); Byblua (Admmelek). Mint-mark uncertain ; 
14 spec. (|B I* uncertain HJ, Similar in gen cm! but 
detail* of legend and type uncertain ; 17 spec. 

A Diadochus (Demetrius Pol. ?); Obv. Macedonian shield ; 
device, uncertain; Ren* Crested helmet. Mint-mark Un¬ 
certain ; 1 spec. IS-0 nun.; Cyprus ? 

City Coinages. 

Cffzicus: Qbu. Head of Kove-Sotoira; JRcu. Tripod; 
3>M.C.r no. 136. Ephesus' Ubv, Uee ; Rev, SEag 
and palm-tree; R.M. C, no. 63; 2 spec, Phtjgda: 
OJjwv Facing head of Artemis; Ifek Bull 1.; li<M.&, 
nos. 4-8; 2 spec. Co$r Obi\ Head of Heracles; 
JiciK Crab; B,M.C., no, 102 ; 1 spec, Rhodes: Oho. 
Nymph's head r,; lien. Koso; no+ 74 seqtp ; 
2 spec, Ctiiwn; Obv. Head of Aphrodite L ; Rev. 
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Melkfirt r.; BM.C., no. 72; I spec. Salamis 
(Cyprus); Euagoras II: Obv. Lion L ; j?£z>, Hors-e J. ; 
JUT 0, nos, G9-7B; 3 spec. Head of Athena ; 
jfifiu. Prow; G,t no. 74; 4 spac. Amdus: Obv. 
Triton ; Itev> Galley* ; 2?rI!f.ChJ no. 83; 13 spec. 
Similar but smaller denomination; [Konvior, no. 43]; 
7 spec. Obv. Head r+j Mcv. G alley, unpub¬ 
lished?; 1 spec. Sidon: Obv. King as archer ; Rev, 
Galley; no. 53; 2 spec, G&fl. King's (?) 
head rH; Itev. Galley; jEfcJf.G, no. 132; 1 spec, 
Aradus or Sulon?: Obv* Obi iterated; Ifa i\ Galley; 
ft spec* 

Syria: Sehucids, 

Antiocfm III: Obv, Portrait head; Rev. obliterated; 
1 spec.; I3-o mm. AitfioChus IV: Obv. Portrait 
head; Ilev* Zpus ; JB.ll.G-i no, 31; 1 spec. Obvr 
Head of De meter; J?ca. Elephant hand ; P,il/+G., p« 4®p 
nos, 1-4; 1 spec. Antioehus IX.: Portrait 
head; 2ft*u Thunderbolt; R.M.C^ no, 1G; 1 spec. 

Ptolemies. 

Ptolemy I {Cyprus): Obv. Head of Aphrodite r.; Itcw 
Eagle L Svoronos* Nc^uVpara iw HtoA, 113 Ph YIt 
n oSh 25 /ft ; 7 spec. X*ialcmy III; 0& v- H ead of 
Berenice 11; Jfett Bagla; Svoronos, ibid., PL XXXI, 
nos. 24-G; 1 spec. 

Also between thirty and forty indecipherable coins or 
fragments, probably cither o£ Arad us or of Alexander 
the Grtut. 

Eo>ian Eairrms. 

I. Civic Coinages. 

Uncertain utrjzfs of Syria or Mesopotamia* Com modus: 
Obv. Portrait bust r.; Ra\ Bust of City-Tyche r.1-; 
IG-o imu*ls Cara cal la : Obv. Portrait bust 1. with 
shield; Jfcu* obliteratedia; 24-0nun. Ekga- 
biilufl?: O&fr Port nut bust r.; Rev* Bust of Astarte r. 

n Betails uncertain. 
33 Single specimens henceforward unless more are indicated. 
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in distyle shrine35 j 2Q-Q mm. Anliotft. Trobonianus 
Gallos: Glv* Portrait bust y*; Rev. Tycho in temple; 
30-0 mrm, no^ 054. 

II+ Imperial Coinage. 

GnlUcnua: Rev. Minerva Aug, Yll C, Mattingly & 
Sydenham, Rowan Imperial Coinage, Y, ir p. 1 S5t 
no,617. Aitrelian: Rev. FidesHilitum 0. and star? 
ibid,t p. SOS, no, 344- Maxlaii&n: Rev- Two standing 
fi gu res ] s (An I i och); 22 ■ 5 mm, Constnn tiu& II; Rov. 
Pel. Temp, Bfcp&ratio 12 ; 13^ mni. Constantins II: 
Mev. Vot, XXX, Mult, XXXX1S; 15 0 mm. Arca- 
dius : Jfev* Yirtus Exerclti Ant, ; lSj0 nun. Hono- 
rius: Rev* Gloria Bomanoriim Ant, ; 21-5 mm. 

Byzantine. 

Justin I: B,M.C} J«5>. Byzantine Coins, no. 20, Justi¬ 
nian I: U.JY.C, 2S5 \ B.MrCtJ SIC, Sixtli century 
uncertain; Obv. Bust r,; Rev. Monogram; 15-0 mm, 
HeracKus and He radius Constantine: B<3L C., 163, 
lleriLclius. Heradius Constantine, and Martina; Rr3LC.r 
271, Michael IY: BMG} 6, Michael IY: 
BiMtQi, 10j 3 spec, Theodora: B.3CCL, 0; 6 spec, 
Theodora; B.M.Cr, 6? j 2 spec, Constantine X : 
B<2T*G.f 10, Constantine aucl Eudocia: U.JkT.C.* 18- 
31; 3 spec, Michael YII: B.M.C., 24-G. Nice’ 
ph orus 111: B.M.Crj 12-2L John II: R.M-C*t 
70 Sflqq- 

Medieval Coins, 

See Mr, Derek Allen's article on p, 200* 

Oelental Coma. 

Uncertain Seljnk?h 12-13th cent: A3 ■ 4 spec. Uiv 
certain Saljilk ?t 12» 13th cent,; lead seal. Aiyubid : 
alMalik nl-Zakir, early 18 th cent,:At Aiyubid: al- 
Mnlik nl-Zahir (Aleppo), early 13th cent. : JE, Aiyu¬ 
bid : nMlalik ah Aziz (Aleppo), early 13 th cent.: JE. 
Aiy ubid : al-Mal ik nl - Azi z (u uccrtui u mi [i ts)5 13 Ik cent.: 
JE; 2 spec. Mameluke, & JS50 (Damascus): At 

3* Details uncertain. 
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plated, Abbnsid governor, 9fch cent.: JEJ-* Un¬ 
certain Abbasid, 9th cent.: JE; 2 spec. Uncertain 
Abbasid, governor (Mansur), 11-12th cent, Uncer¬ 
tain Mongol?, I4th cent, : AE, Uncertain Turkish 
l&th cenk : JE; 2 spec- Uncertain Turkish % 15th 
conL : JE; 2 spec, Itfuhammed IV, 1648-87 (Con¬ 
stantinople); jR. Mustafa III (Cairo, a.il 1137 = 
a.d. 1773) : M. Armenia, Hethum I, 1244-70; M; 
2 spec, Armenia Hethum I and Isabella: /ft; 
2 spec, Armenia Hethum II, 1S8D-9S; JE; 3 spec. 

* 

APPENDIX. 

Coins or Posmimr, 

1. 6hi\ Baal sealed on throne three-quarter l.f head r., 
wrapped in hi nation from the waist down ; lie 
holds in r. vine-branch with grapes, and leans 1. 
on sceplie; above on L# thunderbolt; linear 
circle* 

Beaded bead of Cabirus r , in conical cap; behind, 
COSE ; in front, AE.«,. 
At 14’0 mm, \ 64-7 gr, (4’ 12 grin.). 

2. Obv* Eaalh similarly clad, seated L on throne, bead and 
shoulders facing; ha holds in r, vine-branch P 
corn-ear, and eagle7 and leans 1. on sceptre. 

31 Ibrahim ibn Sti’Iumf?]. Bee Zmtthrift /zb- 
1895, p. 97. 
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Jlet). Zeus Celsius striding r.f brandishing thunderbolt in 
t. and holding eagle (?) on outstretched 1, aim ; 
behind, HO El A down ; in front, truces of letter 
M \ 15-0 mm. ; 25-0 gr, (1-62 gim). 

These appear to be the only two coins of Poaidium known. 
FTo. 12 which is ill List rated from an electrotype in the British 
Museum, was found near Bey rout mid eventually passed 
jo to the Green well Collodion, though it is not mentioned 
in Ifrgliugs catalogue. It was first described by S. M. 
All slum {Ntm* Qftwn^ 1S0B, \\ 124J and fully discussed l>y 
Hill (i'lrni, p. 34G). He points out the origin of the Baal 
type in Tarsus: the reference in the thunderbolt, which 
appears later as a type at Seleucia, to Zens Casing the god 
of then eighbouririg mountain : and the presumption afforded 
by the Attic standard that the mint was not Cilkian but 
Syrian, If Al-Minn, is Poaidium, the regular use ofrt owl’* 
tetradmchms, both Athenian and home-made, which the 
excavations have revealed, makes the employment of the 
Attic standard for the city coinage even more natural. 
From a manuscript note in the British Museum Head appeal's 
to have doubted the genuineness of the coin, but Hill 
accepted it without question, and pointed out the likeness 
of its fabric to that of the coins of Alexander's generals 
struck in Syria and further Asia. lis types and inscription 
are confirmed by no. 2r which la beyond doubt. This coin 
came to the Museum in 1S31> but wras placed under Poseidon Lit 
in Lucama. ITill. therefore * w-as not able to use it in dis¬ 
cussing no. 1, though be later recognized its true attribution, 
and it has remained unpublished till now. The work is 
much cruder than on the other, and the detail somewhat 
difficult to determine* The obverse type is slightly varied 
and derives directly from a Tarsiau stater of Mazaeus 
(B,3LG*j no. 51 seqq.). On the reverse, the likeness of 
which to the type at' Poseidonia is a curious coincidence, 
the eagle is not ccrbiin. though the thunderbolt is quite 
cleaw It is a conventional Zeus type sue Si as appears e.g* 
on fourth-century coins of Mesaene (f/.Af, C. , J'cfop,, p* 103J, 
and must liave the same reference as the thunderbolt on 
the drachm—to Zeus Casius. Both coins must have been 
made in the third quarter of the fourth century B-C. 

E. S* G-* Kobinso^t. 
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A HOARD FROM ‘'SIDG3P? [BEHI-HASSANJ. 

The MacGregor Collection of Egyptian. Antiquities 

which was sold by Messrs* Sotheby on 26 June 1922 

and following days contained a few Greek coins. Lot 

724 is described as comprising 2 tetradraohms and 

1 drachm of Athens and 8 "fragments of silver ingots 

evidently from a refiner's or money-changer’s shop; 

found at Sidon with the coinsAfter the sals this 

lot came to the Museum* and though, when it did soh 

one of the tetradradbms and one of the ingots was 

lacking, it still seems to be of sufficient interest to 

deserve rescue from the oblivion of a sale catalogue. The 

tetradrachm^ which is little worn and weighs JHWUSgr. 

(17*13 grmOi 1$ of neat, careful style with a smallish 

head, not long after 4n£) b.c. The drachm, which is 

a little rubbed and weighs 634 gr, (4-11 grm.) and has 

a chisel-cut., Is of curious style and exhibits a unique 

peculiarity. Unlike all other drachms of the first 

period with full-face eye it has a crescent-moon on 

the reverse between owl and dive-spray,1 The evidence 

from AI-Mina5 shows that while Athenian tetradrachms 

were common in this part of the world the smaller 

denominations were rarely used ; the present drachm 

in view of ita peculiarities must, I think, be of local 

manufacture, and copied from the tetradraclnn on 

1 The cveacent>m£)on only appears on dfaelims in the second 
period with the profits eye: Broromts-Piek, M&nuafes d'Athftues, 
PL 21, noa. 27-42, where it is the mte. 

* See p* 133 aboce. 
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which of course the crescent is invariable.* The chisel- 

cut shows that already in ancient times some one had 

questioned its regularity. 

Of the 11 ingots,n only one is complete* and even this 

ha$ been nearly cut in two by a chisel-blow. It is a 

circular i4 dump”* smooth on the one side, rough on the 

other. Of the remainder three are segments of similar 

though larger dumps, the other three are so frag¬ 

mentary that the shape of the original cannot be 

ascertained* Their measurements and weights are as 

follows:—the complete piece (1) 28-Ox 28 5 x 5-0 mmrj 

340 gr. (25-03 grm.); the three segments (2) 50-0 x 

23-0 x 7-5 mm.,626-Bgr,(40*60grm,); (3) 29-5 x 28 0 x S-G., 

451-7 gr. (29 25 grm*); {4) 20-0 x 17-0 x 8-Omm, 233-4 gr. 

(15-15 grm.); other fragments, (5) 30-0 x 20-G X 9-5 mm,* 

585-1 gr.(87-91 grm); (fij 19-5 x 15-5 x 15-0 mm.,433-2gr, 

(28-12 grm.); {7) 15-5x105x11-0 mm<3 102-7 gr. 

(6-65 grm.}* 

Uncoined silver in ingot form is not uncommon in 

com hoards, e.g. in the Taranto hoard and especially 

in Egypt,4 It occurred also in a find from Has Shamra* 

not so far from Al-Mhia, which Professor Schaeffer 

communicated to the recent Kumhsmatic Congress and 

which he will publish in detail elsewhere. The most 

probable view is that it was not intended to provide 

raw material for the goldsmith, but circulated a$ a 

bullion currency checked by the scales; and it may 

not be accidental that some at least of the weights of 

3 Far rtu imtiati&n without the cre&cest above p. 1S6. 
* Taranto hoai'd. Itev. ffium*, I0l2r pp. SO seqq.; moat of the 

uncoined silver from thift Hud sa new in the British Museum. 
Delta hom'd*; Nitm. Chronlf 19-30, pp. 93 stqq, ; 1927, 
pp, 1 aftqq.; Joun*. EgypL AitK, 193S, p. 119, 
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our piece* fit roughly into the Attic system : e.g. no, 1 

as five drachma, no. 2 as tenp and no. S as seven drachms \ 

the small deficiencies could be compensated by make¬ 

weights. 

Since the above was written I have learned, through 

the kindness of Dr. J. G-. Milne, that the provenance 

given in the sals catalogue was false, and that the 

pieces described come from the BenLHassan hoard of 

which he has written in l?ev, avclt^ 1903j p. 257, and 

Journ. Egypt. Arch., 1933, p. 119, Lots 726-7 which 

were purchased for the Toronto Museum also certainly 

come from the same find. The hoard consisted of 21 

Phoenician coins. (Tyre, Sid on, Gaza), and a drachm 

and 54- tetradrachms of Athens of which 2 came to the 

British Museum at the time. It cannot have been 

buried before tits second quarter of the fourth century. 

Its composition might suggest that though buried in 

Egypt it had been assembled on the Phoenician coast, 

though Dr, Milne thinks that the coins of Attic type 

were minted locally for the rebel Tachos. The drachm 

and two of the three tetradrachms here are probably 

fourth-century imitations of some hind, but the remain¬ 

ing tetradrachm is of good mid-fifth-century style and 

indistinguishable from authentic Athenian issues. In 

any case it affords an Interesting parallel with the 

currency of Al-Mina described in the preceding article. 

E* S. GL Robinson, 
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COINS OP ANTIOCH, ETC., FROM AL-MINA. 

[See Plate Xr] 

A small hoard of medieval coiais was found at Tell 

Cheik Yusuf A1 Gharbi in Syria by Sir Leonard Woolley 

in the course of his excavations on what may have been 

the site of the classical Posidiinn. There were thirty- 

eight coins in the find, all except three struck by the 

princes of Antioch, The coins of Antioch have never 

been adequately classified ,l All except two of those in 

this hoard bear the name Boemund; four princes of 

this name reigned in succession at Antioch from 

1162 to 12G8, and up to now there has been no criterion 

for separating the coins into their respective reigns. 

The date of burial is therefore better fixed by the 

coins of other mints found with them. One of these 

was a French denier of Guillaume I, Lord of Ecols* 

(1203-1233), which was probably brought to the east 

during the fifth crusade, 1213-1221. This coin was 

badly worn. Another of the coins was struck by the 

Armenian kxngp Hethum I, who reigned from 1226 

to 1276. The hoard must therefore have been buried 

about 1230 or not long after, that is, in the last years 

of Boemund IV (1208-1233) or the ear]y years of 

BoemundV (1233-1251). The third coin, not of Antioch, 

is an anonymous and undated denier of Sidon. Since 

1 For the mint in genual, sae: Schlumbergcr, Numi&maiiqtte da 
Vorient {a£iat pp. 20-49; de Saudey* Numitmtittqtt* des woit&de#, 

pp. 3-26; Lambrus, in Mjtwge* $e tfunti&matigv*y 1, pp, 859-S6S. 
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this coin h m mint condition, it cannot have been 

struck long before the hoard was buried. 

The main interest of the hoard lies in the thirty-five 

coins of Antioch* These all have the reverse legend 

ANTIOCH I A, and the reverse type of a cross with 

a crescent in the second quarter. Thirty-three have 

the obverse legend BOAMVNDVS, and two the 

legend RVP1NVS. All have the obverse type of a 

helmeted and mailed bust left Boemund III (1162- 

1201), the first of' the succession of Boemund $p should 

have been succeeded by his grandson Raymond Rupin* 

who was still a child when the grandfather died in 

1201. His throne, however, was usurped by his unde 

Boemund IY (1201-1233). Kupin put himself under 

the protection of Levon LL, King of Armenia, and at 

intervals throughout the reign of his uncle attempted, 

to restore himself. Only two of these attempts were in 

the least successful, those of 1205 and 1316. On each 

occasion Rupin occupied Antioch, or a part of it, for 

three years. Boemund IV was succeeded by Boe¬ 

mund V, his son (1233-1251), and he in his turn by 

Boemund VI (1251-1268). 

Various types of denier, all mors or less scarce, have 

b een attributed to Bee mund IIL Since 1875 the fa m i liar 

denters which occur in this hoard have been attributed 

to Boemund IV on the ground of their resemblance to 

the coins of Raymond Rupm,a which can only have 

been struck in 1205-1208 or 1216-121Uo documents 

are known relating to the coinage of Antioch. 

In this report the coins reading BOAHVNDVS 

have been classified under nine types, between a number 

a Relit mn be rgev, in Mtianffes tfe i, pp. 275-280* 

"NDinSHi Clino-tf., VOL *Tir, E'ER]K5 V, P 
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of which there exist mules. There can be no doubt that 

type 6 of this classification is the latest in the hoard< 

There are fifteen specimens of it; it forms, in fact, 

three-eighths of the hoard, Goins of this type are 

generally somewhat scarcer than the rest of the series, 

SJone of those in this hoard showed signs of wear. In 

the Tripoli* hoard* buried about 1221, some ten or 

more years earlier than this hoardt there were no 

examples of the type. It must therefore have been 

issued after 1221 and probably nearer 1230. Five 

more types can be arranged in a series extending 

backward* from this, linked to each other in most 

cases by mules, and in others by similarity of lettering. 

The earliest of the types so found is that on which 

the letter A is decorated with annulets at the ends of 

the top cross-bar. These unusual letters find their 

closest parallel on some of the deniers of Jerusalem 

which read BHLDW1MVS ft EX. The last king of 

the name of Baldwin died in 1185. There is therefore 

reason to suspect that these coins were struck in the 

twelfth century, rather than the thirteenth. This 

theory is confirmed by the coins of Rupm, the lettering 

of which resembles most closely Class 3 of this series. 

It seems impossible to divide the coins of Rnpm 

between the two periods in which lie was in power at 

Antioeh. Since two of them occurred in this hoard 

one may suspect that all the coins bearing his name 

were struck in the later of the two periods, 1216-1219* 

It will therefore probably not be far from the truth, 

if Type 1 be ascribed to Roemund HI, Types 2 to 5 to 

Boemund IV, and Type 6 to Boemund V* 

a Cox, in A. N.S, Nvmitmaiic Notes Monog}'aphsr No. 59, 
p. 54, 
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Three'other types reading BOAMVM0VS also 

occur in this hoard. Some of these are as common 

as the six regular typos already mentioned. These 

three types are related to one another chiefly by the 

fact that the chain-mail on the obverse is always 

indicated by crescents facing downwards and by the 

form of the letter 3 (K instead of S), On. some of 

these coins the 0 lacks the characteristic forward 

projections of the other series. On others ike star is 

six-pointed or the crescent inverted.4 Even these 

coins appear to be related to one another by mules, 

but in no instance arc they muled with the regular 

series. Their fabric is rougher than that of the others, 

and the legends arc frequently mis-spelt The same 

S and certain other details of lettering recur on the 

coins of Rupin. One might suggest* therefore, that 

these coins belong to a second, and possibly unofficial, 

mint; perhaps they were struck tor use by Rupin 

before he felt himself strong enough to issue coinage 

in his own name. However that may be* it remains 

certain that these blundered coins, common though 

they are, do not form part of the regular series. Since 

two coins of this type occurred in the Tripolis hoard, 

there can be no doubt that they were struck during the 

reign of Eoemund iV.5 

* Other coins of Boemund probably belong to this irregular 
chiss, for instance, those on which the portrait faces right. The 
lettering of these suggests that they belong to the middle of the 
senes, and exclude the common ihiew that they were an earlier 
ty pc. Similar!y, the coin readin g BA MV M DV B, often attributed 
to Raymond de Poitiers fScbltimbergcr* pp. 50 and 55, note j 
PL IL IS) is certainly a coin of this irregular class. 

* Various other varieties are mentioned in bocks, particularly 
in Lambros' article (sec note 1). The coins avOj however, not 
sufficiently accurately described to be included in this article. 

p 2 
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In the folio wiftg list, not only the types in the hoard 

are described, but also the specimens in the British 

Museum collection- The relative scarcity of early 

coins in the hoard as compared with the Museum 

collection tends to confirm the sequence here sug¬ 

gested, The coins from the hoard have been cleaned 

by electrolysis, and have lost about 12 per cent of 

their weight. Comparison of weight can, therefore, 

only be made with other coins from the hoard and 

not with the Museum specimens. 

Totals. 

Antioch : Regular Boemund coins , 
i, ; Irregular Boemund coins 
„ : Itupin coins . 

Armenia: I let hum I 
Franca: Guhkume of Bools * 
Sidon i Anonymous 

p t 

Total 

£S 
h 
2 
1 
1 
l 

33 

LIST OF COINS. 

Pieces of Antioch. 

J„ Hagtdar issues &f Boemund III, I V, and V". 

Tm 1 a. 
G&a* Mailed bust left; crescent in front, star of five Hoard, 23. Ah 

points behind. Chain-mail indicated by crescents 
facing upwards, eye by a pellet in an annulet. Large 
lettering ; A with annulets on either side of top cross¬ 
bar (TC); M and N as IT reversely barred (II); O 
without pellet in centre (0); S of three pellets 
united by two crescents (3)- 

JtciA Cross in beaded circle; crescent inverted in second 
quarter {-F}. Lettering as obverse ; H and M as N 
reversely barred; C with two annulets and two forward 
projections (<£J* 

* BOWHVHDVS + TFMTlOffiHin’ 
Wfc. Q«00 gni. 

1 
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Type L &. 

OZw. As Type laT except that O has usually* but not Hoard* BrM. 
always, a pellet in the centre (0). 

Ifatfp As Type 1 a7 except that 0 lias, in place of annulets, 
pellets (<£)■ 

* BOKMVMDVK * ^HTlDClim 2 2 
Sohlumbergw, PL III, 4. Wt+ 0 Di* 0-S8 (B.BL), 0-76, 

(L74 (Hoard) gm. [PI. X*1*] 

Type 1 er. 

O&y. As Type 1 except that the eye is represented by 
a pellet and a crescent (*>}, 

Rev< As Type 1 b7 except that there is a pellet on either 
side of tire initial cross- 

* BGKMVMDVS I I 
\Ytr 0-9-7 (B.H.), 0-B0 [Hoard) gm. [PL X. 2.] 

Jftb. 
Obv+ Type li or c; J7cy. Type 2 var. For description 

see below, 

* B0KMVHDVK *TCHTI*©<KHm — 1 
Wt. 0*92 gm. 

Type 2, 

tf&at As Type lb or ct except that A has four pellets on 
the cross-bars in place of two annulets (TCJ; M and 
J-f are represented with a horizontal cross bar (H). 

J?^yr Lettering as on obverse. H (=N and II) has 
a pellet on the eross-bir (H)- Between the letters 
1 and 0 fi is inserted. On the reverse of the mule 
above, the A has pellets only at the extremities of the 
top crossbar. 

+ BG7THVHDVS +KHTI^0CH1K 2 1 
Wt. 0-85 (B.M.), 0-74s 0-72 (Hoard) gm, [PL X. 3.J 

ZMc. 

Obv, Type 2 ; Itcu. Type 3. For description see below, 

4- BOTCHVHDVS * TCNTI^OcKHIK 1 — 
Wt. 0<S4 gm. [PL X. 4-] 
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Type 3. 

Qb& As Type S3 except ihtit M is represented as K and IloanL BJl. 
N as H, both doubly barred (HrH). The transition 
is seen on (ha mule above, 

l£e& Letter!ug ns obverse; still with <s between the 
letters I and O. No pellets on N or H- 

*B0K*liVHDVK ^HNTPOdHm — 2 

Wfc 1-01, Q-74 gm. 

Type 4, 
C?liyfc As Type 3. 

Jjfoit As Type 3, except that the *a between I and 0 is 
omitted. 

4- BOTttJVHDVS * RNTIOCHIK 3 _ 

Wt- 0 B4, 0-78, 0 07 gm+ [PL X. ft.J 

jLtafc* 

Oiu, Type 4 ; 7?^ Type 5 (?). For de&cripfct on see be] o\\\ 

4-B0RMVHDVS * KHTIOCN1TP l — 
Wt. 0-64 gnu 

Tv pe 5. 

£J&y, Bin nil, neat lettering with serifs. Portrait: shorter 
and brender. A with only two pellets on top cross¬ 
bar [JT), M and K Roman. O without pellet in 
centre. S ns above (S), 

A as on obverse- C ft? above (<E); Roman M for 
y; Roman MT for H; O without pellet in centje, 

* BOWMVNDVS + HM TIOCNIK 3 — 
Wt 0-75, 0“75p 0-72 gm. [PL X. 0.] 

Type & 

06ft Bust broader and cruder \ bottom of helmet marked 
by n straight instead of a bended line. Eye repro- 
sen ted by a single pellet without crescent, SninIL 
neat lettering similar to Type 5r except S which is 
elongated and Without pellets (S)+ 
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Tfar, Lettering as obverse ; N and II are Bonmn, Jlomd. B.M. 

^ BOKHVNDVS * HNTIOCH1K 15 3 
m. 1 0; 0 G9 (RM.)t 1 05, o.98? 0 OS, 0 oot o-so. o-soT 

0-78, 0 78, 0-77, 0*77, 0-74, 0 7S? 0-00, 0-68, 0-45 
(Hoard) gm, [FL X, 7.] 

Suggested n tin but ions for the above:—- 
Type 1T Boermmd IIL 
Types 2-4, Boeinund IY* 
Types 0^6, Boemund Y+ 

II, jVwjwbn* muss o/ IfoemuraZ 2F (1201-1232). 

Type 1*. 

Obtfi General design similar to coins of regular issue* but 
six-pointed instead of five-pointed star behind the 
bench ftod crescent in front of head facing downwards* 
Chain-mail indicated by descents facing downwards 
instead of upwards. A marked with four pellets, 
but top cross-bar extends outside pellets {jPt); E 
with wedge-shaped bulges fBs); D with pellet in 
centre (D); S with two pellets, two wedges, and a 
central bar (S), 

J?cy* C is closed by a single stroke (<E); U is indicated 
by II with pellet [HI; H and I are united by a cross 
bar. Between 1 and O the mark V- 

* BOTTHVNBVS * TTHTIVOCfflVT 3 — 
wt+ 0 72 gm* [PL X. 8.] 

Type 2*. 

Gfcdx As Type 1, but five-pointed star and orescent 
pointing upwards* Chum-mail indicated by crescents 
facing downwards, 

l?cw* As Type 1. but II and I me indicated by separate 
strokes not united. 

* fc0TTHV--V:£ # 7THTIOCII ITT 1 — 

Wt* 0-72 gm. 

Jlfi de. 
Oby, Lettering as Type S# except for B; bust as 

Type 2*, 
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Rev. As Type 1*. 

* BGAIIV1IDVS * TTHTIVOCf-H^r 

Wt 077 gm. [PI- X. 9.] 
Type 3*. 

QhiI. As Type 1, but & smaller and rounder portrait, and 
five-pointed star and crescent as oil Type 2. A lias 
only two pellets, on either side of tlie top cross-bar; 
B is normal; N and M are Indicated by 11. 

Rev, Lettering as obverse; C locks tlie projections in 

front (<j). 

*BorcnvnDvs * HiTioaiim 

Lnmbros 9. Wt. 0-98, 0 98 gm. 

>h BOTSHVIIDVX + TTHTICXJIIIK 
Lambros 2. Wt. 0-84, 0 72 gm. [Pi. X. 10.] 

Totals of coins reading BO-AMVMDVS 

lit, Coins of Raymond Ruptn 
(1305-1200, 1216-1319). 

Type as of Bosmund, but fabric rougher and more 
spread, and lettering larger. Crescents indicating 
chain-mail face upwards. Eye indicated by a single 
pellet. 

1. + K-V-P-! N*V‘S * yEMTIQdrillZC 1 — 
Wt, O'SS gm. [Pl. X, II,] 

2. 4 It:V:p:l=N:V:S HE--T°I<EIIII7V — 1 
Wt, 0-95 gm, 

8. * R:V:P:I:NiV*X * HNT 1041117? 1 1 
Wt 0-07 (B.M.), 0-71 (Hoard) gm, [PI. X. 12.] 

Totals 2 2 
Armenia. 

Ilethum I (1326-1270), 

Oho. Lien passant guardant right ; around inscription. Hom'd. 

Res, Two figures standing facing, bolding between them 
a cross : around inscription. 

V. Lauglois, Nwnismatiquc dc I’Ai'rainie, p. 54, no. 14. 1 

Wt. 2-79 gin. [PI. X. 18.] 

Ron-y$. R.M 

— 2 

2 — 

33 12 
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Feudal 

Guillaume I Seigneur d$ Dtfols (L 203-1233), 

Cioss in bended cirelo ; lis in first and third quarters Hoard, 

Mtiv. SfS Lis in centre. 

^GVLLIELMVS * DE t>OLIS i 
Dieudonn^ dc Numismatiquc Frvttraisc, iv, p. 93. 

Wt. 047 gm. 
Si DON. 

Anonymous Coinage of Thirteenth Century. 

Mosque in circle. 

Jfry* Cross in circle. 

^OGSG-e T-e* * D'€'H'1'G R* 1 

Schlunibcrger^ p. 115, PI. V. S. 

Wt. 0-62 gm. [Pl. X. 14.] Total of hoard 38 

In addition to the coins in the hoard described above, a number 

of miscellaneous medieval coins were found during the excava¬ 

tions, The following is a list of these coins. The references are 

to Sohlumberger’s Nwnismatique de 1‘Orient Latin. For the 

classification of the JBoemnud coins of Antioch, see the descrip¬ 

tion of the hoard. 
Axtiocit. 

Tancred (1104-1112). 

JK Sclil., PJ. IL 6 . . 2 Sehl., PI. IL 8 . . 1 
„ Pi II, 7 . . 2 „ PL V. 1 . . 2 

Roger (1112-1119). 

M. Sclil., PI. II, i  1 
„ PI. II. 12 . .1 

Boemund III (1162-1201). 

JE. Schl. PJ. III. 1 . . 3 Ah Hoard Ci. 1 b . . 1 
„ PI. III. 2 1 „ GJ. lew,, . 1 

The last coin is fragmentary: it is identical, where visible, with 01- 1 c, 
except that there is no crescent in front of the prince's face. 
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Boemund IV (1201-1232). 

M. Hoard, CL 2 . , 1 Hoard, CL 3* I IT . 2 
„ CL3 - . 4 „ CL 3* TV IT . 2 

Boemund V (1233-1251). 

/ft, Hoard, Cl. 6 . . 4 Uncertain class . . 1 

Raymond Rttpin (1203-1208 and 1216-1210). 

JR. ^:R:V;P:l-W:VrS: * TSMTKOCNIH 1 

* K1 ITIOCl 11H l 
(Annulet and crescent in front of bust.) 

*;W:V:P:1:N:V:IX“ * TCMTIOCIliyr i 

]v*s: *7TMTIOCinH 1 

Anonymous Coinage of Antioch, 
jE. SchL, PL HI. 17. 1 

Edpssa, 

Counts of Mesrn, third quarter of eleventh century. 

AS. Selil., PL 1.13.1 

Jerusalem. 

Jean de Bi'ienne, at Damietta (121D). 

JR. Selil,, PI. IIL 31. l 

Tmpotrs. 

Raymond 1I-J11 (c. 1180-1100). 

JE. SchL, PI, 1Y. 0 - . . ..I 

Boemund IV-VI (1201-1274). 

At, Sell!., PL IV. 17 var. 

■f S7IPIVND COMS -P * CIVIT/IS TRIPOU 2 
Uncertain coin, perhaps the same as the above. 1 

Derek Allen. 
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A HOARD OF RADIATE COINS FROM THE 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE, 

[Sets Plates XLXXX] 

In view of its composition particular value attaches 

to this hoards since the lower limit of date for its 

deposition, civca aj>. 30(1, is attested by external 

archaeological evidence. 

The hoard (PL XI) contains GIG specimens which 

measure 8 millimetres or less in diameter and is there- 

fore substantially, though not exclusively* a hoard of 

minimi. The obverses are radiate heads or busts, left or 

right, of which the prototypes are familiar during the 

period a,i>+ 258-29 6+ 

The theatre hoard of radiate minimi is the first of 

such hoards in Britain to he dated closely by archaeo¬ 

logical association, and it may be said at once that the 

internal evidence as to date from the hoard itself is 

entirely consistent with that which is given to it by its 

archaeological horizon. 

Date of the hoard: c&ternal evidence* 

Like other buildings at Yerulamium the theatre 

underwent extensive reconstruction at the end of the 

third century a,It1 

The date of this reconstruction is abundantly 

indicated by 229 coins directly associated with the new 

1 For full details and lists of associated coin-evidence, -see 
Miss Kathleen Kenyon in At‘chaeolQ&iat Ixxxiv, ppF 236 fi. 
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work, of which 206 are of the radiate type of the second 

half of the third century and include 125 coins from 

regular mints. The latest coin among the 229 is a fbllix 
of Diocletian struck between ajp. 295 and 305 f it is 

practically an mint condition and retains the greater 

part of its silvering. It was found in the make-up of 

the Period XV orchestra floor in association with, 45 

other coins including 37 of the second half of the third 

century and one radiate minim of the type of the hoard 

now under discussion. Apart from this follia the latest 

coins in the 2£9 associated with this phase of rebuilding 

were five antoniniam of Camuslus. 

The date of the new work cannot be far removed from 

ajx 300t and is prior to the arrival of Constantinian 

coins in Britain. 

The subsequent history of the theatre may here con¬ 

veniently be summarized, since it shows that Constant 

iinian coins were eventually to find their way to the 

theatre in considerable quantities. 

Miss Kenyon notes one structural alteration to the 

theatre in the fourth century—the demolition of the 

portico on the east side of the south wing and the laying 

down of a yellow gravel, containing a coin of Constan¬ 

tins II or Capstans (an. 345-361) over its site. The 

theatre was in use therefore at that date. 

But soon afterwards the theatre seems to have become 

a rubbish-dump. Various deposits;1 notably a lower 

brown and an upper black layer, accumulated to a depth 

3 Of tins coin* ^lrr Harold M'nttiuply writes: “The Lugdunum 
fclli* ot Diocletian ia probably near the end rather than the 
beginning of the period a,d. 20-G-30V* 

1 A further SOD fourth-century coins were found in the surface 
eqi1 immediately above tbe E< dump11 layers. 
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of 9 feet over orchestra, gangways, and stage. Over 

2,000 coins, mainly of fourth-century date, were 

included in these strata; the latest {a small number 

in proportion to the total) were 35 of the House 

of Theodosius. 

In this connexion the evidence of structural altera- 

lions to the tamenos of the temple west of the theatre 

(and excavated, like it, in 1935) is of interest.4 Mr. 

Lcwilier notes that the walls of the temenos were 

rebuilt into a black deposit containing 149 coins of 

which the latest were 11 of the House of Theodosius. 

At this time (c. a.d. 400), the eastern entrance to the 

temenos, he. that facing upon the theatre, was demolished 

and the new walls were carried across and so blocked 

its former opening, whilst a new entrance was con¬ 

structed at the western end, be. in a position atcay 

from the theatre. That the theatre was abandoned at 

this period is further emphasized by Mr. Lowther’s 

stratigraphical equation of hisblack " level into which 

the new femenos-wall was built with the upper black 

deposit, which has been already noted, over the derelict 

theatre. 
In summary the evidence from the two structures 

would show:— 
I, A substantial rebuilding of the theatre at a date 

not far removed from A-D. 300. 

3. Minor structural alterations to the theatre about 

the middle of the fourth century, indicating that it was 

still in use at that period. 
3. The derelict nature of the theatre-area when it 

was used as a rubbish-dump. The evidence from the 

1 A. W. 6, Low!her, Antiquaritt Journal, xvii, 33. 
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temple implies that the theatre was so used* not in 

post-Roman times, but during the later (and continuous,) 

occupation of the area in the late fourth or at latest, 

early fifth century. The abundance of fourth-century 

coinage found stratigrapMcally above the stage-floor 

is of considerable importance m estimating the moment 

at which the concrete floor* below which the radiate 

hoard was foundp was laid down. Had it been con¬ 

structed at any date much later than that which the 

coins it seals indicate, the material below it could not 

have failed to incorporate some of the fourth-century 

money which lay thickly^above it. 

It will now be profitable to consider the coins found 

in close association with the hoard. As a part of the 

work of renovation in Period IV (er a.ik 300) a new 

concrete floor was laid down upon a solid basis of earth 

contain in g pottery > food-bones, and debris. Nine inches 

below the cement surface the present hoard was 

discovered in a conglomerate mass suggesting that it 

had been deposited in a purse or other container. Close 

by, in exactly the same kind of earth and in so restricted 

an area as to suggest another hoard, lay 144 coins. Of 

these, 106 are directly referable to the second half of 

the third century The latest datable coins arc 

two of CarausiuSp and five are radiate 'minimi of hoard - 

type, A further 25 coins were present in the remainder 

of the levelling material > the latest being one of To- 

tricus II. There is here ample evidence of the homo¬ 

geneity of the new floor-basis.5 

In short, the latest material for dating the hoard 

consists of these coins of Oarausius which are themselves 

fl Ajthaeotfiffia, Irsiiv^ 237. 
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in independent association with radiate minimi of 

hoard-type. 

The external archaeological evidence for the date of 

the hoard is incontrovertible* It must have been 

deposited prior to a date not far removed from a.e, 30th 

Tko composition of the hoard. 
The hoard consists of about BOO coins, segments, 

clippings or fragments of coins. Since the hoard is 

illustrated in its entirety, it is unnecessary to record 

in detail the variations in size and genre which it 

includes, but a few points may be noted. 

1. 44 flans measure from 4-5-5 mm. in diameter 

(e*g. no. £09). 

2. 436 flans vary in size from 5-7 mm. in diameter 

(e.g. nos, 2* 3, Ac,), 

3. SG flans range from 7-8 mm. in diameter. These 

are all moderately circular in form and the flans are 

substantial* 

4- At least 80 specimens belong to the “ barbarous3> 

or “ local imitation” category which Mr, Webb accepts 

as having mixed freely with the official coinage during 

and after the Gallic Empire, but particularly during 

the reign of the Tetrici.*1 

In manufacture almost every expedient is present. 

1. True funs. Prepared flans were used not only 

for the larger coins but seemingly with surprising con¬ 

sistency for the majority of the smaller ones. This 

would appear especially in the case of no- 325 where, 

unless the reverse Pietas Aug. was cut on a very much 

larger face than was necessary, the flan must have been 

* P. H, Webb, M. and S.? Yp ii, p. m. 
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previously prepared- This particular specimen aiso 

gives with surprising accuracy the intended dimensions 

(6-5 mm.) of the finished design. Some specimens 

suggest the use of prepared flans, made perhaps merely 

by flattening hot globules of metal. There is neither 

the interior decay, the inequality of thickness nor the 

thick sideways thrust, noted on many of the Lydney 

minimi? to suggest that the flans were cut from drawn 

rods of metal 

2, Plans cut from sheet^metaL This method is 

illustrated almost exclusively by the large H barbarous 

radiates” (e.g. ucs. 042 ff). The die in most (though 

not all) cases would appear to have been of approxi¬ 

mately normal size, sc that only a part was recorded 

on the flan. 

3+ Clipped coins. It is difficult to tell in all cases 

whether a coin has been cut before or after striking; 

but it is plain to the novice that the reverse of no, 468 

has been struck with a normal 3M die and subse¬ 

quently cut down; th& obverse head, on the other hand, 

is unusually small even for a barbarous radiate, 

4b “TailedJ> coins. Hot drips of metal, flattened 

before striking, seem, to have been used for some of the 

coins, e,gr no- 456, where the *dtailJ? still exists. The 

*"tail?i on no. 4&& would appear to be the result of 

hurried and careless cutting from a larger flan or sheet 

of met&l before striking. 

5. Cracked coins. The cracks in some coins may 

suggest that the metal was allowed to cool too long 

before flattening and striking. 

There are at least a dozen flans cut square to a width 

7 Lgdney, Research Roport of the Society of AntiquEuieSj no, IS, 
P. m 
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of 8 mm., notably nos. 551 and 684. Round and tri¬ 

angular clipped specimens occur* the latter presumably 

the deliberate cutting down of a larger flan. Whether 

these and segments of large coins indicate an attempt 

at conformity with the smaller coins is uncertain, in 

view of the infinite variations in weight; they certainly 

emphasise the scarcity of metal and the consequent 

husbanding of it which the whole hoard exemplifies* 

In fact everything from a true flan to the veriest 

piece of scrap, provided that it recieved some part of 

a stamp on at least one face (and usually on both) 

seems to have satisfied the requirements of the issuing 

*" authority” 

The hoard has not resolved itself for classification 

by size or weight into fd denominations'1 or categories 

such as seemed present in the Lydney hoard. Classifi¬ 

cation has therefore been attempted on the basis of the 

reverse types. 

In summary, that classification shows, where the 

design is recognizable* either the true type* some 

element of the type, or a mixture of several types of 

a comparatively limited series of reverse designs, all 

of which are to be found on the official issues of the 

Homan and Gallic Emperors between a.d, 258 and 311* 

Where doubt exists, it is a doubt, for instance* as to 

which of the numerous standing figures within that 

period it was intended to portray. There is no hint 

of a Const&ntinian prototype in any reverse, or of any 

prototype which need necessarily be later than 2Qfi* 

Indeed the official or local issues, which have been 

chosen to illustrate the series, belong to Tictorinus, 

Postumus* Tetrieus I, Tetrieus II, or Claudius II Gofchi- 

cus3 and arc here illustrated through the kindness of 
ariTH, ftutiir.* VO t. %\Ur heeieh v. Q 
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the Keeper of the Department of Goins and Medals at 

the British Museum, to whom X am indebted for the 

casts™ They are as follows {PI :£I1):— 

L Claudius 1L JteiL CONSECRATIO Altar™ 
M, & a, V, i, p. 233, rtos. 259 ff> 

2. Claudius II. CQN5ECRATI0 Eagle standing 
towards left on thunderbolt, body front, 
head right, 

M. & &, V, it pp. 231 ft, noa. 235 ff+ 

3. TeestcoaIL i?cy. PlETAS AVGV5TGR Priestly 
emblems. 

M+ & V, fi, p. 423, no. 250. 

4. Tltbicus L ito. LAETITIA AVG N Laetitia 
standing left, holding wreath and 
anchor. 

M. & a, V, ii, p. 403, no. 90. 

5. TfiHticua I. -Kfit COMES AVG Victory standing 
left, holding wreath and palmh 

M* & &, V, ii* p* 407, nos. 56 ff* 

6. TmsicusL SALVS AVG Sains standing leftH 
holding rudder or anchor and feeding 
out of patera snake coiled round altar* 

M* & S., V, ii, p^ 4X0, nos* 121 fF. 

7. VjCTOJtf-rfUB, Eev- SALVS AVG Sains standing right, 
feeding snake hold in arms. 

Id & a, V, ii* p. 393, noa* 65 ft 

8. Vectorim^ 2?m PRQVIDENTIA AVG Provb 
denfia standing left, holding wand over 
globe and cornucopias. 

M* & S>, V, ii, pr 392, nos. 61 ff. 

9* TpTRlOufl I ito- 5 FES PVBLJCA Spaa advancing 
loft, holding flower and ratsing skirt* 

M. & S., V, ii, p. 411, no* 135. 
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10, Te«hco8 II. lieu, SPES AVGG Spes. advancing left, 
holding flower and raising skirt. 

M, & S-, V, iih p. 424, nos. 370 £ 

11. TetricusI, Rev+ FIDES MILITVIM Fides standing 
lefty holding two standards, 

M+ & S.T V, ii, p, 407, nos. 88 ff. 

12- ViCTOSiKUS. Rev, PS ETAS AVG FieUs standing 
left by Altaic holding patera and box 
of peiiunieL 

M. & S., V, Ii. p. 892r nos. 59 ff, 

13. Tetbicto L Rev, FGRTVNAAVG Fortuna stand¬ 
ing left, bolding rudder and cornu- 
copi&o. 

M* & S„ Y, ii, p- 407, no. 7S. 

14+ PosTtfitufl, VICTORIA A VC Victory walk¬ 
ing left, holding branch and spear. 

M. & S.f V, ii, PL XV, no. 11, p. S5o, 
no. 229+ 

15, Tetricfs I, J2cir. HI LA RITAS AVGG Rilarit&s 
standing left, holding long palm and 
cormieopiae. 

M. & S., V, ii, p, 408, nos. 79 flL 

10+ Ts-fBEOTO I. Jteu. V1RTYS AVGG Soldier standing 
loft, leaning on shield and holding 
spears 

M. & S., V, ii, p. 411, no. 148. 

17+ VicromcMUS. Rett* INVICTVS Sol advancing left, 
raising right hand and holding whip in 
left hand. 

M. & 3., V, ii, p, 390, nos. 112 £ 

18. TjsteicusL Rev, PA X AVG Fax standing left, 
bolding olive-blanch and vertical 
sceptre. 

M. & SM Y, ii, p, 409, nos. 100 ff+ 

Q S 
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19. Victor! nub, Itev- PAX A VC Pax standing left, 
bolding olive-branch and transverse 
soap tie. 

M. & S-3 Y* ii, p. nos. ll&m 

20. Postumus. Re-v, 5AECVLO FRVGIFERO Winged 
caducous* 

M. & S-, V, iiP p* 844, no. 84. 

(Scarce. Mint of Liigdunum.) 

21. Postumus, Ofty. IMP C POSTVMVS P F AVG 
Bust radiate, draped* right- 

Liigdtuuun, Cologne, and Mediolanum, 

22- Ticiobikos. Oiw. IMP C VICTORENV5 P F AVG 
Bust, radiate* cuirassed* and draped 
right. 

Cologne and southern mint. 

23, Tetricus I. OH, IMP TETRICVS P F AVG Bust, 
radiate, cuimssed, right. 

24, TmmlL 0bv> C PIV E5V TETRICVS CAES 
Bust radiate and draped right, 

25, CuumubIL f>5e>. DIVO CLAVD1Q Bust*radiate, 
right. 

The following eighteen plates* which illustrate every 

coin, segment, or scrap derived from the cleaning of the 

corroded mass shown in Pi. XIt speak for themselves. 

The arrangement (as one would call it, rather than 

classification) has not been made without some heart¬ 

burning and indecision, and no emphasis is laid upon 

it Many identifications are indeed certain; but 

whether specimens placed near the certain reverses 

belong properly to the series is often a matter of specu¬ 

lation. There has, therefore, been a definite avoidance 

of subjective speculation in ‘r classifying” the doubtful 

reverses. Many might fit easily, on one or another 

detailt into several of the series of half-understood 
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or uni atoll i gently observed prototypes. The writer's 

interpretation is considered to be of less moment than 

the illustration of the coins. 

PI. XIII, nos. 1-43 (of. PL XIV, no, 1}. The altar of 

the Consecratio type, with and without flames. The 

face of the altar is decorated with five dots, and a chain, 

or curved lines; five dots alone; four dots with a cen¬ 

tral cross; a central cross alone; one dot or merely 

vertical lines conforming to the curve of the altar-sides. 

In every case the design is tec big for the flan. 

Nos. 43-4G and perhaps 47-4-8 are interesting and 

may be derivative from the altar-type. Nos, 43 and 44 

are almost die-id entities both in obverse and reverse; 

a similar reverse appears on no. 45 but the obverse 

head is from a different die. 

Nos. 49-58 are barbarous renderings of the same 

reverse altar-type* It may here be noted that the 

sprawling, illiterate versions of a type arc found more 

frequently on the thin clipped (thoughoften quite large) 

fragments of barbarous 3 JE than on the minimi proper. 

It would appear that there was a considered effort on 

the part of the die-cutter to produce a neat and thought¬ 

ful design approximating in some degree to the size of 

the small flan and incorporating the most noticeable 

feature of the prototype. 

Nos. 59-92 are barbarous versions of the eagle type 

of Claud ins II Cormcratio coins. Attention may be 

drawn to no. 39, which shows a very stylized eagle 

and no, 92p which approximates to a human figure 

type+ 

Fla. XVI-IVII and XVXII-XIX, nos. 93-265 are 

all of Piet as Augustor. type with sacrificial implements. 

Nos. 155 and 155 and nos, 176 and 177 seem to be 
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reverse die-identities, the former pair having obverse 

identical also. Most examples retain traces of the other 

implements, besides the ewer, and are thus to be put 

in Mr. 0. H. V- Sutherland's Class Ah3 

Nos. £66-281 all see in. to be derived from the Laeiitia 

type with wreath and anchor, although some may be 

Conies Aug. with victory type; barbarous lettering 

occurs on two of the larger specimens (nos. 266 and 272), 

No+ 232 is clearly a Solus type with snake rising on the 

left; the altar is doubtfuL Noa, 283-288 seem to be 

versions of this type, although no. 286 may be of JProvi- 

denfia Aug. type. Nos. 290-298 are of the Spos type 

with a flower, which is well seen in no. 23 L NoH 289 

may be of the same type, but like no. 299 it is doubtful, 

pla. XX-XXI, Th ere are d er ivatlyes from a nnmber 

of types on this plate. No. 300 is plainly of the Fides 

Miliium type. Nos. 301-307, 310P 312-317, ako seem 

certain, but the remainder down to no. 324 are more 

doubtful. Koa 315 and 316 seem to have identical 

obverse and reverse dies. Nos+ 325 and 326 copy the 

Pieias Augr type sacrificing at an altar, as do nos. 327- 

32S. Nos. 329-346 all retain traces of either rudder or 

cornucopias or of both, and seem to be of the PoHuna 

Aug. type, which is most clearly seen in nos. 336-337* 

No, 847 is of Victoria Aug. type and h followed by 

nos. 348-353, which all have traces of a winged figure 

of the same type, although in the cases of nos. 343-3 SO- 

the figure appears to be moving rights The Hilar Has 

Aug. type with long palm and cornucopias appears In 

nos- 354-362, No. 363 is of Viriux Aug. type with 

shield and spear, and nos. 364^372 seem to be the same. 

B Num. Ckmut 1934, 101. 
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FIs. XXII-XXIII, nos. 373-451 all appear to be of 

Invieius type of Sol radiate moving left with whip and 

Land r aised. The d istincti ve features, viz. radiate head, 

whip, raised hand, nude body, and sometimes a star in 

the field left ■with or without VP often enable identifica¬ 

tion to be made of an otherwise featureless coin. No. 376 

show's the radiate head, although, as in some other 

instances, the figure is moving right instead of left. 

The whip is clear on nos. 394-397, and nos. 413-415., 

especially no. 414. The raised hand is seen in nos. 389- 

394 and many others. The star appears on nos. 889-407, 

&e., and with a V on no, 434 is the only means of 

identification of that coin. Nos, 396 and 397 seem to be 

die-identities, as do nos. 437 and 438, which with nos. 

435 and 444-445 are examples of an individual style. 

Fla. XXIV-XXV\ nos. 452-4G7 copy the common 

Pax Aug* type with branch and xipright sceptre, No. 4G8 

is only semi-bar bar ous, and is of the Ptfs A ug* type with 

transverse sceptre, as are nos* 469-477. Nos. 472 and 

473 seem to be die-identities on obverse and reverse. 

Nos* 478-493 apparently show Pax holding a short palm 

and comucopme, which is best seen on no. 479. The 

remainder on this plate, nos. 494-525 appear to be of 

one of these Pax types. In some, such as no+ 516: 

a eornncopiae seems to be represented. 

Fla. XXVI-XXVIX, nos. 526-629 show in miniature 

the winged caduceus type of jS^eCH^o Ftugifero, which 

occurs on coins of Postumtis (M. & S+, 84 and 250). No* 

53 0 has a rad iate h ea d on both obverse and reverse. Th e 

remainder on this plate can be only vaguely attributed 

to types in a few instances. No, 539 appears to have 

an altar of Claudius II Coftsecratio type as well as 

a human figure* No. 541 seems to show a man within 
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a gabled building. No. y59 lias a curved line like a 

anak e at th e Is ft. Nos, 606 -612 all show part of a fi gore 

with sceptre or ensign upright on the left This 

might be Fide* MUitum type. Many of the others 

clearly have part of a usual design, but the precise one 

is uncertain, 

FIs. XXYIH-XXIX. This group comprises in the 

roam larger coins and clipped fragments. Some show 

typical figure subjects quits unattributable to types; 

others have degenerated Into mere patterns like no. 641, 

PL XXX. This is of the typical minimi, but the 

designs cannot be attributed to any particular type. 

Soule are very worn and a few are blanks. 

Obverse portraiture. 

With very few exceptions the obverse radiiate head 

is to the right. Many of the heads, in spite of the 

small size, are very well rendered. As is so often 

the case in larger barbarous radiates, the obverse shows 

greater care and also better preservation, no doubt on 

account of slightly higher relief. 

In some cases it is possible to detect portraiture, 

i.e. the copyist has taken care to copy the individual 

characteristics of the prototype, e.g. the hook-nose of 

Victor inns, the snub-nose of Tetricus I or Postumus, 

and the high cheek-bones of Claudius XI. No, 33 is 

clearly Claudius XI, no. 93 may even be Garausius* 

nos. 3F5 and 384 seem to represent Victorians, and 

many are certainly like Tetricus I. There is a dearth 

of beard leas portraits for Tetricus XX, although there 

are many sacrificial-impiements reverses* which are 

common for him. It does not seem, however, that 

the copying of obverses and reverses consistently went 
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together* he. the obverses of the Comecvatio type are 

not always like Claudius II, the obverses of the Inuictus 

type are not always like Victorinas, but they frequently 

seem to coiTCspond vaguely. The copyists were clearly 

methodical, but they were also eclectic. 

Place of manufacture 

It will be noticed that the reverse types which occur 

amongst the minimi are those which commonly occur 

in this country amongst legitimate issues and amongst 

barbarous copies^ e.g. the altar and the eagle conse¬ 

cration coins of Claudius II, the Fietas Auguslor. of 

Tetrieus II, the Invictus type of Vietorinufc, and the 

varied standing figure types headed by Fax, In this 

way this agrees with similar hoards else where, e.g, the 

hoard from the West of England, published by 

Mr. C. H. V. Sutherland,5 This might suggest that 

they were made in this country ; but against this 

must be set the fact that the workmanship Is quite 

alien to that of the usual barbarous radiates found in 

this country. It seems better, therefore, at present to 

suggest that they were not of British manufacture. 

The significance of i7te hoai'd. 
It has long been recognized by field-workers not 

only that the so-called "provincial issuesrJ or “bar¬ 

barous copies"' of late third*century coins were in use 

almost as soon as the products of the authorized mints, 

but also that minima were part of the currency whether 

with or without official sanction. That knowledge, 

hidden in obscure excavation reports has, of necessity, 

B Num. Cht'Oiiy, 1934, 92 f¥. 
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been slow to find acceptance among numismatists.™ 
As recently as 1934 {Him. C7iron>, 1934,, 92 ff*), in a 

description of a hoard of radiate minimi from the 

West of England, it was possible for the author to 

postulate that "we might be justified in saying that 

these minimi do not fall before a,d. 450." 

It may be repeated that the evidence for a third- 

century date for the Theatre hoard is incontrovertible 

—a fact which must, to a considerable extent, re¬ 

orientate the whole problem of this unofficial coinage. 

Tessa Veruey WmraT.ira, 

Mrs, "Wheeler was at work on this paper shortly 

before her untimely death, and Dr, Wheeler asked me 

to attend to its publication, J found that the larger 

portion was already written, and, apart from making 

a few verbal alterations, I have left the material 

untouched. The detailed description of the plates had 

been done only as far as coin no. 58* The remainder 

I have supplied, relying upon manuscript notes and 

the plates themselves. The remarks on what I Lave 

called "the significance of the hoard11 were attached 

by Mrs. Wheeler to another short paper on the hoard 

(the text of a lecture), but, as I several times discussed 

the matter with her, X know that they represent her 

considered view on the subject. 

The controversy regarding the date of radiate 

minimi is likely to continue for many years, yet the 

1(1 E.g. Sagontiutn Itepwtt Y CgmttmdQrt pp, 112-113. la 
Hoards 11 and III fp, 112) tf-ctc fisEDciated with coins not 
kUr than Carau&ius. 
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present seems an occasion for clarifying the issue to 

a certain extent. 

There can be no doubt that this Verulanuum hoard 

was concealed c+ a*ix 500. The archaeological evidence, 

attested by tried and reliable witnesses, seems to me 

decisive. Moreover, it is based not upon a single 

observed fact, but upon sever al, tv hi eh independently 

lead to the same conclusion. We musth therefore, 

agree that radiate minimi did in fact see the light 

a very short while after their prototypes were issued* 

Whether they were copied from legitimate issues or 

from barbarous radiates is immaterial, since all are 

agreed that the latter were contemporaneous with the 

former,11 just as barbarous Pel- Temp. Jieparalio coins 

were certainly in use during the period of minting of 

legitimate issues of that type.35 

This does not, necessarily! mean that all radiate 

minimi date from the late third century. It is clear 

from such an occurrence as that of the fine Carausius 

and other radiates in use in c. a.jx 400 at B our ton-on- 

the-Water,i:j and from the presence of radiate issues in 

Saxon graves,14 that tfae^e coins were still in usep or 

again in use, at those periods. They would, there¬ 

fore, be available for copyist^ and the radiate head on 

some sceattas shows that such copying occurred. 

Thus it seems that we must be prepared for hoards 

n Mattingly nti<I Sydenham, Itvmati In\p&H&l Cohifigt, Vp ii 
(P, H. Webb}, p. 319. 

s- Research Expert of the Society of Antiqunraee, no. IX, 

p. 115, 
13 Num. Ckimi. flflfiS), p. 275 ft 
u Through the kindness of Mr. F. C. Wellctood &nd Mr G. 0. 

Dunning I have recently seen a ’worn Tetrieus I iS^rs type] from 
a Saxon hut site at Alston, near Stratford-OH'ATOn, 
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of varying dates, some deposited in the late third 

century, others at the dose of the Roman occupation 

or later* Stylistic argument especially those which 

deal with the gradual debasement of good workman¬ 

ship, are notoriously uncertain, and it seems safer to 

draw conclusions regarding date as far as possible only 

from well-attested and dated deposits. The eagerly 

awaited report on the Riehborough 1931 barbarous 

radiate hoard should be of great assistance in this 

respect. 
B. H* St. J. G'Neil, 
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MICHEL R. VLASTO. 

This year death has been cruel to Greek Archaeology. 
After the loss of Humfry Payne, another place is left empty 
by the sudden death of an exceptional man who, although 
his life ’was principally taken up by business, devoted to 
archaeology every moment lie could spare. 

When I first met Michel Viaeto, before his final return to 
Greece after many years spent abroad, I immediately noticed 
that practical sense and natural scientific instinct blended 
in him to form an unusually fine and delicate character* 
But what raises him to a higher intellectual plana and 
commands the respect of the impartial observer who seeks 
to estimate the place occupied by each citizen in the life of 
Ms country, is that he never made of money the sole purpose 
.of his life, but always endeavoured* by means of spiritual 
occupations, to satisfy those needs of his soul which 
a material existence could not supply. 

Vlas to, who had been drawn away by business from the 
path lie would have desired to follow* hastened back to it as 
soon as he bad achieved the necessary financial independence, 
/Whilst following his profession, he had already formed 
a collection of ancient Greek coins. He gradually came to 
specialize in the coins of Tarentum, and showed such dis¬ 
crimination and such knowledge of numismatic questions, 
that ho succeeded in forming a unique collection, admirable 
both for the variety of the pieces and for the excellence of 
iheir preservation. Perseverance alone would not have 
achieved this result without scientific knowledge ; and what 
places Mich si VListo above ordinary collectors and amateurs 
is that he was a real scholar. Self-taught though he woSj 
the many articles on Greek coins which he contributed to 
British and Hellenic periodicals showed a genuine gift fur 
numismatics; particularly those on the coins of T avert turn 
and of Alexander, son of Neoptolemus, Xing of Epirus. In 
1922, he published, in the scries of Aimrkan Numismatic 
Studies} a work on u Taras the Colonistr* which summed up 
Ilia long studies of one section of Tarentine coins. 

The work of Michel VJnsto was so highly appreciated by 
the best numismatists that- the French Academy of Inscrip¬ 
tions awarded him the Allier de Hautarocke prize, and Italy 
inviled him * a few years ago, to superintend the arrangement 
of the numismatic section of the Taranto Museum. 
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When he finally settled in Greece, YJnsto brought with 
him his collection of coins, and also a small but choice 
col lection: of oilier antiquities. Ho made himself a high 
position in business circles in Athens. Eat his numerous 
pursuits did not divert his mind from archaeology. On the 
contrary, he devoted himself to it with new vigour—with the 
scab one might sayT of a young man. 

He applied himself to tbe study of vases; he mads a fine 
collection of the in r and was proparmgafi.il] catalogue. It 
is remarkable how easily Michel Ylasto made a name for 
himself among those interested in that highly specialized 
branch of archaeology. True scientific instinct, unusual 
industry, and a genuine love of learning* these alone enabled 
him, in the midst of his many business engagements and 
social duties* to satisfy his inner vocation, 

Michel Ylasto rendered a great service to his country 
when he founded, two years agoT "the SoeLety of Friends of 
the Athens Museum ”, which endeavours, by means of con¬ 
tributions and subscriptions, to save important antiquities 
for the nation, and under his able and energetic presidency 
has already done wonders. VJasEo also made personal gifts 
both to the Kuinismatic and to the Archaeological Museum, 
and his name will alwaysbe associated with those institutions. 

My purpose in writing these lines is not only to bid fare- 
well fr> a dear and honoured friend, or to emphasise his 
merits. I also wish to urge others to follow his splendid 
example, to work for the love of antiquity, to help in pro- 
serving and recovering the works of the ancients, and to 
drawr inspiration, for themselves and others, from that unique 
and unfailing source, the civilisation of old Greece. These 
words are specially intended for those who are financially 
independent and free from anxiety for their daily bread. 
If they remain slaves to comfort, that happiness of tho soul 
which alone makes life worth living will never be theirs 

Life finds its full value and acquires its full dignity only- 
through the education of tbe mind, Tins alone can light 
our country on its new path ; and without it every effort is 

G. P. OjciLUKo&ros. 
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THE SUPPOSED ORIENTAL INSCRIPTION ON A 
COIN OF CARRHAE, IN MESOPOTAMIA, 

Sir George Hill, In his introduction to th$ B.M.C. A ruin'd, 
p, lxxxix (not# 5], remarks E‘ Grave doubt attaches to 

Sestini'a description of a word in oriental script on a coin 
of ELagabalus [of Carrhae] CSfti£» Hedtirv. iii, p. 123, 3; 
c£ Chwolsobn, Die Ssabkr, p. 418)w. 

Recently an explanation of this coin, which has been 
mentioned also by Mionnet* Suppl. VIII, p. S9G, no* 86* has 
occurred to me. His description of the piece is: 

I?eu. A Y d K . ANT. ,..**■ Mt±me tAte [imberbe* radi^e* 
d'Elagabale, ] 

KAP . KOA . M Croissant avec un astre: au baa, en 
lettres arobes liees, pro Rqph} et liho, (Id £sl) 
Ka Ru? 

M 8* Soc. 

My suggestion is based on ft specimen net of the exact 
issue described* but of another coin of Carrhae, given by 
Mkmnet, vt p. 301, no. 44, as of an uncertain emperor: 

jfteu AYO . Hi , A , (sic). TSta laurfie et barbue, h g, 

M, AY. A, KAP. (file). Croissant; au-dessus, line 
etoile ; deasous, AJItiA (sic}. 

^ 5, See. (Tiie sics is i n each i nstance th at of Miouue tr 
but I should have liked to insert it had he omitted 
it) 
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A specimen of this coin has recently come into my 
possession., cither from the same or very similar dies. It is 
m poor condition, and of poor style, and only slight traces 
of the obverse inscription can be seen, but the has s'ather 
the look of Septimius Seveins than of any other bearded 
emperor, The reverse is la fair shape* and the barbarous 
inscription seems to be K AP +. * +■ AIA AYPH and the lino 
beneath the crescent is plainly A)) ((A. This .perfectly 
symmetrical arrangement I am convinced is nothing more 
than a crude conventional representation of the base or altar, 
on which the image of the moon is often represented on 
coins of the town. May we not suppose tlmt the il Arabian 
letters ** on the coin attributed to Elftgabalus am another 
instance of nn attempt to represent the base by an unskilful 
workman? 

(This coin has nosv been presented by the writer to the 
Brili&h Museum.—Edd.) 

Thomas Ollive M abbott* 
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BRITISH MUSEUM ACQUISITIONS 1035-1936. 

[See Plat eg XXXI-XXXn.] 

Since the publication of the last article (Num. Chran,, 

1936, p, 169} several interesting additions have been 

made to the Greek series in the British Museum, 

Among them may be mentioned the following:— 

Mktapomtum. 

1. Oiiv,—Head of Persephone r. 

Corn-ear; on 1„ META, below which, AY; on 
r. star, 

At t n o min., 116-8 gr. (7-57 gun.), Overetnck. 
Presented by E. S, Q. Robmeon. 

This is another example of BM.C. no, 102, which must 

be dated round about 300 b.c , but its interest lies in 

the fact that it carries a graffito in Latin on the reverse 

between the star end the corn-ear. The letters are 

Flh, roughly scratched- The second letter, owing to 

a tag at the foot of the upright, might at first be taken 

for an E; but close examination reveals no adequate 

traces of the other cross-strokes and the tag must be due 

to a slip of the engraver's point as lie passed to the next 

letter. The coin had seen perhaps a century of wear, 

certainly not more, before it was withdrawn, lor what¬ 

ever reason, from active circulation ; and this with- 

drawal was presnmably the occasion of the graffito As 

the similar graffiti in Greek usually represent a proper 

name, the most likely completion of these three letters 

seems to be as Filippus. which is just the kind of 
sourou g<moK, VO*,, itit, semen v. ft 
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Latinised name that might be expected in the district 

and period This is the only Latin graffito that I can 

trace on a Greet coin, and incidental lys for what it is 

worth, is an early Latin inscription, 

Agetgentuh. 

2. 0ia-E»gfeL; 

i?ea.—Crab, the mai'kings oti the shell developed into 
a human face ; circular incuse. 

M \ S7& mnn, £69*4 gr+ (17 flgrjn.), Hess 15:ii: 1934, 
lot ias. [pi. xxxi.] 

Presented by H> C> Ho&kier. 

A beautiful example in mint-state of this rare variety 

hitherto unrepresented in the Museum. The face on 

the crab's shell suggests a gorgon-head and has perhaps 

apotropaiic significance. The cotn may be dated about 

450 n.c. or later, immediately before the beginning of 

the series with similar types but with symbols in the 

field of the raverse* Note the high weight: Sicilian 

coins of the time struck on the Attic standard are usually 

slightly heavier than the corresponding Athenian 

coins. 
Cam ajii ka. 

The Possi specimen of the well-known didrachm of 

Camarina with the head of the river god to L and a 

nymph riding on a swan (ItfavilJe, i, no. 403, ;= Hess 

15:ii:l934, lot 13&) has also been presented by Mr* 

Hoskieiv This beautiful coin has unfortunately suffered 

under the restorer's hand. In its original state it 

appears to have been very close to, if not the same as, 

the unique (?) specimen figured in an H American 

Artist’s” sale (Sotheby 5: vii: 1910, lot 37) the obverse 

of which shows an ethnic but no fishes* 
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Hybla Magxa. 

3. Obvr—Female bust t. with shouldei^ draped, wearing 
necklace and stcphane, the hah1 rolled ; dotted 
border. 

Ji&v.—-Demefter standing L in long girdled chiton with 
overfold, (he details of the head uncei1 tain mf sha 
holds in i\ three corft-enra, and leans 1. oil long 
belt-mocthed torch; on 2. u|>s YBAA1E ; on r. 
down, METAAAE; linear border* 

jE f LS5 mm.p SS 6 gi\ (3 SO grm). [FI. XXXI ] 

Of the three to wns In Sicily called Hybla only one. 

Great Hybla not far from Galana, issued coins bearing 

the name* All belong to the second century b.c. and 

are extremely rare. The present variety is not men¬ 

tioned by Head In the Historic or by Holm,1 though it 

is figured by Torremnzaa.2 SVoui his engraving of the 

reverse Demeter appears to be wearing veil and modius, 

and it may be so, though this particular detail is not 

clear on our coin. The bust of a goddess wearing veil 

and modius Is the commonest of the obverse types. 

On the other coins, Holm, who has been generally 

followed, described it, on the strength of a passage in 

Pausanias (v. 23, 5}, as that of Hybla, a native goddess 

connected with divination. But as Pausanias is 

expressly speaking of Hybla Gereatis and not of Great 

Hybla this identification is deprived of its force, We 

should rather see in it a head of Demeter, whether the 

Demeter on the reverse of our coin also wears a modi us 

and veil or not. The obverse type is presumably the 

same as that on a coin with a different reverse 

1 GeseJiwAtfe iii, pr 720. 
1 CasfcrlJL [Torvfcnmiza]* Sicilia* rcierts mnmmy Tab* 

xxxvmh sr 
R 2 
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published by Imfroof,* though it lacks the Setters Sa 

there pl&er?d behind the head. It has no very definite 

characteristic, but the step bane suggests Hera* 

SYRACUSE, 

4. Qbv.—Quadiiza r. at the walk -t above, Nike flying r» to 
crown the horses. 

Rev. — Head of Arethusa r* wearing necklace, the hair 
enveloped in aphendona and snccua decorated 
with zigzag border and meander pattern: in 
front, XYPAKo^loN downwards j around, 
traces of four dolphins, 

Al 24-0 mro.T SG0-5 gr. (17-27 gin*}* Hess 
I5:ii'l934t lot 173. Boehrlnger, M&wsen von 
Spvkus, no. 645- [PL XXXLj 

5. 0frt?+—Similar, 

2?eu.—Hfrftd of A re Elman, r. diademed, wearing cum wing 
and necklace wish jewel in form of licm*g head; 
the liiwr is turned up ov^v the diadem behind; 
around ^YPAfto^ZA(sic) sod four dolphins; 
circular incuse* 

Al 26-0 mm,, 232-7 gr. (17-02 gnn). Hose 
I5:ii:1034, lot 165* Bo ph ringer, ibkltp. 255 ? 
no. B. 10. [PL XX XI.) 

Both presented by H. C. Huskier* 

No. 4. which exhibits a die-combi nation, hitherto unre¬ 

presented in the Museum* calls for no special comment. 

No. :> is of great interest. Et belongs to a little group 

of Sicilian imitations of Syracusan tetradrachms, linked 

together by die-couplings which have been no I looted 

and discussed by JBoehringer {ibid,, pp, 71-72)r The 

archaic appearance of the head is only superficial, as is 

indicated e.g. by the pendant in the shape of a lion's 

head, which is not found in the Syracusan, series until 

* Zrf,N., xviii (1&S&), p, 253, no, 2. 
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the second half of the fifth century. Boeh ringer, in 

suggesting Pa norm us as the mint, points out that the 

style closely resembles that of the native and Punic 

cities of the West, Segesta, Motya, &c. The strange 

inscription, which he takes to be a variant ethnic in 

the nominative singular, may perhaps be compared 

with the curious form £eysaTa£ia which appear on 

some coins of Segesta,4 The letters were not cut by a 

Greek, and the fifth, especially, has a Punic look. Our 

coin, then, was most probably struck in Pane trims, and 

may be dated to the third quarter of the fifth century. 

It must be among the earliest of the long line of Siculo- 

Punic issues* and one of the first coins made by a 

Semitic people in the West. 

A gift of ten electrum coins with the types Apollo— 

tripod, and varying mint-marks on the obverse {HJf.fZ, 

nos. 253IT,), has been received from Mr. J. A. Spranger, 

The mint-marks and weights are: lyre, 3-65 and 

3<62 grim; lamp, 3G6 grim.; cornucopia®. 3-69 gran; 

pot-lie!met, 3-65 grin,; star* 3-72 grin.: smoking altar, 

3 7Q grin.; buoraijuun, 3 7i grjn.; dolphin, 3 67 gnn.; 

omphalos, 3 66 grm. The coins came from a hoard of 

unknown provenance which also contained similar 

pieces with the mint-marks amphora and cantharus. 

The accuracy of the weights is remarkable, the range 

being only a tenth of a gramme. This series was till 

recently given to the time of Dion, though the style has 

more analogy with coins o± South Italy of the end of 

the fourth century, and the use of electrum and of 

varying symbols would have been more normal at a 

later date. Giesecke/1 on the other hand* has shown 

1 E.g. SyUtigw Num* Grart,, h < Uoyd ColiJ, no. 1199. 
G Sicilia Numtsmatiea, p. 61. 
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grounds for an earlier attribution, to Dionysius I and 

IT, and, in spite of tile difficulties, his is perhaps the 

best solution, 

Csaloidimj League. 

B. Qbv.—Head of Apollo Lj laureate. 

Zleia,—Beveu-atringied lyre (cithnra), with strap oa r. ; 
between uprights, tripod; ab^YC, on r, down¬ 
wards, and L upwards* XAAKIAEfthL 

f 2S-5 mm.? 222*2 gr. (14-40 grin.). Hess 
IB: a: 1$34, lot 22b, [FL XXXI,] 

Presented by H. Oh Huskier. 

This beautiful head h clearly from the same hand as 

the lovely obverse of another tetradrachm in the 

British Museum no, 7), which also has tho 

tripod symbol on the reverse. It was struck in Olyn- 

fchus in the first quarter of the fourth century ncr: 

closer dating must be postponed until after the appear¬ 

ance of the Corpus of coins of the Glial cidian League 

which is in preparation under the auspices of the 

American excavators of Olyntkus, 

Macedonia: Alexander the Great, 

7S Head of Elerftcleft r+ jn lion-skin ; dotted circle► 

I£eu.—Zeus seated Lp with r- leg advanced* holding eagle 
and sceptre; in field L, Bucephalus* head L, 
wreath and Boeotian shield ; beneath throne, 
BE and Tl on r+, AAEHAN ARoy ■ beneath, 
BA^IAE^^; dotted circle- 

A\ f £45 mm** 2603 gr. (l&lDOgrm.). [FL XXXI,] 

A very fine example of one of a little group of coins 

struck at come mint in the Middle East, Other vari¬ 

eties in the Museum are a silver tetradrachms without 

Tl; and a gold stater, without the shield, reading EB 

instead BE. The detail of the present specimen is 
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so clear that the thong* supporting the leather seat of 

the chair can be discerned, 

Ouympe (lUyricum). 

3. Qbe.—Hond of Zeus, Janreater.; behind F^r 

-Thunderbolt; above^ OAYMITA; beneath ZTAN ; 
the whole in oak wreath, 

JB J 135 mm., 84-4 gr. (547 grim)* [PL XXXI.] 

Presented by E, S< GL Kobinaom 

A similar coin was published without attribution by 

Signor in* L. Gesauo* among the coins collected by the 

Italian Archaeological Mission in Albania- J+ Millin- 

genT had already published a coin (from the collection 

of Mr, Hamilton) with the same legend but with 

different types, which he attributed to Olyinpe in 

Illyria. As no oilier specimen of this second coin 

(which in the meantime has disappeared) seems to have 

been published and it is not mentioned in the Hutoria 

Numorum, Mil]ingen's description may be repeated 

here, l< Lauimted head of Apollo [to i\] behind fAH 

Rev* OAYMnAZTAN. A conical pillar. A laurel 

wreath encircling the whole.” The letters behind the 

head must be the same as on the first coin, and I was 

at first inclined to read these too as FA, but while the 

right-hand side of the monogram is not quite distinct 

tliere are definite traces of it, and it appears quite clearly 

on the illustration of the Italian specimen cited above. 

Millingen (i. c.) has already drawn attention to the entry 

in Stephanus \sjv-) : 'OAtf/mnj irS\t$ rlX\upia$ . + * to 

IBvtKhy *0\vfnrcLLQ$ 7} 'OXvfiTrtfv, The variant form of 

* AtU 4 Mt'rti. dtiL'lsL Ital. di vii [1032), p. 22, fig. 8* 
* AncUt\t Uop'fpj, London, 1831, pr 5lt PL III. 10. I o^e tbia 

reference to Prof. A. BP CoobJg Zem. 
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the ethnic here given is one specially common In 

Northern Greece. Nothing more appears to be known 

of the town. The types of both issues point unmis* 

takably to the Adriatic district where they recur at 

other cities, e.g. at Pandosla and Phoenice, at Orieiis 

and Apollonia, and if we may interpret the monogram 

or the obverse as the initial letters of Antiptorar* we 

obtain a little more light on its geographical and 

political situation* The date of both issues must be 

round about £00 B.c. 

Pharae. 

0, Obv*—Boeotian shield. 

—- CD m the contra of square incuse, to which four 
cones project, one from the centre of each side. 

M * IK>0 mm., gr. (l£-2£f grm4). Hess 

Presented by H, C, Huskier. 

The developed pattern of the incuse shows this to be 

one of the latest issues of this mint, before the Persian 

War brought its activity to a stop in 480 n.a 

Nicaba, 

10, £»&—IOVAIA AVrOYCTA; bust of Julh Domna r., 
wearing robe with embroidered bolder- 

ifra—Four boya representing the Four Seasons; on the 
3. Spring, advancing r+, steadies a basket held 
with both hands on his bead ; next* Summer 
advancingwith head turned back, brandishes 
a sickle abuve his head with baa r.p and grasps 
a handful of coin oars in his 1; next. Autumn 
advancing Lt with head turned back, holds in 
i\ a Imre and in L a dish of fruit j next, Winter 
advancing L, wearing sleeved tunic to knees 

* Cp. the same monogram in this sense on coins of &he 3rd cent- 
JiMiC* Thtttetyj 8tcri pr SB. 
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with cape drawn tip over Ivead, breaches?, arid 
boots, holds ha lie in r, and tarries over 1. 
shoutder a branch from which Jumtfa a dead 
bird ; nil are naked except Winteri NIKAlEHN* 

jE f 2S-0 mmh; 205-5 gr. (IB-30 grmj. I PL 
XXXI.J 

This coin is not described in the liecueil gSniral and 

appears to be unpublished * The type of the Four Seasons 

is very rave in the Greek imperial series: the only- 

other example which I cen trace appears on a coin of 

Caracalla at Laodicea in Phrygia with the inscription 

Evrvxtiv K&ipot* It is, however, not uncommon 

during the second and third centuries in the Roman 

series especially among the medallions, the earliest 

example being found under Hadrian.14 From the 

beginning the details of the type are fixed and nothing 

qui te 1 i ke it occurs ou tsid e nu mism ati c art. Else w k ere, 

e.g. in mosaic* the seasons are usually female (Horae), 

and where., as sometimes on sarcophagi * they are con¬ 

ceived as boys, the treatment is rather different.11 

Here they are represented not as chubby Jifctle boys, 

nor Cupids, but as muscular young figures at work. It 

may be suggested that the type is derived from an 

original and popular work of art, perhaps a painting, 

executed about the beginning of the second century 

A.u, The aeco mpany in g inscription $ on the m eda I lion s 

s Yailliint, itfwrtt, Gmec.* p. 10L Though no example of thi? 
coin appears to have turned up since Yailhnt's publication, there 
eeems no reason lo doubt its existence. 

14 Gnecchi, in, 14 Eh 
Jl Cf. Lhe iuoselJc lrom Carthage, B.M.C, Fmntiftg, p- £9, no. 29; 

and the Campar-si pI^queE in the liritieh Museum (D 5153-4), and 
the Barherini sarcophagus* Strong, Apothtwiz and A Ur Lifet 
PL 32. J owe these relerencos to Air. ftogor Hi nit? with whom 
I haie had the admulage of dr&cussing the whole question. 
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are all of one tenor, Saeculi or Temporum Fdicita$t 

Felicia Tempora (to which the Greek legend on the 

coin of Laod 5cea corresponds). They leave no doubt 

as to the meaning of the type—immediate prosperity, 

with the suggestion behind it of a new and happier 

period to be inaugurated for mankind. The notion, 

of immortalityk which emerges in tlie use of the similar 

type on sarcophagi and which might be applied to the 

imperial house, is not explicit- 

The obverse, also, is remarkable for the embroidered 

border to the robe which the empress is wearing and 

which suggests the toga prtietcxtar Professor AI folds, 

who first drew my attention to it, writes 'c the costume 

of Domna is a very important document for tk&pvae- 

tahxdike state-dress of the empress: the juridical 

significance of such an assimilation of the empress to 

a magistrate is evident^ not the wife of the Princeps 

but a true Dom{iJUft figures here!3’ Domna never 

appeal's in such a dress on the imperial coins, and 

parallels are very scarce elsewhere—all from a eompa- 

tlvely restricted area. The only examples I can trace 

ate at Byzantium, Calebs don., Creteia-FJaviopolis* 

Amoriam, and Tavium.15 It is another instance of the 

monarchical tendency which evolved a state-dress for 

ladies of the Imperial house owing nothing to feminine 

tradition side by side with that of the emperor wliicli 

in form at least was based on official republican usage/8 

Domna was a princess in her own right with an 

]1 B.lf.C., nos. 73, 31 h 2h 44, 13, and lti, respectively. Her dreaa 
on the new picture ^n Berlin (Neagebeacr in Hie Antike, 1933, 
pp* L55 seqq,) Seems rather different ag^in r 

ia A= AlfBidi, ‘hnsi^nien u. Traclit der rcmr Kaiser,3 MtHti 
IS 35, pp* £G Beqq. 
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imperial horoscope, for which Severn s is said to have 

married her, and the in novation is in character. 

Cyzicus. 

The following little eleotmm pieces {nos, 11-17) have 

been presented by Mr. H. C* Hoskier. The reverses of 

all bear, of course, the characteristic square incuse. 

11H Qbv.—Centaur galloping 1., brandishing branch: beneath* 
tunny. 

El. 120 mm., 404 gr. [2-62 grm.). Sixth. Yon 
Tritase, No'm isna a, vi, p. 10, no. i 24 [FI. XXXII ► ] 

12. —Sphinx L; beneath, tunny ; i\ forepaw raised ; 
" the look of immortality w takes the shape of 
a palmetto. 

EJ. 11-5 mm., 420 gr. (2-72 grm^ Sixth. Yon 
Fritae, tbul, no. 127, [Fh XXXII.] 

10. Ohv-—Kikeh naked to the waist, kneeling 1., holding 
aphlAston in raised r. hand, with upper border 
of garment wrapped round lowered 1. forearm ; 
beneath, tunny. 

EL 11-5 mm,, 40-G gr. (2*63 gran.)* Sixth. Yon 
Fiitzep ibid,, no. 154. [Fk XXXII. | 

14. 0bt\—Perseus^ naked„ wearing winged and peaked cap* 
kneeling r«* with bead turned buck; ho holds 
the harps in his i\ baud, and Medusa’s head in 
Ills h; beneath, tunny. 

El. 11 0 mmr, 4bS gr. (2Y1 grin). Sixth. MCmz- 
hand lung Basel Ylll [I9B7)P lot StfS. You 
Tribe* ibid., no. 162. [FI xxxil ] 

Perseus is wearing the cap of darkness, but it has not 

jet acquired a griffin's crest, though von FriEsse so 

describes it. 

15. O&y.—Crabj abcvep tunny's head r+ 
Ek 0-0 mm.P 20 0 gi% (1 SO grin.}. Twelfth. 

You Fritze* ibid., no. 37. [Fl. XXXII.] 
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16. lovepart of lioness ]., gnawing Lone; behind, 
tunny. 

El. 9 0 min., 20 6 giv (1 83 grin,). Von Fritze, 
ibid., no. 41. [PL XXXli.j 

The type of the earliest drachms of Velia. 

17 oiw.—Apollo, laureate, in long chiton seated r., bolding 
lyre in 1. hand and plectrum in r.; beneath, 
tunny. 

El 9 0 rorm* 210 gr. (1 3G grm ). Twelfth. MUnz- 
baudhmg Basel VIII (1937b lot 334. Cp. 
von Fritze, ibid,, no. £02* [Pi. XXXI.J 

The denomination is now for this type. 

iSr Oh?-—Head of Koro h, wearing single-pendant ear¬ 
ring mid npck^Lce, splietidone and saceus* and 
wienthed with wrn-uusj on r- downwards 
ZflTEIPA ftinly tlie bottoms of the last four 
letters visible). 

Rw+—LioVa head L ; benealbp tunny L,; behind, 
crested Corinthian helmet 1. ; above on L and 
rFP KVUKLHNf^jN } trace of circular incuse. 

Ai 24-5 mm, 234 0 gr, (lc-16 gim). A. Hess 
(Lucoi-neJ lB: ii: 193^ lot. S&4. [FL XXXI.J 

Presented by H. C. Hoskier. 

The tetradrachins of OyaiCTM fall into two groups ; 

an earlier of full fthodian weight with lion’s head 

reverse* and a later of reduced Rhodian weight with 

seated Apo l Jo reverse« Tha latter bears a strong family 

likeness to the Seleucid Apollo-type and cannot be far 

removed from, it in time; say 280 u.c. The earlier 

group is again di visible into two classes: a larger class 

usually with a small head in high relief and neat 

lettering on the obverse and with tlie ethnic abbre¬ 

viated to -Kl^[ on the reverse; and a smaller class 
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showing a large head with individualized features and 

somewhat straggling letters on the obverse* and the 

ethnic Kv£ik *}p&v on the reverse written at length* 

The first contains some twenty issues, each marked by 

a different symbol* as against only a third of that 

number in the second. 

The earlier class with Kv(i must begin soon after 

38^ £,<x3 for the kaudlitig of the lion's head on one of 

its earliest members nearly resembles that on the unique 

alliance coin with the legend Smt(fiaxtRQv) and Heracles 

strangling the snakes, which is closely dated round 

about that year.14 In view of the number of the issues 

the whole group can hardly cover a period of more 

than sixty years or so. The later class with Ruft^ap 

seems therefore to be contemporary with Alexander, 

and there must be a considerable gap before coinage 

was renewed with the Apollo type early in the third 

century. 

Ilium, 

ID. To commemorate Sir George Hill's Directorship, 

Professor T+ Oh Mabbott has presented a unique tetra- 

drachm of Ilium with the magistrate's name MEAAN- 

T°V formerly in the Jameson Collection (Cat9 i, no, 

1456, M f 253*7 gr. (16 44 grim) [Pl+ JOtxlIjj* It falls 

in the earliest of the three groups into which the issue 

has been divided** and may be dated about 150 p.c. 

The rare name Mt\ai/tij? occurs at Athens (cpn Demos¬ 

thenes, de Corona, 24U). 

lf JVmjm, Chr&ii.^ 192S, pp. 10-11^ compare with it B,M.C.r 
no- 120. 

'* Reeling in Z-f* N., xj5*vin (19£S^ p. 120: von Fritra, NMm?n 

non Ilium, in DfirplekTe, Troja. u. IlwnY pp. 
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Mytilene. 

20. O&f.—Head of Dionysus r,s with long hair, wearing 
ivy wreath. 

Tft®.—Facing head of satyr with horse’s ears; square 
linear frame. 

EL 110-5 mm., 834 gi\ (3-55 grin,) Sixth. Hess 
Sale {Lucerne) 15 s ii : 1984* lot 417+ [FI. 
XXXII.] 

Presented by IT. C. Hoskier. 

A new variant of the ordinary type Troas, &c.f 

p. I64j no. 76) ► The satyr or Seilene is no longer 

a comic, bald figure but lias flowing Lair and a brutal 

dignity of his own. 

Phqcaea. 

The three following coins also* like the electrum of 

Cysicus and Mytilene, we owe to the kindness of Mr* 

H. G. Hoskier, All have the usual reverse consisting 

of a quadripartite incuse square. 

21. Gki.—Three seats involving round a central point; 
dotted circle. 

EJ. 10-5 mm., 39-6 gr. {2 57 grin). Sixth, Hess 
Sate (Lucerne), 15:11:1934, lot 443- Ars 
Classic* Sale XYI (1988), tot 1898, Winifred 
Lamb Collection; fi’om the Erythrae? (1924) 
hoard, [PL XXXII.] 

22. Two seals swimming, sat head to tail* their 
flippers fringed with dots ; no trace of border. 

El. 1L-6 mm., 894 gr. (2-55 grm.f Sixth, Pram 
the Eiythrae? (1924) hoard. [FI. XXXII.J 

For other examples of these rare and effective types, 

which are usually spoilt through faulty centring, see 

Collection Jameson^ iii, nos. 22H1-2282, which, with seven 

other hectae described there, also come from the same 
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hoard. It is to be regretted that there is no published 
record of it 

28. OBp.—Female head L wearing single-pendant ear-ring, 
the hair bound with a triple cord and fastened 
off behind in a top-knot 

El. 11-5 mm,j 29 3 gr, (2-55 gnu*}. Hess Sale 
(Lucerne), 15 ; jj: lUS4h lot 445 j Chios hoard 
(1931). [PL, xxxn.j 

A rare type of charming style, perhaps Artemis. Here 

again, there h no published record of the hoard, 

Mylasa, 

24, Obv,—Zeus, leaning on s^pti'e and holding patera in 
r*, aland Eng r. in galloping quadriga; on L 
CEESACT0 ; inexPigLio, MVAAEEflN ; dotted 
border. 

m-OAAI j TorA S NEQH | KEN, in W lines 
within wreath* 

M \ 27 0 niin,p 209-6 gr. (13-58 gim.), [PL 
XXXI.] 

Presented by Prof l1. 0- Mabbott. 

2etts in a Hellenic form, and not as Osogoa or Lab- 

raundos, is found but rarely at Mylasa (e.g. on a bronze 

of Caracalla J3JLC-. no. 33) and never, as here, appar¬ 

ently naked in a chariot. 

The occurrence of the reverse inscription else1where 

(B*M+C„. no, 21) in conjunction with a portrait-head of 

Augustus indicates whom the obverse legend denotes. 

Th is may be construed with the verb of dedication on 

the reverse, and its setting suggests that we should 

identity Augustus with the god. ' 

The name oi the dedicant has always been given as 

B\aaTQ$, a form otherwise unknown* which, frankly, 

sounds impossible. It will he noted that the second 

and third letters run down to a common serif, while in 
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tlie ethnic Y is written like tUe Latin V, and it may 

be suggested that they really form a monogram, to be 

resolved as AVMA. The name thenassumes a possible 

form, QavnatTTot, which though not common, is already 

known elsewhere.16 Lycia. 

25. Obv.—Head of Athena r.t wearing neck lute, in Attic 
helmet, the falling crest divided into two 
separata tails* 

JRee.—Bust of Athena lie! me ted, facing, with flowing 
hair, and drapery caught in at the neck by 
a circular brooch ; the helmet is wreathed with 
olive and has three crests, the central nim 
shown frontally, the other two in profile; 
beneath, di scales ; dotted circle. 

At f 24 0 mm., 126-9 gr, (S22grm.). [Pi XXXII.] 

There is another specimen of this very rare coin in 

Paris. It is from the same dies, to judge by the wood-out 

given by Babelon (Traiit, ii, 2, cols, 297-208, no, 413b}, 

though no sign of the doubtful traces of legend there 

shown on the obverse can bs discerned on our coin, 

and it seems pretty certain that they can have no signi¬ 

ficance, In any case the obverse is not the side on 

which an inscription is to be expected on Lyoian coins. 

The reverse type, though fully frontal instead of 

three-quarter face, recalls the famous Syracusan tetra- 

draohm by Eudeidas” and the coin must have been 

struck round about 40!), 

Selge. 

2fi, Obv.—Two wrestlers; dotted border. 
ltev.—Slinger v. * on r,, hammer and astragalus ; on L, 

XjTAELIYS; square dotted frame; trace of 
aqiiftr* incus*, 

Atf 28 5mm., 160 0 pr. (10-41 firm.). [ILXXXnj 

w Bechtel, Grifckitehe Pencmeftjtatven, p 199. 
h B.M. Guide, Clu'iw of the Greeks, H. C, 69. 
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The early issues of Selges imitating the types of 

Aspendtis, with the ethnic in the local alphabet, are 

extremely rare. The present coin {of which a second 

example is illustrated m the TvaiU, PI. CLXIV. 18) 

belongs to the early part of the fourth century. 

Holui. 

27* Qbv.—“Athena standing L, resting I, on shield and 
holding Hike on outstretched r-T who flies to 
crown her; behind her, upright spear ; in held 
on v+* dolphin ; dotted circle. 

Ecu.—Apollo Sarpe damns laureate, naked to the waist, 
standing L, leaning with 1. on branch of bay 
nnd holding patera in outstretched i\ on r. 
and 1+, OA MI TIKON ; above on l.f A; ground¬ 
line. On L, chisel-cub. 

JR f 24-5 mm-* 156-6 gr. {10-15 gnu A 
[FI, XXXII ] 

The situation of this little town of Cilicia1* is uncer¬ 

tain, hut it was a seaport, as the dolphin shows, and 

not far distant from Seleucia, to which city its inhabi¬ 

tants were transferred early in the third century- Its 

coinage conforms closely to that of Side* whose types 

it borrows* and is very scarce. Up till now only two 

specimens of the stater are known, both in Berlin.15 

The present coin seems to he from the same dies as the 

second of these, but is in fax finer state, and enables us 

to complete the legend, and to see the dolphin in the 

field, 
Cyprus: Uncertain. 

28. Qhv.—Lion's head L with gaping jaws. 

Eev*—Cuttlefish \ below on Lj ■Ft (Fi> or Ktt); square 
incuse. 

3* Sea Hill in JJ.IAU., Lycaonm, pp* l-lir 
w Twiti, iiij plr CXXXIX, nos. 14j 15. 

HUML3H. GJIKOT.j TOL. XVlIj StPlJtS T, g 
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M *- 20-5 mm, J 58 0 gr. [0-91 giiti.). [PL XXXII. 

From the Larnaca hoard by exchange with the 
Cyprus MllfiflUPl- 

This specit^ftn no. 552*° oi the L&mfliKi. hosirtl 
published by P. Dikaios (Num, Chron., 1935, pp. 11,15, 
aud 26) who discusses the implications of this hitherto 
unknown type, which imitates the eailicst coinage of 

Eretiia, 
Armenia. 

20 Oho.—Bust of king r.f diademed, wearing tiara and 
elaborate robe with tassels on shoulder; be¬ 
hind, Mike, beading Wreath (and palm ?), flying 
r. to crown liim : the tiara is of unusual shape, 
with a peat, front and back, and an oval loop 
in the middle, its side being decorated with 
a globe flanked by two eagles ; dotted circle. 

_Female figure wearing turreted cwvn, kneeling 
r., offering wreath and palm to the king, who 
stands 1, dressed in trousers, &c., and tiara, 
leaning his 1. on sceptre and extending his i. 
tn her; above, BAXIAEUE ; on r, downwards 
I'BAlPtAEftN ; on 1. downwards MErAA^Y ; 
beneath, upside down [APTjAVA?[A°YJ. 

JE j 19-0mm., 79-8 gr. (5-14 grin.). [PL XXXII.] 

From Mesopotamia. 

Two other, but poorer, specimens of this interesting 
coin have already been published, by Hill (Num. Citron^ 

1913, p. 273}, and by Allofcte de la Fuye (Rev. Num., 
1914, pp. 152 seqq-> A third was noted by Imhoof 
(Zurgr, u. rtf to. Milnsk.t p. 233) in connexion with two 
coins of a second issue with a different reveiss type. 
As he saw, both issues must belong to the same king 
and should be considered together. A third example 
of this second issue was described by Sestini from the 

u The weight llicre given for the coin is tod light. 
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Ainslie Collection,81 a fourth has lain m the Museum 

trays unidentified for over a hundred years, and a 

fifth has recently been presented. Their description 

follows 

30. Obv^—The same portrait-head, but without glebe on the 
tiara \ behind, an eagle rH, with wreath .in beak, 
reaching up to crown it i dotted circle. 

fitv*—'Youthful female bust I.T diademed, wearing lofty 
tiava with three peaks and cord fishing from 
rear peak to shoulder ; aroundj beginning on 1. 
ahovo, and divided by the bust, BAE3AEHNAP 

Toy . ' 
[TA]d>YA - ‘J dotted circle* 

JE f 13 5 mm*, 71-1 gr. (4 61 gmi J* 
[PI. XXXII rev,] 

R* Payne Knight ColL 

81* Similar BAXIAE^l ^VAIT 

AS f 4-30 mm., G6 3 gr. (4-30 grin,.), [FI. XXXII. J 

Presented by B, C+ Lockett- 

The portraits on the obverses of these two issues are 

identical; both show the king wearing the same pecu¬ 

liar tiara with either Nike or an eagle crowning him from 

behind, a motif taken from the coinage of Pliraates IVof 

Parthia but otherwise unknown for Armenia. As in the 

Parthian series the lettering is very much clumsier than 

the rest of the engraving, but Hill and Allotte have 

already determined the name on no. 29 with certainty 

as that of an Artavazdes. The same name must there¬ 

fore. lurk somewhere beneath the broken legends of the 

second issue. Imhoof transcribed his two inscriptions 

aL is am. Vet, p. 491, under ArtaTusdes. Where h it now? 
It cun baldly be the B.M. com described in the next paragraph, 
for the legend differs, though uaimy of Amslie's coins paired to 

Payne Knight. 
& 2 
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a* (lj BASlAErtZN ^AOVIMA and <2) BASJAEjfllNJ 

* * QY\1* 'ie ^0°k ^em the name of the queen 

as well as the kiog. In effect a combination of the 
legends of the four coins suggests that we should read 
Ba<n\ew$ ApTaQuatrgtcv OT—cmov or porrov, the first 
syllable being on the left of the bust and the final 
syllable being on the upper line on the right. The 
complete inscription must remain uncertainK but there 
is room for little if any more—certainty not for the 

four woHs of no. 39 in full, though on a BJd- coin 
appears to have Bfto-sXetor-® for and vSestini 
gives Bao'tXetoS1 Baa-iXtwv Ap. Perhaps part of the title 
was abbreviated. It does not seem necessary to suppose 
that the female bnsfcs whose identity is suggested below, 

was also named. Who was the Artavaades? There 
are several possibilities.*3 (1) Artavasdes I, son of 

Tigranes the Great (5 6-34 u.c,), who in 30 joined Antony 
in his expedition against the Farthians, but. deserted 
to the other side and was eventually dethroned in 34 
by Antony, aided by Avtavasdes of Media, who in his 
turn had deserted from Parthia to Borne, The porti'ait 
on the drachma attributed to Art&v&sdes I, probably 
correctly (BJL (?,, Galatia, &crj p. 101J, bears no re^ 

semblance to that on out coins* (3) Artavasdes of 
Media, who as a reward for his desertion received part 
of Armenia in addition to his kingdom ? which he held 
till ejected in 30 n.a by Artaxes son of Artavasdes X, 
After Anti am Augustus created him King of Armenia 

** Perhaps tUo N is really eui ^ placet! on its side. 
" Por details of ivhat fo]lu*3 see Cambridge Ancimt Histwy, x, 

pp. VI scqq-p 254 s&qq. 
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Minor, (3) Artavasdes IIP grandson of ArUvasdea I, 

whom the Romans about 1 b c. tried without success 

to instal in place of his nephew Tigranee III, (4) Arta¬ 

vasdes IIXS grandson of Artavazdes of Media, who 

reigned from a.e, 4t-G. The denarius with the heads 

of Augustus and Artavasdes (MJLC-, ibid-) probably 

belongs to (3J rather than (4), for the occasion Is more 

suitable for the issue of so completely Roman a coin, 

and the portrait reveals, e.g, in the nose, a certain 

family likeness between unole and nephew: it bears 

no resemblance to that on our coins, 

Allotte has already drawn attention to the signifi¬ 

cant form of the tiara, with its peaked ends, which is 

quite different from the tiara set with five or six equal 

spikes worn by other Armenian kings and used by 

Antony to symbolise Armenia on his denarius celebrat¬ 

ing the campaign of 34 b-g. JiomrJRep,t PL CXV. 

10), He suggests that it is a Median form and identi¬ 

fies the wearer as Artavasdes III {no. 4)> son of Ario- 

barzanes, rejecting the attribution to his grandfather 

Artavasdes of Media chiefly because the portrait 

impresses him as being too young, indeed almost 

feminine* Our better-preserved coins show this impres¬ 

sion to be illusory ; they represent a virile type with 

hooked nose in early middle age+ Further* while no 

trace of Roman influence is to he seen^ such as might 

have been expected so late in Augustus's reign and is 

already noticeable in the denarius of Artavasdes II, 

Parthian influence is clear in the general lay-out and 

in the obverse adjuncts. Hike and eagle, first introduced 

by Paoorus and Phraates IV, the Parthian contempo¬ 

raries of Artavasdes the Mede. The absence of the one 

influence, the presence of the other, and the title “king 
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of h mgs", all point rather to the uncertain ally of Antony 

than to the faithful client of Augustus. If the coins 

were struck by Art&vasdes the Made what is the signifi¬ 

cance of the types? The female figure of no, £9 kneel¬ 

ing before the king at ouec suggests the submission of 

that part of Armenia annexed by Arfcavasdes to his king- 

do an The youthful queen is more difficult. It may be 

suggested that she is lotape, his daughter, the child 

betrothed to Alexander Hellos, son of Antony and Cleo¬ 

patra, and tints destined by them to share the Eastern 

d Lvision of their empire. Her momentary importance 

was no less that her destiny was not fulfilled. It is 

much to be hoped that further discovery will establish 

for certain the reading of these very interesting coins. 

Fjethjsto--Arab tan. 

Six more coins of this series have been acquired, and 

five of them, like those mentioned in the last^acquisi¬ 

tions1’ article (Num. Okronr? 1936, pr 199), seem, on the 

available evidence, to have come from the Palestinian 

hoard described by Lambert {Palestine Quarterly, ii 

(19152), ppF I xeqq.)* Three of these were of the usual 

Athenian types; the first {wk 12-S gr. = &H0 gnu.) 

reading AGE and practically indistinguishable except 

by its weight from an Athenian coin; the second (wt. 

11-4 gr. = 0-74- grim) without legend and with a corn- 

grain in its place; the third (wt. 4-3 gr. == 0-2S grin,) 

with a branch similarly placed. The fourth was an 

example of another small coin published by Lambert 

(i&id-j. n os. 35-36), Two were of greater interest. 

32. QbVv'—Bearded head r.f the hair hound with narrow 
cord; cable border,. 
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_5cd.—Grotesque bearded head facing (Bas.?}; on r. 
and Lf ^VO [=131]; dotted circle; circular 
incuse. Chisel-cut from crown to nose. 

Ai f 15-0 mm., 58 S gr. (5-81 grm.}, [PL XXXII.] 

Presented by R 3. G. Robinson. 

Tlie only example of this coi n previously known*1 is in 

p oor conditi on and its in s eription illegible- As the sam e 

legend^ usually reversed, occurs on other pieces of this 

class with equine types (lYaftf, FI. C2XIV\ 14-16), all 

must come from the same mint, and, in view of the 

normal direction of the legend on the present coin, there 

seems no reason for Babelon's refusal24 to regard this 

mint as the same which issued other coins with different 

types again and the legend iT|57h perhaps Gam The 

hoard cannot have been buried before the last quarter 

of the fourth century, as is shown by the presence of the 

Alexander coins in it; and since the condition of this 

and similar coins was still fairly fresh, their archaic 

appearance must be delusive and their date must be 

nearer the end than the beginning of the fifth century. 

A further coin with Athenian types came from 

another source; 

83h Obu.—Head of Athena r, as on late fifth century coins 
of Athene, 

Ifett-—Owl r.j the wing terminating in the head of 
n horned lien; below, on r.5 head and neck 
of bull?; in field L, square, cable-pattern 
frame; square incuse. 

Ai l 16-B mm, 57 2 gr. (8-71 grm.}. [PL XXXII.] 

Presented by E. S* G. Robinson. 

This drachm appears to he new. The cable-border 

of the reverse links it with a group of varying types 

* Twt*r ii. 2P cals 65S-G59, PI. CX.X1V, no. S. 
” Op. ih 2, cob 632j note 2. 
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(including the famous Jahve coin) which all show that 

feature (e g. Trait4f PL CXXIV, nos. 1, 2, and 4)r In 

spite of its earlier appearance this coin, like ntxSS and 

those discussed with it* must have been struck within 

a few years; either way, of 400 B.a The fantastic 

reverse is notable ; the head of the lion-gryphon^ for 

as such the horns suggest that the beast should be 

completed, appears not merely to rest on the wing, but 

to be an integral part of it. The other animal is so 

stylised in pose as to be barely recognizable, but it has 

the horns and the blunt head of a bulb and the bull is 

the proper pendant of the lion in Oriental mythology. 

The sign in the field on the left is baffling. We should 

expect a letter of oue of the allied Semitic scripts 

—Phoenician or Aramaic, but it does not correspond to 

any recognized form. On the other hand, it does closely 

resemble the Cypriote syllabic sign for zo-s and Cyprus 

is not far away, 
Ahajcta. 

H4. —Rudimentary head of Athena rwith two 
cresctfnfcdLkfl markings on the cheek. 

Jfov.—Owl \\; on L, olive spray and crescent combined 
to form a pattern ; on i\ downwards, deformed 
ethnic AQE, 

M 22-5 mm«3 £054 gr, (13*81 grin.). 
[PL XXXIL] 

Glendining 25: lii: 1086* lot 179. 

Presentee] by E. S. G. Robinson* 

The Museum already possesses three of these extremely 

rare imitations in base silver of Athenian tetradrachms, 

54 It may net be more than a coincidence that the occasional 
appearances of the lion-gryphon on AltxnndGL'a gold coinage ate 
confined to the district from ’which our coin comet, see Hill in 
JJKA't imt p* 156. 
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but all show a single crescent marking on the cheek. 

They were struck in the third century r,c. in North 
Arabia. 

Seleucia ok the Tigris. 

The following coins have been presented with others 

from the Middle East by Professor E. Herzfeld. They 

came from the site of Seleucia and all appear to be part 

of a find. 

35, Qftv.—Turretod head of Tycher.; behind, f*|?; dotted 
circle, 

Rsv.—ZeU3 seated h* leaning 1. arm on sceptic and 
holding eagle in outstretched r. hand ; on r, 
and L down ward a, and beneath, remains of 
ethnic lEAEYKEflN | TflNTTPormi 
TITPEI3 no trace of date. 

JR f SI‘5 mm., 56 B gi\ (3-65 gim,) [PL XXXII]; 
21-0 imn., 65-8 gi\ (4-36 gtm.); 25 0 ium.t 
06-1 gr. (4^28 gmi.}. 

36, Qbv*—Similar, the hair in two plaits 

Bw.—Design leas articulate \ presanca of data uncertain. 

aR f 23-0 mm., 40-0 gL\ (2’SO grinj; 21 mm.F 
72-2 gr, (4 >68 grm.). 

37, Obv,—Similar: uncertain monogram. 

Rev,—Beneath, date MI (72/1 b.c.)- 

JR f 20 5 M, 85 0 gr. (5 51 gran), [PL XXXIL] 

38+ Qbv.—Similar: without monogram. 

—-Tyche seated L, holding comueopiao in L arm and 
Nike on r. hand outstretched; in field L, 
same inscription; beneath, dateMT, 

JR f 19-5 mm, r 28-3 gr. (1 83 grm.). 

Two more; monogram and date, &c., uncertain. 

JR | 19'0 mm.* 58-8 gr. {8A9 grm.); 21-0 mnt.? 
4&1 gr+ (2 99 griu.)+ 
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39. Obv.—Similar: presence of monogram uncertain. 

Jfey.—Tycho standing L, holding cormioopiao in L arm 
and Nika on i"- hand outstretched ; snmo inscrip¬ 
tion + 

JE f ISO mm.j 447 gr. (9-00 given,). 

In a pita of their imperfect condition (the whole 

legend is not present on a single example) these coins 

arc perhaps worth recording since they have every 

appearance of coming from a find, and two of the types, 

nos. 3 o-37 and 3G: are new to the E.M. Catalogue (Arabia r 

&c.j pp. cxiv-cxvii). Both of them, however, appear 

in considerable numbers and in equally imperfect state 

among the coins found in the recent excavations of 

the site and published by Mr, R EL McDowell.-7 

He assigns the coins with Zeus Nikephorus to about 

133/? e.c.p but this type must have continued in use till 

a later date if the year on no. 37 is correctly read. 

The penultimate date-letter is doubtful, hut the last one 

can hardly be other than T (200 of the Seleucid era) 

and therefore involves a year not earlier than 113/2 b.c. 

Eltmais. 

40. Obv.—Portrait head r., diademed ; behindf I bead anti 
reel border. 

Ren.—Apollo seated 1. on omphalos, holding arrow 
in i\ and restm# 1. on bow; on L, rM and in 
exergue, BAElAEflE KAMNAlKtPoY 
NJKHtf>opoY j dotted border. 

JR ^ 27 5 rnm.j 255 b gx\ (1G-5G grm,). 
[PL XXXII.] 

About this king himself Kamnaskires I, nothing is 

ET University of Michigan Sfcudiesj ITuinani&tio Series, vol, xx*vijp 
Cbms from Sehucia on ike Tujiit, p, 06, iso, 128; p, 90, no. l$ldr 
and p. I3B, 
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known^ but his types are closely modelled on a 

Seleucid original of the earlier second century b c. 

The coin does not appear to bo from the same dies 

as either of the other two known specimens, in Paris 

and Berlin. The monogram on the obverse, though 

its lower details are not as distinct as could be desired* 

is most elaborate. It seems more than coincidence 

that the monogram on the obverse can be resolved 

into the letters 
E. S. G. Roei:kson\ 

2S Anabfo, pp. clxKxiv-clxxxviU 



XVI. 

A NEW TYPE QE SOUTH ARABIAN COINAGE, 

[See P11A.TE XXXIII.] 

Throuch the geiiflroslty of Miss Preys- Staik, the 

intrepid explorer and author of enthralling books on 

Eastern travel, the British Museum lias recently ac¬ 

quired twelve bronze coins with Sabaean inscriptions 

of a type hitherto unrecorded. They were selected 

from coins which. Miss Stark procured in the Iladia- 

mftut1 * 3 during her visit there in 1936fs and which, ac¬ 

cording to information given her, were found on the 

way between Slrihr and Tarim* 
The coins were so crude-looking that at first espe¬ 

cially in their uncleaned state—they did not appear 

beyond suspicion, But a careful consideration oi the 

details of proven a nee, fabric, types, and epigraphy is 

sufficient to substantiate their authenticity. More¬ 

over, Dr. Pleader ieith of the British Museum laboratory, 

who very kindly had the coins cleaneds declares that 

their chemical composition ia similar to that of some 

undoubtedly ancient bronzes brought from the same 

region which he had examined a short time previously. 

1 The form Eadramaut is used here rather them the more (Vficn- 
Hit* Hafraurit, which gives the transliteration and pronunciation 
of the modem Arabic name, simply because it has the sanction 
of long years of usage jn Euglish boohs of reference. 

3 A delightful account of her expedition, which was unfortu¬ 
nately interrupted by a dangerous Hindis, is G^en in her ^00^h 
TItf Southern Gate* of Atxtbia. See also IJmh-amaut; Sotne of its 
Mifst&t'iei lfoivcitedt by IX Van der Meulen and H. Von Wigemann, 

Leyden, 19SSP 
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All the coins have bean cast from a series of moulds, 

the junctions between each being still discernible 

where they bad been amputated. The Museum speci¬ 

mens are all from different moulds. Both the obverse 

and reverse legends are reversed, which implies that 

the moulds were made direct and were not impressed 

from a positive. 

Qbv. Beardless male head to right wearing long ringlets ; 
in hold, behind head, 3 [reversed) = m ; before 

face, downwards, •rfA [reversed] =s!n (name of the 

Moon-God]; all within double circle. 

Itev. Eagle standing, to right, with open wings; in field 

leftp downwards )4i {reversed)—juikr; right down¬ 

wards W (reversed)=t&hh ; [bottom part of eagle 

and portions of the legend obliterated). 

A3; 1-85; wt. 1,126 grs (73-0 *tiil). 
[PL XXXIII. 1.] 

2. Qkv* As no, I, but the casting is more sharply defined and 
the join in the mould is discern ibEc at the bottom. 
(The top of the coin has been broken off, obliterating 
the first letter of the name bin.) 

Rev. As no. I, but coin broken off at top and legend on 
left aide obliterated. The bottom part of the eagle 
is intact and there is discernible below the talons 
a curved line . 

JE ; 1-0 ; wt. 852-8 gr. (53-97 grm.], 
[PI. XXXIII. S-] 

3. Qbv* Completely obscured by a thick band of bronze 
which has become fused across the flan ; the double 
circle of the mould is all that, is visible of' the 
original design. 

Rev. As no, % but legend aa complete as on no. 1 
though badly worn down ; traces of juncture of 
mould visible at top. 

J3; 2-0; wt. 1,355 gr. {87-3 grin,). 
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4. Qbv* As no. 1, but edge broken partly on right. 

ilw. As no- 2, hut edge broken at left, completely cutting 
out legend on that side, 

JE; IS; wt- 515 2 gn (3340 grim}- 
[Fh XXKI1I. S.J 

5. As no. !p but head larger; the legends on right 
almost obliterated; all within an oval; traces of 
juncture at top. 

Jteu. As no, % but legend almost completely effaced]; 
outer circle. (Thin fabric.) 

JE; BQ; wfc 3U1 gr. (210 gira-)« 

6. Obi\ As no-. 1; traces of face visible ; a and i of legend 
on right h obliterated ; mould-juncture discernible at 
top; holed and cut on right. 

JlCi^ Obliterated ; faint traces of ongle’s right wing, 

M; I S; Wt. 25bo gr. (16 3 grift.). 

7, O&u, Sift nil head right; in field behind, a large £ = m 

reversed ; in front, downward, SfA (reversed )= 
sIn ; traces of mould*juncture at bottom. 

2fcy. Crude outline of eagle right; in field behind, the 
letters f reversed) =shk are just discernible ; in 

fieri k downwards, tracer of *? (reversed) =vsir 
only discernible. 

JE ; 0-75; wt 4B0 gr. (2-91 grm-j* 
[PL XXXIII* 5.] 

a Qbu< As no. 7. [Fl, XXXIII. A] 

It&), Faint traces of small eagle; ah traces of legends 
obliterated; traces of mould-juncture at top. 

JE - 0-S; wfc 50 0 gr- (324 grm ). 

9, Obv+ As no- 7; traces of mould-juncture top and 
bottom. [PI, XXXIII. 0+] 

ItiiK Faint remains of eagle ; the only letter at all visible 
is the 4 (k) on left; traces of mould-juncture (op 
and bottom. 

JE; 0-9 ; wL 52-5 gr* (3-4 grim). 
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10. Obv. Trates of head right; the only parts of the legeud 
clearly visible are the M on left and the I on right; 
traces of mould-jurieture at top. 

Rev, Traces of eagle and Sabaean letters; traces of 
mould-juncture at top. 

M ; 0 ?5 ; wt, 8S-5 gr, (2i9 grm,}. 

11. Obv. As above; only m and sr visible on left and 
right respectively; traces of outer circle; cut at 
bottom. 

Rev. Ae above; traces of mould-juncture at bottom; 
cut at top. 

M i O S; wt. 31-0gr. (2-0grm ). [PI, XXXIII, 7.] 

12. Obv, Asno. 10; onlePtM, and right sIn, barely discernible 
on the margin. 

Rev* As no, 10- 

; 0j65 j wt* 2GaS gr. (1*74 grm-)- 

It is clear that these coins, in all denomination 

bear the same types and legends on both obverse and 

reverse. Both the male head (on the obverse) and the 

eagle (on the reverse) are no doubt derived from Hel¬ 

lenistic or Roman prototypes. The former, the ring¬ 

leted male head, is already known on the Himyarlte 

coins of Sooth Arabia of the class which Hill3 dates 

m the first century n.a* as well as on those which he * 

assigns to a.d. 50-150. There is the same treatment of 

the hair falling in ringlets at the side (see p, 254, 

figs. 1-8). 

The eagle type is until now unrecorded on South 

Arabian coins, although it is to be seen on certain coins 

of the Nabataeans*5 But the latter is a different variety 

of eagle. The particular eagle with open wings on the 

3 B.M.C. of ths Giisek Coins qf Arabia, Mesopotamiat ctsel? Fe^ia, 
pp+ 54 ff. and 34. 

1 Ibid., p. GSfi 
B Hill, ibid., PI, I, do*, 5, G* 
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present coins is also different from the Ptolemaic one, 

though the ponderous fabric of some of the coins them¬ 

selves is very reminiscent of that of the large bronze 

coins of the Ptolemies and naturally suggests a parallel 

or relationship. My colleague Mr. Robinson, however, 

Flo. 1. Fig. 2. T?sq. 3. 
(1 EM>-5M ilg ) (Fa rat ten t. B .c.) BO-160r) 

considers that the closest numismatic resemblance to 

this variety of eagle type occurs on the Roman Imperial 

coins of Antioch * or better still on certain of the 

Soman coins struck at Alexandria in the second 

century A.m* 

Although coin no. 1 [PL XXXIII. 1"] is the only one 

on which the full legends of both obverse and reverse 

are intact there can be no doubt as to the accuracy of 

their- transcription. The problem of interpretation, 

however, offers certain difficulties. There is no doubt 

about the meaning of the obverse legend to the light 

of the male head. It is * i■ e* Bln, in which we can 

at once recognise the national deity of the ancient 

6 B-M-G, o/ th* Gn-rh Coin# of Godatia^ Cappttdctia, and Syria, 
p. 193, nos. 347p 032 (Septimiua Governs). See below p. 273, figs, E 
and 7. 

7 BM-C- of tii* Coins of Alexandria, and &*■ PL XXV? 062, 
see below p, 27$, B.g 3 ; cf. Dattaid, Nutfti Au$\j. AUx., noa. 1191 
(Trojan) and 1570 (Hadrian). 
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tribes of the Hadramaut in Pre-Islamic days. Just as 
we find on the Iiatabanian inscriptions the god 'Amm, 
on the Sabae&n the god Ilmaltah, and on the Minaean 
the god Wadd occupying the role of local folk-deity, 
so do we find the relatively few H&dramautic inscrip¬ 
tions particularizing the god Sin,B 

Sin was the god of the moon. Unlike the mytho¬ 
logical concepts of the classical civilizations in 
which a sun-god and a moon-goddess were worshipped, 
the South Semitic races—like the Germanic—con¬ 

sidered the moon as a male and the sun as a female 
deity.s 

The important rflle played by SZn the moon-god as 
“ Father of the gods ” in Arabia in ancient times was 
no doubt largely due to the fact that to the nomadic 
Bedouin, who avoided travelling in the heat of the 
mid-day sun, the moon by night was their most reliable 
guide. Hence he, naturally, assumed in their eyes the 
place of chief deity. However that may be, we find the 
cult of the moon-god flourishing from very early times 
amongst the Semitic peoples,1® The Biblical Ur of the 

* D. Nielsen, Haudbitth «?er plttuahi&chen Copen¬ 
hagen, 192 7P i t [>. 1S& For i tksc ri p Lionel occurrences se e 
dH£pitfyaphie vf nos. 2G&3, 27G4, 3952, 4 !S0a 4182? 4207, 
and G+ Ryckmana, JnWn sud-Artibts in ATzFStOPij 11)37, pp. 245-3. 
On a stone fragment from Aden (published in the htsenpti- 
ottum Semiticarum, ivp 2, no. 594fcte) the godh* nnm§ apparently 

occuis in a. defective form as ^ s(i)s. Bee also Littmana'is 
inscription, below, p, £77, 

9 In modern Arabic the moon ( **j) is atill a masculine and the 

euu a feminine substantive* just as Mond and in 

German. 
» See article SfN in RoscheA Lttittw, pp. SSS-92I. We are 

mostly familiar with his name in fittmexiom ’with the Wandering 
of the Israelite* in the "Wilderness of Sin" (Exodus, chap. 16, 

T NUMI51T. C3inOH.p TQ[. ITHj &t:Kl£Z V. 
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Chaldees m a celebrated centre of his devotees, 

[4The powerful dynasties which ruled Shunter and 

Akkad from there in the fourth millennium had doubt¬ 

less introduced the worship of their special god in 

every city they ruled, and by the time that the kings 

of the Third Dynasty of Urf about 2300-210O3 were 

controlling the rivet valleys from the city of Ashur in 

the north to the Persian Gulf, from Ur to Susa, Sin 

was an accepted member of the pantheonp worshipped 

at Babylon as elsewhere."11 

From the Tigro-Euphrates Valley the worship of the 

moon-god no doubt passed into the great Arabian 

Peninsula, As already mentioned above> his name 

St & occurs on several inscriptions fro m the Hadramaut, 

But this is the first recorded instance of his name 

appearing on coins, although his ores cent-symbol is 

found frequently on Hiiny&rite and other South Arabian 

epigraph ic and numismatic remains.13 In view of this 

fact it is all the more remarkable that his crescent 

should he absent from the present coins though his 

name is written in full, unless, of course, we regard the 

curved line below the eagle on the reverse as being 

intended for that. But, as will appear below, this is 

doubtful. 

Arc we to regard the male head on the obverse as 

a representation of the god himself? The fact that 

the god's name accompanies it makes it more than 

probable. But it is also conceivable that the head here 

portrayed is meant for some king of the Hadramaufct 

&ChJ and the Peninsula of Sinai i^Meli still to-day perpetuates kia 
name. 

11 Sidney Smith, Babylonian Historical pp. 53-54. 
18 See above |>. 2(Ht fi^a. 1 and 2, and belcis- 271, %r 4. 
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whose authority emanated from Sito, ‘"the King of 

Gods” and whose name, perhaps, incorporated that 

of the god in some compound form such as is common 

in Semitic nomenclature* 

The large letter j (m) in Isolation on the left of the 

head is capable of several suggested explanations* It 

Is too prominently delineated in every instance, even 

on the small coins, to be merely tagged on to the name 

£in as an example of the mlmatmi characteristic of 

this South Semitio language group {thus SlNm). We 

must, therefore, regard it as an abbreviation for some 

uncertain word. Several conjectures suggest them.' 

selves: 

(a) As the initial letter of fils = mlk (mala'k), he. 

king. 

{b) As denoting n>fis = ukrb (Mukarrib) the 

general title of the priest-king of the South Arabiau 

monarchy. (Both of these conjectures are, however. 

Improbable.) 

(c) As standing for fi)a = mu' (nuir’a), i.e. man or 

lord, In this cas-e the lull obverse legend should be 

read as he. il the man or lord of [the god) Sin *\ 

MarJa-Siu might even possibly be the proper name of 

the Hadramant king in whose reign the coins were 

struck. A parallel to tlie phrase may be seen in a 

Minaean Inscription published by Jaussen and Savi- 

gnac1* where the proper name ^CDXfl)8 .mhatwo (i.e. 

Mar atwadd) occurs, the significance of which seems 

to be “the lady of (the god) "Wadd p\ Mordtmann14 

interprets the name as “Princess of Wadd” (Filrstin 

13 Miition vi-ch£&logiqu£ ew Amhi^ P^risn 1&14, ii, p. 2^0* 
34 Bf-ihxtye zur Afuiftixahen J£piffiwp}iikr pr 24. 
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des Wadd), Mar'at is the femiuine of Mm-'a, and as 

we have already mentioned above, the god Wadd was 

specially revered by the Minaeans in just the same 

way as Sin was by the people of the Hadramaut, so 

that the parallelism is complete,. Again on a Himya- 

rite inscription published in the Covpus Inscriptiaaum 

Semiticarum (IV, i, p, 2S)5 f.) we find the name mar'a- 

shamas literally [(man of the sun", i.e, 

servant or worshipper of (the sun-goddess) Shaman. 

which, is presumably used as a proper name.16 And 

there are many cognate examples, 

feij Perhaps the m is the initial letter of a pla.ce- 

11 am e. Professor G. ftyek mans of Louva i nP th e e m in enfc 

authority on South Arabian in scrip tions* writes to me 

suggesting that it may refer to soma sanctuary of the 

god S*nt e g )© J3 MSSWR, he. Mash war5 or that it 

may conceal the name of a mint-town, Longperier, 

followed by Schlumberger,1' had in the same way sug¬ 

gested that the well-known letter n on the cheek 

of Athena in the early Sabaean coins was intended for 

the mint-signature of the town of Nejr&n (h)n*I = 

ujru). Unfortunately for Schlumberger’s view, how¬ 

ever, other isolated enigmatic letters occur on four 

different denominations, which would on the same 

analogy indicate, as Hill points out,13 that K< four diffe¬ 

rent denominations were issued from four different 

mints ia+ This objection cannot, however, hold good in 

the ease of these new Hadramaut coins, since the initial 

See K. Cooti Rossini, ClawtomAihia Mei'idimtalis 
J2pi$raphicat Rouae+ 193-1, ppt 160-181* 

w Cf. hia Les Nom$ ptvpres suti-3emitiquest i, p, 414 b. 
1T L# Tr&or dt San*$, Far!?, 1630, pp. 2, 20 ff. 
li B.M.G. Aivthia, p, xlvii. 
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letter Is the same on all denominations, and therefore, 

whatever It represents, it cannot be a denominational 

abbreviation, whereas it may possibly be a mint- 

signature. 

If* for supposition's sake, we take the letter to be 

a mint-initial, then H. Jtyekinans suggests to me the 

town of Maifaat = mif*t) which is known 

from several in scrip tious,™ 
Whatever the significance of the letter may be it is 

interesting to note that it also appears in just such a 

position behind the ringleted head on the obverse of 

a small si 1 ve r coi n il 1 nstrated by Mlil lor.20 Wh iehe vc r 

of the above conjectures, if indeed any of them, is the 

true one may never be ascertained* and wo must be 

content to leave it tints* 

If the obverse is difficult, the reverse is even more so* 

The values, however, of the Sabaean characters are 

beyond dispute: shke/ykhu. The former word 

means a top or roof of a building V1 and is also known 

in Xatabauian inscriptions as the sanctuary of the Jocal 

god 'AmM As part of a Sabaean proper name it is 

also preserved in the translation of a tomb-inscription 

31 Cf. Ryckmana, op, cit^ p. 343. Two plages of this name,, 
situated two day s’ journey apart, are known, according to flic 
Itfpeil&irtj vT no. l- 4. Mtiifu Mttropolit is mentioned by 
Ptolemy {&&ttfftyiphta-, VI^ irn, 41). See C.LjS.+ IV, ii, pp. 360-36L 

-} Sfidwabkche Alferihftntcr jm Kutisfluxiovischeii Ifcfmnseuniy 

Vienna* 1SG9, p. CO, PL XlVr no. 21. The com in (pieellon, it 
must be xeuiemtoned, shows the bead facing left, since it is 
die-struck and not cast like the ones which we are now con¬ 
sidering 

83 Conti Rossini, op. ciL, pr 250 [ftummitus aedijtdir tectum). 
M Cf. Ryckiunns, ibtd^ ih p, $75; Crolimann, Gutl£fs$mhQleY p. 6Gb. 

“ By command of 'Anun of ShakF (Umw fUru-Shgki)'* Eyeknians 
vocalizes the name as Shakr, 
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recorded by Hamdanl, the well-known Arabic historian 

and geographer of South Arabia (died A.P, 045) in his 

IkUL2'* In Thamudenian it is found as an epithet of 

the god Rud&.w 
Prof. Ryot mans, to whom I submitted my trans¬ 

literation of the legend, confesses that he is unable to 

aolvo the enigma, but that his own view is that 

is the name of some place in the Hadramuut, perhaps 

the residence of the sovereign {malak or muJearrib) 

whoso initials may be comprised in the rest of the 

legend vsnn. Ho draws my attention to examples of 

triple names®1' amongst the South Arabian kings> e.g.: 

(Sabaean) nWilHafiTlrOAfi}1! (NEisha'karib 

Ya’min Yuharljib). , 

(Katabanian) Wl>V* (Shahar Hilal 

Yuhan'im}. 

It is of interest to note in this connexion tbat the last 

name contains the same initial letters as vshk, but 

transposed. If by any chance yhhh should stand for 

Yuhan'im Shahar Hilal it is a noteworthy coincidence 

that both SJjahar and Hilal have Umar significance in 

the South Semitic monuments. The former is a proper 

name meaning r< moon' —■ Arabic sJushy ^month), the 

latter is the same as the Arabic Jiilal (new-moon). 

The significance of the eagle-type must now be con¬ 

sidered. Important clues are furnished by two re¬ 

markable South Arabian gems, one (n) in the British 

“ See IttpwiohVt vi, no. 3181 Ms, ji-X. (ji '—o-sj 
31 HYtkLuaTiHn ibkl., p, SSr 
s* Cf- edso flillt pp- Ixriii, Ixi*; JtwvAn m R&tue BfWqut, 

1924, pr 54fi ; and D. S« Murgalioatii m Fwc**dhtff* of (he Britith 

A&demtf, vol. xin p. 132^ 
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Museum (fig. 4) and the other (6) in Berlin (fig. 5). 

On account of their bearing on the subject they 

deserve some brief description: 

(a) This remarkable gem was first published by 

FlO. ■{. Fig. e>* 

Birch and Frank in 1863- It is described thus: 

“Very convex oval intaglio* engraved on a sardonyx 

with white layers* T*ff in, high; in the centre an eagle, 

holding apparently, a branch i about it are the Himya- 

ritic letters 01X1 Nadimj below is an inscription in 

Cufic characters* of which only the latter part can be 

deciphered! viz.: jUM ^ *in the punishment (or 

torture) of the fire \ This gem was probably found in 

Babylonia,, and was acquired by the Museum in 1854 

with a collection formed by Captain Jones, HJB.I.C." 

The chief exception that must be taken to the above 

-a Inscriptions in the Hhn^ariie character vow deposittd in ihe 
IhHti&h Museum e?stejf# di&tot'e?vd Sottlh Arabia t PL XVII \? nor 42. 
Thfl abo*r£ d railing is reproduced ft am. tliia soui'ce, aa the actual 
gem waA not Avnilablo at the time for purposes of examination fnrtl 
photography. Uh value as an mvhaeologic&l relia can be deduced 
From the number of times it baa lines been reproduced and com- 
menU*d o a. The fo3 low ing i nstances are k n own to me ; E, Osi n nd er 
in Ins article ri2mm hiuiyaviscken AltertUuiuakunke " in 
six ^1306), PJ. So, no. e, p. 20ft; D, Nielsen, Di& altm'abisckeMond* 
religion [Straesburg, 1004), p. 157, fig, 25 \ A. G rob maim in 1m 
T^iioftble article ** GGttersylnbole mid SyitlboHiere auf Sudani- 
bischen Benkm&lerii1,1 (Vienna, 1314} and in bia chapter r< Zur 
Arcbiiologie Sudarubiens™ in Nielsen^ Handbuchyi, p. 175* fig. 75; 
ami recently in the Corpus, IV* inh no. 736F 
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description is that the characters, other than Himyarite, 

are PeUevi, and not Arabic in Kufic script. With this 

conclusion (also that of the editors of the CPS.) 

Prof. Hei’jsfeld, to whom I showed the drawing, agrees, 

although it would requite a minute examination of the 

original before one could try to determine any possible 

meaning. The I-Iimyarite legend has been read as 

sHW (AV<tNl) “T, a very rare proper name apparently, 

which can throw no light on what concerns us here, 

namely the eagle. What does, however, throw con¬ 

siderable light is the presence above of the crescent- 

symbol, the significance of which will be considered 

later. 
(t) The Berlin gem is an onyx with an eagle sur¬ 

rounded by a Sabaean legend in two lines reading 

(left to right) across rftloj = lhi'm (i.e. lakiy’amm). 
The meaning is " May (the god) rAmm malic happy”* 

It was first published by J. H. Mordtmann,45 

Although the eagle-type on these gems is in each 

case more akin in stylo to the one on the coins of 

Antioch (see figs. 6 and 7) in that its head is turned 

backwards, nevertheless its association with a crescent- 

symbol on the one hand, and with mention of the 

moon-god ’Antm on the other, indicates that it repre¬ 

sents a lunar and not a solar deity, as is usually the 

case with the Syriau eagle. In fact, we can safely 

suppose that the eagle on our new coins, as well as 

« So Birch and Fisinks, the C.I.S., and Ryckinfine (ftisf., 134), 
although liuUsvy in Journal Astatlque, Serie, tome iv (1874), 

p, SS3P ventured, \b read Danam. 
» In Z.DM Q.i Ksiii (ie85)Pp^86 ; and again in hisHim&ari&ht 

lrischiifittn and AtierlUmtv den kSnigltehen Jfu*H» Berlin, im, p< 52. Recently nnd mfli'O accurately it has been published 

in the C'L$r, ibid., S07. 
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on the above gotns, is the eagle-god whose worship is 

recorded amongst the pagan Arabs before the days of 

Islam. In tins connexion we have an illuminating 

passage in the Koran (Sura 71* verses £2-23)t in which 

certain of these deities of the JaMliya, or Pre-Islamic 

period* are enumerated, although they are linked with 

the impious people of the days of Noah {NUk). 

According to the tradition enshrined in the Koran, 

these infidels plotted ^and said: Forsake not your 

gods; forsake not Wadd nor SuwaH, nor Yaghuth and 

YVfLk and Nasrlp (]r^3 Wj- Sj Uj ^13 ^). 

IFhdd we already know as the folk-god of the Minaeans. 

According to Arabic tradition SuicaL was the tribal 

deity of Hud hail, while Ya ghflth and Ytiuk were revered 

respectively by the tribes of Marthhij and Hamden, 

But Na$r is the one that particularly concerns us. 

Host Arabic works of reference give little more con¬ 

cerning Na$?■ than what we already know from the 

Koranic passage above quoted, namely Hr one of the five 

idols which the Arabs worshipped '*.S} He was the 

special deity, however, of the Hi my ante clan of JQhul- 

Kal&l.M In Arabic the word manr (^J) means some- 

23 1 rtljut, WGrteifmrht ud, F, Wflstenfeld, ivp pp. 7BO-781. 
a* Or Dba,l-Kila\ Be Sjlcv's Chrtttemcithie nin^ m, p* 3.05; 
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times “vulture ”, but it is usually the name applicable to 

the eagle11*and as we know from other sources32 that 

the Arabs worshipped the eagle* it is permissible to 

conclude that Nasr was an eagle-god associated with 

the moon-cult, as can be argued from the evidence 

of the above gems and the presence of an eagle on the 

present coins bearing the name of the great moon-god 

8&ik 

The worship of Nasr is said to have been introd uced 

into the Yemen by *Amr ibn Lubai (a legendary diief- 

taiji of the Ban! Khuzifa, who according to Arabic 

legend corrupted the true religion of Abraham into 

a form of gross idolatry). From him the cult passed 

over to the Hi my arils tribes of the South of Arabia, 

where it lasted until the time of TVhil FTuw&s, the last 

representative of the Himyarifce monarchs, who about 

a century before Muhammad earned notoriety by 

massacring the Christians of Nejran.3'* 

The presence, therefore, in South Arabia of1 an eagle- 

cult with lunar associations is amply vouched for* and 

the present coins provide ns with fresh confirmation. 

and Old under in ^+Af+£)rtPhh viia p. t?3_ In only one fand 
that pmrhap& aeddentally— is JVfrfir con&tfucd a* feminine (Fr A. 

AvnoUj Chi'&tomtiihi& i, p. lS^h J]d L+lj, 

^l) in a commentary by a write* who died in tE 51ft 

(a.Dr 11 IS) and h scarcely lively la have known any better. 
31 See Lane's Amiih? Lexicont p. 27S9. 
14 In the Doctrine of the ApotfU Af?iicith for instance, we read that 

the inhabitants of the town of Edeasa in Syria wore accused of 
worshipping the eagle as did the Ambs. See UwfrviJrt Addfiri^ 
ed, Phillip^ p, 2A, quoted by W. Robertson, Smith in his Kinship 
owl Marriage in Ajvbrfti p, 009s and by J. Wel]haosenf 
Re&te arabiscb&n Jlndsnihims y p. 23. 

“ See Yrikdt, op. eft; Ibn uPK&lbT* KUdb abAfmfiw, edited by 
Ahmed Zeki Patha? 1^24; and Revue BibMqus? 1920, p. 410. 
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It is surprising, in view of the importance of the cult 

amongst the Pre-Islamic Arabs, that the eagle does not 

figure prominently amongst the animals sculptured 

on Sabaeau monuments so far discovered- But it has 

to be home in mind that Arabia is still terra incognita 

to the archaeologist, although it is gratifying to learn 

that Miss 3tarkn the donor of these coins, is now con¬ 

ducting archaeological excavations in the Hadram&ut* 

In all probability further evidence of the cult of the 

moon-god will bo forthcoming us a result* 

A curious point noticed by Janssen, and Savignaa 

(Mission, ibidrj p+ 400) is that the eagle is much com¬ 

moner on the monuments of Med ain Saleh in North 

Arabia than on those of Petra, the Nabataean metro¬ 

polis, where one would expect to find it, if Dnssaud’s 

theory34 be correct that the worship of Nasrf the eagle- 

god, amongst the Arabs was an echo of the Syrian cult 

of the sun-god. A] though Janssen and Savignac dis¬ 

pute Dussaud's view, they nevertheless regard tho 

Arab god Na$r as a solar deity. In the west the eagle 

was certainly the bird of ZeusH and in certain parts of 

the Hellenistic world the worship of the latter, together 

with his symbol, was assimilated to that of the local 

sun-god. Such syncretism may hold good for Syria, 

and perhaps North Arabia, but it may not hold in the 

case of South Arabian remains. ^Ve have seen on the 

gems, above mentioned*&nd on these newly discovered 

coins, the association of the eagle in each case with the 

moon-god cult. Moreover, we find the name in 

every case (with the one late and probably accidental 

exception noted above p. 274) construed as a mascu- 

Si Nates de mtfihvfotjte Faria J903? pp. £2-23, 
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line.55 In contrast to this we have several Sabaean 

Inscriptions in which the sun-deity gkamas is men¬ 

tioned* and always as a goddess or Ba'alat**. Thus 

we may safely draw the conclusion that the divinity 

Na$r of the Arabian inscriptions and of the Koran was 

in fact an eagle- or vulture-deity, as the name indeed 

implies, and a tribal mo on-god, not a solar goddess.47 

What conclusion can be drawn from the presence of 

the crescent md disk above the eagle on the 

British Museum gem ? The significance of the symbol 

has been variously interpreted: fu) as crescent and 

star (Venus); {6) as orescent and sun-disk; (e) as 

orescent and full-moon* 

An examination of the occurrence of the symbol on 

South Arabian monuments reveals it in the following 

contexts: 

(a) On an altar dedicated fS To Hbarik3J. Sfs&rik may 

be au epithetfleastern31 applied to some deity, perhaps 

'Atkiar (CJ.S.-* ibid t no. 453), Mordtm&nn (Z.DJi £?., 

xxxix, p. £35) has pointed out that the word (^UL) is 

known to the lexicographers as a Pre-Islainic idol. 

Moreover it cannot refer to a solar deity, since “sun31 

in Himyarite is feminine. 

a& The namo also Gccmi as ihe proper name of a man, Corpus, 
u'? no, 434, line 7. Fur Sftbaean inwuptioiia with dod batons to 
Naftr Bte ibidrr nos, 189. 552-555j and 1LE.S. no, 4084; 
fur it* occurrence on a LiJmmitc inscription found at El^Gla 
{AhLUla) in North Arabia sec D. H. Mailer, Epigmphisch* Hank- 
wfti&r nu& Af{ibimr p. 71* Ph IV, 

3fl See €orpu$t ibid*, pp, 359 tb 
37 O&raader vii,p, 475) considered the caglo as a solar 

goddess 5 Nielsen, however (AlfaiKibizche ftr&ndwlipfwi) p, 157J, agrees 
in regarding it a& a sjieW of the lunar national god, although he 

looks upon the disk of the symbol & as being a star* presumably 
Venus (ibid.) p* 110j, above a crefCeirt moon. 
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(&) On inscriptions containing the name of jShttwas 

(Sun) in compound form, e,g, CJ.S>, nos. 226, 285 (where 

there are distinct traces of rajs falling from the 

disk), 362, 828, Another instance is perhaps on the 

inscription published by Mordtmaim and Mitfcwoch 

in Rathjens-^xm Wissmannscke Siidarahien-Reise, i3 

pp. 139-140, and ii, p* 111, fig, 73, but the legend is 

far from certain, 

(c) On an altar with mention of the moon-god Wadd, 

as well as of 'Athtar^ $m'r and Dhu,t Hm\ the latter 

a sun ^goddess (Glaser, 737 j Grchmannh Gutter symbole, 

p. 43). 

(d) On an altar consecrated to Wadd the moon-god 

(GJJS.* 4my 
(e) On a Katabaman. altar with mention of the moon- 

god 'Amm (Grohmannj ifrftZ., p. 40). 

(/) On an altar-fragment found in Abyssinia, but 

which no doubt emanated from the Hadiamaut, since 

it is dedicated to the moon-god (whose name inci¬ 

dentally is written 5N} £E. Littmann, Deutsche Aksum- 

mpedUton, ivt no. 32, p. 60; Grohmann, ibid*, p. 41, 

fig, 9d)+ 

(g) On an inscription (CS-8.t 251) in which there is 

no mention of cither sun or moon or star. See also 

Mcrdtmann and Mittwoch, op, eit.f i, pp. 139h 234-239; 
iip ppfc 111-114; and Ryekmans in Mits&on, 1937, p. 260. 

(ft) On the British Museum gem (no. 42) with eagle; 
on Himyarite coins (see above, figs* 1 and 2) in con¬ 

junction with a male head which most probably is that 

of a deity; and on a Sabaean gem hi Berlin along with 

four animals' heads, horse, goat, sheep, and lion (Groh- 

maim. ibid*, p. 40p3S 

B There is apparently jm eagle, facing right* with open wings 
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OroJinmunp who has discussed the problem (ibid-, 

pp. 37^4i), comes to the conclusion that possibly at 

a late period the symbol had reference to sun-worship. 

But it is also conceivablep he is compelled to add, that 

it indicated the moon-godhead^ either in conjunction 

with his daughter, or spouse—the suu-(goddess),—or 

else with *Athfcar (Ishfc&r, Astartc), in which case the disk 

above symbolized the star* The present writer is of 

the opinion that the evidence summarized above indi¬ 

cates a preponderance in favour of its being a lunar 

symbolt with occasional astral or solar applications,33 

Examples (d), (c), and (/) are especially strong in favour 

of this view. If we add to this the new evidence of 

the present coins and the above-mentioned gems (h)3it 

is tantamount to certainty. The coins have the moon- 

god Sin— plus the eagle-god; the B,Mt Gem has the 

eagle standing on a lunar crescent with crescent and 

disk above; while the Berlin gem*** has the eagle to¬ 

gether with a reference to the Katabanian moon-god 

In each of these cam there is a lunar relation- 

ahip- 
Before we conclude our interpretation of the reverse 

type there is one minor point that deserves a pa&sbtg 

notice. Below the eagle an undulating line will be 

observed (-——). The question arises: Has this any 

special significance? Or is it simply a ba&e line? 

tut witttiut inscription on a Himyarite stone in the possesion of 
TCftiky Muncheijec of Ad&n. See JnuEsen's article in the 
BrMiqite, IS2G,. PJ, X, no, $3 and XIII p AO, & 

It fchouid pediaps be borne in mind in this connexion that in 
Sahftean the word Sharms (sun) has becorue according to Prof. 
Ryekmans [i, p. S3) an w'iqni d&ffftt&nt Us dfainiHs 
famili tilts. 

^ Not -mentioned by Gfrahmamt* 
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The presence ot a curved line, presumably a lunar 

orescent below the eagle on the B.M. gem mentioned 

abov^ suggests that perhaps the present line may have 

a similar significance. There is, however, just another 

possibility which suggests itself, namely, that it may 

represent the well-known curved sign ^ on the already 

published -ffimyarifce coins/11 It is frequently asso¬ 

ciated on the Sabaean monuments with the moon-god 

Ilmakah, so that it would not be out of place in con¬ 

junction with other lunar symbolism hero.42 

The question of an approximate date for these corns 

may now be ventured. A comparison with the types 

on Hlmyarite coins together with the parallels already 

noted on Roman Imperial coins of Antioch and Alexan¬ 

dria would indicate at the earliest the second century 

a*d. The epigraphy of the coins rather favours this 

view. The forms of the letters point to a late date. 

Hill43 summed up the extant coinage of Southern 

Arabia Felix as follows: 

(1) The coinage of the Sabaean dynasty, diverging 

into (a) the Himyarite and (b) the Kat&banian* 

(3) A small separate group, which maybe Minamn* 

The discovery of the above coins, enables us to add 

a new species which we may conveniently term the 

HadvamautiCr 
Jo jin Walker. 

41 Hill, ibid., p. ivii r. 
4* For a discussion of thig symbol of godhead, or rod of 

sovereignty and its Babylonian counterpart comult Grohmann^ 
QititersgttiltQlt, pp. 6-15. 

44 lhjVJ-,. p, ljixxiv* 
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QTJELQUES MONNAIES AEABES A LEGEND FIS 

PEHLEVIES ET QUELQUES AUTRES MON- 

NAIES BILIK GrUES PEH LEV IE - ARAB ES. 

[Vom Plate XXXIT.] 

Dans le volume dies MSmoires de la Mission 

Archiologique de Perse, le Colonel Allotte do la Puye 

a public cinq monn&ies de bronze posfc-sassanides k 

legend as pehlevies, dont doux portent au droit nne 

) egenda arabe. An conrs de oinq dernieres sai&ons 

de fouilles a Suae, nous avons recueilli vingt autres 

monnaies analogues, egalemenfc de bronze, d’&iUeurs 

tr£s frnstes, dont deux sont publiees par nous dans le 

volume des Mimoires, p. I26n nos. 231 efc 232 

(v. plus bas nos. 23 et 54). Le Cabinet des M4dailles 

de la Bibliotheque National* de Paris possede une 

autre monnaie de bronze, proven ant egalement do Suae* 

Dana le Catalogue of Oriental Coins in the British 

Museump volume ip The Coins of the Eastern Ehal&fehs, 

London, 1875, par Stanley Lane Poole^ p. 189, figure 

Ja monnaie no. 74, pi. VIII, qui porte nne courts 

legende pelilevis, dormant comme l'atolier de frappe 

RaL Due monnaie identique exist* en triple exem- 

plaire au Cabinet des Med allies de Paris; elle a £t& 

publiee par Lavoix, Catalogue des monnaies musuhnanes 

del a Bibliotk&que Nationale, Paris, 1B87, p> 3S7, no, 1473, 

Enfin 1.. Ghalib Ed hem a publid une moimaie pareille 

du Musee Imperial Ottoman dans le Catalogue de$ 

monnaies des Khalifesi types sassanides et byzantinsy&.c,s 
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Constantinople, 1894, p, 92s no, S76, pL IX Notons 

en passant qnha Rai la mission amdricaine dirigee 

par le Dr, Eric Schmidt a recudlli en 1935 quatre 

momiaicB analogies, et qae nous avong acquis en 

1936 k Teheran uue autre monnaie pareille, Toutes 

ces monnaies de Rai portent la date 116 de FHtfgire, 

satifi celle du Musee Imperial Ottoman qui a la date 

113 do rHdgire* D^ailleurs, deux monnaiea d1 argentj 

rune publiee par Lane Poole, Catalogue, volume is, 

Early Mohammedan Copper Coinage of Syria imitated 

from the Byzantine> London, 1389, p, 35, no, 156 q, 

pi IVt et Vautre pubdiee par Lavoi^ op. cit7 p. 68, 

no. 204, portent an droit le nom de r&teller do frappe, 

Marv, en caract&res pehlevis. 

A 1‘exception de ces monnaies qui out 6t6 fi apples 

i Rai et a Maw, et dhune autre qui a &t6 trouvee 

a Xstabhr et qui ne ports pas is nom de Vatelier, 

probabiement toutes les pieces de cette serie de mom 

naiea arabes, presque toutes uniques* ont ^E.6 frappeea 

k Suse vets la fin du premiere siecle de !H4gine. Lee 

varidt^s des types sont asses grandes, ce qui nous fait 

penser quo l'on a frappe un grand nombre de cos 

menu ai os. D 3aiUeurs, comme n ous venous d happrend r e, 

la mission am^ricaine du Dr. Schmidt a rocueilli en 

1936 a 1 stakin' quelques monnaies arabes a legendes 

pehlevies, dont nne ports au droit un Pegase, comuie 

une monnaie frappea a Suse, ddcrifce plus bas* no, 21, 

et nne autre rectieilli par Mr. Rr de Mecquenem u 

Perse polls* no. 22. 

L'atelier de Suse a 4m is cinq types distiucts de 

monnaies de bronze, a savoir: I, le type sass&nide, 

2. le type byzanfcin, 3. le type de Califs, 4. le type de 

F4gase, et 5, le type arabe sans eflSgie* Le type 
»)U«UL TOt. iTTP, atftJEE V. u 
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s&s&anide ££ait en usage excinsivement en Iran, tandis 

qua la type byzantin efc le type de Calife e talent en 

cours en Syrie at egatemenfc en Iran, jusqu'a environ 

Fannie 75 de rHSgivs, quand la reforms raondtaire 

dJ'Abd ul-Malik fut introduite, Le type sassanide est 

repr^sente invarl&blement par les moimaies k Pdffigie 

de Ghosro&s IL connues, dailleurs. dea drachmas des 

gouverneurs arabes* La busts dn roi est de face, la t§ta 

est tournee a droite; dans nn sen! cas, no. 5, la tGfce est 

tournee a gauche. Le type byzautin nous presents 

trois varie Eds du droit, a savoir: L 1'empereur H eraclius, 

debout de face; comp. Lane Poole, op. cit, voL ix, 

pi. L nos. 1 a 17 ; Lavoix, op. cit.9 pp. 1-G, nos, 1-21; 

Sticks I, TJas grosshersogliche dftinzcahiriet zu Jena, II, 

HefhAlteste Mtthammedanische Miinzen &L zur Munz- 

reform Abdulmeliks, Leipzig, 1870, pi I* no. 1* La 

monncde no. 10 (V. plus bas) est inspire par ce type. 

2. L'emperenr HdracUuB, debout de face, ceint de Vdpee, 

avec sas deux fils, Hbraclius Constantin et Hdracleon&s, 

^g&lemcnt deb out de face, chacun tenant un globe; 

comp. Lane Poole, op, crt., vol. ix, pi. I, no. 24; 

Lavobc, op. tit, pp, 7-9, nos. 2G-32; Stickel, op. HLt 

pi. I, no. 15. Les fbuilles de Suse nous ont tbumi quatre 

monnaies de ce type, nos. G a. 9, dent trois portent 

le nom de Fatalier Suse, 3. Buste de Tempereur 

3£radius, de face; comp. Lane Poole, op. cit., voL ix> 

pi- 11 nos. 31-32+ Ce type est ires probablement repre¬ 

sent e par no$, 11eb12 (vK plus bas), bienque le travail du 

buste soit bar bare. En ce qui concern e Je type a eiBgie 

de Calife, il a &t& en usage en Syria, com me no us 

venous de remarquer. Lane Poole a publie plusieurs 

monnaies de ce type frappdea a Haleb (Aleppo) et a 

Lamas en Eyrie, eb une a t,lia {Jerusalem.) en Palestine; 
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y+ op. cit.2 to]. ix, pi. II, no, 3^M59; Ghalib, op. cit, pL I, 

no. 56; Sticks], op. cit., pi. L nos. 17, %97 et 34 Lavoix 

dans le Catalogue prdcitd a reproduit deux monnaies 

de oe type, pi. I, no- 87, et Cottevigille-Giraudei; en 

a public sept autres dans ]a JRevue fifuwtisntcLtiQuef 

Paris* 1035p p], VIII, nos, II i 17, y comprises les deux 

mono ales publics pat Lavoix, Enffr, la collection 

Zubov, actuellement conserves au Muses Hisfcoriqne 

de Moscou, en posssde une huitaina d'autres, II faufc 

remarquer qua totites ces monnaies frapp^es en Syrie 

onb les legend es bi-Iinguss grecques efc aiabesT exception 

fasts des monnaies k l'effigie du Califs qui montrent 

seulement les Idgendes arabes. Le type de Fegase est 

une innovation dans oette sdrie. Le Pegase est sans 

doute exnprunt£ aux cachets Bassanides, sur lesquels il 

figure tres souvent. Pourtant il est tree probable qu/il 

repr events snr ces mon nates musul manes le Boroq du 

Prophets. Le type de Pdgase est renoontr6 aussi a 

Istakbr, co m me nous avons dxt plus haut. 
Nous reprenons dans ce qui suit sur tout I*etude des 

legendes pelilevies des cinq monnaies publiees dans 

le XX^me volume des Mimoires, inentiondes plus haufc, 

et de deux monnaies du British Museum publiees par 

Stanley Lane Poole, op. eit? voL i, p> ISO, no. 74, et 

vol, ix, p. 35, no. 156 q, et de deux autres monnaies 

du Cabinet des Med ail les, publiee par Lavoixh op. cit., 

p. 68, no. 204 et p. 387, no* 1473, afin de presenter cette 

s^rie interessante dans son ensemble. 
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Desceiptton des Monsaies. 

[Les numirofl entire parenth&sea dans Jes descriptions 
suivantea se rapportent & Ja Table numSrotGe page 254-3 

A. Emission de Su$e. 

I+ Type sassamde, 

1, (Mus^e de TGheran. — IBB4.) Qolnibftn?, gouveineur 
de SuseB Busts de face de Choerefe? IIS profile dr-j 1&%+ 
pehL: h. gi [1] fratniit1 2 “ commands; ordering p*j it dr. [2] 
Afrotaifcdfl on qpLaibtin.* 

Rev. Yictolre, debout p de profit k g.t tenant dans ea 
main droits line couromm ; Ifig. pelil.: h g. [8 f ^Suse*1; 
k dr. [4] row&ft* *' courunfc; en coma”; au dr, at a« rev. 
gr&netis au pour tour™ Dium. 15 mm, Folds 1 gr. 825. 

[ml xxxnr.] 

1 Le mot /mwzjii m lit eut deux autres monnaieB de cette e£rie? 
les nos. 6 at 21 ; sur une autre monnaie, lcno. 11, il y a tealeinent 
la letfcre initiale [57]/do ee mot. Framitt correspond exactemenfc 
h Texpresaion arabe u ^+1 C*EJ par ordre de" des mommies dee 

GaVifes omsyyades et abbasides, 
2 fitant donne ]fcnmbiguite des caracteres peblevis, ilest difficile 

de d earner 1c vral no in du gOuvaniGor* En. teas ca5s la forme du 
■□_. -a *- f 

nomcstdimmutivedu l-A* "Cceur”, "petit cceurp\ tandi&qa' 
-dn final eat la terminaucra formant lea patron ymiqtota en pehtevii 

a Dc ivffan 4Ealler; marcher"; *(il vfi; il marchepi; 
pour comp, pevBnn moderne lj; u ce qm eat permis1'. La 

lecture do ce met eat lncrintenaat bien astnree, grace k deux 
uionuaiee biliiiffuCE sur ] requeues nous a^ona eon equivalent urabe 
p\^ fLqui peut passer ", frequent Bur lea niontiaiesj ambee do ceEte 

epoqucj v. plus bas lea nos. 23 et 24, et comp. Lane Poole, op. ert, 
vol. ixh pb J3 nos. 4 k 9. D’aiUeurs, aa rencontre aur dlx-aept 
antres moimaieE de cetie adrie nous permet de co'nstaten que ce 
mot ne peut pae etre la rioidr '' deux foisJ' (lepton), comme le 
Colonel Allottc de la Fuye l"a propose (v. M4mmr*sy vol. xx? p. 51, 
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2. {Mus4e de T£h4ran»— 1937,) gouvarneur 
do Suae. Millie typo ilu droit qnsau no. 1; Ug. pebL: 
h- g. [5jh peut4£re aPdriufi "gbirs”; k dr. [6] Dentin;4 
dnns le champ, en bas, a dr, *** 

Dev. Bans le champ, l£g, peht, en quatre Hgnes: [7j 
£h£ qui don no com me In dnto do frappe 

tami*e &1, pput4tr& pour 131 do iTTGgire?; m dr* et an 
rev. Irzicas de grfcEietis, — Binm. 20 mm. Poids 1 gi\ 100, 

[PI. XXXIV,] 

S. (BtiUtb Musonm. — Gonmiuniqnee pur Mr. ,T, Walker.) 
MGme type du droit qu*au no. 1; kg. pehl. a g. [SJ tfarmJi; 
a dr, [0J “que soit augments!>h 

Rev* B?ms le champ, kg. on trois lignes; [10] dont 
]a lecture resto d on to lj so ; traces de gr&netis an dr. et an 
rev* La mddnille eat tifes fruste. [PL XXXIV,] 

4. (British Humour— Cominuniqu^e par Mr. J. Walker.) 
Memo typo du droit qa'au no. I; l£g. pehl.: ^ g. Indiatincte; 
k dr. [11] ¥ 

et le no, 25)T d’aprkt reticle do trots to on nates* ftyant ce mot, 
juaqu'alorfi Conmma. Les lettres sent imparfaEtea sur presque 
toutgs lea monnaiea \ le trait vertical du [aSJ est court, et il 
manque au [59] la boucEe supevicure. De plu*f lours poids ne 
c&vreBpondent ])&s au poids normal d'un dilepton de 2 gr. 25d 
merttionne par le CoIoijl:! (i£rd,). 

4 B/u, nvesta rfafjjii- “religion11, avec le p&tronyinique -dn* 

comp. Dew£* nom d'une reineh v. inscription Bassanido de Naqsbo* 
Rustam, 1. 24 et 27; la neine d’Yastlaganl 11 g'uppeiait ausai Deneik. 

E Nolls avons ici ti'fes proWblement la dale de la Lappe de cette 
monnaiOp com me nu re vers dc monnaicsj nos. 26 ii 2S dans 3a 
premiere ligne. Si noire lecture e&t correct^ 11 y a tm crocket 
de plus en La forme com-cte serail [60], Cana ce cas il 
faut supposer que la date suit 1SI de DHegiie* avco romiBsion de 
la centaine, comme Je Colonel Allotte de la Fuye le fait (v. plug 
bn, a la note 19). 
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Dans le champ, l&g. en trols Jignea: [12] 
“que ta bonttf aoit augments! ” la lecture 

rftfite douteuse; au dr, et a is rev. gronetis au pourtoun La 
medaille est trig fruste* [FL XXXI Y\] 

5+ 

5- (Cabinet des M4dai[les, provenant de Suser trouvaille 
de Jn Mission de Morgan.} Buste de face, imitant celui de 
Chcsrofcs IIj, profil a g.? lo coil est mince et long; l£g. pahl* : 
kg, [l8j ? * k dr. *-* ; traces de g re net is ati pour tour. 

Rev, Dans le ehautp, leg. bihngue cufique et pehl. en 
trois lignes: [14] ^ rowak ; truces de grtnatis au 

pourtour, divia4 on qua Ire segme nt a 4gnux par qu litre atine- 
latsp dent seulement uu est dans le Ham 

IL Type byzautin* 

6. (Cabinet des M^-dailles ; v. MtimoiftiS, xzq p- 52). 
Hifigie de Fempercur HSmcliuSj debout de face, ceint de 
Fep4e, uvec aes deu* fils H6racliua Constantin et HtSira- 
d4onas, dgalement debout de face T gr^jietis au pourtour, 

IteVr “ Au centre de lapitoe, un grand M ; au-des$ousr 
une bavre horizon tale ■ an-dess us de hi bnrre> uue sorte de 
croissant, Ies cornea en bosh qui n3est pen bet re qu'un A, 
non-burrO, trfts aplati; en dessua de M* une croix palt4e 37 
(d*uprfes le Colonel Allotte de la Fuye); I4g+ pehl, en trofs 
lignes: k dr+ [15] ytici* en exerg. [10 j franiut; a g. [X7] 
st&n* gibnetis an pour tour. 

“ est toujours suivi par le mot poor la dizain e qui manque 
ici. Nous pen sons que cette monnaie a et£ ftappee pendant le 
r£gne dpEAbd ui-Malik* qui dura de I an 65 jusqu'a Fan 84 de 
FHegire. Ainsl nous avons le chois cntre lea date* 71 et 81 
de THegire. En tout cas, la lefcfcre [61] ne pent pna Gtre coneid&tde 
comuoo etanfc unc abbreviation de [62] pan$[j)3h " ciaquanfce ", 
com me le Colonel le propose. 

1 -sUrn serai t la deuxicime purtie du nom <Tun pays, frequents 
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7. {Cabinet deg ^dailies.—1936.) M&ihg droit qu*au 
no, 6. 

Rev. Dans le champ, iGg. pehl. en hoielignee: [IS] -?-* 
rmvak; grim et is au pour tour, — Diem, IS mm. Poida 

1 gr. 375, 

8. (Cabinet das M^dailles- —1937.) Ueme description 
qu’nu no. 7, — Diam. 16 mm. Folds 0 gr. 725. 

[fl xxxiv.] 

9. (Mu-sGa cle Teheran. — 1936.) Memo description quTau 
no- 7. — Diam. 19 k 20 mm. Folds 1 gr, 975. 

[PL XXXIT.] 

10, 

10, (Cabinet des Manillas,— 1934.) Personnnga dabout 
de ftice, figure effiusge, vGtu d’une longue robe, les inning de 
face, rclevis dans la posture byzmitine; dans le champ, 
ai^dessus des mains, a dr. un croissant, h g, une £toile 
on bien la soleil; pehL: h g. [I9J &ft$; a dr+ [20 J 

Jtev* Dans le champ. l£g. cufiquet en trote Iigneg: 
D f (W f-0' ^ p) qui don no comma la date de Ja 

an pchlavi; pcyitant i] eat irks probable quJil ici do nom 
d'un gouvetneur, avcc ]e patronym ique en -«n. 

* La lecture do ce mot est trie douteuse, La lettrc initiate est 
sfl remen fc un [63] b, Le groups des lettraa qui auivent [64] peut 
£tre !u $i ^fcrante", comp, sS~aff au no. £6. En tone ca*T il s'ngit 
ici de Fannie de la frappfc da cette monnaie ; alors il eat probable 
qu'il fiuat lire [fto] fld(ft).rf “ treute-ncuf "V On bicnp ue e'ogit-il 
pus ici du nom d'un gpuTerngur de Slue BBndfytirf 

b Cette fonae n,vec Ja aupnitton d'Alif est frequents eur lee 
monnaies de cette ^poquep ftu lieu da la forme claesique ; 

ausfii Lifci+j p v. Ol Oodrington, A Manual o/MusMmun Numismatics* 

London, 1904, p. 6. 
Cette monuaie est dout poylarieure k la rtf forme moneiaire 
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fmppe Faunae 84 de )tH4gire; un point au-dessua de ^ de 

^ ; an dr. et au rev. gr&netis au pourtour. Diam. 18 k 

19 mm. Folds 2 gi\ 850. [PL XXXIV.J 

1L {Musee de T4li4ian, —1984.) Tdte d'homme, de face, 
trait Go tifeg. aommairement; entia deux ceiclcs 1 inquires, 
leg. ctrculai re illisible. 

Dans !e champ, I4g. pehL eli deux lignas, pen 
liaible: [21] f[ram&t)1& hvkalft'11 lt commands par llubahr *p; 
au dr. et an rev. gryuetis au pourtour,. — Diam+ 19 mm. 
Poicls 1 gr. 325. [PL XXXIV.] 

12. (Cabinet des MddailJes; v+ Mdmoir&s, voL xx, p, 44, 
no+ 62, fig. 0). Mu me type du droit qu'au no, 11; dans le 
champ, ix g, Line croix j en limit, legends Intine (grecque?) 
barb are: VAC; grfenetis an pourtour. 

J7cr. Dans le champ, J4g. pebL en quatre lignes, dans 
la quatri&ma: [S2J rmo&k* 

IIL Type de Gnljfe. 

1& (Cabinet des M4dailles,—^ 1936.) Effigie de Calife, 
debout da face, figure eftacee, coiftYs du KQftyah, poaant la 
main droit# sur le ei meter re dan a Fattitude de Flmam, 

dprAbd ul-Muljk qui a ettf inauguiee, U'npres les Una, en Fan 75, 
d'aprfea lea an tress, en fan 77 de fEdgire. M. Lavoix reniarqne, 
en parlant de cettc reform?, qu’elle ctait en vigueur k Basrah, 
a Djeyy, et k Sobs en fan 79 do TH^giro {CaHilopite, &er p. k), 
II paralt pouitant quelle £tait en vigueur settlement pour les 
dinars en or et lea dirhams en argent, tandis qu’on fmppsut 
les folouR de bronze avec lea auciens coins au* effigies sa&KLnidefl 
et bjisiuntines, uux Jdgendea pehlevieB, latinee etamhcs^ 

v. note 1. 
n Chest-0H:1ire "cslui qui a la bonne part ^ heureui 
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quand 11 incite le Khutbah2*; Mg. patil.: a g, [23] §#$ j 
ft dr. [24] Afzftn *■ croissants; prospArit&J\ 

Rcil\ Pyrfie sussrmide flamboyant; I4g. pehl.: a dr. 
[25] flwafr; an dr. et an rev. gr&netis au pourtour*-— Diam, 
14 ft 15 mm. Poids 0 gr* 537 5* [PL XXXIV,] 

14. Une uionn&ie analogue eel puLliee dang JlffejHHr£$r 
voL xxv? pi. VIIJj append ice II; urns pat uno erreur, le 
texto3 p* 132, don no la description (Funo monnaie d’ArEo- 
xerxoa V, rot do Penis. 

J5. 

35, [Mrjsijfi do Trih£nin.—1934.) Mome droit quTnu 
no. 13; Mg peld. s a g. [26] 

Ftsy. Fyrde soraamde flamboyant, orrM do band alettes 
sur les deux cot.6s; k flammo set effacde \ an dr. et au rov. 
deux circles do gibnotis au pom tour, Diam. 15 mm. 
Poida 1 gr. 375. [FL XXXIV.] 

16. (Cabinet des MtkJftibee. ■—1935.) Memo droit quku 
no. 13 ; Mg, pebl.; h g, [27] 

Maine revet a quku no, 13 ; Mg. peliL : h dr. [28] ; 
au dr. et au rev. gr&notts au pour tour, Diam. 16 mm. 
Folds 1 gr. 750, La m4daiLk oat ablmfo, [EL XXXIV.„] 

17. (Husfe de Tgblrau,—1E85,] M&mo droit quku 
no. 13; leg. peliL: ft g, [2D] (&&)§ ; ft dr, [30] afztin- 

,a En ce qul concerns cette effigic du droit, nous GitonBj d’api-fefr 
La volt (qp.ers.j pp. xiv et xvjd lbiitorien <k la morniaio arabe3 
MflJmsjj qui dit quo le K hid if Mudawiyu.h fit frapper le& diaart 
sur lesquels il eiait vcprcEentc coint dkne C'pee, Lea moan flies 
a rcfiSgie de Cidife ont Imiaes du temps do Mu'awiyah ibn 
Abi-Sufyan jusqu'au temps diEAbd ul-Mulik, dont !e Cabinet dee 
MedailLes possscde dear dinars, Shun de Fan 76 et Faufcre de Fan 77 
de TH^gire. Ce aonl les derni&rea monnaies de cette categoric. 
Lee moDtiaien de ce type k effigie de Calife e&nt tr£s liouibroussa,, 
comme noua eivoue re marque plus bant. 
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litv. M3me levers qu*nu no. 13; I6g. pehl: k g. _[31} 
jufrUJGfft Victoiro", presqu^fTac^o; a dr. | 35] roimh Dinm. 
15 mm. Folds 1 gv. 175, [Pi. XXXIV.] 

l&. 

18- (Cabinet des M£dni31esK — 1934.) M^me droit quTau 
no. 13 ; la figure de Calife esfc effaces ; Iegr pehl : h [30] 
Stt§ ; k dr. [34] afxun. 

ifry, Pans le champ. ldg. pelil-: en troia lignes: [35] 
- ? tin u routifc; dfoite h hurt branches au-dessus cm [36] 
du [37]; an di\ ct au rev. grbneEis mi pourtour. Diam. 
15 mm. Folds 0 gr, 800. [PI. XXXIV,] 

19. (Cabinet des M&dailles- —1937.) Memo droit qupau 
no. 13 ; Itfg, pelib : £l g. [38] §u£ ; h dr, [39 J 

licv. Dans la champ? ldg. pehl, en troia lignes: [40]—?— 
. au dr. et an rev. grbnetis au pourtour Diam* 
16 mm. Folds 1 gr+ 275. 

20. (Bfus^o do TihGran. —19^6.) il£ine droit qu’au 
no. 13 - la coiffure dit personnage paralt omde sur le devant 
de trois aigrettes (?) 14l£gfc pohL : h gr pi'esqu'efface*, 

w La 14gende est tres frttsteh la lecture da premier mot rests 
iucei-taine* Ne serait-sl pas a lire frntmtl „ ► . un ** command^ 
par * * - i par ordre de”?; comp, frawfit Qolailtan du nc. 1* Let 
lectui,c/a^w;fr*iA) il bonkeur, autpidownfsa11 est aussi possible. 

14 M. Cottevieille-GrimucNt, dans le post aciiptum de son article 
intitule i6La Collection DeOOUrderoaadie p\ Keum Ntftnismntfque, 
Paris, l935h p. 228r a remflrquti deu£ s6rie& dans tes monnaies 
a reffigie do Califeh fruppcca on Syrie* Pune la beau coup plus 
uombreuee qui repr^ente la Califc la tSte dtkouvtjvte, lee eheveur 
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finissant par [41] h dr, [42] Mt(u) ? le nom du 
gouverneuv? 

Jfriy. Pang le champ, un arbrestylisG avee des branches 

courbea lfl; bg. pehi.: a dr. [4SJ ronutfft; celEo do g* manque ; 
an dr. at au i ev. gifeneti? an pom-tour, PJani. 15 k 17 mnih 
Folds 1 gi* 050. [FL XXXIV.} 

IV. Tyjie da Pegage. 

21. (Mua4& da TdhGran. — 1935.) F^gase gjilopanfc h dr. ■ 
k g. mi-deasus da b queue vj 3^g- pehL : an haufc: [44 ] 

'‘banheur; auqpjdZ0U£tt££s"; en bits: [45] JtiroM 
YicloiiV'; denx circles de grfrftefcis m pcnirtour. 

Bans le champ, Idg. pelil., cn quatre lignea: [46] 
dttt w ^ - -//gtmtf ffli “ordonfl^ par Bat — > en corn's 
ft Suss”; trois cimelota outre deux cerclea do gi-bnelis du 
pourtour. Psam. 20 mm. Fold a 1 gi\ 950. La m&dailb 
fi&tablm^- [FL XXXIV.} 

22. {Cabinet d?9 M^duElles; v, Memmts, vol* xx, p, 46, 
fig. 7.) Memo description quJau no. 21. La raOd&ille eat 
trfcs abtm4e Foids 1 gr. 

leagues pavtftg£s par une tale medians, Tautrc la pbe rare ou la 
tute porta une coiffure. Nous n'ncceptcms pas cefcte opinion. 31 
b'agit ici du JtaT/ipirJi, la coiffure national e attkbe, com me Mr. J, 
’VVaS'ker a d^jft remerqo^ v, JfawrtfpjrflfrV CftjtfiucJe, 1935* p- 325 et 
1937, pp. 321-3-23, avec ou sans Orneinent des aigrettes. Lpatdier 
tie Suae a £xnis uusai ccs den* prices, la premiere compreml sept 
tnonnaiea, leg nos. IS a 19, et la deuxieme est repreaantose par une 
senle pifeee, le no. 20. 

3E Scrait-ii pcut-Gtrc le pynSe tassankle stylish, k omement ties 
baudeiettes, cocaine none avons note aut troia drachm eg d'argent 
de Clicsroes II, proven nnt du tr^sor lrouv£ a Suae en 1929 (v, 

toL xsv, p. 73, note 3). 
14 La seconds partie du nom du gouverneur manque; comp, le 

no. 20 qui a au droit senle men t Ra?(u}y 
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V. Type sans effigiep k Agendas pehlevie-arabes, 

SSr (Musea ds T4h4ran; v. Memoir^ voL xxv, p. 12Gr 
tiq. 232P figurce p. 132 B ) Dans lo champ* lt§g4 pehL en 
trots lignes : [47] -P- 5$$ -1?-*17 

Dana le champ, leg. cuftqus on fcrob lignes ; 
[4S];11 zl dr. fit au rev. gr&nfitLs au pourtoiir, Dium, 21 
k 23 cm. Poids 2 gr. 550. 

24. (Cabinet des MEdailles; v. M£moir£$} voL xxv, pH 12G* 
no. 231 r figure p. 132 15.) Dans le ehampj l^gH pohb* on 
troia lignes; [49] d- *-§ii§ - - P 

Dans le champ,, J4g. cufiquG, on trcb lignes: i 50]; 
k dr, et an rev* gr&nefcis au pourtour. Diam, 21 mm. 
Poids 2 gr. S50+ 

25. (Cabinet des M4dailles; v. Mdnmrcs, voL xx,. p. 48 
et seq,, pL II, no, l)h Dans le champ. Jdg. pehL, en trois 
lignes: [51] - ? -J* rwe&h 

Oftp Dans Is champ, 36g, cufique, en trois lignes; 
41 I 5 QU dr* au itv. trois annelets outre dens 
cerclea de grfenetis* 

lT La premiers lfgne de la Ijgndfl da tiro ft da no. 24P qui eat 
utie monnaie analogue k cellg-ei, a rme lettre (56] qui pounait 
Gtre* a la rigueur, un d de I'^crituifi pchLfivje de l'spoque tardive; 
au-dessus d'ehc il j el un pointp dent la signification e^bE pas 
clairc. Quant an (67j de hi troifijeme ligne de InJegendc du d,roifcp 
il y a une variants [58] av no. £4, Ces deux mots restent obscures. 
Pour le deuxeemg mot nous proposons la lecture perur 
med, ijjj.'jnj, “ tradition 11 sous toote tEeerve. 

1B i “juste fim poidsj wHutichtig" est line supposition. Ce 
mot n’est pas non plus comptet au no. 24. Le cas est le mfiine 
pour ii_, jjU. (h qui pout passer; ccurantJ' j comp. Lanc-Poolep 

op. eii.t vol. ixh pL I, nos. 4 a 14. C'eat on Equivalent de [69] 
n?jmE£P v. note 3. 

1J Le Colonel Allotte de la Fuye propose lea lectures AIUKI1 * Ipp 
et STTchSI “ qui pouiraient etre pour lJannde 101 et 133 de 
bBegirt, avec romission de la centaine (Jtf^?ro»vsp vol. xxP pp.49- 
50). Co mot a une variants [70] aux nos. 26 et 27 h qui adrnet 
Beulement la lecture <|S 33 r\ 
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2G. (Mus6e de Teheran,—I9S5*) Dans le thump, ]4g. 
polil. on trots lignes f52 J rpwaJ^ qoi domic com me 
Fan ride de frajnpe 33 (?). 

J?ep, Bans le civ Jimp* mime Iggcmde quTau no. 25; au 
dr. eL an rev. deux circles de grfcnetis* Distra. S3 nun, 
Folds 2 -g r> 225. [Pi. XXXIV.] 

27* (Cabinet des Jiodaillos. — 1935.) 31 ismg description 
qu’mt no* 20. Diftm. 22 min, Poids 2 gr. 350, La mddaille 
gst ablEu&. 

28. [Cabinet des Mddailles, — 1935 J Un fragment (Tune 
motmuie pareille an no, 2C. Elio a au dr. I4g. pehL: [53] 
§&§j et au re vers Idg* critique ; 4\\ 

B. l&nmi&n d'l&taJchr 9 

20, 

29+ (Cabinet dee Mdduilles; v, Hfcffldrsrf* vd. sjtp p. 75* 
fig. 5 ; proven ant d'laUkbr-Peis^polis.) Al-Hansour- Dn&te 
do face de Chosrofes II, profit a dr,; ]*g. verticals culique : 
a dr. ; a gr juJ “In gtoire est it A] lullgratis 

an pour tour; en marge* quntre croissants h 4toiIe dont 
sen lenient fielni do gauche n'cst pas efface. 

Jitfif, Dans le champ, Ug. pehl. en cinq lign&s: 
[54] BD i DW£?^fir(?) “ - - - de Datpsro^j (file) 

w [ilj et les trois antres mots suiviin Ls donnenb pr&baldo ment 
le nom du gtouverneur d'Ltakhr qui a fait fttlpper cettc raonnaicp 
avee couz de &on pare ct grnndpfcrm La lecture iAflpfitiE nevus 
paraU frtre cestaiue ; le nom aignifieraifc “ victorieux pur la loi" 
iffT-ff = Mithm ou ifihi; le nom d'une dee YuzaU zoronstriem, 
cb& peut-^ti'e la dcimeinc pnrtie du nom ADMTtf. Lea autrea 
noma patent obscures, taut pour leure lectures quo poor leans 
eigirifiCfttionB. 

il eat interessmt li rcmarquei que Lane Poole a public dan a le 
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da MjinsQr ”-s?; grenetis ftu pourtour; on marge, qtiatre 
croissants k dtoile dent celui du haut est efface. 

C- j&nzrejpn tfc Rai — Rhag&x. 

30. (British Museum; Y* Lane Poole, opT cit., vo]r i. 
p. lS#h no. 74.) Dans le champ, I4g+ bilingue cufique et 

peLl.p an qualio ligiics : [J5o | JaJIj j J 4dl^ fu£n imcuAj, 

c’eatrirdire "AJLlh a ordonnu ^observation) de la juatosse 
dn valour (du mtit&l) et du poids; en coins k RaLJP 

Rev. Pane le champ, Jdg,, cufique, en qtiatre lignes: 

I-j j | uJiJi | l^ii tTj^s | *ijl ; deux 

points §ur J!i d* *lil; \* AH-dessou* da la, quatrifeme ligne; 

les mots o-* et Lt-i sont an partis sffaeds; au dr* at an 

rev. grfenetis au pom tour* La mommEe a dtd fi appo fr Eai 
en Tan 116 do rH^gire. 

SI- (Cabinet des M^daiHe*; v. Lavoix, op. cil-t p< S&7, 
no. 1473.) Mfiine description qiFnu hol 30. Dinm. 20 min. 
Folds 1 gr. 75. Lavoix appelie Jo eot£ da la monmue quj 
don no la date le cOtG d inoI t. Cette monnaio exist a an Cabinet 
des M-ddailles en trois exem planes. 

32. (Collection de Fan tear.) Mg me droit qu\iu no. 30. 

Jfcs. Dans le champ la mtisne l£gende antique, en quatre 

lignes, mais d ifferemmenfc arrangSe, com me suit: ] Ji'i 

^(f. ^l^p) | Ll^ jjJwfl [ \ ‘ijue. ; gr&netis au pom- 

tour. La marge de eette momimo est d£coupGe de telle 
sort* quelle atf'eete In forms oetogonals. [FI. 3CXXIVT] 

Catalogue prdcitd. voL ia p. JS4, no, 33, Plr VIIF,, une monnaie aux 
ldgcndes entitlement arabes, datee de Pannee 132 de PUdgite, 
qui a au droit le baste de Choarofra I J, de piofil i dr. aveo hs 
legendos anibe&j a g. et k dr. jft\ Cette nnonnaie 

nous rappel]e notice inonnaie d'al-Mansour. Lg nt>m d+ate]ier de 

cetEe monnaie rcste douteux. Ainsi, soixante ana apreg la 
reforms mondtaire dh'Abd ul-Malik noua avons sneore des 
BKtg a FeJfigic de Cliowross 11. 

31 C*«t lo nom do Fatelier de ftui3 rancir?n Itbargea. 11 eat 
certain que [72] do CoWd (Mfruoires, vob xr, p. 51) et [73j do 
Lavoix foj?. dl,r p. 337, no. 147$) gout das a une copie inexocte* 
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3S. fJIu see Imperial Otto in mi; v. I. Ghidib, op, di., 
P< 92, no-. 276 et pi, II.) Mflnie description qu'au no. ‘&Q 
sfluf la date qui est 116 tie l'Hdgira. 

B. Emission de Mara. 

S4. (British Museum ; v. Lane Poole, op. clt., voi. ixt p. 35, 
no. 156 q, pi. IY.) Dans Je champ, kg. bilingue cufique 
at pehl, en qnatra Hgnes; [56] | J oJ^i U | 41I j ^ j[ y 

Mww{u); I6g. drculaire citfique: ^ Lu ^ 

domiant coniine date de finppe ]’onike 81 
de l'HOghe. 

JTeu, Bans le champ, leg. critique eu quatie Iignes: 

J | ^ jJj jJji (Jj | Jl> jj j 411I Jo.1 40; kg. 

Circular# cufique: jjl ^ iUjI dlL 

I ti’om circles de grtenetia au droit et iui ravers, 
Ai 26 inni. Poids 2 gr. 72. 

35. (Cabinet des M4 dailies; v. Lavoix, op. tit., p. 68 
no, 204.) M$me description qu’nu no. 34. At Poids 2 gr. 75’ 

J. M. Ukvala,. 
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INDIAN COINS ACQUIRED THE BRITISH 

MUSEUM. 

[See Plate XXXV,] 

Since the publication of my last paper on the British 

Museum's Indian acquisitions in the Num. Chron f 

1934h pp, £29-24.3, a number of interesting coins have 

been acquired, of which the following are the more 

important: 
Gupta. 

Candragupta II. 

Archer lype, Class II, var. 

The following coin is a new variety of this type: 

Obv* 

Xing standing, dleased: as 
usual head to J.h holding 
bow in x. band on 1, and 
arrow in 1. hand. 

Cbrafrd between bow-string 
and king's body. 

Around: Deva-SrlwakdrajO- 
dhirdja-Stf —mbrUtju pt&&. 

AT -75h Wt. 1^1. (PL XXXV. 1.] 

Kaxacctis of Tummana. 

Dr. EL C. Ray in his Dynastic History of Northern 
India, yoI. ii (1936), p. 7423 note 1, has suggested that 

the Kalactiris of Batnapura, called by Cunningham 

P 73£) Kalacuris of Mahakos&la, should rather 

be called of Tuiinnana, as they themselves claim to be 

x 

Rev, 

Laksml seated facing on 
lotus, 

J&t%* ViJcravuu!. 

»rMr cn now.P fOl. *T1L (k&ies t. 
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TmkmdnadhijpatL The Museum acquired three very 

rare coins of this dynasty from the Amsterdam sale 

(Sohnlman) of April 2G-£7d 1937. The obverse type is 

almost unintelligible; Hoemle has called it a crude 

figure of Haimman. The monkey head and tail are 

clear, but there may be more than one figure involved* 

PrthiMem I (ad. 10 G0-90). 

Qhtt. Itev* 

Hnmun a n. 

iV -7, Wt 14 [PI. XXXV. 2.] 

A quarter dinar a is a new denomination for this 

reign, 

JafiaUadem (ajx 1090-1120). 

Obi\ li.nn. 

Kami mnn. Srlnttij-JzjtiUadeMt. 

Jf -8. Wt. Gl-G. [PI XXXV. 3.] 

liatwdem II (a>d. 1120-35). 

GU\ Pen. 

Han u man .. Sr i mad'Pafoi&dcm. 

AT S. Wt 61. [R. XXXV. 4.] 

The dinar a in fine gold of this reign seems to be 

new; the only denomination hitherto known is the 

very base quarter dinar a from a find at Chafcfcigarh 

in 2S03. 

I have retained the traditional attribution, of these 

coins, but in view of the probability that Frthvldeva I 

was still a feudatory, and that the dynasty only became 

completely independent in the reign of Jajalladeva I, 
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it is not improbable that some, at least, of the coins 
should be attributed to Prthvldeva II. The same is 
true of the distribution of coins between Jajalladeva I 
and II and Ratnadeva II and III. 

Kashmir, 

Oh?, litv. 

Ifamsa to 1. Truces of in- Lake ait seated facing, 
script ion. 

JfJ -6, Wt. oi-2. [FI, XXXV. V.J 

This coin, which was recently presented to the 

Museum by Mr. T. R, Copeland, C.LE., may be attri¬ 

buted, like the rare gold coins of Harsa, to Kashmir; 

indeed, the probable date of the coin would suit his 

reign quite well (a.d. 1089-1101), 

Uncertain Medieval Hindu. 

Yatbadahan, 

Obv. Jlcv. 

Yisnu to r. trampling on Cow to 1, suckling calf, 
demons. Around : Sn-Yatsadtim&utt- 

£1 8, Wt. 116 5 [PI, XXXV. £.] 

This coin with a legend in Brfthml characters of 

the ninth century lias recently been acquired. It was 

originally published by Rapson in JM.A .5,, 1900, p. 123. 

I am unable to add anything to his notes except to 

call attention to the coins with similar reverse type 

which have recently been discussed by Mr. AjitGhose 

in Kum. Citron., 1933, pp, 139-142, 
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Gahhaiuhdala. 

Samgi'&ma Sahi. 
Obv. Rctf. 

Lion to J. with aim nhove, Talugu legend ill centre. 
Anon nd: Ptdastamihsz Srb Around : Sn-Pu?a$tavama~ 

Sariigr&nwrSafd Sammt &bSamwmiadei'a 
1600. 

^uko 1600. U -95, Wt, 167-5. [PI. XXXV. 9,] 

This unique coin was presented to the Museum by 
the late Mr. Robert Sutcliffe. 

Colas. 

Qbp. (ind Rev. 

Tiger and fish and legend in Tehtgu characters of the 
eleventh to twelfth century, 

N -8. Wt. 5R [PL ZXXV. ».] 

As I cannot read the legend with any degree of 

certainty I would call attention to the reproduction 

in the plate and would ho glad of any suggestions. 

The legend seems to end Cola. 

Calukya. 

0ls' Rev. 

Bour r.j crescent moon mid PI oral design, 
sun above. 

A -5. Wt. 58. [Pl. XXXV. 8.] 

This coin, with obverse type very similar to Elliot, 

C.8.L, no. 23, adds another1 to the few early Oalukva 
coma* 
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Sultans op Bengal. 

Naslr 2SFa&rat SJt&h (a1518-32). 

Obv. 

^UiUL 

j li 

j UjJI 

y) 

A,H. 937. A? -7. Wt, 

IjjlWL. .11 [.1-—j iuiL^r-3-1 

^UizL^t j ^ 

s^i-* [i^y. ■ h* h 

vrf 

164 5. [PI. XXXV. 10.] 

This adds another to the rare gold coins of Bengal. 
I am unable to read the mint-name* It might be 
Husenabad or the Treasury mint, but loots more like 

Moghul Empire* 

Ifttmayfcn* 

The following coin, recently presented by Mr. J. B. 

ITo-wOi is probably the earliest gold coin issued by 

a Moghul in India. 

lieu. 

In lozenge 
uriU 

Around: 

Kulima and name* end 
epithets of first four 
caliphs around. 

(j&y± ^lyuJi 

ijlkU* J sill ^Uj jii- 

wyt 

Agm. A! -8. Wt. 61-4, [El. XXXY. 11.] 
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,4l&m 

Olie. 

4 

with rosettes in double 
gquftre as B.M+C.7 no. 1(53. 

AT 75. Wh 168* y*ar 85. [fllOT.lSj 

This rare type was hitherto only known of the 

year 32. 

Ofry. 

jU-Lls u-'jh V/^ £-4^ ^4-* 

Kandahar: 51 Mi In1. ■&■ 

This coin, which was found at Quetta, adds a new 

mint to ikbar's reign. 

Itev 

C^Sl 
J* 

Ikv, 

\j*m* h 

AT 45. Wt. 42‘8. [PL XXXV. 14.] 

This unique coin, described by Mr, K. R Whitehead 

in Wt™. CTrnm*, 1930, p, £06, has now been acquired 

by the British Museum. Of the same date and mint 

is the following nisar from the Bleasby collection: 

Ikif. 

1 L-iV ^ | - | ~*- I 

L£±h J LLj | . i. 1-1 | )jr& 

Ajmlif year 10. AJ *8. Wt. 17. 

01* 

jJ\ 

At, 

1,1-F 

Ajnnr 1031:10. 
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Qbv. Itcv. 

Sagittarius iC* orj^ UU 

3 ■mV ^,Lj 

i *rt: m 

Lahore, 103G: 2L Jl7 -9. Wh 168. [PL XXXV. 15 ] 

This very rare zodiacal type described by Mr. White- 

head in Nnm. Ghr&n*t 1031, p. 130, is now in the 

Huttum. 

Assam, 

Since the publication of xfty account of the coinage 

of Assam in JPum. Ghron** 1909* pp. 300-331, the 

Mitseum has acquired a number of coins of which the 

following are worthy of record : 

^nhhmnung (a d. 1539-52). 

Ofrtf. aud rsv. as Nam. Chron,, 1909, PL XXIIL 1; routsd 
instead of octagonal This ia the only round Assamese coin 
that I have seen, 

M -95, Wt 167 5, 

bftva Shhha with Phuleicarl (a.d. 1714-31). 

Obi?, and rev. na Num* Ghronn 1909? PL XXIIL 14; but 
date 8iike 1648 on obverse, 

-VI WL 176, 

Prtwtatta Biikha (a.d. 1744-51). 
MllhlEEV 

Qbu. and rev. as in Num* GYroftt** 1909* PL XXIV. 81 hut 
date 1669. 

AT -9. Wt. 175+ 

This appears to be the first recorded gold coin of 

this ruler. 
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It&jeimra Shhlia (a.d. 1751-69). 

Obv, 

Sri'Srl Jta- 
jrimy^si- 

?hhu nrpasi/ii 

Half Hulun, 
iicv, 

.SYt-Sn-Sl 
z'aptiffopara- 

yamsya 

Af -75. Wt 87-2- [PL XXXV. 16.] 

Oue^eightti Blulmr. 
Obv. -Key. 

Sn-Sri-Bd- simha* 
jeimm— nrpasya 

S -5. Wt 21 

Both these denominations are new to this reign. 

Qaurlnatha Shhfta (a,d.. 1780-96), 

Obv- 

firt-Sji Svarpa- 
tfew-Sn Gaurind- 
th as b Uha -nrjxisij a 

Bake 1?05 

Ret?. 

Gaurimran&ra- 
vincht m tiburunda- 

■madJttikarasya 

A-95, Wt. m 5. 

Presented by Mr, A. W. W, Horsbragh. 

Obv. Rgv, 

As preceding, but date 1706. Sn-Sn-Scm- 
Gaurlcatana- 

Icamatamadhv- 
kartism 

A L Wt. 175. 

Qhu. and rca as muliur described in Num. Chron1909. 
p. m; but date 1707. 

.V 36. Wt 178-8, 
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GandfaTcanta Simha (a,d. 1818-19). 

Rupee. 

Obv. and rev. simihv to muhur described in Num. C/tnm., 
1009, p. 328, PJ. XXV. 13; but date 1742. 

At -9. Wt 175. [PL XXXV. 17.] 

Presented by Mr. A. W, W. Horsbrugh. 

Bhrajan&iha S&hha (a.d. IB 16-19). 

Quarter rupee. 
Obv. Htv* 

SftStbBhrar Sdkc 1739, 
jterttitha Si- 

mkttnrptjstfa- 

At 55. Wt. 43. [PI. XXXV. 1S»] 

Presented by Mr, A W, W. Horsbrugh. 

Joge&vara Siihha (a.b. 1819). 

The Museum now possesses the quarter rupee of 
this reign described in Hum. CJtroti-^ 1909, p, 329, 
PL XXV. 18* 

J. Allas, 
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AN UNPUBLISHED NAVAL TYPE OF CARAUSIITS, 

During my examination of a miscellaneous lot of surface- 
finds collected from time to time by Mr- Whiting from his 
fields at Magna Castra Farm* Eenctieater (the Roman 
M&gnath the following antonmianm of Camuems recently 
came into my hands.1 

Fio. J+ 

Ohv. Q VIKTVSCAR AVS1 Dost of Carausius lf 
wearing costed helmet and cuirass' the bowl of the 
helmet seems originally to have been decorated, 
Border of dots, 

I£gl\ n- PACATR[XAV Galley to 1., equipped with 
ram on the water line, and allowing seven oars (or 
groups of oars), and rudder. The hull is surmounted 
by a strip, running the length of the vessel, decorated 
with a fttg-zag line with pellets in the angles. Above 
tills are the half-length figures of three soldiers, with 
rounded shields before thorn : (lie figure to extrema 
L carries a spear. To the 1. of these iigures rises the 
superstructure of the prow, which contains three 
pellets and is surmounted by three projections; to 
the r., the superstructure of the stern, on which 
stands an eagle, head 1. and wings half spread t holding 

J Mr. Whiling has now very generously presented this remark¬ 
able coin to the Ashmolsiui Museum, 
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a wreath in its beak. Below the galley, CANC* 
Border of dots, 

/B ff 2S mm, S-OOgLii. Fig^ 1 and % 

Fie, % 

Originally the coin appeared to ha iu somewhat poor 
condition, tha surface being partly covered by a layer of 
oxide sufficiently thick to make the reading of the letters 
A VS I on the obverse conjectural only. The clean ing oF the 
coin, however* has made certain the correctness of this 
reading, and shows in addition the traces of ornament upon 
Cunmsms1 helmet. It may be remarked that the portraiture 
is far removed from the style whereby the emperor is repre¬ 
sented as a bull-necked and brutal giant: the features are 
those of a normal man and, indeed, might bo those of almost 
any emperor in the later part of the third century. 

The reverse offers somo problems, both in its type and 
its legend and its “mint-mark The &hip itself is of an 
unusual, and unusually omnte? character ; this is at once 
suggested by the triumphant figure of the eagle above the 
poop. Them is no moat amidships (such as occurs very 

often on tho naval ZadHi&Aug [MC, GmC) issues ofOarausius 

and almost without exception on the Ang (CiU dC) 
coins of Allectus), the Yessel being propelled only by its row 
of seven “ oars ” aside: these “ cam” may, by analogy with 
other coins (see fig, S}, perhaps be taken as each rep resen ting 
at least two sweeps," The ornamented band above tho row 

* For a lucid reaimrf on the object of ancient ships., esc W* W, 
Tarn, in The Mariner's Mi rMr (being the Quarterly Jem nal of Ike 
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of oars, though not uncommonly shown, is here mom 
elaborate than usual with its ,f dug-tooth ** decoration : hero 

probably have a representation of a hind of outrigger, 
designed to give a more or less even leverage to a bank of 
oais projecting from a curved hull;3 but it would be mis¬ 
taken to see in the pellets* which are associated with the 

Fw- B. 

tl dog-tootli "ornament, stylized representations of the heads 
of the oarsmen, for the pellets continue far astern, beyond 
the end oF tha row oF oars* The soli tiers* or marines, upon 
the upper deck or central gangway are, again, by no means 
un paralleled, but they are bore represented, in their aviuour, 
with uncommon emphasis; possibly the marks within the 
forecastle should bo understood els indicating other soldiers. 

Secondly, there is the question of the reverse legend. 
The reading of the I of PACATRJXAV is pretty Certain, 
for, although the bn so of the letter con coined has been, lost 
in the pitting of the coin's surface, I is clearly suggested by 
what remains of the head of the letter. What, then, is the 
significance of the legend PACATRIX AV| CJ ? To give 
the question another form, how should we best try to 
combine the various ideas of peace {suggested by 
brought about by the prowess of Garuusius (Virtus Camu$if 
^[^1 through his victor*/ after war I the mifllc), into a singla 
piece of feminine symbolism (Pincatm)? For It is, indeed, 
the feminine form of the common epithet cc FitC&ltor1' which 
makes the coin so remarkable- X suggest as a possible 
answer bind I am glad to have the independent corrobora¬ 
tion of Sir Arthur Evans for my conjecture) that tha 

Society for Nautical Rt'search), xii (Janumy, 19E3P no. lhppT52ft‘, 
For this ref^inncc I am ind shied to Mr. Anthony Thompson; and 
it is Ml‘_ Thoin\:son's skilful pen that is responsible for the 
drawing of the present coin reproduced here oa fig, & 

J Of. Turn, tit. 
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vessel shown on the coin was thought of by the moneyer 
as “The Imperial Ship I\u:afrjz^ — in fact, as Camusius’s 
flag-ship or ship of state M The Lady Peacemaker *\* The 
occasion for the production of this coin might, them have 
been the return of Gurnusius from his naval victory (blood¬ 
less or not) over Maximum in 2S9.fi What is quite certain 
is that the legend PAGATR1X AV is not the chance 
invention of a earni-literate die-engraver. The style of the 
designs on both obverse and reverse is accomplished and 
oven sophisticated mt the legends me neatly and clearly cut 
and cleverly spaced h and no where among them is a faltering 
or vacillating strokec 

If the coin was the work of a literate engraver, what is 
to be made of the letters which apparently form the mmi¬ 
ni ark of the reverse ? Taken as one worth GANG is 
meaningless. Nor does it seem possible to rend M for N 
(i.e. GAM[ulodnnum| C[oloniu])t for the N is perfectly 
shaped* Even If it were not, It would be very hard to see 
why so remarkable a naval type should have been struck in 
Colchester: one would nainvally assume that- the engraver 
of this die was a man thoroughly familiar with the constant 
appearance of ships. But, if this argument suggests that 
C in any. way indicates Clausentum us the mint-town of the 
present coin, It is equally hard to account for the remaining 
letters ANC, 

C+ H. Y- Sutherland, 

A HOARD OF ROMAN COINS FROM MAGDALEN, 
NORFOLK, 

During the sixties <.f the List century the Rev. W. B. 
D til by, then Rector of Magdalen, near King's Lynn, Norfolk h 
acquired u small hoard of Roman coins which had been 
found locally: the exact locality and the circumstances of 

4 Dl. J. G, Maine has drawn my attention to the feminine mimes 
gben to ahi|m oft the coins of Corey m at an earlier period: cf, 
Brit + Muh, (Jat, Greek Coins, Thtemlyp &C-, pp- xlix* ff. L do 
not know if there is any evidence lor detorimriing whether a 
/,mi and fftamvtl concept -of the gender of ships prevailed among 
the :mc entflp bat I suspect that they wore frequently regarded as 
feminine : names such as n Avgo " and dfc Salaminia" occur readily 
to the mind. 

* Pi-ssibly celebrated nlao on the naval Last it in Anj types 
already mentioned. 

fl It may he noted that, of the six times the letter A ocCurs? it 
is barred only twice* in —CAR — uod —XAV—, 
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tlis find tire unknown, A few years ago the coins passed 
into the possession of the KevT F> W. Morgan-Jones, now 
]'psldeist at Folkestone, and it is by bio courtesy that I have 
been able to examine them. The coins submitted to me 
were as follows: 

5 Yalhhiam I Luqrfunum : Mattingly & Sydenham, 
Roman Imperial Coinage [Yol- Y, i—ii3 
by Foi-cy IL Webb), no. o (9 coins,, of 
A.D. £58). 

Romp. : RIG, no. 87 [3 coins, of a,d. £56- 
£56). 

1 Yalerjak II Lugdunum (posthumous): ILLO. no. 9 
(a d, £57-958). 

1 GaLtuetfus J&nrb: as Jinl", 0. no. 103 fP 1 }, but ih£t\ 
(sole reign) — CONSERVA, and Apollo nesting 

lyre on column. 

1 Salonika Rome: as RIG, no. £, but m. 
(solo reign) CONCORDIA —-P and no min t-marh. 

2 ClaudiusH Jiouw: RIG- nos* J04 (F) (but A | )3 
103 (It) (_|€). 

II Po&tusaus LugdunvMi RJ.O. nos. 58 (C)P 59 (C)„ 
64 (C) l£ coins). 78 (C), 75 (C). 76 (C), 
80 (C). 

Oohffne: R-I.a nos. 311 (C), 315 (Cj 
[2 coins), 

0 Yiotoutmus “Southern RIG- nos. 57 (F)r 
01 (FJ (-ENTIA), 67(C), 78 (C), 

Cohptc: R-IC- nos. 114 (C) I ), 
118 (C) (Y | *1 

[1 TetaiousI RXG. no. 100 (C).J 

Mr. Morgan-Jones tells me that there is some doubt 
whether the single coin of Tetrieus should bs included in 
the hoard: there is a possibility of its being an intruder* 
Its omission would allow us to classify the hoard as one of 
that interesting group which, buried probably in or soon 
after a.i>, 268. allows a strong preference for tire coins of 
Valerian and Posmniush which possessed a silver content* or 
at least a silvery face, fur superior to the issues of Gal Menus 
and Yictorimis. In the present deposit,, all the coins of 
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Valerian, and all but two of those of Postumus, are of fair 
quality, whereas tbs coins of Galhenus and Salon in a art 
only faintly tinged with silver; fthd the latest coins in the 
hoard—those of Claudius II and Victor in us—are quite 
devoid of silver-wash. Hoards with a preference for the 
issues of Valerian and Fo^tumua, and with the coins of 
Gallienus, Claudius, and Victorinus in a minority, am by no 
menus common. Examples can bo seen in the Selsey/ 
Luton/ and Stiff key5 hoards \ but such hoards are very 
quickly followed by others (represented by those found at 
Hornsey,* Haverfordwest/* and Anglesey*) in which the 
superior coins of Valerian and Fob turn ns am becoming more 
and mom outnumbered by the miserable issues of Gai lien us, 
Claudius, and Vietorinns, 

C. H. V, S^THEULAKU, 

ROMAN BRITAIN AttB NON-ROMAN CURRENCY, 

In view of the incre,ased attention now being given to the 
infiltration into Britain (both Roman and pre-Roman) of 
coins either of non Roman mintage or of early Republican 
date, it may be of interest to record the details of six coins 
which the Ashmoleau Museum lias recently acquired from 
a collection formed locally in Kent in the area round Rlch- 
borough, Sandwich, and Deal, There is no reason to throw 
doubt on this provenance with regard to the coins in ques^ 
tion ; the remainder of the collection was a characteristic 
agglomeration of Roman bronze coins* from the first century 
a.d, onwards, and including very few coins in good condition 
or of unusual types. 

The six coins (all jE) are as follows:— 

Maced on: Philip II (Head, p 2£4F horseman)- 

Sicily: Akragus (Rfff.O. Sicily p. 21, no. 14S). 

Spain: Dlaiuum (Vives? T& 'McnaJa Ifispanica, ii* 
p. 133, no, 1). 

Carta: Tabne (Trajan) (AJ,f.G.y Cana, p+ 1C9, no. 74). 

Alexandria; Claudius I (Milne, Cuktfcgne- of Alexandrian 
Coins in the Ashnwimn Museum, no, 71). 

Trie ns of Else Roman Republic, circa 217-107 £rc, 

I AW Chmuy 1H33, p. 224, a Id., 1863* p. Ill 
3 Id, 1931, p, 316. * V.C.H. Hants, i, p. 346* 
& Butt, Boat A C&fL Stud., iv (3J, p. 268, 
II Id., i (4jP p. 34 £k 
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The composition of this list is not surprising for a locality 
such as the south-east corner of Kent—then* as now, 
England’s chief point of connexion with the Continent and 
by implication in touch with constant maritime activity. 
It Is somewhat more remarkable to find a group of con¬ 
spicuously non-Roman corns in the South Midlands, For 
many years the late Mr. William Evetfcsh of Tackley Park, 
Oxfordshire, was an assiduous collector oF all antiquities 
known for certain to have been found within the parish 
boundaries of Tnckley. HEs collection of coins,1 which the 
Ashmolean Museum lias lately acquired, includes the foliow- 
ing pieces (idl jE) 

Sicily: Mainertini (B.3LC-, Smli/j p, llS, nos. 32ffH). 

,, Syracuse ( ,, „ p, 218, nos. 598 ft}. 

„ ft ( n m p ^7, no. 691). 

Carthage (Mliller, (h Tan&mm AJrigue} 
ii, p. 95^ nos. 16Sff.). 

Greek— uncertai n. 

These coins were doubtless brought into the interior of 
the country in the course of trading : it must be remembered 
that the Aksmau Street parses through the parish ofTackley+ 
In conjunction with the Kentish finds described above and 
tiie discovetiea already made elsewhere/ thoy leave no 
reason for doubting that the currency of Britain, in the 
Roman and even the pro-Roman period, was supplemented 
by a sprinkling of Greek and uthes foreign rJ corns which, 
being in nearly all casne oF bronze, would have been in vari¬ 
ably welcomed at all times down to the reign of Antoninus 
Plus, in whose 2Mto7??a coinage the island waa for the first 
time to enjoy a ready ample supply of small change, 

d H. V- SurajEiiiiAarm 
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A^riguntu m. tctmd m chm of, 234 
Abbar* Coins ftfp In the British 

Museum, S02 
Alexander ill, Coins of, from nl- 

Mlnn, I&O i in British Museum* 
23ft 

Alosjindrrn, coins of, found in 
Guernsey, 135-138 

Ai,Lax, J i.hin. 
Indian coima acquired by the 

British Museum, 2£lb-3Uo 
Allen, Df.hek: F. 

The Coinn-ge of H^nry VI re- 
stored : iiottaon the London 
Mint, 28-G9 

Coins of Antioch, &c., from fil- 
Hina, 200-2 JQ- 

Antioch, tnedi&YuI coin a of, from 
fll-Mi ns, 200-210 

AflUochiiB VIt tetrsdrachm of 
An[iui-hus IDpipliiiifs n— 

hy, 147-NS 
Ai'fibiii, noiont coins of, 200-257, 

SCO-270 
A rad us, coins of, from nt-HEna* 

I&5-18C, 100 
ArCrtdlus, coins flf, 1-27 
^ rcapms, error lor ArCrtdiUSi., 9 

19 
Armenia, coins of Arts vandas of, 

2B0-25L 
Artsmades7 king of Armenia^ 

2£0-SM 
Asctapios, forgeries with. Iieaul of, 

77-70 
Askew, GrLBEBT- 

Notes on Two Hoit I'd s of Roman 
Coins from Gamtwbul^li, 
Jforthum Borland, 144-340 

AfMiiip c^iny of, in the British 
Museum, 393-K95 

coins ofr and imitations 
from Al-tiiiifi, 1SG-190 

B. 

EeugaJ Sultans, gold coin of. 301 
Ort±tt coins from, 

1*7-199 

TSViliSiJ. CUBO^,p !'(]]., XTIIp BKaiES Y 

Boaimmd III, IVt Y of Antioch, 
coins of, 204-203 

British Museum, Greek coins flc- 
qhiired hya 91-101, 2SS-2B9, 
200-279; Indian coins acquired 
hyT 297-30& 

C. 

CaIIN, IlfiROKirt'- A. 
A Litraof Hutclla, 107-111 

Cslukyas, gold coins of the, 300 
CitmikL'ina, didmehm oF, 234 
Gnndragupts ITp new variety of, 

297 
Camusiu-% unpnbli short naval 

typo »f, 30G-309 
Carrawlnirgh, lioman coins front, 

144-147 
CfilrltftOp supposed oriental in¬ 

scription Oil coin of, 231-232 
Ghiii cidiiut Lmigue, totrii d rich m 

of, 238 
Chmunoanc. co-in of, in the Aah- 

moleim Museu ikk h 133-100 
Golaa, coin of the, 300 
Cor, forgery of coin of, 77-73 
Oran non, obol nf# 1 OS-104 
Crlmlora on coin of Bute I In,. 1XI 
Cyprus, uncertain coin of, 249- 

2B0 
CyzScus, coins of, in the British 

Museum. 243-245 

E, 

El v mills, coin of Eakkmsukf MB, of 

253^250 
.Entella, 3. ILtra of, 107-111 
lrytli]'rti'f coins of, in tike Ash- 

moh-ntl Museum, l&G-]Gt> 
EudoxizL, wife of Vni&ntinEan III; 

coinage of, I51-1G2 
BugonJns, career and coinage of, 

1-27 
Exeterz examination of Grtiek 

coins found in, 124-134; Roman 
coins fmind inP 139-141 

Y 
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F. 1 

Fixn&ow Cojss. 
(Greek)* lfiT-10£> 

Cm'rJiwbnrgh (Bwtt)i 144- 
147 

ExeCcr (Gmck), ]2 J-J 84 
— (Homan), 130-141 
ILid niiiin ut (Soul-Ia Ar.iLifjm)j. 

2G0-273 
Jerbcmrg (Guernsey) (GmceS), 

lift-138 
Mugrtaden (Norfolk) (Rom&n}* 

380-311 
ad-3ilanrt (Greek), 132-108 
— (MedJevul), aoO-210 
Vsnulfimium (Rudinto^), 211- 

228 

G. 

O^L]'Bk nm find ilIii^ gold gout of, 208 
CriiODCH^.Ps R. Gr 

The Roman Coin* from Escteir, 
130-141 

Gfionc ini.u, R. G.^dtl J.G. HlLKc. 
11ms Greek OoiiLn from Baxter 

n^iij>.idn red, 1 £4-134 
GrAUnn, F^fl-legcnris of, 112- 

123 
Guernsey* Atoxfiuidrino G0iis*j 

found in, I35-338 

IL 

Hn<trainnut„ new typo of ooln 
ftw, 2^8-379 

Hvlllf YI restored, I>im1oii mint 

Of, 2H-5U ] gold* 48-52 ; silver* 
38-59 

Hill, Sir (JeftitGBU 
The Autonomous Shekels of 

Tyro, 143-144 
I Id bl i h bi I Ver Coin of, 24 9 
I]hinnyCm, gold coin of, 881 
Hyhtji Miigiuij iirojiKO coin 0^233 

I. 

hiS^F T)t llli^iHtmte of Olhlft, 

Ilium, btrdTMhm of, 245 
Ingots, silver, finds oh 1GS 
Eonift, coins of, hi tiau Oxford ' 

Col I action, 132-1 $1 

J. 

Jatljj’tnglr, coins of, in the British 
Museum, 302-303 

Jill ait Domtifij coin of NieAefli of. 
240-243 

Jultn T^ti. forgery of coin of 78- 
711, 85-89 

K. 
KnlJlCiiria of TnEkilliQne, coins or 

£97-299 
Kintidaukires of ESymnis:i euIn of, 

25£~250 
K:teJunir3 new gold coin of, £92 

L. 

I/j-IjclLu$} coin# efj in the A.ih- 
molefln Mu Sou an, 102 

Li vial, former its with tmst of. 79- 
80a S4-67 

London mint under Usury VI 
restored, 26-58 

LycaA, itirG silver coin ofa S4S 
Lyaian noli ns, forced ingrinl I Eon a 11 f, 

73-77, SK-83, $U 

M. 

M.iunoTT, T. G-, 
TJj* Snpposcd Oriental IrwmJp* 

tion ft Coin of CaitIiac, 
281-232 

Metcadnal, coins of, from cl-MinAp 
T&0-192 

Megnesin, coins ofr m iho Aah- 
nioltnn Museum, 170-173 

Muiy, AruW&assimhm coins ofh 
295-223 

MnyrGrlei^ E., Notice of Iii-d Din 
RttUitH Cd'NCLVliBUHfcri tnrE Vota* 

LcyCnd&i £(**■ Ifcii defr 
142-151 

ModLuhLnnm, mint of, Under En- 
genius, 25-27 

MoljmUB, mjigLatfAto of Ilium, 
£45 

Meiaiponiniu, didnudilll of, with 
graffiti, 293 

Metropolis (Ion Las), coin ft of, 3n 
the Atflamolwm Museum, 178- 
17S 

Micjlsvitz, GiTSfKAit 
Now Fip/H of Nunlaamftlie 

Interest, 141-142 



isfjjEx, 815 

Miletus, ccin of, in the Ashmo- 
leum Museum, 175-17? 

M.TLKE, J. G, 
Ncitus on L] i e Oxfoi'd Col Ltotiuna, 

(S) Ionia, 153-lSl 
nko Goodchild. K. G, 

a E-Mina, coins from eHeavaiioiifl 
^ I&7-19&, 200-210 [ Greek, 
190-1U3 ; Roman, 103-194 j By- 
Mnliu«, 124 l OrleEktnl, 101-5 ; 
MeilhvA]} 200-2 LO 

Multunv Mcnllud H'.iik-^od of, mi 
Indo-SiiaFyin inn coi 11m, GO-72 5 

Arab conqkie*t of, G0-G3; coins 
really of Znbtiliafam, G7-72; 
the temple »fr hi-04 

ld^1fLMp bronzo coin ofF 247-21$ 
My ti lone, electron sixth of, 24 G 

N. 

NasTr-al-Dlri NainU Shall of Sen- 
yri], gold coin of, 891 

Mefthon, a town in Sicily, I0S— 
J09 

Kiljduj,1f coin of JuIlpl Dovuvl of, 
240 

KofECEa of Rooks. 
Miiynxlerj P,, H/r Aaltea CfenfeH/D-- 

natamft 149-151 
Uldcli-Bnusiu O., Ifvto sidte 

Ifencto ddirAu$tj^fif AtH& li<f- 
ni’o BtidnxtOj 151-152 

O. 

Oikonokinfe', G- P.r Obituary of 
Kichel Fi Virata, 229-230 

Qlliin, CfiLitfl of} in like J^i'itaali 
Kukumj^l-lOl; \U% of magis¬ 
trate* ofr 99 

O'Nuiri, li. II. Sr. Jghm 2 am 
Wheeler, Mi s. T. V. 

Olymps [IllyncumJ, bronze coin 
of, 230 

P. 

I'Gtatrfr, on coins of Cmausiua, 
SOS-302 

Fahlavl legends on Arab coins, 
2S0-29G 

Papyri, immibuintFc items fi'Onj, 
141-143 

PSAtoB, J. W. H. 
Engs n ins? and Ik Eastern 

Colleague*, 1-27 

The Kofa-Legends on the Roman 
Coinage* 1I3-12S 

Notice of FP Miyi^orj Pie 
AaJAtft ftputa twipftcf mil Vvia- 
Ugtnden7 149-151 

Notice of O. Ulrich-Bap sn. 
^n?Et^ tfcMlAvptrtfic jicfi'u il'it- 
flli'o 151-152 

Failnna^ an early ThessnliAil 
mint, 102-19G 

Phniae, coin of3 249 
Philiato-Arabian col Lis in the 

British Muslim, S&4-2GG 
Fhocfica, coins of. in the A$h- 

mohran Mueeum, 177-lfil ? in 
the KrilJ&h Mnuum, 240^247 

Pitf&tr iaueriptinH on foiqgaLiCJ^ 
70r &0 

Fisk, Karl. 
Gold Medallions q f Ly aa in ae 3j iib 

□ nd Kindred Forgeries 7ft— 
INI 

PoEEilauui, coins of, 19t>—19G 

II. 

Radial O hoard from Yo If li] milium* 
211-22-3 

R:ii. Avei bo-Su’shfiuian corns of, 
295-295 

Roma^oif, E. S. G, 
Goin* of OlbiaF 9L-10I 
A Hoard of Alegandrln* Coins 

from G nor 11 soy? 185-136 
Coin* from the McavotidDi at 

a]-Mina, with an li \.> iiera d i x 
on coins ol PosJdimn, 132- 
195 

A Hoard fL'om ^£>idon 11 (Uenl- 
HPHn\ 197-199 

Eriiish, MLksenm Acquisitions, 
1935-1935, 233-259 

S. 

St. Albans, *w Yerulninhim 
Saiiigr*Lkra Sftlii, coin of, 309 
Son WAO.hOnEEc, WILLY* 

PelhtEia, an early ThCBsaiian 
Hint, 102-195 

Sclcuoifi fad Tigtem coin* of, 
257-25$ 

Selge, stator of, 24S 
ScptiiniasSovtiraii, Fe^i-logond of, 

US-119 
ShAhl Tiginj coluh of, G5-G9 



tm INDEX. 

StdoiLp tains ofP from nl-Mhm, 
1S5-1S7 

t Sidon1, 509 Baia-Hassau 
£Ti?, moon-god on Smith AT'abEan 

cams. S6WW 
f>tark+ Mis* Fmfip, nimyfltit* 

coins found foyp 230-279 
Suflii. Araho-Sfissouion coins af, 

28G-290 
Sutiiere.and C. II. V. 

An unpnblitiliud Nfival Typo of 
CrtmusiuR, 805-B09 

A Hoiitd of Goman Camp from 
alngtfiilenf Norfolk, 509-SI 1 

Roinji n Britus u &n (l Non-Gem a a 
Cutrren cy, 811-31.2 

SvnENirAM, Rev, 13. A, 
A Tctrftdriehin of Anfciochus 

Eftiph&nci ivlnaed by An- 
tiochus VI3 147—143 

Syracuse, tthiK of, acquired l.y I 
tlio British Mugeunij £S0-28E 

T. 

Taehess tains of Attic type struck 
by (?)f 189 

Theodosius In coinsofr 1-27 j Vota- ■ 
legend of, 112-1*3 . 

Tj ova i i „ na i n t ofP n nder E iigon i u£? 

1„ 7-25 
Tj re? date of ond of issue of auto¬ 

nomous shekel^ 143-1 4rl 

U. 

UNioSk-Bansn, Oscar, ffoiteo of 
Ilia Koit It mile iitu Attphato 
Adia Litmia Enrioxin, IS 1-152 

Urbt Roma type Jit Lyons jintl 
TroverS, 1 

TJptjlla, j, M, 
QutkjULS MonhSLea arabtii it | 

Luge-lidOe Fulilevieu ct quel- 
quos JUltrbS inonmuo* bl Un¬ 
gues pohlo v jo-arohra* 289-299 

V. 

VaEeiitinaart I Ih coins of, 3 5 ■ 
rok^-lG^enfie of, 112-3 23 

V ifitauilaiinuti T medioml Indian 
ruler, errfn o£P 209 

Vcru] annum theatre., radiate 
hom'd frOKQp £L1-228 ; iE udiilg 
ofh 2 [2-2 [5; tom portion of; 
215-225; significance of5 225- 
22G 

inscription on forge id e* 
7Br 83-87 

Tifftra ifoweiEurtint type it Trevor E 
1, IS, £5-27 

VI aetoh M ] eli u E P,., obituary n ot i oe 
ofr 229-250 

^frirt-lH'gonris on Roman ooins,, 
112-128, 149-151 

w, 

Waluil Jons. 
A new type nf South Arabian 

Cointi^Op 230-279 
WflEELfiDj Mna. Teeia Vsrwev. 

A Hoard of Radiate Coimfrom 
tho Yarn! a mium Theot ro (ed. 
b> E. H. St, J* 0"N eil), 211- 
2£S 

WffiTEHF.ADf PT £■ 

Multan j The House of GoSdp 
09-72 

Z. 

S^itA ti, coins of I n do-Sassn- 
lUan typo of, G5-72j their pro- 
votiaiiin'j 37-08 3 the goddtss 
on tlieeq coins, 70 
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VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD AS FOUND, 





HUM. CHRON. SER. V. VOL. XVII PL XII 

"RADIATE" ISSUES FOR COMPARISON WITH VERULAMIUM THEATRE 

BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. 





MUM. CHROM. SER. V. VOL. XVII PL. XIH 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. OBVERSES. 





NUM. CHftOK. SER. V, VOL. XVII PL. XIV 





NUM. CHRGN. SER. V. VOL XVIf PL, XV 





NITM. CHRON. SER- V, VOL. XV!! PL. XVI 

USD 151 157 153 IS* \$B 3S6 157 l5£ 153 160 163 

J£Z iG4 165 <66 167 166 <69 >70 <7l <7Z <73 f7* 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. REVERSES- 





NUM. CHROM. S£R, V, VOL XVII PL XVI i 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. OBVERSES. 





MUM, CHRON. SER, V, VOL, XVll PL. XVIII 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD REVERSES. 





MUM. CHRON. SER. V. VOL XVII PL, XIX 

VERUUMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. OBVERSES, 





hum, CHftON, SER, V. VOL XVIi PL XX 

VEflULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADfATE HOARD. REVERSES. 





NUM. CHRON. SER. V. VOL. XVII PL. XXJ 

VERULAMILJM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. OBVERSES. 





NUM. CHRON. SER. V. VOL XVII PL XXII 

VERULAMFUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. REVERSES 





VERULAM1UM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADfATE HOARD. OBVERSES. 





HUM. CHRON. $ER. V VOU XVU PL. XXIV 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. REVERSES. 





num. CHRON. SER. V. VOL XVII PL. XXV 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. OBVERSES. 





PfUM. CHRON. SER. V. VOL XVII PL. XXVI 

S3S 536 537 530 533 540 541 542 £43 £44 

£00 £01 58Z 553 £94 585 5 BE 507 5S8 589 590 591 59? 

$93 S34 535 S96 537 £98 539 600 GOJ 602 603 604 604 

606 607 60B 603 610 611 6J2 613 SJ4 $15 616 617 618 

613 620 621 622 623 624 625 626 627 6?8 629 630 6*i 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. REVERSES. 





HUM. CKRON. SER. V, VOL XVEI PL, XXVEJ 

VEHULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD. OBVERSES, 





NUM. CHRON. SER. V. VOL, XVII PL XXVII i 

VERULAMIUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD, REVERSES. 





HUM. CHRON. SER, V. VOL. XVII PL. XXIX 

VERULAMlUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD- OBVERSES. 





MUM, CHRON, SER. V. VOL XVII PL, XXX 

709 TJD 7[| TL2 713 714 715 TIE 7 IT 736 

7^ 720 Til 722 723 724 72? ?ZG 727 729 723 

730 7?S 7K 7 33 734 735 726 737 735 739 74.0 741 

742 743 T44 74? 746 747 743 743 760 7SI 

752 753 754 7S5 756 757 750 753 7G0 7E1 7G2 

7G3 764 765 7G6 767 769 763 770 771 77i 773 774 

VERULAMlUM THEATRE BARBAROUS RADIATE HOARD, REVERSES, 
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LIST OF FELLOWS 

OF THJ5 

ROYAL 

NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 
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patron 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING 

LIST OP FELLOWS 

OF THE 

ROYAL 

NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 
1937 

* indicates thttt the hallow has compounded for Ilfs annual 
coHbvAittftiJl; t Jfcref the Fellow has died dtiring the y*m\ 

iLEt'TED 
im Abbott, George Henry, 1'3sq.k B.A,, M.B., C.M,P l&S Mae- 

qiifine Street* Sydney, N.B.VV. 

1931 Adcock, Professor F. E,, O.B.E., II. A., DXitt.p King's 
College, Cambridge. 

1907 Allan, John, Esq,, M,A., F.S.A,, Keeper of Coins and Medatet 
British Museum, W\C. 1, Hon. Secretary. 

19$5 Allen, Derek: F,p Esq., B,A., British Muwiim^ W.<£ 1. 

1933 Arm it age, T. W,T Esq.p Trent Back, Long Eaton, NotUng- 
hvua. 

1923 Baldwin, A, IF. F.h E&q.„ 3 Adelphi Terraca House, W.-Q. 2, 

1933 Baldwin, W. V. Boyle, Esq., Mont Bore, West Hill. High 
Salvingtonh Worttiiag. 

1909 Baldwin Brett\ Mrs. A,, 13G-3& Maple Avenue^ Flushing, 

New York, ILS.A, 

1919 Beazley, Prqyessqr Ja D., M\A.h Ash tool can Museum, 
Oxford. 

1934 Beck la re, J. T., Esq,, The Royal Mint, Pretoria. 

1920 BernayS? M* l1 Louver Edouard, 204 Avenue Karel de 
Fretet’j Borgcrhout* Antwerp* Belgium. 



4 I.IST OF FELLOWS, 1937. 

1933*'bidpell, W. H., EsQ., Dorrington, Circular Road, Ann- 
radh&par*, Ceylon. 

1923 Blast, C. 33., Esq., F.S.A., 15 Gerald Read, S.W. 1. 
1917 Boubonatio, Baron &. CmAnAMONTE.Pftlazae Bordonaro, 

FjftsEa MiinicipiOj Palermo, Sicily, 

1937 Bridge, J. W., Esq., The Nook, Lucerne Street, Maidstone. 
1952 ‘Briggs. Lloyd C., Esq,, 64 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass., 

U.B.A. 
BmaKTOS Fufliic Libra.iiVj Tbe Curator* BngbtoTi- 

1906 Bristol Central Library, The Librarian, Bristol. 

1930 BsooXb, W, A., Esq., Spring House, Tbettord. 

1924 Bonn, C. J.h Esq., 125 Grove Lane, S.E. 5. 
1897 Burr, Sir Rickard, C.S.I., I.C.S. (retd.). M.R.A.S.,9 too 

ton ftoadp Oxford. 
1911 Burton, Frank E-, Esq., J.P, F.S.A., Onto* Hall, Notts. 

19S& Cahn, Herbert A., FroiestrRs&E 74, Basle, Switzerland. 

18SG Caldecott, J. Esq., F.S.A, Amberley, Arumlel, Sussex. 

1914 Cameron, I/t.-Col. J. S„ D.8.0-. Low Wood, Bothered en, 
Ash foul, Kent. 

1925 Cardiff, Central Library, The Librarian. 
1894 Caelyon.BritI'Ok, Major P. W, P.r D.L., J.P., )' .S.A,, 

Ever&ficld, lishbowne, Chichester. 
1923 Carlyof-Bbitton, Raymond, Esq., Eversfield, Fishbonrne, 

Chichfcfltcr. 
I&33 CabtwriOUT] IlicjiAUDp Ay lib o Fark* Banbury. 

l^iSS Ciiam&ehlain* John A,h Esq., 44 Barrington ShW. 9. 

1936 CoJiTS OhauDOW he BniAiLtE3d IA Cordelier*, Ghaonrco 
(Aube), France. 

im Chapman* G. E.p Esq,, 3 Madeira Park, Tunbridge Wells. 

1936 ^CriARtiESWtiftTH, Martin P-* Es$.r M.A,, President oi 
St, John's College, Cambridge, 

10^3 CitA^LifiEp Mh Fierre, 21 & Grand Hue, Montigni^ar- 
Bambro, Belgium. 

153^ Gurckley* James F. Hr| E3Q,a LJLLB.A.P 26 Maple Avenue* 
Maidstone, 

193,7 GeCOUDBUJ&Yj H. M.d E&9.a P.Or Naraymidaliac+ Mymcnsirtgh, 
Bengal, 

1914 Cicero, MosaiWOBE Comm, Uft. Giuseppe de, U Faroe 
Margherita * Naples* Italy. 
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ELECTED 
1891 +Clauson* The Hoist* Sir CiiA:RLEg3 C.-BrE^ Unwksli&ad 

House-, Hatfield* Herts. 

1911 * Coates, B* AssHBfoN* Esq.f F,S,A, 

1913 *CoDRiN&TONa Humphrey W.* Esq., B.A+, M.R.A.S,, 142 
■Oakwood Court, W. 14. 

1937 Comekciki, SLt Esq.* 100 Hiveraide Hoad, Romford, Ease*. 

1932 Copenhagen* The National Museum, Ments-aiuling. 

1926 Cote, II r Claudius* 33 Rue do Plat, Lyonn, Franco, 

1902 CoYEflKToMj JH GrS Esq.* 31,A., C.I.E.p Parsonage House,, 
Fmchlngfield, Braintree* Essex. 

1919 *Crastee* H, H. E., Esq,, M.A., Dim, Litt.D.* F.S.A., 

Sfrllfif's Librarian, Oxford. 

1920 Cross, A. Pearl* Esq.* F.R.G.S.* 35 St. Martin's Courts 
W,Ch 2. 

1914 Crowther^Beynox* V, B.t Esq.* 31,BnE,j SLA.., F.S.A.* 
Beekington* near- Bath* 

1934 Bakers, H. L, Esq., M.A., 3 Belmont Hill, St. Albans. 

1930 Dayis* A. W., ft&q,.* British Em bosay, Baghdad, 

1935 Denton* Arthur Rieotvay, Esq., The Myrtles* Haygate 
Road, Wellington, Shropahi re- 

1922 Bicitsouj Rey+ W. H. Fane, Gorsky Vicarage, Gloucester. 

1919 Bkabri^ G. Ch| Esq., Lob Altos* Sandown, Isle of Wight. 

1920 Empedocles* G,, Esq.., 54 Academy Street* Athens* Greece. 

1372 *Eyans, Sir Arthur J., M.A-, D.Litt., LLD., Ph.D., 
F.R.S.* Hon. V,-P.S.A., F.B.A.* Colt, de Pin at., Yonlbuiy, 
near Oxford, 

1892 *Evaks* Lady, M,A. (0xon.)* 9 Kensington Park Gardens* 
W, 11. 

1905 Fairsairn, Sidney H^Esq.* tf .A., M.D,, 11 Bolton Gardena* 
S.W, 5. 

1904 •Farcjohar, Miss Helen, G Lowndes Street, S.W. L 

1921 Faulkner, W* Jr( Esq.P Sutton Hcmae* End on* Stoke-on- 
Trent- 

1910 Fisher Library, The* University, Sydney, NJS-W> 

1903 Fitzwilliam Museum, The Director, Cambridge. 
189S Forres* L., Esq., Helvetia, 24 Homcfield Road, Bromleyf 

Kent. 
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iFoureR, Leonard SteyrxnG* E&q.* Fair Mend, I Wanstend 
Koai), Bromley^ Kent 

1S9S ‘Fry, Cl a d&e Basil, Esq., Ennui ngton Hu]], High worth* 
Witts, 

1S137 *QAHfl, Leopold, Esq., SOT Mnddisou Street, Chicago, 
US, A, 

1919 Gantz, Rev, W, L., M.A., C.Pi, St. Mi chad's Cottle, The 
Avenue, Camber! ey? Surrey. 

1871 f Gardner, Professor Percy, ll.An DJatt.. LitLD., LIi.D.. 
F.5.A., F.B.A., IS Canterbury Road, Oxford* 

1907 Ga rdher ,Will oughby. Esq. , D-Sc-, F, S.A■ ? F. L. S., P. R.G ,S. F 
Y Berlfa, Deganwy, North Wales- 

1389 fGARSiDE, Henry, Esq,, 46 Queen's Hoad, Teddington, 
Middlesex. 

1928 Gavin, The Yes, Archdeacon Gordon Hat, St. Mary's 
Vicarage, New Plymouth, Taranaki, Now Zealand. 

1913 Gilbert, William, Esqm M.EA.± 74 Broad Street Avenue, 
E.C, 2j. Fomffn Secrtfary* 

19S0 Gihohi, Marchers Roberto Venturi, 75 Via delhi Scala, 
Florence* Italy.. 

1SG4 Good AC be, Hugh, Esq., till Gath orpe Courts Lutterworth, 
Rugby. 

1 m Gpurlay, W. R., Esq., C.I.E., C.S.J.* M,A.a F.R.G.S., J.F„ 
Kenbank, Dairy, Cels tie Douglas, Galloway. 

1935 Grakt, Michael, Esq„p B>A., 18 Victoria Grove, W. 8, 

1391 * Brantley, Lord, D+L, J<P.? JT.S,At, We eke Manor, Win¬ 
chester Hants. 

1914 Grose, S. Wh, Eftq.T ALA-, Honorary Otirotoj' $/ Coins in the 
Fitaeiiliam Museum, 18 Hobson Streep Cambridge. 

1916 Hatngs, Geoffrey Colton, Esq., F,B.Aip 81 Latent Avenue* 
Putney, London, S.W. 15 p Treasury 

1899 Hall* HenryPlatt, Esq., Peutrehcylin, Hall, Llaaymynech+ 
Montgomeryshire- 

1935 Hansen, Frants Jo it an, Esq,t Woodstock, Hunt Road, 
Bexley, Kent. 

1964 Harrison, Frederick A.a Esq.p F2,B.t 40 Wembley Park 
Dri^c, Wembley, Middlesex, Libmrian. 

191G *HARTt Rv Edward, Esq., 1LA,, Brook lands, Blackburn. 

1934 Haydn-Morris, Harold, Esq., PekeE, Hellingly, Sussex. 
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1928 IIayter, G, 0. F-, Esq., B.A., F.3.A., IS Denewood Road, 
N. 8- 

1931 Hedley, W. Fercy* Ebq.3 F.S.A., F.G.S., Gresham House, 
Coibridge* Northumberland. 

1934 Heithaus, Rev. Claude H.p G Eudeteigh Street* WTC. 1. 

1930 Herzfgldeh, Hubert, Esq,, 77 Rug ties Saint* Pferes, 
Faria VI- 

1900 Hewlett, Lionel H.y Esfy* Greenbunk, Byron Hill, Hflnow- 
on-thc^Hillj Middlesex. 

1932 Hiluyard, Hr J. W,3 Esq^, Htnaley Hall, Eastgatc, Co. 
Durhum, 

1893 Hill, Sr* Georg ef K.C Mmi MJLt D.C.L.: LL.D-, LitiB., 
F.S.A., F.B.A.* 12 Sussex Place, N.W+1, Umovas Vic&- 
Fnslfimt. 

1895 Hodge, Thomas, Esq., Fyning Howse, Bugnte, Petersfield, 
Hants. 

1937 Hohrnkudik, Marquis Albrecht de, 32 Weihburggjinse, 
Vienna L 

1920 *HoLhoyd, Miciiakl, Esq.p M.A,, F.$.A,, BrPie&oose College, 
Oxford. 

1908 ^Huntington, Archer M., Esq., Honorary President of 
the American Numismatic. Society, Audubon Park, 15(Rb 
Street, West of Broadway* New York, U,S.A. 

1922 JamrsoNj Monsieur R., 8 Avenue Ve] usque e, Pails Till0. 

1914 *Kerr? Robert* Esq., MjL* Royal Scottish Museum, 
Edinburgh. 

1920 King, Colonel E- J,+ C,M.Gm A,D.C., M.A,? F.S.A,P 
F.R.Hist.Soe.* The Old House; East Eud Road, N, 2< 

1917 Lamb* Miss Winifred, Holly Ledge* Gampden Hill, W, 8. 

1920 Last, Professor H. ML, Esq,, M.A,s BL-asenose College, 
Oxford. 

1885 •Lawrence, L. k*. Esq., F.R.C.S., F.S.A., 44 Behue Square, 
N,W. 3. 

1920 Lewis, -Tons Campbell, Esq., Bridge House, Troqdyrkiw, 
Merthyr Tydfil, Wales. 

1922 *Lloyd, Miss Muriel Eleanor Hayden, 7 Manor Court, 
Pinehurst, Cambridge, 

1907 Lqgkett, Richard Cyril, Esq., J.P-, F.S-A,, 58 Vwlogun 
Place, S.W. L 

1921 Lucknow Museum, The Curator of the, Luck no Wh India, 
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1934 *Mareott, Pflor. T. 0., 5G East 87tli Street, New York 

Gity, U.S.A. 

1S&5 Ma<jdohali>t Sin Qjboue, K.C.B,, F.S.A. (Scat.), M.A., 
LL.IL, D.Litt,, LittD,3 F.B.A., 17 Leormanth Gardens, 
Edinburgh. 

1901 M a CPA D yen, Fj^ank E., 17 St. George's Terrace, 
Newoastlfrca^Tyne. 

1923 MallikSON, Rey. Arnold, c/o St, Fj-ides wide's Vicarage, 
OaiWd- 

1932 Martin, Captain II. F. C., R,E., Ardlpngbor, Killyle*, Co, 
Armagh. 

1912 Mattingly+ HaholDt Es<^n M.A,, British Museum, W.C, 1, 

1905 Mavrooordato, J.s Esq-, Gi]rklgen Cowden Pound, Eden- 
bridge, Eenk 

1937 de Mayo, M,, Marcel, Strati a Luterana 21, Bucharest, 

1929 McNrCK-LE, A. J. S,a Esq.t c/o Royal Mail Steam Packet Co,, 
Koyal Mail House, E.O. 2. 

1916 Meigh, Alfred, JJsqm Dole Spring House, Fcrabrook, 
Stoke-on-Trent. 

1905 Messenger Leopold G.'P., Esq*, ISl Brecknock Road, 
Tufuell Park, N. 19. 

1928 Middleton. LaytBenCe H-, Esq., M.A., 1] a High Street, 
N.W.8. 

1934 Middleton, Art huh Pierop, Esq.., M.Am F.S.A. (Scot.), 
]2 East 97th Street, New York City, US, A, 

1929 Mileank.S.R-^Es^ Pan field, HnntingdoPjNewYorkjU.S.A. 

1924 Miller, Hoyt, Esq., East Shore Road, Great Neck, Long 
Island, New York, U.S^A. 

1397 Milne, J. Geafton, Ebqm 23 Belay re Court, 
Woodstock Bond, Oxford* 

1921 Milne, Mrs. J. Granton, 23 Belsyre Court, Woods took 
Road, Oxford- 

1932 Mitchell, D. D.r Esqm 19 Norman Avenue, St. Margaret3?, 
■ Twickenham ► 

1910 Mitchell Library, The, Glasgow, The Librarian, 

1SS8 MonTagu^j Lieut.-Col. L> A- L., Benton, near Credit on, 
Levon* 

1937 Morton, II. V+F Esq,, 35 Grosvenor Place, S.W. L 

1933 Myers, Oliver H., Esq., 200 Euaton Road, N.W. L 

1916 +Mylne, Eyeeaed, Esq., B.A.n St. Andrew's College, 
Graham6towu, South Africa. 
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192S *NavilL£j Monsieur Lucien,. 5-7 Rue Levrier* Geneva. 

1906 Netybeeey Library, The Librarian, Chicago, U.3.A. 
1905 *N swell, Eh Tr, Esq., President of tbe American Numismatic 

Society, 156tb Street* West of Broadway < New Tort, 
U.S.A. 

1904 Newin&ton FuELrc Library* The Librarian, Walworth 
Read, S_E. I7_ 

1931 Njeter, Hans >L, Esq., 41 a Golden Green Fond, N.W. 11, 

1930 Northumberland* The Dtjhe op, 17 Princes Gate,B,W. 7. 

1936 Noth an* Jo it* W,* Esq., 79 u Fhilbeach Gardens, S.W. 5. 

193? Nu&bbaum, Dh, E,, Batmhofstras&e 32, Zurich. 

1882 Oman, Professor Sir Charles, K.E.E., M,A,T D.C-L,, 
LLD., F.E..A. „ F.B.A,, Frew in Hall, Oxford, Vic*-Pr&idtoit. 

1925 Oman, Charles Chichele* Esq., M.A., Victoria and Albert 
Museum, S.W* 7, 

1931 O'Neil, B* H. St. J,p EsqpP MJL, Fr£rAr, H Crescent Road, 
Beckenham, K&nt. 

1932 Oslo, Uuiversitetefcs Mynt'kubinet, Norway. 

1922 Farenham, Iyo R, R. L., Es^, St. J?uue&sa Club, 106 Picca¬ 
dilly, W. 1. 

1903 Pa Rhone. H. Alexander, Esq,f Fvnmpton Place, Frttfuptcn 
Mansell, Near Stroud p G]oe. 

193? Pasley-Wilhamson, Captain W, H.t 35 Warwick Rond, 
S.W. 5, 

1936 Pearce, Bertram W*, EeQ.p F.5.A., Sunny mead, Ash Hoad* 
Sandwich. 

1026 Pearce, J. W, Ek, Esq., M.A., F.S.A., 10 Cromwell Place, 
S.W. 7r 

1936 Philip-Phillips, Godfrey S., Esq*, 113 Queen's Gale, 
SBVV. 7+ 

1927 Finches, John Robert, Esqjp 21 Albert Embankment*, 
S.Hb 11. 

1928 Firie Gordon* H., Esq., D,S^C., 1LA,* F+S,A„ 4G Addiaon 
Avenue, W. 11. 

1927 Pond, Shepard, Esq,, 258 Boyleton Street, Boston,, Miss,, 
UrS.A. 

1936 Poole* Wiluah E., Ksq,p 45 Cromwell Road, Eadtenbrnn, 
X e n tr 

1923 Prague* Bihliotbfeque dc l1 University Czech o- Slovak ia+ 
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1935 Hash LEIGH, JT. C. S., Esq., M.A., M.D., Throwleigb, Oka- 
bbmpton, D&yoil 

1937 Ratcliffe, N. B., Esq.a Holly Mount, Rnwtemt&lh Ro&se Ti¬ 

ckle, Limes, 

1923 Ravel, MoNsrEttR G., 7 Bd. de Lorraine K PoinEc Bongo, 
Mat Beilin. 

1937 Raven, E. J. R, Esq., The Unfreraity, Aberdeen 

1030 Ra-*vbon, L. H.a Esq., Atliol l Bank, Lovelace Gardens, Sur¬ 
biton, 

1909 Raymond, Wayt#, Esq., 465 Park Avontjo, New York City, 
ILS.A. 

1033 Reauiieae, E, R, R.p Esq., lo7 Woodcotc Valley Road, 
Pulley, Surrey. 

1933 Roberts* Krsnetu Esq., Aberdale, 2 South Road, 
Newton Abbot. 

1937 Robertson, Mr&s Anne S,, M.A., Hunterian Museum, The 
University, Glasgow* 

1911 ^Robinson, E. S. Q4i Esq., M.A.h F.S.A., S3 Upper Fhillimore 
Gardens, W< 8, Jim. SecftiMy* 

1910 Rogers* The Ybev Key. Ed&ab, 0,B.E,p M-A.r F.S.A., The 
Deanery, Rocking, Buu. 

1&24 Rotve, Captain Francis G. C., G5 Finborough Road, 
S.W. 10. 

1919 Ryan, V. J- E>, Esq., Lea Sillmea, GnmvUk, Jersey, CL 

1910 Saint Louis Numismatic Society, Washington Uni varsity, 
St. Louis h Mo., U.S.A. 

191S ’'Salisbury* F. S.n Esq,, M.Am Dorset House, Parkland 
Gfote, Aehfovd, Middkrac, 

1985 Sassoon* David C., Esq,, 12 a Wilderoft Manor, S.W„ 15. 

1917 Seaby, £. A., Esq., 05 Great Portland Street, W. L 

1907 *Seltmak* Chables T.t Esq., M.A., Queens' College* 
Cainbridgs. 

1890 Seltmae, E. J.r Eeq.r Villa Marin, S„ Giorgio a Cremano* 
Naples, 

1930 Sheab. Mrs. T. Leslie 12 Battle Rond, Princeton, N.J.j 
U.S.A. 

1913 Shibley-Fox, J. S,, Esq., R.B.A., 16 Bioclt Stmt. Bath. 

1893 *Sims, Brno.-General R. F. Hawley-, C.M.G., D.S.G., 
168 Strand, W,C. 2, 

1934 Smith, Wblborf Owstou, Esq., M.A., 41 Molyneux Park, 
Tunbridge Wells. 

1905 Swelling, Edtvard, Esq., S Amborley Hoad, E. 10. 
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SUtCTEB 
1S3Q Snudee, Fftps-Esson G- A. B,, A] hind Pierson Shotting, 

Wc-eaperaijde 33, Amsterdam (0.). 

1922 Spence e-Churchill, Capt. E. G., M.C», F.S.A., Nortb-wick 
F^trkp Bleckley, Worcestershire. 

1936 Spink, David F., Esq.h 5-7 King Sheet, S.W+1+ 

1894 Spink, Samuel Mrp Esq., 5-7 King Street, S.W. 1. 

1902 Stainer, Charles Lewis, Esq., Woodltoura, Iffley, Oxford. 

1923 Steering, W. P. D., Esq., FJJ.A«* Five ways, Deal 

1932 Stewart, James it* Esq,* Par! Cottage, Kingadown, 
Taunton, 

2 931 Strauss, Louis, Cala Ratjada, Capdepera, MallorcfL, 
Spain, 

1933 Sutherland, Allan, Esq., c/a Hansard* Parliament Hou&et 
Wellington, New Zealand. 

1930 Sutherland, C, H, Y,p Esq.p M Jk.r IS Park Terrace* Oxford. 

1914 Sydenham, Rev, Edward A., M.A., The Vicarage, "West 
Molesey, Surrey, President r 

1896 *Taff3t H. WPj Esq., M.B.E., 27 EMeralie Road, Eltham, 
S.Er 9. 

1919 Taraporeyala, Yicaji D. B., Esq t Tnmpore Villa, 
79 Koregtum Park, Poona, 0. P.p India. 

1923 Thomas, Cecil, Esq,, 7 Gloucester Terrace, S,W, 7:. 

1020 Thomas^ J, Rochelle, Esq., IS llclietter Place, W, 14. 

1933 Thompson, James Dayid Anthony, Esq,, 5 Chadlington 
Hoad, Oxford. 

1918 Tiiorbukn, Philip, Esq., B.A., S3 Rochester Row, S.W. 1, 

19S5 Tin chant, SI. Paul, 19 Avenue des Art?, Brussels* 

1929 Toronto, University of. The Librarian, Canada. 

1934 Ulrigh-Bansa, Colonele Oscar, 9 Riviera S. Nicol&, 
Venice (Lido), Italy. 

1912 Van BurEn, Dk. A. W«, American Academy* Porta San 
Panorruio* Rome (29). 

1923 Wales, The National Museum op, Cardiff. 

1932 Walker, John, Esq., M.A*> M.R.A.S., British Museum, 
W.C. 1* 

1924 Wallwortht I. N. G., Esq., FiurbankF?, Stanley Park Road* 
Corah niton. 
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1911 Warre, Felix W., Esq,., QbB.E.n H.Chj 19$ Church Street, 

W+ 8. 

1£)20 * Watson, Commander Harold New all, R.N. 

iees pWeeehp F. Parses, E&Qr? MJhj F*$rA.? IS Harley 
Street, W, L 

1532 Werwstbom. Ernest, Esq.s P.O, Bos 3S4, San Fttuncim, 
U.S.A. 

1915 Whitehead, R, B1? Esq,, M-A., M.R.A.S., I.C,E. (retd.), 
30 Millington Roadn Cambridge. 

1537 Whittcht, C. A.p Esq., Tins High School, Newcastle, Staffs* 

1534 Wiltshire, R. G.r Esq., Loughouae Lodge, Ermyn Way, 
Lcatherhead,. 

1906 fWaOD, Howlasd, Esq.* Curator of the American Numis¬ 
matic Society, 156tb Street, W. of Broadway* New York, 
U.S.A. 

1933 Wood* Mrsfi Ifaroaret E?rvY3n 14Bcntinck Close* North 
Gate., N.W* 8. 

1920 * Wood ward, A, M. Tracey, Esq., Chateau Jlillefleurfi+ 
Cadanjac, Gironde* France. 

1920 Woodward, W< H.j Esq., 48 Camden Hill Gate, Wr 8. 

1903 Weight, H. Nrl&oit, E&Q.t I.C.S. (retd.). The Larches, West 
Hail Road, Upper WarUngbam, Surrey* 

1936 Wamniso^ Anthony G-., E&q , 11 PhiIlimoi-o Ten-ace* W, 8. 

I&33 Wuthrich, Ch, Esq., M.I.E.E., SI Pursera C™g Road, 
S. W. 6. 

1992 Yoanna, A, de, Esq., B,A.h M.D., 111 Fierrepont Streets 
Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A. 

1932 Yorkshire Archaeological Society, 10 Park Flace, 
Leeds, 

1919 Ziegler, Piiilii3,, E&q^ Lilly Yill^ Victoria Park, 
Manchester. 



IB 

HONORARY FELLOWS 

1898 Hra Majesty Victor Emmanuel III, King of Italy, 
Fala^o Quh'iifULlej Rome. 

I9S0 Alf^ltUp Professor Andreas, Ferencs Josef lEafepart 25 , 
Budapest-. 

IS9S Blancfcxt, Monsieur Adxier, Membra do rinstifcut, 10 Bd* 
Emile Angiar, Paris XVL 

1935 Ce§ano3 Sig kurina L,a Muaeo Naiionale, Rome. 

1926- Dieudonn£p Monsieur A., 7 Rue Worth Suresncs, Seine, 
France. 

1899 Gaerici; Professor Dr. Ettore^ Via Formalc 30; Napha. 

1987 GalsteRp Dr. G eo kg, Royal Coin Cabinet, Copenhagen* 

1982 Laffranghi, Signor L., via Carlo Raviraa L9P Milan,. 

19^-7 LoEllRp Director A, v,„ Bandeasftjmnlun^ von Mcdaiilcn, 
Burgling Gn Vienna \- 

1904 Maurice, BL Julesp 15 Rue Vaneictu, Paris VII. 

1899 PrcKp Dr. Behkekdt, Scbwklbsscbe Strasee 9? Berlin, W. 30* 

192G Tourneur, Professor VectoRp CoiiBETvateur en chef dela 
Bibliothequa ltoynle, Brussels. 
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MEDALLISTS 

OF THE HOY A I# NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 
ELECTED 
I&B3 Charles Koach Smith, F.SrA. 
1834 AqVilla Smith, M.B,a M.RXA. 
133d Edward Thomas, F,R.5. 
1SSG Major-General Alexander Cunningham, aS.l.,C.I E, 
1SS7 Joins' Jvam, DCfL, LL..D., F.R.&, PS. A. 
188S Dil F. IUHOOF-bLUiiER, Winterthur. 
l£S9 rHOFESSOR PjURCY GARDNER, Litt-B,, F.S.A, 
1S9Q Monsieur J. Ph Six, Amistcrdanu 
1S31 Dr. C. Ludwhj Muller, Copenhagen. 
1892 Prgfessdr R, Stuart Poole, LL.JX 
1393 H, W. HpWaddinotoiTj Senate^ Mevnbtede F Institute Pun's. 
l£94 Charles Francis Keary. RLA*, F,S.A, 
1S95 Professor Br. Theodor Mommsen, Berlin. 
1S9S Frederic Wh Madden, M.K.A.S. 
1307 Br. Alfred von Sallet, Berlin. 
ISOS The EttV. Canon W. Green well, &LA.t F.RS.P F.£,A. 
1899 M. Ernest abflon, Mernbre do I'lnatitut, Paris. 
1990 Professor Stanley Lane-Poole, M^A,, Litt.D. 
1901 S. E. Baron Wla di m T R v* Tiesbnha us £ Na St. Petersburg 
1903 Arthur J. Evans, Ksq.p M.A.P F.R.S., F.S.A. 
1903 M. Gustave Scii luh berger, M&iubre de rinstitutp Faria. 
1994 Hrs Majesty Victor Emmanuel HIP King of Italy, 
190a Sir Hermann Wed hr, M.Ih 
1909 Comm. Francesco Gkecchi, Milan, 
1907 Barclay V. Head, D.LitX, D.C.L., Fh.B., Cbm de Plnst, 
1908 Professor Dr. Heinrich Dbessel, Berlin, 
1909 Herbert A. Grcerer, F.B,A. 
1919 Dr. Friedrich Edler von Kenner, Vienna. 
1911 Olivjsr Codrington, M.B., Kli.A.S.p F.S.A. 
1919 GekeraL'Leutnant Max von Eahrfelbt, Hildesheim. 

1013 George Macdonald, Esq,h M,A,h LL,Br 
1914 Jean N„ Svoroncs, Athens. 
1915 Georoe Francis Hill, Fsq., M.A. 
1S1G M. Theodore Reinack . Membre dc rin&tikufc, Parle. 
191? L. A, Lawrence, Esq., RS.A, 
1918 Not awarded* 
19J 9 M, Adrien Blanchet, Membra de iTnstifcut, Paris, 
1920 H, B, E a ole-Fox and J. S. Shirley-Fox, Esgh 
199:1 Percy II. Weed. 
1922 FHEDElttCif A. Walters, F,S-A. 
1003 Professor J*W. Kubitechdk, Vienna* 
1924 Henry Symondsp F,S.A. 
1935 Edward T. Newell, Esq., New York. 
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1923 ft, W* agl aOhlan* Montreal* 
1927 M. A. Dxiiraainift, Pans, 
1928 Sir Charles Oman, M.P.f D.C,L., IMS* A. 
1929 Monsieur Jules Maurice, Fans. 
1930 Rev. Edward A. Sydenham, M.A. 
1951 Mr&a Helen Farquuar, 
193S H. Nelson Wrwkt, Ksq.p I.G.S, (retd.). 
1933 Direktdr Frofes&or Kurt Reeling, Bedircr 
1934 Geo so e Cyril Brooke (posthumously). 
1935 Professor Dr. Bshrrrbi Pick, Gotha. 
1935 John Allan, Ksq.h M.A.,. F.S.A, 
1937 Professor Victor Tournbub, Brussels 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

ROYAL NUMISMATIC SOCIETY. 
SESSION 1936—1937. 

October 35, 193G, 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

Piviiov H. Wise, Eeq.p President in the Chair. 

The Minutes of the Meeting ef May SI were read and 
approved. 

Mi's, T. Leslie Shear and Messrs. J. D, Anthony Thompson, 
Michael Giant* and David F. Spink were proposed for 
election. 

The President congratulated the Society on the success of 
the Numismatic Congress held in July, and moved that 
a vote of thanks be given to those offieora who had taken 
an active part in its organization. Mr, Allan, in replying, 
said that any credit for the success of the Centenary celebra¬ 
tions was really duo to Miv WeWs foresight and initiative 
in seeing that arrangements were discussed and made well 
ahead, 

Mr. Henry Garside exhibited the shilling of Now Guinea 
of 1935. 

Mr* H. P> Hall showed a fine series of coins relating to the 
Roman campaigns in Palestine:— 

Thrve seatoiii cf V^pn$iant representing three of the varieties 
of the 1VDAEA CAPTA type, Cohen nos. 234P 239, and 239 
variety. The third of these coma rcada 1VDEA in plate of the 
uaual [VDAEA. 

Tu'o aureii of Vtuqmsia}^ Cohen 225 and 330, both with rtih 
legend I VDAEA. Types: Judaea seated on ground afc foot of 
trophyj and Iudaea in a similar position at foot of a palm-tree. 
The first from the Boseo Rcatc find. 
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3W sestertii of Vefipctf/ftu, Cohen dEQ-a rare type—mid 625, 
hath bearing the reveres legend VICTORIA AVCVSTI and 
struck in commemoration of Yegpnsinn'g Jewish victories* 

Setfertiu* qf Titm, Cohen 110. IVDAEA CAPTA type, 
S&tBiiu* of Ntrva, Cohen 5i with rev, Palm-tree and legend 

FISCI IVDAICI CALVMN1A SVBLATA, A difficult coin 
to xu^et with in fine condition, find struck in commemoration of 

the tax oonce&&tona useide to the Jews by Nerva. 
SestertinA of Hadrian^ Cohen 51 with rev, legend ADVENTVI 

A V G I V DA E A E- 0 m o f the se tm of c oina struck by Had rlan 
as a record ot! Ilia journeys throughout the Empire. 

Mr. Hall also shewed an as of Quietus, son of Hacriantis, 
a.ix 200. Cohen % ifey* AEQVTAS AVCG, Equity 
standing L with scales mid cornu coping. 

Mr*W* Gilbert showed au aureus of Numernn (Cohen &3)p 
rci\ ORiENS AVGG.? wt. 81 grains, in remarkable con¬ 
dition. 

Mr. Frederick A> Harrison, F>2r.B.j exhibited mi interesting 
series of diver coins of China showing the remarkable evolu¬ 
tion gone through in the last fifty years. 

Mr. V, B. Growths Boyn on, F.SJL, showed a fine series 
of counters to illustrate Mr, Lawrence's paper. 

The series of medals presented to the Society by the 
Copenhagen Numismatic Society, the Swedish Numismatic 
Society, and the Swedish Academy were also exhibited* 

The President presented the Society with a fine framed 
photograph of himself. 

Mr. L, A. Lawrence, F,S.Ah? read ft paper on tile casting 
counters of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in which 
he showed that the earliest counters for use with the abacus 
could be dated very closely by comparison with the typos of 
Edward penuies from which fh ey were cop led, He explained 
the use of these counters, which were pierced to prevent their 
being pztssed a? coins. The&o counters wore evidently made 
at the mint and showed remarkable parallel tarn with the 
coins. Much, could be done for later series on the lines laid 
down by Mr, Lawrence, 
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Mr, Harrj&on pointed out how the abacus survived as the 
if counter” of a shop, 

Kotekbeii 10, 1336. 

ordinary meeting. 

Percy H* Webb, Esq., M.J3. Es> President, m the Chair. 

The Minutes of the Meeting of Oct. 15 were read and 
approved. 

Mrs. Th Leslie Shear, Messrs. Michael Grant, David F> 
Spink, and J. D- A- Thompson, were elected Fellowb of the 
Society,, and the Count Ohandon de .Brinillea, Messrs. J. W* 
Kotman, and William E. Poole proposed for election. 

Mr, Frederick A. Harrison, I\S.S., exhibited an interest¬ 
ing series of French coins* covering the period from the out¬ 
break of the French Revolution to the end of the reign of 
Louis XVIII, 

Mr, Henry Gar side exhibited the 133 G Canadian dollar 
with the normal obverse legend. 

Mr, 0, .L Bunn showed 15 French medals of the period 
ISaO-ISiO. 

The President showed two medals issued Ly the Society 
of Miniature E-ifle Clubs. 

Mr. William Gilbert exhibited a very lino aureus of 
Crisp us (Cohen no* 56)p vvt. 08-5 giv 

Dr. S. H, Fairbaim gave a lecture on "TheMedals of the 
French Revolution of 1S4ST>, in which he sketched the history 
of the period and the various stages of the Revolution. The 
lecture was illustrated by ft large number of slides of medals 
relating to every event of importance. These medals, which 
are almost all hurriedly cost pieces of lead, were propagandist 
rather than commemorative in intention- (This paper 
Appears in the volume of Trtumdims of the Numismatic 

Congress.) 
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December 17, 193 Gp 

ORBIKAKY MEETING, 

Percy II. WiJBBj Esq.t M.RE7 President, in the 

Chair. 

The Minutes of the Meeting of November 19 were read 

and approved. 

The President read the following memorandum from the 

Keeper of the Privy Purse. 

Phiyy Puiisn Office, 

Buckingham Palace, S.W. 

Memorandum. 
Tlie Keeper of the Privy Purse is commanded by the 

King to state that His Majesty is pleased to intimate to 
those Societies and Institutions which were recently 
granted Patronage by King Edward VIII that they may 
continue to show the Sovereign as their Patron during 
the present Eeign unless otherwise notified, 

14 th December 1936. 

The Marquess Albrecht de Hohenknbin, Messrs, C> A. 

Whitton, and IL M, Choudhury were proposed forelection. 

The Count Chandon de PrioilEes and Messrs. X W. Not man 

and W. E. Poole were elected Fellows of the Society. 

The evening was devoted to notes and exhibitions. 

Mr, L. G. P. Messenger showed four rare first brass of 

Titus, Donut inn, and Hadrian, 

Mr. L. A, Lawrence, P.S.A., showed four half-nobles of 

Edward III and a Toumay groat of Henry VlIIh 

Mr, "Webb showed 6 auref of Trajan, Marcus Aurelius, 

Probus, and Diocletian. 

Mr, Hr Mattingly exhibited 8 coins from the Kichborough 

radiate hoard of 1931, combining radiate head with fourth- 

century reverse. 
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Mr. W. Owston Smith showed five thalers of the last two 

Dukes of Pomerania and one of the three young Margraves 
of Ansbaeh. 

MrF W* Gilbert showed TannePs pattern two-guinea piece 

of 1768 in brilliant condition* 

Mr. Hh Kelson Wright exhibited a mohur of Jahangir of 
Agra, 

Mr. Ph Xhwbran exhibited a large rupee of rAlam II of 

Shahjahanabad, a.h. 1218. 

Dr. E&irb&irn exhibited four Spanish medals of the First 

Carlist War, including the medal given to members of the 

do Lacy Evans force. 

Mr. Derek Allen read notes on an unpublished Anglo- 

Saxon coin of a king Eatric. anew scentta, an Early English 

coin weight, and a ticket for the touching ceremony of 

Charles I. 

Mr. J. W. E, Pearce, F.S, A., read a note on the problems 

of the Tota issues. 

January 21, 19S7. 

ORDINARY MEETING* 

Y. B, CaowrHEn-BnYx\o^? Esq,, F.S A., Vice-President, in 

the Chair. 

The Minutes of the Meeting of December 17 were read 

and approved. 

The Marquess Albrecht de Hohenkubin, Messrs. 0. A. 

Whitten and Hu rid as Majumdor Choudhury were elected 

Fellows of the Society. 

Captain W, II. Easley-'Williamson and Messrs. J. W* 

Bridge and H. Y, Morton were proposed for election. 

Mr. H. Garside showed a 25-ceafc piece of British North 

Borneo of 1929, and a 10 cents (1984) and 1 cent (1930] of 

Sarawak, 
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Mr. W., Gw&Eon Smith exhibited two thaler of Charles It 

of Lon-ame of 1569 to l&OS, 

Mlt W, Gilbert; allowed two folles of Domains Domitianus, 

one with the rare reading LVCf V5* 

Mr. Dsiek Allen exhibited a seriea of barbarous radiate 

corns from Richborough* 

A paper on the Rachboi'Gugli radiate hoard of 19S1 was 

read by Messrs* Sobbing, Mattingly, and Derek Allen, 

Mrh SLobbing described the circumstance of the find and 

the general features of its composition. Mr. Mattingly 

emphasized the internal evidence of late date and Mr. Derek 

Alien enforced this point by comparison with sceafctns and 

thrymsas. 

February IS, 19 #7. 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

Y, E. Csowtueb-Betitoit, Esq., F.S-Aip Vice-President, in 

the Chair, 

The Me mites of the Meeting of January 21 were read and 

approved- 

Captain W. EL Pusley-Wiilimnscm and Messrs. J. W. 

Bridge and H. Y. Morion were elected Fellows of the Society, 

Mr. H- H- Ratcliffs was proposed for election. 

Mr, Leopold G< P. Messenger exhibited the penny of 

British West Africa and of New Guinea of 19S6, the only 

coins so far issued to bear the name of Edward YllL 

Mr, J* W, E, Pearce, F.S.A^ read a paper entitled “ COM 

and COMOB at TJiessilosioa % in which he examined the 

coinage bearing these legends and compared the dies and 

styles with coins of Th&ssalonica find showed the close 

connexion of the CO MOB coins with Thessalonica. 
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Mauch IS, 1D37. 

OKDINAEY MEETING. 

V, B, Ceowther^BethoKj Esq., F.S-A.# Viee^President, in 
the Chair. 

Tha Minutes of the Meeting of February IS were rend nnd 
Approved* 

Mr- H. H- Ratclifte was ejected a Fellow of the Society 
and Mr. XL Nuasbaum proposed for election. Messrs- J+ W, 
Bridgej J. W. Notman^ and W. E. Poole were admitted 
Fellows of the Society; 

The Yioe-President announced the death of the Soeiety?s 
President, Mr, Percy H> Webb, and moved the following 
resolution which was passed and ordered to be sent to his 
daughter, Mrs. Andrew; 

That the Royal Numismatic Society desh'es to express 
its sense of the loss it has sustained by the death of one 
who for twenty-five years had held the office of Treasurer 
and for six years had presided over the Society with ft giAce 
and distinction which had gained for him not only the 
esteem hut the affection of its Fellows 

The Society desires to express its sense of sympathy 
with the family in their loss and to assure them that 
Hr- Webb will Jong ba remembered by Fellows of the 
Society not only as an ideal President but ns a kindly 
friend, whose loss will be personally felt by the many 
Fc1Wts of the Society who had come into contact with 
him in his long period of service to the Society and to the 
study lie loved so well, 

Mr. Allan paid a tribute to Mr, Webb's work for the 
Society as Treasurer and President, and Mr. Mattingly gave 
an appreciation of his services to Roman numismatics. 

Mr* Gil twit exhibited a solidus of ConsUntius III (Cohen 
no-wt. 83-5), 

Mr. Derek F. Allen read a note on a lead trial piece of a 
penny of King Alfred in the British Museum. 
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Amt 15, 1037, 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

F* A. HA&srsox, Esq^ F.Z.S.P Librarian, in the Chair. 

The Minutes of the Meeting of March 18 were read and 

approved. 

Mr. H- Nussbaum was ejected a Fellow of the Society, 

Director A. v- Loehr and Dr, G. Gatster were elected 
Honorary Fellows of the Society. 

Mr. Hr W. Tuffs, M.B.E*, exhibited a series of Coronation 
medals and a Maundy set of George YL 

Mr, L+ A. Lawrence, F^-A., exhibited a series of Corona¬ 
tion medals from -Charles I to Edward VII. 

Mr. H, Gnrside showed the penny of George VI of 1937 ; 
and New Guinea sixpence and threepence of 1935, and 
penny of Edward VIH of 193th 

Mr, W. Gilbert showed an aureus of Antonia (Cohen 1) 
\vL 118^5 gr,, another of Germanieus (Cohen 1) wt. 119 gr%, 
and a follis of Alexander the Tyrant (Cohen 2}. 

Mr. Derek Allen read a paper on Coronation medals in 
which he traced their history from Edward VI to the present 
day and dealt with the various aspects, religious, politicalp 
and commemorative that had been emphasized from time to 
time^ 

May 20, 1937, 

ORDINARY MEETING. 

V. B. CnowTHEn-BErtYosfj Esq., F.S.A,, Vice-President, in 
the Chair, 

The Vice-President announced that the Council had 
nominated the Rev, E. A. Sydenham President for the re- 
malnder of tire Session* The new President then took Die 
chair and expressed his great appreciation of the honour 
done him in electing him to his office. 
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Messrs, L. G. PF Messenger and H> Garatdo were appointed 
Auditors. 

The Minutes of the Meeting of April IB were read and 

approved. 

Mi'- William Gilbert exhibited the following gold Papal 
coins : 

1. Nicholas Yt ducat, 54 0 gr. (1447-H55). B, St. Peter. 

% Ale rander V|p double ducat, 1Q4-5 gr. (149E-150B). J7, St* 
Peter fish in". 

3. Julian II, double ducat, 104-5 gr. (1503—ISIS). J7. ditto. 

4, Leo X, ducat, 51-5 gr* (1518-1521)* JJ, ditto. 

5k InnoCeuth XII, scudo d'orop 51-5 gr. (1637). If. Sheaf of 
wheat. 

6, Benedict XlV, zftcchino, 52-5 gr. (1751). It, Church ou 
clouds. 

7, Clement XI'V, ducat, 53-0 gr. (17G9)< B. ditto. 

St Pins YIl, dopptfi, SS-5 gr, (1806). J?, St. Peter seated 

9. Pius JXr SJ tcudip G7-5 gr. (1855). B. Value and date 
wreath, MM. ■*E 

IQ. Pius XI, 100 lire, 135 -5 gr. (29). JE. The Saviour Branding; 
a small child at his feat offers him a crown. 

Mr, Henry Garside showed the British Imperial King 

George VI silver two shillings, shilling with the Royal Crest 

of Scotland on the reverse, and sixpence; also a bronze 

halfpenny and farthing; all dated 1037 j also the British 

West Africa King Edward VIII nickel penny bearing the 

mint mark H (Heaton) on the obverse, half-penny, and 

tenth of a penny: all dated 19SG. 

Mr, J. Allan read a paper by Dr. Karl Pink on u Gold 

Medallions of Lyaimachus and kindred Forgeries,1*. (This 

paper is printed in this volume of the Numismatic CAimtete, 

pp. 73-90,) 

Mr, Mattingly) read a paper by Messrs. J. G. Milne and 

E. G. Goodehild entitled Greek coins found at Exeter 

reconsidered pp, (This paper is printed in this volume of the 

Ifruitoismatic Ghrotticte, pp, 124-184.) 
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Jot* 17, 1937- 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. 

Eev. Edward A. Sydukhak, II. A., President* in the chair. 

The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of Juno 1B? 

1936* were lead and approved. 

Messrs. D. C. Sassoon and R. B, Whitehead were appointed 
scrutineers of the ballot. 

Mr* Henry Garside exhibited the following coins: 
British Inipcrial King George VI silver half-crown and shilling 

with the Roynl Crtst of Eogl&aid on the royerae, both dates! I9S7 j 
Australia- King George VI silver crown, dated 19371 British West 
Africa King Edward VIII nickel penny* beating tbo mint marks 
K,N: and halfpenny, both dated 1936. 

The following report of the Council was laid before the 
Meeting. 

The Council have again the lionGur to lay before you 
the Annual Report on the state of the Boyal Numismatic 
Society* 

They regret to announce the deaths of the following 
Honorary Felloiv; 

Professor Wilhelm Kubitschek; 

and of the following seven ordinary Fellows : 

A. 1L Baldwin Percy H. Webb 
A. B- Tngga W. T. Williams 
Eev. J. A. Vanes A- W* Young 
Michel P. Vlasto 

They have also to report the resignation of the following 
seven Fellows: 

Bev. A. It Baird 
A- Leigh Barker* Esq- 
C. C, Browne* Esq. 
T. H. B, Gtaham, Esq. 

Dr, J1. F- Kraus 
F. W. Linooliii Esq* 
Professor E. J. Bapson 
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On the other hand they have to announce the election of 
the following two honorary Follows : 

Dr. Georg Galster [ Dr, A, y* Loohr 

and of the following fifteen ordinary Fellows: 

J. W. Bridge, Esq. W. E. Poole, Esq* 
H. M- Cboudhury, Esq, ' j H. H, Rate! iffe. Esq, 
Comte Ohandon de Mi'S. T. Leslie Shear 

Biiailles David E. Spink, Esq. 
Michael Grant, Esq. J. D. Anthony Thoinp- 
Count Albrecht de Hohen- son, Esq* 

kubin Captain Fasley-William- 
33. V. Morton, E&q. eon 
J. W. Not man, Esq. a a. Whitton, Esq. 
H. Nussbamu, Esq. 

The state of the Society compared with the corresponding 
period last year is therefore : 

ftrctinJuy* Honorary. T&tai. 
June. 1936 . . . . . , 213 11 224 
Since elected - * , * . 15 2 17 

@38 13 241 

Deceased *.«.>« 7 1 s 
Resigned 7 — 7 

214 12 226 

The GouncSI have also to report that they have awarded 
the Society^ medal tins year to Professor Victor Tom-iteur., 
Oonservatcur en Chef tie la Eibliothfeque Roy ale de Belgique 
and President of the International Numismatic Commission, 
in recognition of his contributions to medieval and English 
numismatics. 

The Treasurer's Reporth which follows, was read by 
Mr* Messenger in the absence of the Treasurer* 
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The Reports of the Secretary mid Treasurer were adopted 

on tha motion of the President. 

The President then handed the Society's Medal to 

Mr- Allan to forward to Professor Tourneur and fluid ; 

The Council has this year decided to award the Society's 

Medal to Professor Victor Tourneur, Oooservateur eu Chef 

of the Royal Library of Belgiump President of the Belgian 

Numismatic Societyp and Editor of the Jlcmie de Numts- 
matique Bulge, 

M. Tourneur entered the Cabinet dea MedailJes of the Royal 

Library some 30 years ago, and, after rising to he bead of 

it, was in 1920 appointed Director of tiie Royal Library. 

After many years' service as Secretary he became President 

of the Belgian Numismatic Society. lie has done much 

work for Inter national co-operation in numismatics and is 

President of the permanent International Numismatic Com¬ 

mission under whose auspices our Congress was held last 

year, lie has also done much to encourage the study of 

numismatics in Belgium by the commas of lectures he has 

given in the University of Brussels. The successful revival 

of the Belgian Numismatic Society after the War and the 

prosperity which has since followed it is largely the work of 

M. Tourneur, 

He has been a voluminous contributor to the Revue Edge. 
We need not here mention the countless reviews and short 

notes which he lias contributed to its columns, nor can we 

detail all the contributions he has made to the study of 

the coinage of his native land. His work lias been mainly 

in two fields, ancien t and med ie val. Of li 3 s work on Classical 

Numismatics ive would mention bis articles on the Coins 

of the Imperial naval bases of the Greco-Roman East, on 

the Arras Hoard, and on the staters of Philip II and their 

imitation in Belgium. 

Professor Tourneur's work on Medieval Numismatics is 

characterized by a wide knowledge of the documents, and 

his researches in the archives of the cities of Belgium have 

enabled him to throw much light on the history of ita 
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coinage and particularly on its medals. Of his Work on 

Belgian coins we might mention his study of the Mint of 

Bruges under Austrian domination and his Catalogue of 

Belgton Medals in the National Collection. Of his many 

contributions to the history of the Renaissance in the 

Netherlands we would mention bis studies on the remarkable 

fourteenth-century medals of He radius and Constantine ; on 

the life and work of ComadBSoc, Jenn Symons, and Jacques 

Jonghehn ; his monograph on the medal of the poet Johaunes 

Secundus and his remarkable work on Jehan de Candida, 

medallist and diplomat. In conclusion we would mention- 

two works of special interest to Englishmen, his monograph 

on Stephen van Herwijck, who did much work in England in 

the sixteenth century and was long erroneously known as 

Stephen of Holland ; and his identification of the English 

mint-engraver, Alexandre do Bmchaella; both of which 

appeared in the Chronic!#- The latter article 

was actually written by Sir George Hill baaed on material 

supplied by M. Tourneur- It is a peculiar pleasure to award 

the Medal to a continental numismatist of such distinction, 

who has at the same time made important contributions to 

our knowledge of English numismatics. 

The following letter of thanks from Professor Tourneur 

was read by the Secretary 2 

Bear Mr. Secretary, 
It was a very proud hour of my career when 1 road your 

unexpected letter telling me that the Royal Numismatic 
Society propose to award to me their medal for 19S7* 

I am not able to find tike right words to express the 
high appreciation I have of the vety great honour yon will 
confer upon me: my English is very deficient and I must 
ask you to excuse it. 

For over thirty years I have devoted my whole scientific 
activity to the study of numismatics. But I yet have not 
written thick books. If I am conscious of having been at 
all successful in clearing up some crucial problem*, I had 
never thought that this would be sufficient to attract the 
attention of your learned Society. I have spent perhaps 
too much time to research in the records- To take an 

b 
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example, I worked ton yell's in all to write 125 pages on 
Jehcn de Candida* but every tiling I could assert was 
genuine and previously unknown. I see now that my 
humble efforts iiave been detected* and appreciated : it is 
the reason why I feel specially happy. 

I thank the Council of the Society with all my heart 
for having chosen me aa their medallist in this year; 
I however think that they did not reward one who has 
completed his task* for I trust to deserve in the future 
more fully the precious distinction which is already 
to-day my share, 

I would have been delighted if I could have travelled 
in June to London to receive the medal m person, but at 
that time it was impossible for me; I beg you to excuse 
my absence at the meeting and to express my regrets. 

Very truly yours, 
Victor Tourneur. 

The President then delivered the following address:— 

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS 

It rarely happens that a President of this Society is called 

upon to deliver a Presidential Address on almost the first 

occasion that he occupies the chair. Tliat it so happens this 

evening is due to the fact that the death of our late honoured 

and beloved Pied dent, coming so unexpectedly (as it seemed 

to most of us) in the earlier part of the present year, has 

necessitated the appointment of a successor before the 

expiration of the Numismatic Session. 

In entering upon the office and duties of President at this 

Annual Meeting of our Society I wish first to assure the 

Council and Fellows of my appreciation of the honour which 

their vote- lm& conferred on me. But, as I look back upon 

Presidents whom 1 have known since I became a Fellow 

of the Society, Sir Arthur Evans, Sir Charles Oman, 

Sir George Macdonald, and Mr, Percy Webb, and call to 

mind former Presidents, whose names and achievements 

have become part of the history of the Royal Numismatic 

Society, I can scarcely view the prospect of attempting to 
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follow thorn without a certain amount of personal misgiving* 

It isF however, the part of -every student of Numismatics, or 

of any other branch of learning, to make his own contribution, 

not in the spirit of emulation, but with an honest desire to 

advance the interests of that subject to the utmost of his 

powers. Prompted by this consideration, and this alone, 

1 venture to accept both the honour and duties of President, 

trusting that such modest contribution as I can offer may 

not be entirely without value to tSie Science of Numismatics 

and also towards the advancement of our Society- 

This Session, now drawing to its close, coincides with 

a momentous period of our National history, the true 

importance of which may be better appreciated m time to 

come when events have been duly chronicled and can bo 

viewed In fuller perspective. Suffice it to say that we have 

passed through a grave national crisis, such as in bygone 

times and perhaps in countries other than our own, would 

have plunged the nation into civil war. As it is, the king, 

who granted his patronage to this Society a year ago, has 

quietly abdicated and his successor bus been acclaimed and 

duly crowned amidst unparalleled scenes of public rejoicing. 

Although it is now more than a month since the Coronation, 

vestiges of pageantry have not entirely vanished and the shout¬ 

ing has scarcely faded to its last echo. So before wo close 

our Session, it seems fitting that, as a Society that has long 

enjoyed Royal Patronage and has received that of our 

new king, George VI, we should record our tlmnkfulness 

for the peaceful ordering of events, to which we add our 

heartfelt prayers for every blessing on our King and Queen. 

It is, perhaps, a source of some regret to numismatists 

that the events of the past year are so inadequately recorded 

on our national coinage. More particularly as the sequence 

of royal portraits has been broken. The philatelist has been 

fortunate enough to secure postage stamps with the portrait 

of Edward VIII, but the numismatist has waited in vain 

for a corresponding issue of current coins of the realm. 

Coins with the portrait of Edward VIII havej as we know, 

actually been struck,, but as they bear the data 1B§7, they have 

b2 
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not been put info circulation. Consequently we possess no 
record of the period between February avid December l&S6on 

the official comage. True, we have medals which state that 

Edward Till was crowned at Westminster on May 13, 

1337, and otheis that record his abdication on December 10, 

1336, as well as others which commemorate the actual 

coronation of George VI and Queen Elizabeth. If in some 

future agor let us say a thousand years or so lienee, speci¬ 

mens of all these medals chance to fa!I into the hands of 

numismatists of the period, wc predict that they will find 

themselves faced with a chronological problem quite as 

involved as any of those which we* in oxer generation, 

strive to unravel E Yet, hom this fanciful picture wo may 

take to ourselves this amount of comfort, that as long as 

the world lasts there will still remain numismatic problems 

to be solvedj and that the solving of them will always provide 

numismatists with fresh interests. 

This hiatus between the coinages of George V and 

George VI tempts one to draw a contrast between our 

present-day methods and those of Imperial Eonie, when the 

officials of the mint certainly acted more promptly. But 

for this promptness we should probably possess no portraits 

of short-lived emperors, such a& Otho, Didius Julinnus, or 

QuintillnSj and wo should not even know the names of the 

ephemera*! £f Thirty Tyrants’*. Indeed, the Roman mint- 

masters deserve our undying gratitude for the amount of 

history they impressed upon their coins. 

Hero, in passing, a word about the new coins of George VI, 

specimens of which have already bean exhibited at on* of the 

Meetings of the Society* 

The advent of a new coinage is generally the signal for 

a volley of facetious witticisms* Of course no time has been 

lost in firing the volley through the medium of the Press. 

But having fired it off, everybody accepts the coins without 

troubling further about their designs. In these days it is 

difficult to be original and practical at the same time* 

Hence, perhaps, the tendency on the part of coin designers 

to keep within the limits of the commonplace* However, 
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in praise of the new designs, it mast be said that, besides 

the excellence of the King's portrait, the efforts in the 

direction of originality seem to he fully justified. 

The ship on the halfpenny* although technically puzzling 

from a nautical point of view, avoids the awkward lines of 

ft modern battleship and gives a distinctive character to this 

denomination. 

Similarly, the wren on the farthing adds a touch of 

quaintness and possibly provokes ft smile. But, then, how 

many of us take farthings seriously ? 

The most daring in novation is* of course, the twelve-sided 

three-pence, which has provoked more Briticism than any of 

the coins. Artistically, it is quite on a level wills the rest ; 

and possibly not many people knew before that there is such 

a thing as a Thrift plant. With regard to its unusual shape* 

it does not appear worse than ft seriate coin and is certainly 

preferable to the colonial ones with holes in the middle, 

Whether or not this incongruity will he outweighed by any 

practical advantages must be left for time to prove. 

Turning to matters moro in Li mutely connected with our 

Society we must perforce strike a nofe of sadness as wg recall 

the Ioss we have sustained through the death of our President, 

Mr. Percy H, Webb. I tefemd to him just now as our 

honoured and beloved President, and I think it is thus that 

we shall all like to remember him* since ha made a point 

of becoming personally acquainted with every member of 

the Society, and to the end, every Fellow of the Society was 

a personal friend of his. 

Mr* Percy H. Webb* who died at his homo, The Garden, 

Walton-on-Thames, on March 4, in his Slat year, was 

a member of a family which for several generations had pro- 

d uced archaeologists acid arch itects, B orn i n Hampshire and 

educated at Marlborough, he qualified as a solicitor and had 

been in practice in West Smith field for over half a century. 

He also played an important part in public life at 

WalEon-on-Thames, He was also an active member of tlte 

Surrey Archaeological Society And contributed to its Collec¬ 

tions and to those of the Sussex Archaeological Society, 
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He had been a collector of coins from boyhood and found 

time amidst a very busy life in his profession to acquire 

a European reputation as an authority on the coins of the 

Homan Empire^ especially of the third century. 

Mr- Webb was elected a Fellow of the Royal Numismatic 

Society in 190J, and was appointed Treasurer in 190b. 

After holding this office for n quarter of ft century, ho was 

elected President in 1930 and held this office tjJl 19S5. 

He had just entered upon a second period of office in 

October last. During his long and difficult period of office 

Its Treasurer, Mr. Webb managed the finances of tlio Society 

so well that in spite of the war and nil its far-reaching 

effects, increased cost of printing, higher rent, and reduced 

membership; he left the Society in a stronger position than 

he found it. 

In 1921 lie was awarded the Society+s Medal. 

As President ho gave ns the very best of his powers, and 

imparted to us that living interest in Numismatic studies 

that animated him to the last. 

In addition to numerous contributions to the JfomitfffHlfiC 

Chronicle, he was the author of a work on the Coinages of 

Carausius and Allsctus, which, although written as far back 

as 1907, remains the standard work on the subject. His 

greatest work, however, is the fifth volume of the Homan 

Imperial Cainage, in two parts, numbering over 1,200 

pages, and covering the period Am. 253*290. In this work 

Mi1. Webb was to a large extent ploughing new ground, 

involving a vast amount of labour and research, with the 

result that we have, for the first time, a scientific conspectus 

of this most involved period of the Roman coinage* 

As one of the joint-editors of B&nan Imperial Coinage 

I should like to add my personal appreciation of this notable 

contribution. When Mt\ Mattingly and I embarked on 

a compendious work on coins of tha Roman Empire we 

could not forsee all the difficulties and pitfalls that lay before 

us; and the consciousness that we havo not always shown 

ourselves superior to them is certainly a chastening reflexion. 

Equally certain is it that without the co-operation of our 
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good friend, Percy Webb, volume V would not have been 

written—at least, not for many years to come. 

The success of the International Numismatic Con gross 

held in London lust Summer was mainly due to his careful 

organization, 

Luring the War, Mr, Webb did a great deal of work for 

Belgian refugees and received the Modal of King Albert of 

Belgium* For other war work he received the M.B.E, and 

the thanks of the New Zealand Government, Ho urt-* 

fortunately did not live to know that the Numismatic 

Society of Holland had conferred its Medal on the Society 

in honour of its CantenaryH The Medal and letter ac¬ 

companying it reached the Society on the day he died. 

We regret also to record the death, during the past year, 

of five Follows and one Honorary Fellow of the So-ciety j 

Professor J. W. Kubitschek, Director of the Department 

of Ancient Coins in the Austrian Museum and Professor at 

the University of Vienna, was elected an Honorary Fellow 

in 1904, He was one of the chief reviewers for the Numis- 
matische Ztittaekrifl and the author of numerous works and 

articles. Amongst these may be mentioned his work on 

Select Medallions in the Austrian Museum and The 
Tribes; also monographs on Ne»wa, Marcus Aurelius, and 

Yerus. Professor Kubitschok was an eminent scholar and 

the range of his knowledge was enormous. Being thoroughly 

conversant with many branches of archaeology, he brought 

this wide knowledge to bear upon Numismatics with valuable 

results. 

M. Michel F* Ylastc, who was elected in 18&9* was well 

known to many of us. He lived in England for a number 

of yeax-s, and frequently came here even after going to 

Marseilles. He retired to Athens some years ago. He had 

a remarkable collection of coins of Tarenturn, a series in 

which he had specialized. His contributions to the Chronicle 
include “Pave and Unpublished Coins of Taras ” {1007, 

pp. 277-90) ; £i A Find of Coins struck during the Hannb 

foalic occupation of Torentum ” (1909, pp, 25S-6S); “Coins 
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of Metapontum and Tarentum ** (1920, pp. 277-81); *fTh* 

Warren Hoard of Tarantino Horsemen” (1930, pp+107-03); 

“A Find of Tarentina Homoi from Italy p> (1923, pp, 245-7}; 

“ Alexander, son of Ueoptolem.os of Epirus*1 (1930, pp. 154- 

' 231), To the series of the American Humianiatic Society's 

Monographs ho contributed an important study of Tarenthio 

coins, entitled, Taiv$ QikistcS* 

Mr, Ah B> Triggs, one of our Australian Fellows, was 

elected in 1894, He had a very fine collection of Greek, 

Roman, and English coins, of which a catalogue was 

published by Messrs. Spink Sc Son ill 1924. 

Mr, W* I, Williams, who wels elected in 1910, was better 

known to the Librarian than to the rest of us, as he was 

rarely in town. 

Mr* A, Wh Young, elected in 1890. was one of our oldest 

Fellows* but had not attended the Meetings for many years. 

Mr. A- H. Baldwin was elected a Fellow In 1902. For 

the past forty years lie has been well known to every 

collector of coins, and to him and his remarkable faculty of 

procuring coins every collector owes a debt of gratitude. 

He was* moreover, a student and an ardent collector himself j 

and through the actual handling of coins bad acquired a wide 
knowledge of them. 

The Rev. J. A, Vanes became a Fellow in 191 6. 

We have also to report the jesignation of the following 

seven Fellows; The Rev. A. H. Baird, Mr. A, Leigh Barker, 

Mi\ C. C. Browne, Mr, T, H* B. Graham, Dr. F+ F+ Kraus, 

Mr. F* W+ Lincoln, and Professor E. J+ Kapson. 

On the other Laud, it is pleasant to announce the election 

of the following two Honorary Fellows, Br. Georg Galster 

and Director A- v, Loehr; and fifteen ordinary Fellows of 

the Society, Mr. J* W. Bridge, Mr. H. M. Choudhury, 

Comte Cbandon de BrmiJIes* Mr. Michael Grant, Count 

Albrecht de Hohenkubin, Mr, H, V, Morton, Mr. J, W. 

Hetman, Mr, H. Nussbaum* Mih H, H. RntcHtfe, Mrs. Leslie 

Shear* Mr. David F, Spink, Mr. W* E. Poole, Mr. J, JDh 

Anthony Thompson, Captain Pasley^ Williamson, and 
Mr, C. A, Whitton* u 
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Oar total membership at the present time stands at 22 G 

as against 224 in June Ifl36> 

We give a hearty welcome to all our recently elected 

Fellows, many of whom will* I hope, become active members 

of the Society* In oar Meetings they will find many a 

common interest and7 I will u aider take to say, much good 

fellowship. 

In making a report of the papers read to the Society, it 

appears to have been the custom at the General Meeting for 

the President to give a r4sum& of each paper, to which he 

has generally added some comments or criticisms of his 

own. But this evening I trust I may be pardoned if I 

deviate to some extant from this custom. My reasons for 

doing so are (1) its the papers will, in due course, appear in 

the Chi'&niclSi where they may be read and digested at leisure* 

it seems rather superfluous to epitomize them beforehand i 

and there is always the danger of misrepresenting the author 

in the process; (2) since greatly to my regret, I have been 

debarred from attending all but a few Meetings, I am not in 

a position either to summarize, or to comment on, many of 

the papers. 

For the substance of the following brief report I aui 

largely indebted to the Secretary and Mr- Mattingly, to 

whom I wish to express my sincere thanks. I merely add 

a few remarks that have occurred to me in connexion with 

some of the subjects. 

Beginning with matters relating to the earlier history of 

our own country was a paper, written jointly by Messrs. 

W. P. D. Stabbing, H. Mattingly, and JDerek Allen, on 

a large hoard of barbarous coins from Rich bo rough. 

The day when students and collectors spurned these small 

and artistically unattractive coins is happily past. Of lata 

they have received a good deal of attention and large hoardsJ 

such as the Ljdney, Hayle, and others, have been classified 

and considerable headway has been made towards placing 

them in their historical setting. The ftichhorough hoard 

has added at least one piece of valuable information since it 

contained examples of the radiate head combined with the 
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FEL. TEMP. REPARATIO type, thereby ruling out the 

view that all the radiate coins necessarily belong to an earlier 

date. Mr* Stabbing, whose connexion with Rich boro ugh h 
well known, and Mr, Mattingly suggested the fifth century 

as being the period to which the coins probably belong. 

Mr, Derek Allen,, whose studies are directed to the English 

series, inclined to place them somewhat later on account of 

their similarity to early Saxon coins. At any rate, it seems 

certain that these ill-struck and under-sized coins belong to 

the Dark Age when Roman Britain, deprived of military 

and political help from Rome, gradually lapsed into n state 

of weakness and poverty* Indeed, these barbarous and 

poverty-stricken coins are some of the few l-ellcs loft to us 

from an age concerning which historians are so strangely 
silent. 

Eminently appropriate to the present year was Mr, Derek 

Allen's paper on Coronation medals, handled in a manner 

that was both scholarly and racy* We shall look forward 

to reading it in the Chronicle later on. 

Pianch medals of the Second Revolution formed the sub¬ 

ject of a paper by Dr, Fairbairn {also read at the Congress), 

As a specialist on tins period of French history Dr. Fairbsim 

is unrivalled, and in dealing with the medals he brought 

the most intimate knowledge of the times to bear on the 
subject, 

Mr. J. W. E. Pearce is equally at homo in the fourth 

century and has for many years studied the intricacies of 

the Tbeodosian coinage. His paper on the attribution of the 

COMG8 coins of Theodosius is, therefore, a valuable 

addition to our knowledge of the period. He re-examined 

the traditional view that all the COMOB coins belong to 

the Roman mint and pointed out Iho strong resemblances 

of some of these coins to issues from Thessalonica. 

Dr, Fmk, in a communicated paper, dealt with "Some 

Seventeenth-century Forgeries” of the Lysimachus type. 

The subject, illustrated by casts and photograph&, was of 

a very restricted character and Bi\ Pink dealt with it in 

considerable detaiL It was his close reasoning that gave to 
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the paper its undoubted value* Forgeries of Greek coins, 

of which these of the Lysimnchus class arc note worthy 

examples* arc often extremely subtle and tan only be 

distinguished from genuine specimens by the minutest 

comparison of details* Further studies on similar lines 

would be of the greatest practical value to collectors. 

“Greek Coins found at Exeter>h formed the subject of 

a paper communicated by Dr. Jr G* Milne. Quite apart 

from the interest of the question a reexamination of it was 

certainly needed. Since the publication in 1S40 of Shortt's 

description of coins found in and around Exeter, and the 

subsequent bousing of the coins in the Exeter Museum, 

doubts have been thrown on their authenticity as local 

finds. Dr. Milne, in a careful examination of the evidence, 

comes to the conclusion that these doubts are groundless 

and regards many of the Exeter finds of Greek coins as 

entirely above suspicion. Dr. Milne's paper serves a wider 

purpose than merely the vindication of a few coins found at 

Exeter and undoubtedly has an important bearing on the 

larger problem of the Greek coins found in this country 

generally* In this direction lies an interesting channel of 

inquiry, and we shall look forward to a fuller discussion 

of it in some future paper. 

Following one of those interesting side-lines of Numis¬ 

matics was a paper read by Mr. L* Ah Lawrence on the 

casting counters of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 

in which he showed that the earliest counters for use with 

the abacus could be dated very closely by comparison with 

the types of Edward pennies from which they were copied. 

In explaining the use of these counters he suggested that 

they were pierced to prevent their being passed as coins. 

Those counters appear- to have been made at the Mint and 

show remarkable parallelism with the coins. 

In the province of Numismatic literature there has been 

the usual amount of activity during the past year, with the 

result that we have before ua a long and varied list from 

which it is only possible to select- a few works* Taking 

first some on Greek Numismatics: 
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Mr, Robinson has bi'ongrb t out the final part of volume ii 

of the Sglloge comprising the famous Lloyd Collection. 

Mention was made in the Proceedings of tile Societyt pub¬ 

lished in the Chronicle last year (see p. 29) o£ earlier parts of 

this important work. This last instalment, which in point 

of general excellence is quite up to the standard of its pre¬ 

decessors, deals with the Syracusan and SEculo-Punic coinages 

and contains valuable information on the re-attribution of 

the coins. 

M. Jean Eabelon lias published the text and plates of the 

fourth volume of the Catalogufi tfe la Collection dc L<uyticst 
which includes the coinages of Syria, Humid ia? &e* The 

work is issued under the auspices of the D^partement des 

Medaillea in .the Bibliothfeque Notionale, Paris. 

On tho Bom an Series, W. Htittl has completed his work 

on the reign of Antoninus Pius, a special feature of which 

is the application of Numismatics to History. 

Gr Elmer lias written a monograph on the coinage of 

Eugeni us, published in the Nuwistmtischc Zeit$chrij& In 

conjunction with this we may mention an article on the 

same subject by Mr. W. £d Pearce that has already 

appeared in the Chronicle. 

VoL iv, part 1 of Homan Imperial Coinage [Mattingly and 

Sydenham) come out just before the Congress last summer. 

This covers the period from Perliiuix to CJeta, We hope 

that Part 2, which, will probably be slightly shorter than 

Part 1, will be in the printer's hands before the end of the 
present year. 

The siiggcstion was made some time ago that a series of 

lectures on Numismatic subjects should be prepared, and be 

available for Meetings of the Society when required. I am 

glad to announce that two such lectures am now ready ; one 

by Mr* Mattingly on u Coins of the Pom an Republic " and 

another by Ml-. Perek Allen on “English Coins ” 

A general Report of the International Congress held in 

connexion with the Centenary of the Royal Numismatic 

Society has already appeared in the Chronicle (1036, pp, Si- 
67), It is, therefore, unnecessary for me to say more this 
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evening. All of ns who attended the Meetings, as well as 

many who were unable to (to so, are leaking forward to the 

publication in book form of the of the Congress. 

I am assured, however, that the volume, the editing of 

which has entailed considerable labour, is expected to be 

ready shortly. 

Thus far I have tried to review the past, its Activities its 

regrets, and its encouragements. Now a word as to the 

future. Next October we shall begin another series of 

nice lings, lectures, and discussions, and X want to assure 

you of my sincere intention of doing every thing within my 

power to make these meetings both successful and interest- 

ing and to promote the welfare of our Society generally, 

I have heard it hinted that Meetings are sometimes 

inclined to be dull, and that it would be well to devise some¬ 

thing towards brightening them up* Of course we are 

a serious Society, and the iintroduction of anything approach¬ 

ing levity would ill accord with the studies with which we 

are concerned. Any suggestion, however, that may tend 

towards increasing the interest at Meetings will be welcorned 

and will ho duly considered by the Council. In the mean¬ 

time, there are two suggestions that X should like to make s 

(1) that besides papers on specialized subjects, which are 

not only valuable but essential, there should bo two papers 

during the Session of a more general character, such os 

would lead to discussion in which every one would find 

so me ini e rest; (2) Hut oil the evenings devoted to exhibitions 

a definite subject should he announced beforehand and 

Fellows should bo invited to exhibit specimens in connexion 

with it. Tills need not exclude miscellaneous exhibits, but 

would, at the same time, create a centre of interest. These 

are merely suggestions. I hope we may receive other, and 

possibly better ones, from some of our Fellows. 

In conclusion I must ask your indulgence for any short¬ 

comings or omissions in this Address. You will no doubt 

realise that it is very difficult to give a a adequate review 

of n year's activities unless one has made notes from time 

to time, as things occur* But for the preparation of this 
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Address nio&t of the notes had to be collected within the past 
week, hence the mult lacks the completeness that one 
would desire, 

Mr. Crewther-Benyon proposed and Mr, Harrison seconded 

a vote of thanks to the President for his address 

The result of the ballot for officebearers for 1997-8 was 
announced as follows :— 

President, 

Krv. Edward A, S^besham, M.A. 

Vice-Presidents* 

Harold Mattjholy, Esq,* M. A> 

Professor Sir Charles Qvan, X.E.E., M.A., D.O.L,, 

LL.D., FShA, F,B.A. 

Treasurer. 

Q. Ck Haihes, Esq., F.S.A. 

Secretaries* 

JOHK ALULtt* Esq,# fit Avr F.S,A, 

Eh S. G. Kobir&dr, Eaq., M,A+J F»£hA 

Foreign Secretary. 

Willi ah Gilbert, Esq,, M.S.A. 

Xi&rtfttatL 

Frederick: A* Harrison, Esq., F,Z.S. 

Members of iM Council, 

C- E- Blurt. Esq., F,S,A. 

H. Jk Bakers, Esq., M.A, 

Lady Eva jts* M*A+ (Gxon. and Duel.). 

S. H. Eairuairjt, Esq. 5 M.A,, M.D, 

Hesry Platt Hall, Esq. 
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Leopold Q-. P. Messenger, Esq. 

Charles Chichele Oman, Esq., M.A, 
B, H* St, X O'Neil, Esq.r M.A.r F.S>A, 

W. O’WSTON BMITHt ESQuj M.A. 
H. B. Whitehead, Esc*,, M.A., F.A.S.E., M.E,A,S. 

The President proposed a, vote of thanks to the auditors 

and scrutineers of the ballot, and adjourned the Society until 

October 21. 
< 
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